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Abstract
The Finnish composer Magnus Lindberg (b. 1958) is one of the leading figures
in the field of contemporary classical music. Curiously, despite the fascinating
characteristics of Lindberg’s works and the several interesting subjects his music brings up, his works have not been widely researched.
This study, Magnus Lindberg: Musical Gesture and Dramaturgy in Aura
and the Symphonic Triptych, examines Lindberg’s technical and aesthetic thinking by analyzing his significant works of the 1990s: Aura (1994) and the Symphonic Triptych, which includes Feria (1997), Cantigas (1997–99), and Parada
(2001). The main purpose of the study is to demonstrate the composer’s construction of gesture and dramaturgy from the viewpoint of musical dramaturgy.
The analyses focus on Lindberg’s strategic design, which is called dramaturgical cohesion in narrative.
The main theoretical framework is musical narrative (see, for example,
Tarasti 1994, Almén 2008, Grabócz 2008). Methodologically, the research is
based on an approach that combines musical narrative with “traditional analysis,” by which I mean examining the form and structure of a work. Musical
narrative in turn draws ideas from the study of theater and literature. My idea
of musical gesture and dramaturgy is based on this combined analytical method. An essential concept here is dramaturgy, which is anchored to the theory of
drama, especially the model of tragedy based on Aristotle’s Poetics. This model
consists of five parts of drama (exposition, rising action, peripeteia, falling action, and dénoument) and the climax. The precise examination of a climax refers to the idea of telos. Telos, meaning the goal of a linear process, is a central
aspect of a syntagmatic relationship. And as a culmination that unifies structural levels, telos is also central to paradigmatic relationships. Musical gesture
refers to a musical event that plays the main role in a composition’s functional units. Musical gestures are subordinate to dramaturgical cohesion or hierarchical structure. In order to focus on telos and its function in a dramaturgical
structure as a whole, it is important to examine the relationship between telos
and gestures.
For this analysis, I use the orchestral scores of four Lindberg works together with sound materials (CDs) and the composer’s drafts of compositions in order to find and identify gestures, telos, and elements of narrativity. In addition,
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the interviews that I conducted with Lindberg and selections from his writings
reflect the composer’s aesthetic-technical and dramaturgical thinking.
The most significant finding is that a certain dramaturgical structure, which
I call “the Lindberg dramaturgy,” is found in all four works analyzed here. This
structure is associated with Aristotelian dramaturgy. Lindberg’s music opens
with an exposition (the opening gesture), in which the basic material is presented. The musical process develops toward chaos, which must somehow be resolved.
Music is now in a state of saturation; the musical motion slows down and musical tension heightens. As a result of the saturation, an explosion occurs. Finally,
a unison, a tonality, or some kind of ending gesture with a long note or fadeout
follows the explosion – Lindberg’s catharsis (=cleansing). I claim that the musical narrative of Aura and the Symphonic Triptych are based on this formula. The process to the telos is indicated by the vision of narrativity moving from
chaos to clarity, a concept on which the dramaturgy of these four works is based.
Magnus Lindberg’s music is unique in its rapid-gestural and energetic style
and its richly detailed orchestration. The result of this study shows that beneath
his music’s complexities, there is simple and traditional dramaturgy, which we
can identify and which invokes the listeners’ sympathy. The consistent musical
structure and his principles — a musical continuum and the extended chaconne
principle—create a dynamic flow of expression in his music, which is based on
the conventional and simple Aristotelian dramaturgy. For this reason, a listener probably perceives this dynamic motion and dramaturgy as potentially familiar. Lindberg’s profound artistic quality lies in this distinction.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background
Magnus Lindberg (b. 1958) ascended to the top of the international music scene
in the 1980s. He is now one of the leading figures in the field of contemporary
classical music, along with another Finnish composer, Kaija Saariaho (b. 1952).
After Jean Sibelius (1865–1957), these two are among the few who belong to the
pinnacle of internationally recognized contemporary Finnish composers, despite
the renown of their countrymen Einojuhani Rautavaara (1928–2016) and Kalevi Aho (b. 1949). It is important to note that the classical music scene in Finland can be divided into two distinct categories: opera and other contemporary
music (orchestral, chamber, vocal music, etc.). This is mainly because Finnish
composers industriously create new operas nearly every year – surprising, given the present situation of contemporary music worldwide. Saariaho composes in this genre and has created several masterful operas. Lindberg, however,
has concentrated on orchestral music. His international reputation has been acknowledged with several prizes and with music festivals featuring his orchestral
works. Lindberg has also received commissions from major symphony orchestras.
Lindberg’s musical language can be described as having a strong and characteristic sound that creates certain structural dynamics in his orchestral works.
How does the composer structure the chain of musical events, and what is this
structure based on? Does Lindberg design a formal scheme beforehand or an
inner drama to the structure through which musical events can unfold dynamically? Do small musical events develop into a coherent drama or are they just
scattered fragments? Since the 1980s, several studies of contemporary music
have demonstrated an approach in which, in addition to pitch (class) organization, musical time and temporal organization receive a great deal of attention.
This approach analyzes a dynamic event that passes in time and develops in
a temporal range (see Koivisto 2003: 45). Representative examples are a theory of compositional design (Morris 1987) and a transformational theory (Lewin
2007). In addition, musical semiotics deals with the research subject as a narative (Stoianova 1978; Tarasti 1994, 2002, 2012; Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997; Monelle 2000, 2006; Klein 2005; Almén 2008; Grabócz 2008). The main emphasis
in musical narrativity is to bring out the syntagmatic aspect in addition to the
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paradigmatic analysis.1 From the viewpoint of musical narrativity, the processes of tension and release unavoidably leads to the question of how a musical
work takes shape in the listener’s mind as a temporal organization. Particularly in this study, this aspect leads to the fundamental question of how to analyze Lindberg’s orchestral works composed over almost four decades to be able
to grasp them as dynamic processual images or impressions that arise from the
movement of one musical event leading to another. If some semblance of drama exists in the dynamic processual image, what aspect of the drama’s totality can be understood?
I call this kind of drama musical dramaturgy. Musical dramaturgy refers to
how a composer’s own compositional-technical intentions are conveyed through
the work’s structural figures. A comparison between a composer’s construction
of musical organization and the listener’s aural experience of the work’s performance can probably provide one possibility for comprehending the temporal organization of musical events and ordering those events in a clear way.
In an analytical procedure, it thus ultimately becomes important to define a
musical event, its functional value, style, and type, and especially to consider
dramaturgical cohesion as a kind of hierarchical organization. From this kind
of structural and hierarchical view, we can regard a musical event as a kind of
minimal unit, whose ordering in a temporal range can show a certain dramatic dimension. I call this minimal unit a musical gesture. The English composer Brian Ferneyhough (1998) regards a musical gesture as a personified object,
which becomes the main role of the functional units in a composition. Hence, in
the present study this aspect of dramaturgy refers to certain gesturally-oriented hierarchical structures, which I call dramaturgical cohesion.

1 Musical paradigmatic analysis (for example, see Ruwet 1972 and Hanninen 2001) refers
to an analytical method of musical themes and motives in which similar motives or melodies
called “segmentation figures” are vertically “piled” (put) into a chart side by side. At a single
glance, we can grasp the distribution of the segments of an entire piece of music. The syntagmatic aspect, for example, refers to what Almén (2008: 32) describes as where narrative
listening would require several features: (1) a syntax that could group constituent elements
into dialogical and/or conflictual relationships; (2) the continued coherence of these groupings over time; (3) teleological directedness (at least one significant change in the relations
among elements between the beginning of the piece and the end); and (4) cultural preconditions of performances that permit or invite a listener to be attentive to the above features.
This issue will be discussed in more detail in section 2.1.
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1.2. Purposes of the Study
The first and main purpose of this study is to illuminate Magnus Lindberg’s
technical and aesthetic thinking by analyzing his significant works of the 1990s
and, more particularly, to demonstrate the composer’s way of constructing gesture and dramaturgy and exhibit them from the viewpoint of musical dramaturgy. My method is based on a traditional approach by which we examine pitch,
dynamic level, duration of notes, harmonic, rhythmic, thematic organization,
tone color, and so on. The analytical procedure is governed by semiotic aspects
(narrativity and gesture), from which important points are chosen and analyzed in detail using traditional analytical methods. The primary materials for the
study consist of scores of Lindberg’s works, recordings of these works, the composer’s drafts, memos, and interviews (see section 1.5).
The analyses here focus on musical dramaturgy and gesture in four of Lindberg’s orchestral works, Aura (1994), Feria (1997), Cantigas (1997–99), and
Parada (2001), emphasizing his strategic design, which is called dramaturgical cohesion in narrative. Lindberg’s works of the 1990s, in which he employed
rich and various materials, show an important phase in his development of musical structure, with clear conceptualizations of dramaturgical or narrative cohesion. Aura, one of Lindberg’s most important and monumental works to date,
sums up his earlier compositional techniques and resources. Lindberg (2003)
has said that Feria, Cantigas, and Parada are identical at the material level,
and he himself described them as forming a triptych or a second trilogy.2 Lindberg had no plans to write a trilogy when he completed Feria, but by the time
he came to write Parada, he wanted a slow piece to go between Feria and Cantigas. The composer observed (ibid.) that the model for an extensive orchestral
work consisting of three separate pieces was Debussy’s Images, “whose movements were also written separately and remained independent, though they may
be performed as a suite” (Nieminen 2006: 323). I also use the designation “symphonic triptych” in this study because I find an interesting element of change
to a new phase in the 2000s in these three works, even though they represent
Lindberg’s style of the 1990s. However, the term “triptych” raises the question

2 The first trilogy consists of three works written in the late 1980s: Kinetics (1988–1989),
Marea (1989–1990), and Joy (1989–1990). The second trilogy is the symphonic triptych written in the late 1990s, consisting of Feria, Parada, and Cantigas. The triptych in its entirety
was premiered by the Orchestre Philharmonique de Liège under Louis Langrée at the Ars
Musica festival in Liège, Belgium, on March 21, 2002.
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of whether this was Lindberg’s name for his work or someone else’s. I take up
this issue in Chapter 4.
These four works, which I have chosen as the focus of my research, are characteristic of the composer and show his dramaturgical and gestural thinking
and his aesthetic as follows: 1) Aura was composed during a transitional period in which Lindberg attempted to settle into a new style, abandoning the highly complex textures typical of post serialism (see Chapter 3). 2) The idea of a
“symphonic triptych” crystallizes his two prior principles, namely, the extended
chaconne principle and musical continuity. Lindberg has continued these principles in his latest works. 3) These four works belong in the category of Lindberg’s late, post-serial style, yet they attempt to show an approach to the new
musical language of the 1990s based on “an internal drama” or a “dramatic discourse.” This was to become one of the most important and coherent features of
Lindberg’s new aesthetic. More specifically, I mean that, through this internal
drama, Lindberg was taking a dramaturgical approach to formal thinking as
a narrative discourse already in an initial phase of his productions, this in addition to his harmonic approach, the extended chaconne principle (see Chapter
3.2).3 However, remarkably, his dramaturgical approach strengthened in the
1990s, when he began to use materials that contrasted post-tonal texture with
tonal harmony by using various tone colors and orchestral combinations. This
technical approach – using contrasting materials in various musical parameters – was typical of post-serialism in which Lindberg’s musical style originated. However, the change in his style from the 1980s to the 1990s demanded an
approach that differed from the rigorous serial method. I believe that this other approach was the internal drama, that is, the musical dramaturgy, which
became central to his compositional strategy. This is my hypothesis. And to
demonstrate this hypothesis, I will explore these factors through these four orchestral works.
Curiously, despite the fascinating characteristics of Lindberg’s works and
the several interesting subjects his music brings up, his works have not been
widely researched. His compositions are based on a strict method by which
the musical materials and the forms are constructed. Highly complex harmonic structures created with a computer program are apparent, especially in his
works from the 1980s. In the 1990s, his musical texture became clearer, even
though his music is difficult to study using purely traditional analytical meth3 By this, I mean that an external drama refers to some program, motto, or outer compositional structure, which takes a view contrary to the internal.
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ods and theories. Perhaps for this reason, research on Lindberg has yielded few
substantive results. However, I dare to ask whether Lindberg’s music is really
so difficult to analyze? What are the obstacles to Lindberg research, especially
given his international success?
When I was talking about my research with an acquaintance of mine, he,
who was neither a musicologist nor a particularly enthusiastic music lover, questioned me with some suspicion about the value of musical analysis: “Is there an
important meaning [to be found] in analyzing a piece of contemporary music,
even though the composer who has created the work is still alive and has expounded on his own works and compositional method?” This question can probably lead us to an answer as to why there is such a small amount of research
on Lindberg. However, the question is also tinctured with prejudice. As I recall, I answered at that time as follows: “Art music is open to interpretation in
many ways. Musical analysis is an interpretation of the art music examined by
means of certain theoretical approaches. A study makes it possible to show various interpretive ways of approaching the work, in spite of the composer’s own
explanations about the piece. My study is one of those interpretations and critiques.” However, my answer was not sufficient to satisfy my acquaintance. Simultaneously, I began to wonder how we can quantify the reliability of musical
analysis, and how can academic research help readers understand the meaning of analysis.
My previous study (Sosa 2005) also discussed probable reasons for the rarity of Lindberg research. Lindberg has a personal archive in which he preserves
sketches and drafts of his important works. He openly and kindly provides researchers these manuscript materials. However, Tomi Mäkelä (1993: 16–17)
observed that this situation may impede research, since the composer has already revealed all the secrets of his works. Analysts have no way of taking a
critical attitude towards research subjects because there is little chance of new
findings. The reason that studies of his music are rare is probably related to
Mäkelä’s observation, that “the composer is very conscious of the meaning of his
creative works and interestingness” (ibid.). This idea that Mäkelä pointed out
does not hold true. I emphasize that the starting point for this study is different. Analytical research on contemporary music is needed. Although I use the
composer’s drafts, memos, and interviews as primary materials, I am not simply repeating the composer’s views, since my analysis is based on a certain research question and methodology. These distinctions already ensure a unique
critical stance to the subject. A researcher’s standpoint and approach are different from the composer’s and the journalist’s. (Sosa 2005: 2.) This study endeav-
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ors to advance musicological research on Lindberg and Finnish contemporary
music in the hope of inspiring a new stream of research on Lindberg while also making a contribution to the study of contemporary music, which is the second purpose of this dissertation.
For more clarity, we will focus on the composer’s role in the analysis of his/
her musical work in order to define a main approach: how a (musicological) scholar treats a document (a published text) or interview in which a composer shows
(explains) his own musical work. Taking the compositional process into account
is important, even though this topic is not related to the concept of dramaturgy at all. While dramaturgy must be dealt with (see section 2.2), here I want to
clarify my standpoint on this issue. The concept of musical dramaturgy precedes
the compositional process, including the composer’s thought processes, including decisions about form, orchestration, notation, compositional strategies, and
so on. And if we regard this topic as an external actor in a Tarastian manner,4
it would be an indispensable part of the musical gesture (Boulez 1989),5 musical process (narrativity), and the problem of comparison between intuitive, ideal
substances and compositional decisions. These elements of the idea of the external actor can cover a broad analytical space, enlighten the whole elaborately structured musical discourse (for example, see Hatten 2004), and enrich the
results of this analysis.
Edward Cone (1974) argues that a musical persona “is a mask worn by the
composer” (see also Klein 2005: 109, 139). Quoting this concept of the musical
persona, Klein (2005: 109) considers the problem of the composer who writes his/
her state of mind into the music. From an intertextual viewpoint,6 Klein (ibid.)
maintains that we hear the expressive states of music as if projected from a subject – a consciousness – a which is a mask worn by the composer. We must take
the same care in separating the persona of a composition from its composer as
we do in separating the narrator of a novel from its author.

4 Tarasti (1994: 106–111) divides the musical subject into the “actorial” and “intentional.”
The actorial subject refers to an inner subject in a work of music, such as a theme or melody,
while the intentional subject or external actor means a composer’s intention for a musical work.
5 Boulez (1989) considers the whole process of composition, from generating an abstract idea
for a composition to the performance situation as “the gesture of the composition.”
6 Although I am in agreement with Klein, I do not take the intertextual point of view in
analyzing Lindberg’s works here. Also I do not deal with the notion of a musical subject from
a semiotic perspective.
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Dramaturgy is a reflection of a composer’s concept and strategic view. However, this view, emphasized by a composer’s perception, may well cause problems in analyzing modern music. Analyses of post-tonal and contemporary music
have a tendency to yield inconsequential results, including the limitation of simply repeating comments the composer has already given, merely providing an
overview of essential characteristics and in general turning out a dogmatic example of a compositional technique. Sanna Iitti (1992: 31–39) emphasizes this
viewpoint, criticizing Richard Toop’s analysis of a piano piece by Ferneyhough:
The view of the composer on the character of material also steers the attitude of
Toop [the researcher] to it. . .. This conclusion is directly derived from the composer . . ., yet it tells nothing about this music. . .. If the researcher really wants
to absorb this music, he would have to perceive it from the analysis [of] others, rather than from the approach that the composer offers (Iitti 1992: 37–38.)

In addition to this point, we should remember that, in the sense of theoretical thinking, an elimination of the composer’s strategic thinking, in which
he/she comments on compositional processes, would lead to a vague view of a
work’s dramatic structure. For this reason, contemplating how to construct drama, especially dramaturgy, which is a formula for a musical plot, enriches the
handling of the narrative structure of a composition. This is preferable to simply accepting the composer’s strategic thinking.
In order to support my idea and answer the question of the meaning of analysis, it would be helpful to quote Dahlhaus (1995: 85):
Analysis . . . is open to the suspicion that it distorts or empties the impression
that it tries to penetrate, as it grasps and defines their content. Esthetic experiences, happening to a listener in the moment of self-forgetting musical intuition, seem to elude formation as judgments in which reflection is recorded. . ..
But a prejudice against analysis, a judgment that transforming immediate impressions into reflected impressions represents impoverishment and exploitation, might be countered by pointing out that the prejudice itself depends on
reflection. . .. Esthetic reflection terminates in criticism.

Based on Dahlhaus’s idea, I argue that this study is an aesthetic reflection.
The study also demonstrates a certain criticism of Magnus Lindberg’s works
through which the outcome of this discourse would thus contribute to musical-cultural society as a “phenomenological reduction,” to use Husserl’s concept.
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My third purpose in this study is to experiment with my theoretical idea of
musical dramaturgy in order to inspire further studies. I will present a general view of this theoretical and methodological issue next.

1.3. Theoretical and Methodological Framework
The main theoretical framework for this study is musical narrativity (for example, Tarasti 1994, Almén 2008, Grabócz 2008). To be precise, methodologically, the research is based on a method that combines musical narrativity with
“traditional analysis,” by which I mean examining harmony, pitch, duration,
dynamics, as well as the form and structure of a work. Musical narrativity in
turn draws ideas from the study of theater and literature. My idea of musical
gesture and dramaturgy is based on this combined analytical method. An essential concept here is dramaturgy, which is anchored to the theory of drama,
especially the model of tragedy based on Aristotle’s Poetics. This model consists
of five parts of drama (exposition, rising action, peripeteia, falling action, and
dénoument) and the climax. My concept of dramaturgy is also anchored to the
concepts of musical analytical method (form, structure, gesture, tempo, texture,
subject, motive). The interviews I conducted, as well as the composer’s drafts,
memos, and writings I studied play a prominent role in the analysis as well as
in the composer’s aesthetic background.
In tonal music, a rise in musical tension and its resolution can provide narrative impulse without any literary clue. For example, we can find juxtaposition in sonata movement as a discourse. Harmonic rotations of tensions, as well
as conflicts and their resolutions, are regarded as a narrative archetype. Eero
Tarasti (1994: 23) states that “the arch of tension between the beginning and
end of a work is one of narrative movement.” Several semioticians and respected researchers (for example, Almén 2008, Hatten 1994, Monelle 2006a, 2006b)
speak about narrativity in terms of events, continuity, and discontinuity. They
perceive the categories of progressive and linear time versus discontinued time
(containing empty moments or pauses). These are all essential elements for narrative structure. According to Tarasti (2002: 112), “narrativity is a way of shaping the world in its temporal, spatial, and actorial course. As a temporal art,
music is thus one of the best means of narrativizing transcendential ideas.” My
theoretical approach with narrativity is mainly based on this idea.
However, music narrativity is associated with tonal music. Most ideas of
musical narrative have been employed and developed mainly in analyzing tonal music. Therefore, one of the most difficult challenges in applying a semiot-
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ic sign system to modern music may be the problems caused, which bring only
limited results. I suppose that the musical semiotic dimension, which works on
various sets of code — such as Peirce’s, that is, classes of signs and semiosis
— is mostly covered in post-tonal music. Musical tension has to be produced in
another way, owing to the lack of pitch hierarchy in modern, non-tonal, music.
Hence, a decisive reason for applying this dimension to modern music is in the
way that producing musical events becomes significant as a basic approach for
analyzing contemporary music. An objective will be to determine what we can
perceive in purely sonorous configurations as a musical event, which appear in
succession, and how we can reconstruct a chain of various musical events by sequences. This issue is discussed in section 2.1 in detail.
As I mentioned at the beginning of this introduction, musical gesture here
refers to the musical event, which becomes the main functional unit in a composition. In contemporary music, many composers have a figural aspect of a sonic
characteristic, which is emphasized by Ferneyhough (1998: 282–283). Ferneyhough regards gesturally-oriented thinking as well as figurally-oriented thinking
as a vital method, since thinking about the isolation of figural significance taps
into the concept of musical energy and its lines of force. Many studies of gesture
in music research also focus on the sound-related gesture, which is understood as
movement in sound, such as pitch movement, dance rhythm, timbre, etc. (Adorno 2005 [1964]; Coker 1972; Stoianova 1978; Boulez 1989; Ferneyhough 1993 &
1998; Hatten 1994 & 2004; Tarasti 1994 & 2002; Gritten & King 2006; Larson
2006 & 2012; Jensenius et al. 2010.) These studies have metaphorical connotations. In this dissertation, musical gestures follow these studies. However, my
functional idea of gesture is subordinate to dramaturgical cohesion or hierarchical structure. This issue is discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4 in more detail.
Thus, the methodology applied here combines traditional analysis and musical semiotic interpretation, especially from the viewpoint of narrative and gesture. My main focus is on dramaturgy. Juha-Pekka Hotinen (2002: 209) argues
that dramaturgy exists in performances, because, based on its definition, dramaturgy comes from whatever organization of materials is suited for presentation. Hotinen’s idea of the basic character of dramaturgy shows that the concept
clarifies not only the structure of drama, but also the way in which materials
and basic units of structure are organized and gathered. Elements and the outline of events in a play and, on the whole, the meaning of a show are based on
an imitation of actual events (Aristotle 1997: 159; Brecht 1991: 119). The main
concept in Aristotle’s theory of art and aesthetics is mimesis, which has been a
central question in Western aesthetics and the philosophy of art. Mimesis re-
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fers to “a process meaning of an imitation . . . and an action that copies, produces, and creates a reality” (Reitala & Heinonen 2003: 31). Aristotle (1997: 160)
argued that this imitation [mimesis] includes not only an artistic action, but
also a work of art generally, naturally including art music. Therefore, dramaturgy is a concept by which we can analyze the meaning of an imitation’s process. In addition to this factor, the narrative structure of a work is an essential
element of a drama’s structure because lines of characters in a drama belong to
the category of a story (Reitala & Heinonen 2003: 11); “drama refers to a question of a relationship between narrative and a human manner of an experience
after all” (ibid.). Consequently, narrativity and dramaturgy have an inseparable relationship.
However, looking at the difference between narrativity and dramaturgy, it
is an obvious that the dramaturgical view of an artwork is mainly stressed by
the creator (a composer) more than by a receiver (a listener). The Finnish composer Kalevi Aho (1992: 262–277) uses the term dramaturgy in his thinking to
refer to the way in which a composer creates musical organization, taking into
account real and experiential time. Real time refers to “clock time,” which flows
in our life, whereas experiential time refers to the time during which we experience listening to music or looking at an artwork, in other words, “psychological time.” According to Padilla (1996: 509), this psychological time experienced
by listeners refers to narrative and dramaturgical time. From the standpoint of
a composer’s strategy, we realize that there is a question about the event ordering, grouping, and inner structures. Reitala and Heinonen (2003: 26) state that
“the dividing of events into various categories is a vital technique in producing
and maintaining tension”; hence, the question could be, how can a crucial moment be maintained or prolonged leading up to the climax, where the rhythmic
catalyst of the tension can be structured so that the moment will come at the
precise time when the effect can be its most compelling? This is the problem of
temporal dimnsion, e.g., of how to produce the dramaturgical structure in order to create tension. From the viewpoint of tension manipulation, we become
aware of the importance of a climax in a musical work as an essential part of
musical temporality: we must analyze a climax in a piece and the relationship
between it and its surroundings.
The precise examination of a climax refers to the idea of telos. Telos is a
central point of syntagmatic aspect, as a goal of linear process, and also of paradigmatic aspect, as a culmination that unifies structural levels. While this issue will be discussed in details in sections 2.2 and 2.4, here let me give a brief
introduction. The idea of musical dramaturgy benefits us just when we contem-
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plate questions of what kind of telos a work has, what is going on at the climax
– both before and after, why a composer prescribes a culmination of a progression to a certain place or what is the culminating result of the process, and so
on. In order to spotlight on telos and its function in the entire dramaturgical
structure, one of the most important tasks may be to examine the relationship
between telos and gestures. When the musical process occurs via significant musical events (e.g., turning points), we can explore whether or not that process is
teleological or whether it shows other elements of narrativity. For example, do
the musical events refer to progressive directions in linear time or in discontinued time? Does the process show elements of a formal level? These can include
circularity, repetition, organic process, conventional form, elements of binary
opposition, and more.
Based on my theoretical approach, my basic strategy in this study is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To chart the musical events that are essential in dramaturgical structure
To analyze the essential musical events, including the beginning and
ending of the work as a musical gesture
To seek the culmination of a musical process or climax as the telos of
the work
To consider the relationship between musical gestures and telos
To examine the dramaturgical cohesion and structure of the work, based
on the above factors (1–4) and findings
To seek and consider the composer’s compositional-technical intentions

From the aspect of prior narrative theories, my basic strategy for analyses
would not be sufficient.7 However, it is vital to focus on Lindberg’s strategic design and bring out clearly this dramaturgy of composition. I intend to describe
musical events and the dramaturgical structure of the works with diagrams in
order to convey a visual understanding of Lindberg’s complex musical texture.

7 I appreciate the comments of Márta Grabócz on my presentation of the analytical results
on Aura (the 13th International Congress on Musical Signification in Canterbury, April 5,
2016). Based on her observations, it certainly is worth examining Lindberg’s orchestral works
exhaustively using narrative theory. However, I have to be content with my three purposes for this study, especially as I am attempting to develop my theoretical idea to be used in
further research.
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Chapter 4 in particular has a number of such diagrams; unless otherwise indicated, these are primarily my own interpreations.

1.4. Previous Research on Lindberg
As pointed out above, there has been little scholarly research on Magnus Lindberg and his music. One of the most important publications to date is the symposium Magnus Lindberg edited by Risto Nieminen (1993).8 Two articles in the
volume, “Time and Force (Ur and Kraft)” by Jean-Pierre Cholleton and “The
Point of Style (Joy)” by Peter Szendy, are of particular interest here. Cholleton
analyzes Lindberg’s Kraft (premiered in 1985) from the temporal perspective,
highlighting Lindberg’s aesthetic view, technique, and handling of materials.
In Szendy’s article, the author focuses on Lindberg’s extended chaconne principle in the chamber orchestral work Joy (1989–90) and reveals its complex harmonic organization. This book is valuable for including analyses of Lindberg’s
masterpieces from the 1980s, and significant information about the composer’s
aesthetic thinking and technical approach. Another source on Lindberg is Ilkka Oramo’s pithy article “Chaconne-periaate ja muoto Magnus Lindbergin Correntessa [The Chaconne Principle and Form in Magnus Lindberg’s Corrente]”
(2004, in Finnish), in which the author aptly points out that Lindberg had not
left behind his extended chaconne principle in the 1990s, despite the composer having said so. Lindberg continues to apply the same principle to all his later works Martin Eyble and Tomi Mäkelä (1999) present an analytical dialogue
about Lindberg’s Kinetics, the first part of a trilogy from Lindberg’s output of
the 1980s in a collection of essays, Topics, texts, tensions. They conclude that Kinetics consists of 4–5 sections. Eyble’s approach from the viewpoint of musical
gesture emphasized the concept of a Varèse-like musical “flow,” while Mäkelä’s
approach was through Kadenzklänge, a notion the young Lindberg learned from
Helmut Lachenmann.9 Mäkelä accurately points out the work’s signal features,
despite not having interviewed Lindberg and without having information on the
composer’s chaconne principle (see Chapter 3).
Tim Howell explores three significant works by Lindberg: Kinetics, Aura, and the Clarinet Concerto in his After Sibelius: Studies in Finnish Music
8 Originally published in the collection Le Cahiers de I’IRCAM, Compositeurs d’aujourd’hui
3, in French. The English translation was made by Nick Le Quesne. See Nieminen 1993.
9 Mäkelä’s discussion is insightful. On how the concept and music of Helmut Lachenmann
influenced the young Lindberg, see Chapter 3.
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(2006). Howell’s study emphasizes that Kinetics is based on a certain dramatic
narrative: “Kinetics is characterized by continuity, and the large-scale processes… give an overall sense of narrative” (ibid.). Musical processes are oriented
to moments of climax. In the process to the climax, temporal control provides
contrast and continuity as an “important element.” Howell’s result exposes a
factor: despite its highly complex texture, Kinetics is based on a simple dramaturgy, which the composer has intentionally designed behind the structural surface. My study also proposes a similar hypothesis for Aura and the Symphonic
Triptych. Howell’s study displays an investigation of wide scope for Finnish contemporary music in terms of summarizing the styles and compositional characteristics of outstanding Finnish composers.
Two doctoral dissertations on Lindberg have been published in the United
States. One is Edward Paul Martin’s Harmonic Progression in the Music of Magnus Lindberg (2005), which explores Lindberg’s innovative treatment of harmony and harmony progression. The other is Katie Marie Morell’s Contemporary
Clarinet Music in Finland: Three Concertos by Finnish Composers Commissioned
for Kari Kriikku (2014). Martin’s dissertation is a study that multi-directionally covers several important aspects of the composer’s harmonic language, including Lindberg’s extended chaconne principle, from the 1980s to the 2000s.
However, this exhaustive work also seems to show the tendency mentioned earlier, namely, following the composer’s comments and repeating a survey of essential characteristics given by Lindberg. Morell’s dissertation is an education
study, in which she analyzes Lindberg’s Clarinet Concerto (2001–2002) as well
as Jukka Tiensuu’s Puro (1986) and Kimmo Hakola’s Clarinet Concerto (2001).
Focusing on the history of the educational system in Finland, Morell’s purpose
is to provide clarinettists a practical approach to each piece, along with fingerings, explanations of notation, and extended techniques found in these works.
There are two master’s theses on Lindberg, both written in Finnish, Sosa (2005) and Kallio (2006). Kallio’s analytical study, Magnus Lindberg Kraft
(1983–85) uses traditional analytical methods to examine the form of Kraft,
with a focus on musical spatial and temporal dimensions. His study also shows
how the composer used his primary materials to create a large-scale orchestral
work. My studies (Sosa 2005, 2006) explored Lindberg’s dramaturgical thinking in Feria, and my analytical approach to Lindberg’s work was based on a semiotic-narrative framework, which is also the basis for the present dissertation.
There are other publications that provide outlines or stylistic analyses of
Lindberg’s works, including Heiniö 1984, 1994, and 1995 (all written in Finnish); Korhonen 1990 (in Finnish), 2002; Long 1999; and Mäkelä 1992. In 2006,
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Caterina Stenius’s book on Lindberg was published in Swedish – Chaconne: En
bok om Magnus Lindberg och den nya musiken (Chaconne: A Book about Magnus Lindberg and the New Music) – as well as in Finnish, Chaconne: Magnus
Lindberg ja uusi musiikki. Stenius discusses biographical facts as well as Lindberg’s aesthetic views through many interviews with his relatives, contemporary friends, colleagues, and others.
Lindberg has verbalized his own compositional concepts and published descriptions of his works. Some of Lindberg’s writings are published in Finnish,
including contributions to two books with articles by a group of Finnish composers entitled Ammatti: säveltäjä [Occupation: composer] (Hako & Nieminen
1981, 2006). I note that thare are two different editions. The essay in the 2006
volume is especially valuable because the composer shows, chronologically, how
his aesthetic views changed over three decades. In his youth, Lindberg also contributed articles to journals, including “Luciano Berion La Vera Storia Milanon
‘La Scalassa’” in Synkooppi 1982/1; “A Voice from the 1980s,” in Finnish Music
Quarterly 1983/3; “Rapport 1984” in Musikrevy 1984/2; and “Thoughts on Being
a Composer” in Finnish Music Quarterly 1991/2. Lindberg’s descriptions of his
works are also available on the website of Music Finland,10 as well as from his
publishers, including Boosey & Hawkes (2018) and Music Sales Classic (2018).

1.5. Research Materials for This Study
To explore Lindberg’s works, I have used the following primary materials: the
composer’s orchestral scores, the composer’s sketches and drafts of compositions, and sound materials (recordings of the works) (see Research materials in
the Bibliography). Lindberg preserves a number of sketches and drafts for his
works in his personal archive and copies of these have been deposited with to
Musical Finland.11
Lindberg also kindly provided me with materials for this study. These include charts of harmonies, sketches of forms and textures, series of basic rhythms,
and visually described musical events. There are many of the composer’s verbal
comments and notes in these materials. Among them, the most extensive are
what I call harmonic and rhythmic charts (see more in detail section 4.2). For
10 For details, see the URL of Music Finland 2018 in Bibliography. Music Finland is an
institution that facilitates the Finnish music industry and provides services such as consultation, networking, funding, and capacity building.
11 See in detail the URL of Music Finland 2018 in Bibliography.
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Aura and the Symphonic Triptych, there are several series of twelve-tone harmonies written for a long harmonic progression. All charts and drafts are written on A2 size score paper. In this study, these materials are especially valuable
for exploring the structural elements and forms of works. They are not necessarily used to explore dramaturgical structures, but rather are important for
showing Lindberg’s compositional process, his procedures, strategies, aesthetic thinking, and other tasks of a modern composer.
I interviewed Lindberg several times, which provided invaluable research
materials for this study. Thanks to these interviews and the composer’s cooperation, I have been able to make a great deal of progress in my understanding
of this composer and his music. However, I also regard the composer’s statements about scientific aspects to be as important. Thus, in addition to exploring
the scores, I found that the interviews, drafts, sketches, memos, and writings
were ultimately essential for helping to analyze the works as well as providing
background for the composer’s aesthetics. The writings by Lindberg, the articles about him, and interviews of the composer by others are used as the secondary materials.
In addition to the recordings of Aura and the Symphonic Triptych, the aural
experiences of live performances of these works are significant for comprehending musical process and syntagmatic aspects. Moreover, comparing recordings
to live performances can reveal important aspects for interpreting the dramaturgical structure of these works.

1.6. Research Procedures
After the Introduction, Chapter 2 discusses three theoretical issues, including
musical narrativity (section 2.1), musical dramaturgy (section 2.2), and musical
gesture (section 2.3). Each section considers broad aspects and focuses on problematic issues in previous research and critical theories. However, I discuss only
the theories that I will use to analyze Lindberg’s works and other contemporary
music. Section 2.4, “Moving from ‘Form’ to Dramaturgy and Gesture in Contemporary Music,” discusses the issues of applying theories of directed to tonal
music and post-tonal music, because these pose problems in dealing with contemporary, non-tonal music. This question is particularly important in analyzing complex musical texts, such as a large orchestral piece by Lindberg. Hence,
I summarize all conclusions in the previous three sections and present my basic theoretical ideas for analyzing the works selected for this study.)
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Chapter 3 presents a general view of Lindberg’s aesthetic background and
compositional style. I relate biographical details along with the features and
stylistic changes in his works in a summary in section 3.1. In the next section,
I consider the issues of aesthetic and stylistic changes in more detail.
Chapter 4 examines Aura. However, this analysis does not lead to a firm
conclusion as to the work’s overall form, but is limited to identifying the dramaturgical cohesion and gestures in all four movements. Chapter 5, an analysis
of Feria, explores the work’s most typical features of dramaturgical structure.
Chapter 6 examines these same topics in connection with Cantigas. Chapter 7,
the last analysis in this study, deals with Parada, in which I will point out interesting features from the viewpoint of temporal structure. Finally, in Chapter 8, a brief summary of the main conclusion is given.
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2. Theoretical Formation
of Musical Semiotics

2.1. Musical Narrative
This section does not discuss all of narrative theories from historical aspects,
but is limited to the theoretical ideas that can be used to analyze Lindberg’s and
other contemporary music. The goal of this section is to provide a basic understanding for applying ideas of musical narrativity, which mostly are employed
in tonal music, to post-tonal and contemporary music in order to understand
the musical discourse. However, I first outline a short history of musical narrativity and a central problem of these theories and discuss the applicability of
these concepts.
“Narrativity,” an area of contemporary literary theory, has attracted scholarly attention and evoked lively arguments in multiple disciplines. The reason
might be Roland Barthes’ comment on the “borderless existence of narrativity.”12 Barthes emphasized the aspect of interdisciplinarity in narrative and the
fact that narratology can be used to examine all kinds of texts, including musical texts. Despite the fact that applying the theory to musical analysis causes
problems, owing to the lack of a linguistic basis, in the period from the 1980s
to the 1990s, several attempts to adopt the concepts and terms of narrativity
showed that a structural or elemental feature of narrativity represents a musical abstract code as a form of a musical sign in terms of semiotic theory. 13
Musical semiotics has gradually established its own tradition in the broad
field of music theory, a tradition which is in line with Greimas’s narrative grammar (Monelle 1992; Tarasti 1994; Grabócz 2009), Charles Sanders Peirce’s icon-index-symbol trichotomy (Coker 1972; Agawu 2009; Hatten 1994; 2004), Roland
Barthes’ semiotic code (McCreless 1988, Samuels 1995), Barthes’ intertextual12 “Narrative occurs in all periods, all places, all societies; narrative being with very history of humanity; there is not, there has never been, any people anywhere without narrative…
In order to describe and classify the infinite number of narratives, we must therefore have a
‘theory’ (in the pragmatic sense just given)” (Barthes 1988: 95–98).
13 For example, Eero Tarasti has examined certain styles of story and relationships between myth and music based on myth, in his work Myth and Music (1979).
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ity theory (Klein 2005), the poetic-neutral-esthetic trichotomy (Nattiez 1990b),
and Northrop Frye’s four mythoi formulation (Almén 2008).
Between the 1980s and 1990s, there were several significant debates on
musical narrative in the field of musicological thought. Jean-Jacques Nattiez’s
well-known article, “Can One Speak of Narrativity in Music?” (1990a), and Carolyn Abbate’s often-quoted work Unsung Voices: Opera and Musical Narrative
in the Nineteenth Century (1991), have referred to the problems in the presentation of the musical narrative. Nattiez claims that, to the extent that the notion
of the literary narrative is bound up with verbal practices, music is solely discourse because “music has no past tense” (1990a: 244; see also Abbate 1991: 52).
This is an often-cited assertion.
According to Abbate (ibid.: 52–56), music is mimetic like any form of theater and any temporal art. However, she emphasizes that “mimetic genres cannot
disarm the action, or comfort us, by insisting upon the pastness of what they
represent.” Musical citation and intertextuality are no more than a reference
to history. They refer to an artifact from the past, but they cannot create a past
tense. Music is just “a terrible force to us by catching us in played-out time”
(ibid.). Nattiez (1990a: 244) alludes to the fact that we may hear a march when
we listen to Mahler’s Second Symphony, which provokes images of a group of
men, but that we do not know which men. The march is a reference and might
be a quotation, which can only “evoke the past by means of quotations or various stylistic borrowing.”
In the field of literary research, theorists have made a distinction in narrative between story (what is told) and discourse (how it is told). The story consists of events; characters make things happen or something happens to them.
In contrast, the discourse means various elements of transmission, for instance,
the narrator (who speaks), focalization (those who see), time, style, and mode.
Robert Hatten (1994: 289) argues that discourse in music is a “loose term describing the strategic or thematic/topical flow of ideas in a musical work, as
in ‘musical discourse’ or ‘thematic discourse.’” These elements are interpreted
by the reader through the story. There is also a distinction between story and
plot, which is an older tradition, still used frequently in English language studies. According to Foster (2002: 93), plot refers to the causal and logical structure that connects events, but it is also a part of discourse since plot is related
to how the story is presented (see more in section 2.2, “Dramaturgy”). At any
rate, in constructing a plot, each event needs a relation of causality, which explains the events, yet according to Abbate and Nattiez, music is not capable of
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relating “what action took place in time” (Nattiez 1990a: 244) because of the
lack of causality.
It is self-evident that a suggestion implying the possibility of musical narrativity does not necessarily need to be verbal, as Nattiez (1990a: 245), Almén
(2008: 29), Sivuoja-Gunaratnam (1996: 490), Tarasti (1994: 23), and several other
researchers have observed. According to Sivuoja-Gunaratnam (1996 and 1997),
a person can listen to music without an inner program intended for the work
by the composer (for example, the story of Hector Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique). Therefore, a listening experience has no direct connection to referential
contents of musical discourse or to a program; hence “a descriptive title, a motto, or an annexed program may surely add a semantic (referential) dimension
to the piece, but without either decreasing its narrativity” (Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 137). Also Edward Cone (1974: 161) mentions that “(the) elements of
music – notes, chords, motifs – normally have no referents.” Several significant
musical signatures (motive, theme, melody, or a musical figure to which a composer intends to assign some name) are very interesting, but even if those concealed facts could be proven using evidence or could be discovered, they would
not stand for “the concrete story” in music at all.14
Nattiez’s experiment with the possibility of listening to narrativities in Paul
Dukas’ L’apprenti sorcier (1990: 246–249) refers to the fact that schoolchildren’s
subject listened to Dukas’ work without being given the title of music. However, schoolchildren did not retain anything more than a general impression in
the form of a sentence. Listeners do not “hear” a story as the composer intends,
although they are probably able to recognize what Anthony Newcomb (1987)

14 The listener can perhaps imagine the meaning from the composer’s signatures in a
notes, but all imagined stories are only speculative and suppositions, even if the revealed
facts show the composer’s private thoughts, for instance, J. S. Bach’s famous BACH motive
in Die Kunst der Fuge (for which the English notation would be Bb–A–C–B), and Robert
Schumann’s four notes, A, B-flat, C, B (which are signified in German as A-S-C-H) for the
town named Asch in his Carnaval, Op. 9. Alban Berg’s Lyric Suite documents an “illicit
love affair”, signified by the motive A-Bb-H-F, the initials of Alban Berg (A. B.) and Hanna
Fuchs-Robettin (H. F.), with whom Berg had an extramarital affair (Pearle 1977: 8–10).
Dmitri Shostakovich used the D-Es-C-H motive (for which the English notation would be
D-Eb-C-B), including his initials (D.Sch.) in his most important works. For example, in the
third movement of his Tenth Symphony, he used this motive and the melodic signature of a
young woman, Elmira Nasirova (E, La, Mi, Re and A or simply E, A, E, D and A), who was
his Azerbaijani student. During the composition of the Tenth Symphony, Shostakovich sent
her several letters in which he expressed his feelings and love (Huseinova 2003a, 2003b).
This biographical data suggest a new interpretation for the composition, since the Elmira
theme appears alternately with the DSCH theme throughout the third movement, which as
a whole functions as a kind of dialogue.
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calls “functional events” in the music.15 Eventually, Nattiez (1990a: 250) doubts
that it is legitimate to speak of narrative. Nattiez (ibid.) states that the incapability of reference seems to be an essential obstacle to musical narrativity, and
the term is no more than a “superficial metaphor.” However, I question whether Nattiez’s statement holds true.
Objecting to Nattiez, Byron Almén (2008: 30) argues that the past tense
is not indispensable for narrativity, and he questions whether causality is required for musical narrativity at all. A prerequisite of causality derives from a
literary paradigm. Nattiez (1990a: 244–249) argues that music can refer to stories, but does not tell them. Nevertheless, according to Almén, we can only argue
within a literary context that the receiver’s (that is, the listener’s) role is crucial
for decisions of causal management, as Barthes (1968) claimed in his work The
Death of the Author. Brown (1992: 75) mentioned that “for what music lacks in
external referentiality, it gains in the distinctness of internal relationships.”
However, Nattiez (1990a) insisted that applying theoretical aspects of literature to music analysis shows that “narrative and narrator16 always operate together,” and “any attribution of referential quality to musical quality can
only be a metaphor” (Almén 2008: 35). I am not of the same opinion as to his
doubts about whether the series of functional events constitute a narrative in
the strict sense of the word. If Nattiez’s suspicions were accurate, they might
negate Barthes’ ideas about the borderless existence of narrativity, discussed
in the beginning of this chapter, and narrativity might be understood only in a
narrow sense. Tarasti (2002: 112) asks:

15 Newcomb, analyzing Schumann’s Carnaval, tried to “take an account of a level of musical organization which is not that of syntactic and formal organization, but that of functional elements which articulate the work on a higher plane” (Nattiez 1990a: 248).
16 Many scholars have discussed the subject of narrativity, e.g., the role of the narrator.
The question of who is the narrator in music necessitates a kind of decision for the role
of composer. However, I do not discuss this matter in this study, but rather use Tarasti’s
idea of actoriality and Ich-Ton as a reference. Tarasti (1994: 106–111) divides the musical
subject into the “actorial” and “intentional subject.” The actorial subject refers to an inner
subject in a work of music, such as a theme or melody, while the intentional subject means a
composer’s intentionality for a musical work. Tarasti (2012: 13–20) also considers a subject in
the concept of Moi and Soi in his theoretical approach. In his existential semiotics, one of the
most interesting concepts is Ich-Ton (Me-Tone), a transcendental subject that refers to “the
filter whereby an organism accepts or rejects signs from its environment (ibid.: 454).” This
Ich-Ton (“ego qualities” or “meaningful sound”), a biosemiotic principle, devised by Jakob von
Uexküll (1940), becomes effective also in a sonic environment if we regard musical process
as somehow organic. Tarasti (2012: 454) argues that “every composer and performer has
his/her own ‘Me-Tone’ determining style.” Therefore, I apply Tarasti’s idea of Me-Tone as an
auxiliary meaning to the idea of telos, the result of musical process.
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Is narrativity like language, rhetoric, grammar, and other categories that separate the listener from the world of musical gestalts? Not at all, if narrativity is
to be understood in a broader sense, as conceptualized by Greimas. Narrativity is a way of shaping the world in its temporal, spatial, and actorial course…
As a temporal art, music is thus one of the best means of narrativizing transcendential ideas (Tarasti 2002: 112).

My theoretical approach is mainly based on this argument. Tarasti (1994)
considers narrative structure at the level of musical utterance. According to him
(ibid.: 26–28), music (or Western art music) has two types of narrative programs:
programs of surface structure (structure of communication) and deep structure
(structure of signification). The structure of communication refers to the topics
of classical style (e.g., dance, march, hunting signals, etc.), and rhetorical figures (for example, the Baroque period). These are typical narrative techniques
in the structure of communication.17 The structure of signification means that
a signification comes into music not from “external functions of social communication, but through modalizations” (ibid.).18
Tarasti (1994: 23–24) regards narrativity as a “syntagmatic continuum,” “a
competency that involves putting temporal events into a certain order.” Quoting the generative theory of Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1985), he defines “tonal
music” as follows: because in music a pitch hierarchy exists, where
it yields a psychological sense effect that is experienced as a “tension,” or to use
Greimas’s and Schopenhauer’s terminology, as “will” (vouloir) and “must” (devoir)
among the tones. In this way the narrative movement of a musical work, the
arch of tension between beginning and end (Greimas’s inchoativity/durativity/
terminativity), manifests itself at a purely structural level. (Tarasti 1994: 23))

Hence, music occurs in space and time (e.g., Padilla 1996: 499). Almén
(2008: 30–31) states that rising musical tension and its resolution can give a
narrative impulse without a literary hint. Maus (1991: 28) views the juxtaposition of movements in a sonata as a musical discourse. In musical discourse,
harmonic rotations of tensions, conflicts, and their resolutions are regarded as
17 In addition to those things, I think that instrumentation is also part of the structure of
communication and has an influence on a listener’s associations: place, landscape, culture,
and so on. An example is a cowbell, which is used in Mahler’s Sixth Symphony and Richard
Strauss’s An Alpine Symphony. For more, see Ratner 1980.
18 “The subject brings ‘sense’ to abstract, moving sound forms only in the process of listening to music, by modalizing a musical structure in the same way that a speaker modalizes
speech with wishes, will, belief, and emotions.” (Tarasti 1994: 28.)
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a narrative archetype (e.g., Beard & Gloag 2005: 115). Several leading semioticians and researchers have spoken of narrativity in terms of events, continuity, and discontinuity (e.g., Hatten 2004: 235–290). They address categories
such as progressive and linear time versus discontinued time (containing empty moments or pauses). All are essential elements for narrative structure; “(m)
usical narrative, so conceived, depends upon moments of disjunction, when unlikely elements disrupt music’s usual power to present itself as undivided action” (Klein 2005: 120).
Considering the reasoning in those statements, it is quite natural that there
is no need to prove the importance of causality for musical narrativity. However, there is a need to take into account a musical sign system, for which it is
more logical to attempt to deal with the functionality of said system by narrative thinking. Furthermore, Sivuoja-Gunaratnam (1997: 140–141) accurately
describe musical narrativity as temporal sonorous events, and states appositely that the main task in narrative analysis is to figure out
how the musical sign system functions: the way the musical narrative is organized, how its energies are regulated and channeled, how time is manipulated, whether or not figures (themes or motives, for instance) are foregrounded
in the discourse and, if so, what happens to their identity in the course of musical events, and how are they developed or possibly destroyed. (Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 136–137.)

Tarasti (1994) states that the arc of tension between the beginning and
end of tonal music is one of the narrative movements, but in atonal or post-tonal music, musical tension is produced in another way, due to the lack of pitch
hierarchy. 19 Hence, Tarasti’s main concept, and what musical narrative provides in tonal music generally, reveals a difficult problem when it is applied to
contemporary and post-tonal music because the musical semiotic dimension,
which works in various sets of code and the sign system, can not mostly be apparent in modern music. How can we apply musical narrativity to analyze Magnus Lindberg’s music?
One answer, which shows a decisive step forward in analyzing contemporary music, is probably to focus on a minimum unit or element in the structure
of a work. On this issue, composer Witold Lutosławski expressed an interest-

19 Today, using the term “atonal” does not, of course, encompass all “non-tonal” music.
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ing viewpoint with regard to his own symphonies: “if there is no ‘plot,’ there is
no symphony” (Nikolska 1994: 97):
I am convinced that any large, closed form constructed for symphony orchestra
may be called a symphony…But the main thing is that it must be properly
shaped into a process with a perceptible akcja (i.e., action). By “action,” I understand a purely musical “plot” – not what is described as programme music.
A purely musical plot. That is to say, a chain of interrelated musical events.
For the listener to follow the thread. From beginning to end.

If we can find “the action” in Lindberg’s work and determine how he produced musical events, then what Lutosławski calls the musical plot becomes
significant. This idea is probably the key to understanding an element or unit
of narrative structure as a musical discourse in contemporary music and in
Lindberg’s music. However, what does Lutosławski mean by the chain of interrelated musical events? Does a musical event refer to musical segmentation or
to some sort of musical character, theorized, for example, in the works of Leoš
Janáček (see, e.g., Vainiomäki 2012)? Are Lutosławski’s musical events similar
to Newcomb’s (1987) functional events? I assume that one thing significantly
related to musical events is texture (see, for example, Kostka’s [2012: 216–234]
definition). The definition of texture is an important factor in segmenting or
distinguishing one event from another. Another viewpoint shows that the texture can be considered, in a Tarastian sense, as an isotopy (Tarasti 1994: 10).20
The isotopy of texture is identified “only when it changes.” Changing texture is
a point at which a composer can more easily construct musical events, drawing
up a strategic plan in dramaturgical cohesion (see section 2.2). I do not regard
all Greimasian isotopies defined by Tarasti as suitable for discussing a possible
narrative structure in modern music. However, this isotopy of texture is workable in talking about Lutosławski’s musical events, for example, in his symphonies, and in Lindberg’s works as well.
In the paradigmatic method of analysis (Ruwet 1972), the identification of
significant musical units, often called “segments,” are certain thoughts focused
on sound events. Similar musical motives or melodies called “segmentation figures” are vertically “piled” into a chart side by side. At a single glance, we can

20 Greimas’s term isotopy means “a set of semantic categories.” Tarasti (ibid.: 6) explains that
“in music, isotopies mean the principle that articulate musical discourse into coherent section.”
Isotopy refers to “a more or less achronic and abstract deep structure,” such as the Ursatz of
Schenker, and isotopy can be also thematicity, genre, texture, and also text strategy. (ibid.)
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grasp the distribution of the segments for an entire piece of music. As a partial
advantage of this kind of analysis, Dora A. Hanninen (2001: 346) explains that
“they [segmentations] open up the possibility for precise and reasoned intersubjective discourse about how their analytic interpretations differ, and about ambiguity, richness, and multiplicity of hearings.” That is interesting in the sense of
“processual transparency,” but my own viewpoint on this issue will be based on
the definition by Tarasti (1996 and 2002) rather than on musical segmentation.
Tarasti’s idea of musical situation has numerous dimensions, including musical events. Tarasti (ibid.) argues that there are three aspects to a situation: the
world itself (Dasein), the organic process, and consciousness. These elements,
similar to Peirce’s triadic sign categories, “are mutually dependent, not in the
manner of causal chains, however, but as a continuous microdialectics.” Tarasti (2002: 72) continues that
A [s]ituation cannot be explained as a causal chain of events, but rather as a
continuous intermingling of happenings that represent various modes of being
in the real contexts in which they occur.

Lutosławski’s chain of interrelated musical events arguably refers to what
Tarasti contemplates. Musical events can also refer to the idea of a musical figure. Tarasti (1994: 49) regards a figure as “minimal units of the musical substance on the levels of signifier (phemes) and of signified (seines)” in the semiotic
sense. He argues that musical figures are also musical situations. Ferneyhough
(1998: 10–19) sees a figure as a characteristic sonic object that can be perceived
as an independent unit and which “delivers momentary perceptual frames.” Figure is a primary structural element and has directional energy (see also Musical gesture in section 2.3). Today, a majority of modern composers (including
Lutosławski and Lindberg) view figures as Ferneyhough defines them. Hence, I
assume that the idea of figure and the chain of interrelated musical events are
crucial for understanding a narrative structure in modern music. Sivuoja-Gunaratnam states her perspective on twelve-tone narrative:
Serial aesthetics does not do away with musical individuals, that is, thematic
shapes, and they can be transformed, liquidated, repeated, and so on, just as
in tonal music (Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 144).

Sivuoja-Gunaratnam regards twelve-tone narrativity as a possible discourse that does not lack the capacity to build tension and release. She points
out the association of musical narrativity with tonal music, although the manner of building tension does not imply the same thing as in a tonal context. If
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so, I assume that the musical figure and the interrelated musical events also
have some structural function, which is related to a narrative discourse, even
a clear narrative structure. Using these factors, I examine the following theories, which can be applied to analyzing Lindberg’s works.
In Tarasti’s model of the generation of musical meaning (1994), itself rooted
in Greimas’s generative course (parcours génératif) (Greimas 1966, 1971, 1977
and 1980), Tarasti (ibid.: 48–49) shows hierarchically four dimensions of musical narrativity; 1) Isotopies; 2) Spatiality, Temporality, and Actoriality; 3) Modalitie; and 4) Phemes/Semes, Figures.
The first of these, isotopies, “serve as criteria for the first segmentation of
a text under analysis” (ibid.). There are five types of isotopy in all: deep structure, thematicity, genre, texture, and general text strategies (i.e., plot arrangement; see more in section 2.2). I assume that these Greimasian isotopies can be
applied to modern music, but in limited way.
The second dimension, consisting of three categories (Spatiality, Temporality, and Actoriality), forms a level of generative course of narrativity. This
is based on Greimas’s unit of discursivization. Tarasti (ibid.: 48) argues that
these form an “articulation of tonal space, temporal organization, and thematic
or actorial elements, in which engagement/disengagement (centripetal/centrifugal motion), and extero-/interoceptivity (outer vs. inner) plays a central role.”
Spatiality refers to the organization of musical space: in the inner sense, “tonal center,” and in the outer sense, “registers,” which reside in the sound space.
Temporality refers to syntagmatic aspects in the inner sense, but in the outer
sense, it means metric and rhythmic perspective in an analysis. Actoriality refers to “thematical actor,” i.e., theme or motive in the inner sense, but in the outer sense, according to Tarasti’s ideas, it refers to “anthropomorphic” elements
in a musical discourse. That includes, for instance, a composer’s intention concerning the distribution of actoriality and formal thinking. This idea forms the
basic concept of musical narrativity in my study.
However, this second dimension of Greimasian discursivization is not valuable for analyzing post-tonal music in an ideal manner. The idea of inner spatiality is almost irrelevant due to the lack of a tonal center much in contemporary
music. However, if we take into account the idea of the tension and relaxation
process from a different aspect, which in contemporary music includes total and
multi-serialism,21 this idea can be regarded as another inner spatiality. In mod21 Sivuoja-Gunaratnam (1997: 150) points out that inner spatiality is disengaged in multiserialism. However, she regards the increase-decrease processes of instrumental and dynamic
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ern music, tension and relaxation processes occur in many different ways, and
the way they are carried out in Lindberg’s music is one of his most remarkable
features of his dramaturgy.
Inner temporality is relevant to the order of musical events, and forms the
paradigm of musical memory. This factor refers to the dramaturgical structure
of musical works. I will discuss this issue in sections 2.2 and 2.4. However, I attempt to develop this idea as my basic strategy (see section 1.3).
Outer actoriality includes the concept of musical dramaturgy from the viewpoint of how the composer’s intention is reflected in the dramaturgical structure.
On the other hand, I assume that the idea of inner actoriality is quite possible when a theme or motive has a function in Lindberg’s works. If a melody or
theme shows a crucial function in the dramaturgical structure, it may be very
meaningful to explore how that theme is distributed throughout the work and
how it is engaged or disengaged.
The third dimension, Modalities, occurs in previous spatial, temporal, and
actorial articulations. Tarasti states that “as a series of emotional states, modalities account for the way the listener unites a musical text with human values” (ibid.: 304). The fundamental modalities are “being” (in French être) and
“doing” (faire), i.e., “stability” and “action.” Other modalities include “will” (the
kinetic energy of music or musical direction), “know” (musical information),
“can” (the power and efficiency of music), “must” (genre and formal type), and
“believe” (the epistemic values of music). According to Tarasti (2012: 457), they
are “a most important source of semantics without any particular contents.”
However, Sivuoja-Gunaratnam (1997) points out that it is difficult to find
modalities in (total) serial works. Her analysis of Einojuhani Rautavaara’s
works from his entire serialist period shows the problem of usability of modalities in serialism because of the absence of “the author.”22 In contrast, Ferneyhough (1998) discusses musical energy in his idea of musical figure and gesture,
in which he considers a conceptual pivot of figurally-oriented thinking to be
based on directional energies. There probably are some modalities (for example,
will or can) that correspond to what Ferneyhough calls musical energy. However, I do not regard his idea of musical energy as modalities, but as referring
density as “distantly echoing the more clearly and sensuously articulated polarity of tension
and relaxation” in Boulez’s Structures Ia and Rautavaara’s Arabescata.
22 Pierre Boulez (e.g., 1986 and 1989) also shows in several places this issue of an absence
of the composer in serialism. He held that “automatic mechanism” or “machine-like” oriented compositional technique based on “matrix” led to the lack of the composer’s artistic intention in a piece, which is one of the main problems and weaknesses of serialism.
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to a central function of serial music.23 This idea is key for understanding the
narrative structure of modern music. Lutosławski emphasizes that the chain
of interrelated musical events as musical plots is crucial in his music. Ferneyhough’s perspective on musical energies can support Lutosławski’s idea that a
chain of interrelated musical events has some directional energy. I believe that
energies drive forward, forming musical flows and having the effect of a dynamic interaction with the context of modern music. This idea shows a similarity to
Tarastian modalities in tonal music, but in different way. Lutosławski’s musical plot and musical events are relevant to musical figures and gestures, which
Ferneyhough also regards as elements of a structural “minimum unit” (1998:
26). Hence, I presume that we can grasp some narrative structure in modern
music from these aspects.
Many scholars of narrativity point out that the central focus of narrative
study can be to explore hierarchy and conflict. However, serial music avoids hierarchies and a central tone, and it shows “the absence of any sign referring to
the subject” (Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 147). Exploring musical energy may
reveal the following elements: direction of the energy, continuity and discontinuity, expansion and contraction, increase and decrease, velocity of movement, density of sound, volume, cutting off energy or breaking connection, and
destroying energy. These elements correspond to the terms of narrative categories. Marta Grabócz (2008: 28) revealed that there is a dominant view in all
musicologists’ analyses in that they observe “the organization of the signified
as binary oppositions.” I would agree.
The final dimension of Tarasti’s generative course is Phemes/Semes, which
are the minimal units. Phemes refers to distinctive features of the signifier or
acoustic substance. Semes are distinctive features of the signified. However, this
dimension is not taken up in this study. Of the four dimensions of Tarasti’s exhaustive semiotic idea, I adopt the second to apply Lindberg’s music.
It is interesting that Tarasti (2002, 2003, 2012, 2013) considers the idea of
organic narrativity in discussing the output of Jean Sibelius. Although this issue
belongs to the music of Sibelius, it is not a matter that can be ignored. Tarasti claims that Sibelius’s music is organic, which is in agreement with Sibelius
specialists, such as Erik Tawaststjerna (1978) and Erkki Salmenhaara (1970),
23 Ferneyhough also refers to this idea of musical energy in the musical gesture. He regards
the musical gesture as the possibility of Affektenlehre (the theory of affects). According to him,
the musical gesture “in itself is an iconic representation of the emotion” (Ferneyhough 1993:
282–282). However, I doubt whether the musical gesture conveys a sign of some emotional
state in the context of modern music.
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who took similar views of the composer’s techniques. This idea of musical organicism is not relevant to Magnus Lindberg’s music, but it does relate to Lindberg’s
aesthetic thinking in terms of “the structural unity” on which his compositional technique is based and is also suggestive of Sibelius’s structural thinking.
Tarasti (2003: 238) finds that the perspectives of Tawaststjerna and Salmenhaara focused mainly on the paradigmatic aspects of music, thereby emphasizing
that materials, motives, and so on have to settle into a coherent order syntagmatically. Tarasti (2002: 108) asserts that the musical organism that emerges
from the “brain of the composer, which takes shape from a certain basic idea or
isotopy (what Sibelius called an ‘atmosphere’), determines which motives are
accepted into this inner process and which ones are rejected.”
James Hepokoski (1993), in discussing the Sibelius’s Fifth Symphony, explored what he called the composer’s rotational principle. Hepokoski claimed
that “Sibelius’s works strike us as proto-minimalist sound sheets” (ibid.: 28),
which occur as a repetitive effect perceived as “an identifier of a Finnish folk
ethos” (ibid.: 23). Sibelius typically used repetitions as a series of differentiated
figures, motives, themes “to ‘erase’ the linear time of a work by letting certain
elements, motives, and entire sections recur cyclically again and again” (Tarasti 2002: 111). Tarasti points out that Hepokoski thus linked to the idea of the
organic, but in a different way than Tawaststjerna and Salmenhaara. Unlike
them, Hepokoski’s study emphasizes the syntagmatic aspect:
Hepokoski observes that the rotation idea occurs not only in Russian but also in Austro-German music, such as that of Schubert and Bruckner. In Sibelius, however, the rotation is a process rather than an architectonic scheme or
mould. In this sense, such rotation serves well as an example of organic music… In Hepokoski’s theory, the rotation principle in Sibelius is connected with
the idea of a telos,24 that is, with the final climax of a piece as the goal of the
musical process. (Tarasti 2002: 111.) 25

Tarasti thus refers to Hepokoski’s combination of the rotational principle
with telos as the idea of the narrative space: “actoriality (melodies and themes)
24 Telos, originating from teleology, means an end and a purpose in Greek.
25 Hepokoski (1993: 26) points out that “Sibelius’s Fifth symphony is ordered on many
structural levels by the principle of teleological genesis.” His idea of telos is fascinating: “When
combined with a rotational structure that progressively becomes more complex or ‘revelatory’
with each cycling, teleological genesis can take on an elemental, mythic effect: the patient
rocking of the cradle, or the ritualistic nurturing or preparing for the birth of something new”
(ibid.). For another example of the rotational principle and teleological genesis, see Darcy
2001 in 19th-Century Music 25, no.1: 49–74.
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becomes via repetition a kind of spatial technique, which at the same time is
something deeply ‘Finno-Ugrian’” (Tarasti 2012: 371).
Narrative analysis is a kind of syntagmatic analysis. Telos is a central point
of the syntagmatic aspect, as a goal of linear process, and also of the paradigmatic aspect, as a culmination that unifies structural coherence. In the principle of organic narrativity, Tarasti (2012: 48) states that “existential narrativity
crystallizes in those moments that constitute unique situations of choice, from
which a paradigm of possibilities or virtualities is opened.” I question whether or not Lindberg’s works also have a linear process goal. If they do, the next
questions are what kind of process is carried out, what kind of culmination occurs after that process, and can this climax can be regarded as a telos. I am
inspired by this idea of telos as an interesting possible approach to analyzing
Lindberg’s works.
Consequently, exploring the telos of Lindberg’s orchestral works has become the main task of my analysis because as we consider the value of a musical event, a climax can be a central reference point to which we compare other
events. Tarasti’s assertion (2002: 111) also inspires me: “from the biosemiotics
perspective, the telos of the symphony is the same as its ich-ton, which is revealed only at the end.”
To close this section of my chapter, I summarize my theoretical purpose,
which is to explore: 1) the climax (telos) of an orchestral work of Lindberg from
the perspective of organic narrativity; 2) the Ich-Ton of Lindberg’s work, which
appears in the same way from the perspective of existential semiotics, but is so
deeply existential, because my analytical goal eventually is to clarify elements
of structure in Lindberg’s orchestral works (Musical Gesture), and his intention
to create strategic design and dramaturgical cohesion (Musical Dramaturgy).

2.2. Musical Dramaturgy
Dramaturgy (cf. drama and play) is a basic concept of theatre and theatre research. This section does not discuss the history of theatre dramaturgy, but it
will select examples from the theoretical taxonomies and attempt to apply these
to musical analysis. The goal of this section is to provide a basic idea of dramaturgy for “the dramaturgical method,” which I define in section 2.4 as the essential theoretical idea for the analyses in this study.
Rolf Rohmer (1980: 38) attempted to put dramaturgy on the border between
theatre research and literature. He stated that, with the concept of dramaturgy, drama is treated as the foundation of theatre performance, but at the same
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time as a work of literature. Juha-Pekka Hotinen (2002: 209), writing about the
analysis of a theatre text, argues that dramaturgy exists in all performances
because, based on the definition, dramaturgy from whatever material organization is suited for presentation. The concept clarifies not only the structure of
drama, but also the way in which materials and basic structural units are organized and clustered. These factors are suggestive of Barthes’ view of narrativity
(see section 2.1). Luckhurst (2006) emphasizes, in her definition, that the role
of the dramaturg26 (as a chef and a literary manager) is one of the determining
factors for understanding the essence of dramaturgy.27 She argues as follows:
Often the dramaturg for a production takes responsibility for the programme
– a task deemed central to educating the public about the play and its directorial concept. In this way, the dramaturg is part of an interpretational team
that includes the director, designer and actors, and is a bridging mechanism
to the audience.

Based on that, she states that
dramaturgy has acquired a wide range of meaning, from theorization of the
dramatic structure and internal logic of play or performance…. [O]ne of the
two common senses of dramaturgy relates to the internal structures of a play’s
text, and is concerned with the arrangement of formal elements by the playwright – plot, construction of narrative, character, time-frame, and stage action. Conversely, dramaturgy can also refer to external elements relating to
staging, the overall artistic concept behind the staging, the politics of performance, and the calculated manipulation of audience response (hence the association with deceit). (Ibid.: 10–11.)

Luckhurst’s division between the internal and external structure of dramaturgy also could be associated with Tarasti’s internal and external articulations in the temporal, spatial, and actorial discourse (1994; see section 2.1). My
study, on the other hand, will deal more with the “internal” structure of dramaturgy, especially texts and the playwright, than the external. In my study,
26 This chapter does not go into detail on the difference between dramaturgy and dramaturg, but see e.g., Luckhurst 2006 for a deeper analysis.
27 Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729–81) has been regarded as the world’s first official dramaturg, who theorizes dramaturgy in his Hamburgische Dramaturgie (1767–69), in which his
theatre criticism are collected. His dramatic works can be also viewed thoroughly as the national reform of German-speaking theatres, and Lessing is also regarded as the father of modern dramaturgy. (Luckhurst 2006: 24 and see also Jonas et al. 1997: 16–20)
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musical dramaturgy refers to a sort of compositional strategy in the sense that
the Finnish composer Kalevi Aho (1992: 267–269) uses the term in his reasoning to refer to the way in which a composer creates musical organization, taking into account real and experiential time. According to Aho (ibid.), real time
refers to the “clock time” that flows in our life, whereas experiential time refers
to the time in which we experience listening to music or looking at an artwork;
in other words, “psychological time.” We sometimes recognize experiential time
as shorter or longer, depending on the contents of the object, since “individual
temporal durations of musical events and density of events have an influence
on phenomenal experience of time at all” (ibid.). Aho also stresses that a composer has to take into consideration the relation between musical materials and
the whole image of the composition, which he calls “dramaturgical unity (completeness).” His two types of dramaturgy, a dynamic and a static dramaturgy,
are based on the idea of types of form. He states that dynamic dramaturgy can
be characterized by “multipart and contrasting structure based on binary opposition” and “straight lineal.”28 Static dramaturgy can be described as “a small
change level where music stays all the time either in the same or in the quite
similar material.”29 However, most musical works mix two types of dramaturgy (ibid.). Aho’s definition was a key starting point for my study.
One of the main tasks of musical dramaturgy is to enlighten not only the
listener’s viewpoint, but also our conception of a composer and the compositional process. Thus, my study anchors the concept of dramaturgy in the viewpoint of the composer rather than that of the listener, but only in the sense that
my perspective is based on Markus Mantere’s idea, which also corresponds to
Barthes’ The Death of the Author (1968): Mantere (2005: 186–187) states that
“in the center of postmodern aesthetic experience, there is not necessarily art
work itself or matters of an authentic performance but listeners’ own musical
experience, emotions, and interactive relationship to music.”30
The concept of musical dramaturgy actually resembles the organization of
musical events in narrativity (see previous chapter). It especially corresponds to
28 Aho cites examples of the type: the Fifth Symphony of Beethoven, the Sixth Symphony
of Carl Nielsen, the Eighth Symphony of Shostakovich, and Aho’s own Seventh Symphony.
29 Examples are the fourth movement of Beethoven’s C minor quartet (op. 131), John Cage’s
Piano Concerto, the third piano sonata of Pierre Boulez, Atmosphères of György Ligeti, and
Stimmung of Stockhausen.
30 Original text in Finnish: ”postmodernin esteettisen kokemuksen keskiössä ei välttämättä enää ole itse teos tai sen autenttinen esittämiseen liittyvät seikat, vaan kuulijan itsensä
musiikillinen kokemus, emootiot ja interaktiivinen suhde musiikkiin.”
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the outer actoriality and the inner temporality of Tarasti’s semiotic idea. Dramaturgy also links to Tarasti’s space narrativity notion, in which the exploration
of a work’s climax (telos) is emphasized (see previous section). I emphasize that
dramaturgy extends to the composer’s strategic thinking and compositional
processes and concerns the structural dimension of a work. This idea expands
Tarastian actorial and spatial thinking about narrativity. I use the words “musical dramaturgy” as a separate and expanded idea of narrativity, and I attempt
to parallel to the idea of narrativity.
Aho (1992: 262) has stated that “an essential part of composition dramaturgy is how the composer, by the work, is able to manipulate the consciousness
of listener’s time experience.” Hence, my aspect of musical dramaturgy focuses
on revealing the composer’s manipulation. In music, there is a question of the
relationship between the intentions of a composer (poiesis) and the experiences of the listeners (aesthesis). Contemplating how to structure drama, especially dramaturgy, which is a formula for a musical plot, enriches the handling of
the narrative structure of a work simply by considering the composer’s strategic thinking; it also creates a certain distance from a composer’s comments. 31
Some contemporary composers have gotten used to using the word “dramaturgy” in terms of a compositional structure and a certain compositional method
to create musical effects (see Aho 1992). From this viewpoint of narrative structure, I emphasize that a comparison between the creation of musical organization by a composer and the aural experiences of listeners would enable the
consideration of temporal organization and the structuring of musical events.
Thus, in connecting the composer’s musical organization with the structural elements of theatre dramaturgy, it is worth paying attention to the question of
an author’s perspective: what sequence of events will he or she put into a visual
drama, and which scene can he or she describe in a written drama in order to
achieve conflict and tension through a progression of events? 32 However, it is
clear that the musical organization and structural elements are probably different for different composers. In fact, musical organization and structural elements are not even the same in every piece by one and the same composer. I
still stress that is important to know whether there is dramatic structure or not,
and it is important to know what the composer thinks of that dramatic structure or dramaturgical possibility.
31 The risk is limited to a repetition of the composer’s comments and merely provided an
overview of essential characteristics.
32 Dramaturgy contains two dimensions: literature and the stage (Rohmer 1985: 38).
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If we were to take the position of a film director, we might understand that
organizing and ordering scenes (that is, the question of what is the most effective ordering of scenes in a drama) is without doubt necessary to the process
of writing a stage drama. I call the matter permutation and combination of
scenes. Hence, the permutation and combination essentially reveal a question:
where does the film director/writer intend to place a crucial event, i.e. “a turning point,” with regard to content in a drama? If we are using the terms of discourse analysis, the question refers to the linearisation problem (Brown & Yule
1983: 125–126),33 which Joseph Evans Grimes (1975: 323) called staging: “how
the linear organization can be manipulated to bring some items and events to
greater prominence than others” (Brown & Yule 1983: 134). The issue eventually requires a decision about the total structure of a work. In this situation, a
stage author naturally pays attention to the causal relationship, but by definition a composer does not. A composer will take notice of other elements, which
we discussed in the previous section, but I call the permutation and combination of musical events dramaturgical structure.
In analyzing a drama, we must take into consideration a rough separation of structure, story, and plot, called deep and surface structure in the sense
of structuralism. Foster (2002: 71) regards story as “events arranged in their
time-sequence,” plot as “a narrative of events – the emphasis falling on causality.” In other words, story means the chronological “real” order of time in sequence, thus, how events appear in the world of the drama. Plot, concurrently,
refers to how a writer (or a dramaturg) presents events and how past events
are pulled down into some other order (Reitala & Heinonen 2003: 24–25). The
plot shows events linked to each other in the relationship of cause and effect.
Figure 2.2.1 shows the principal order of a drama unit and the author’s formal strategy, which includes the idea of the permutation and combination. On
the lower side of the figure, there is story (deep structure), in which the scene
units, called A, B, C, and D in chronological order, form the work. However, it
is possible to arrange the units in an order that is other than chronological, for
example B, A, C, and D presented at the level of the plot (at the top of Figure
2.2.1).There is also another line in which only the B and D units appear under
the first line of the plot.
33 In the discourse analysis of linguistics, the linearisation problem can be understand by
the term co-text (ibid.: 46–50), i.e., a linguistic context (linguistic material in the surrounding text). When a listener/reader draws implications from a word order in a sentence, implications will be constrained by the content of “what is said and stereotypical expectations
based on previous experience” (ibid.: 126).
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Figure 2.2.1: Story and plot; an example of ordering scenes.

Let us take an example from a Wagner opera; in his operas, a “pre-plot” (i.e.,
previous storytelling) is often revealed after the introduction or the first scene,
which unfolds as an exposition in the beginning of the first act. A character, for
example, an intradiegetic narrator, tells the background to the opera’s theme,
such as why he or she has a conflict or how the character ended up in the present situation (e.g., Tristan und Isolde and Parsifal). 34 However, the prehistory
(A) has to be in chronological order in the time sequence of the world of the opera, but it may be revealed after an introduction or exposition (B), so the ordering of events, B, A, C, and D in the plot of Figure 2.2.1, differs from the story.
A plot can also be a kind of summary of a story, explaining the causal relationships. Therefore, we can understand that an author has several options for a
sequence of events. First, the author/composer drafts a plot, such as events B
and D (presented in the middle of Figure 2.2.1), which are in a causal relationship. Then B and D are expanded or some kind of bridge added, C, connecting B
to D. The author/composer can also delete or exchange A for B and so on. In the
dramaturgical sense, events have to be linked causally to each other, because
“‘plot’ is the chain of causation which dictates that these events are somehow

34 For example, in the first act of Tristan und Isolde, Isolde tells why (“the cause”) her scorn
and rage are directed at Tristan; she saved a person called Tantris, who was found mortally
wounded, and Isolde took care of him. However, Tentris was in fact Tristan and the murderer of her fiancé, Morold. In Parsifal, Gernemanz tells about the Holy Spear and its related
story, through which an audience learns how Amfortas was wounded.
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linked, and that they are therefore to be depicted in relation to each other” (Cobley 2001: 5). Plot has to have an economical character.
These examples of Wagner’s operas, in which the relationship between music and text are the central discourse, are not applicable to Lindberg’s music at
all because instrumental and orchestral works do not have a causal relationship
in musical discourse. Lindberg seems to avoid the presence of a linguistic text
in most of his compositions. However, I wonder whether this technical idea of
plot organization can be present at a strategic level of the compositional process
if the chain of interrelated musical events is crucial to the composer’s strategy.
Musical temporality can be divided into two dimensions; just as Aho (1992)
distinguishes between real and experiential time, many scholars argue that temporality refers to “clock time” and “culture time” (Monelle 2000: 81–84). Aho
suggests the awareness of temporality as a significant compositional strategy.
For a composer, the main purpose of temporal organization is to “manipulate”
a listener’s consciousness. However, we shall consider this issue in a more theoretical way. Monelle (ibid.: 83) points out that
music can also signify time. There is a temporality of the signified, as well as a
temporality of the signifier. Unlike language, music usually signifies indexically, and every temporal feature of its syntax is available to signify some temporal meaning. . .. But musical syntax does not necessarily carry semantic weight;
the failure to distinguish syntactic and semantic temporality has led to much
confusion in the temporal theory of music.

For example, “closure” is not only a temporal feature, but also signifies time
on the semantic level in tonal music. In addition to Monelle’s concept, when we
look past the syntagmatic continuum (Tarasti 1994: 24), we become aware of
the importance of climax in a musical work as an essential part of musical temporality: we must analyze the climax of a piece and the relationship between it
and its surroundings. The precise examination of a climax refers to the idea of
telos, examined in the previous section. The idea of musical dramaturgy benefits us just when we contemplate questions of what kind of telos a work has,
what is going on at the climax – both before and after – and why a composer settles on the culmination of a progression just there or what is the culmination of
the process. Likewise, Tarasti (2012: 371) finds the particular sense of “spatiality” in relation to the significance of a culmination of a musical work as Raumdramaturgie (space dramaturgy), which German musicologists call (according to
Tarasti) Zum Raum wird hier die Zeit in the quasi-Wagnerian sense. Thus, the
culmination and telos of the artwork can be a core element, both in a temporal
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dimension and in a spatial dimension. Moreover, Monelle emphasizes that closure also has a semantic meaning. Reitala and Heinonen (2003: 26) state that
“dividing events into variety is [a] vital technique in producing and maintaining
tension”; hence, the question could be, how can a crucial moment be maintained
or prolonged until the climax, where the rhythm of tension can be structured so
that the moment will come just at the time when the effect can be produced as
well as possible? The dramaturgical principle of ordering is the essential factor
that creates rhythm in drama, which also includes the concept of tempo (ibid.:
27). In Western classical music, we are familiar with this idea from Schenker’s
temporal prolongation (see, e.g., Väisälä 2004: 34–39). Prolongation is part of
dramaturgy. Also in a semiotic sense, this plot arrangement refers to Greimasian isotopy, i.e., text strategy (Tarasti 1994: 10), but here, the dramaturgical
structure would cover more competencies than tonal strategy alone.
The culmination we just discussed corresponds to the function of peripeteia
(or turning point) and is eventually related to the idea of fabula, a certain narrative structure from Russian Formalism, which suggests how an author’s strategy or scheme for an entire work dramaturgically comes true. An author in the
phase of planning and writing must contemplate the form of the drama and how
a dramatic (narrative) trajectory will go in the work; for example, is this drama
in closed or open form?35 Closed form refers to Aristotelian dramatic structure,36
in which the problem is revealed at the beginning of the work (the exposition),
and a conflict materializes in phases during the process. In the peripeteia, an
answer is presented and the problem solved. The drama then ends with a re-

35 The open form, a-tectonic, does not include a clear climax or resolution of the problem.
An example of open form is Georg Büchner’s Woyzeck (1913), in which all elements of drama
do not follow the logic of Aristotelian causal relationship and are not necessarily subordinate
to a structure of conflict-oriented narrativity, which dramaturgically means a partial
renouncement of linear structure (Reitala et al. 2003: 29). That refers to a drama form that
consists of scene fragments and does not include any sort of climax. Although a drama based
on only a closed or an open form is unusual today, a formal question would be tied together
as a strategic and technical solution by an author. Alban Berg’s opera Wozzeck, based on the
work of Büchner, shows a structural correlation with Aristotelian drama form (Berg 1988:
229–230). Wozzeck has three acts, each of which consists of five scenes. Berg cut down the 23
scenes in Büchner’s original work to 15 scenes, connecting substantially similar scenes with
each other (Hilmar 1998: 161), because Berg thought it would be impossible to bunch together
the original scattered and fragmented scenes. The main purpose of the opera, in Berg’s view,
was to construct a consistent whole for the dramatic plot without having to resort to tonal
resolution (Berg 1988: 160).
36 One root of dramaturgy is found in the Poetics of Aristotle (1997), which deals with
Poetry, drama from antiquity (such as comedy, tragedy), and genres of poetry, form, content,
plot of drama (mythos), and characters (ethos), etc.
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lease of tension (the katharsis).37 Figure 2.2.2 shows the dramatic structure, or
the so-called Freytag’s pyramid, which distinguishes five parts of a drama; after the exposition, a series of events develops towards the peripeteia (the turning point), which Gustav Freytag (1905) called rising action. During falling
action, a momentary final suspense occurs before moving on to the actual ending scene (Dénouement).

Figure 2.2.2: The Aristotelian dramatic structure (Freytag’s Pyramid) (Rohmer 1980:
82, edited and changed by author).

From the perspective of the dynamics of drama, unifying causation and linearization involves Freytag’s five parts of drama,38 while the climax of the action
(Handlung) is “an element of setting a pace”; for the sake of unifying temporal and special actions, there is a tendency to accelerate the tempo of a drama,
leading to a final release of tension (Reitala et al. 2003: 28–34).
In this Aristotelian narrative model, one of the most crucial elements is
the conflict of materials. This old and traditional scheme is in fact suitable for
analyzing Lindberg’s music. By looking at the temporal organization of atonal
and serial music, we know that the aesthetic concepts of a majority of significant musical works are not found in fragmental incoherence, but in symmetry.
A Western aesthetic model is emphasized, which becomes the core principle of
dodecaphony and twelve-tone serialism. This aesthetic thinking about symmetry can be found in Lindberg’s music. However, the more remarkable feature of
37 The classic French dramas of the 1600s are examples of this form.
38 “The events will therefore be concentrated, unified and organized teleologically according to a crisis, a development, a dénouement and a catastrophe” (Patrice 1998: 119).
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Lindberg’s music is the dynamically-oriented “dramatic event.” The structure of
Lindberg’s works shows a conflict-oriented narrative, wherein we can are aware
of a tension and relaxation process. Moreover, a conflictual situation is resolved
by another element that is not relevant to the closing cadence, one that passes
from the dominant to the tonic harmony of classical music. This characteristic
process can also be regarded as a result of musical process in Lindberg’s music.
The approach through Aristotelian narrativity thus provides a meaningful image for Lindberg’s dramaturgical structure.
It goes without saying that we may find other types of dramaturgical structures in Lindberg’s works. My hypothetical idea, namely, that Lindberg’s music
may be based on Aristotelian dramaturgical structure, may not hold true at all.
However, for the sake of applying the notion to analysis, my basic methodological idea of musical dramaturgy in this study can be stated as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Charting musical events, which are essential to dramaturgical structure, and seeking and considering the composer’s compositional-technical intentions
Analyzing the essential musical events, including the beginning and
ending of the work as a musical gesture (see section 2.3)
Seeking a culmination (and a climax) of musical process and a telos of
the work
Considering the relationship between musical gestures and telos
Examining the dramaturgical cohesion and structure of the work, based
on the above factors (1–4) and findings

The first task in my basic strategy, which I also demonstrated in section
1.3, is to seek significant musical events in the musical process in Lindberg’s
works. As a supporting measure, I will simultaneously consider his compositional-technical intentions. Aho’s idea of musical dramaturgy mainly focuses
on a compositional strategy that produces a (vital) effect on the structural dynamics of a musical work, taking into account the listener’s cognitive status and
the interaction between music and listener. His idea of manipulation of time refers to the fact that listeners have a certain “prevenient expectation” and “information quality,” which influence the course of a composition. Therefore, the
second task, addressing the beginning of the musical work, is crucial to determining whether or not it immediately meets the listener’s expectation. When
the opening of a work does not meets a listener’s expectations, there is less information quality in the first part of the composition. As a result, “the listener
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loses his/her interest, but if there is a quite big information quality instead, a
surprise happens” (ibid.: 263). Thus, Aho emphasizes that the question of how
the composer creates a surprise event and where he or she places it ultimately depends on the composer’s consciousness of real and phenomenal time. His
idea of “the temporal duration and the density of events,” in other words, his
psychological view – that “the faster the various changes follow one other and
the shorter the interval between them is, the faster musical time seems to progress” (ibid.: 267) – corresponds to the permutation and combination of events
in play dramaturgy.
Musical gesture is based on ideas broached by Ferneyhough (1993, 1998)
and Pierre Boulez (1966, 1986, and 1989). Ferneyhough’s notion – that the musical gesture is a functionally centred object and the smallest musical unit –
works well in my method (see section 2.3). Boulez once described the entire act
of composition as the composer’s “gesture.” His aesthetic view is associated with
the “semantic gesture” of the Prague functionalists (see sections 2.3 and 2.4) and
corresponds partially to Tarasti’s “Ich-Ton.” However, Boulez’s idea would be
worth looking at from the viewpoint of compositional technique, while taking
into consideration the composer’s psychological and intentional status.
My idea also has to address various levels, the telos of dramaturgy as a compositional strategy, and the dramaturgical structure and its elements. The third
task, seeking the climax and telos of dramaturgy, is crucial for understanding
the whole dramaturgical structure of a work. In this study, climax refers to the
peripeteia of the Aristotelian dramatic structure, while telos means a finally revealed “result” after the climax. The telos is either a kind of catharsis or other
(new) element or situation after the culmination of the process. This can be the
result of transforming an object, which remains in our minds as an impression
of the work as a whole.
The analysis of these three levels reveals the concept of musical dramaturgy, which in my study serves as a theoretical framework for dealing with an
entire analytical object (a musical work) regarded as a musical dramaturgical
structure. Beneath musical dramaturgy is a subordinate unit, the musical gesture. My theoretical approach, as set forth in sections 2.1–2.3, is summarized
in section 2.4 (see especially the end of section 2.4).

2.3. Musical Gesture
The study of gesture in music scholarship involves different contexts through
which diverse perspectives can be examined. Today, gesture in musicological
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research has two broad connotations: 1) gestures of musicians, dancers or conductors in performances, including body movements;39 and 2) sound-related
gesture, which is understood as movement in sound, such as pitch movement,
dance rhythm, timbre, and so on At the same time, the field of study could also
be divided into the two perspectives of either giving or receiving gestures, that
is, “the gestures of those that produce the sounds (the musicians), and the gestures of those that perceive the sounds (listeners or dancers)” (Jensenius et al.
2010: 19). In order to clarify the various concepts and categorizations of gesture, Jensenius et al. (ibid.) provide three definitions of gesture: 1) gesture as
communication, 2) gesture as control, and 3) gesture as metaphor.
The first of these, gesture as communication, based on definitions by George
Herbert Mead (1967[1934]) and Adam Kendon (1972, 1980, 1982), focuses on
“visible action as utterance” and is most commonly used in several fields of science. The second of the above-mentioned definitions, gesture as control, refers
to empty-handed gestures, such as a computer-centric approach, that is, human-computer interaction (HCI) based on a human expression (gesture). These
two viewpoints are based on some form of physical body movement, but the third
definition, gesture as metaphor, refers to using gesture in a metaphorical sense
“to describe some emergent qualities in musical sound” (Jensenius et al. 2010: 19).
My study makes a distinction between two concepts: one is the gesture that
is dealt with in the methodological realm of musicology, as referred to above; the
other is the gesture as used by contemporary composers as a concept of compositional-technical approach from the 1950s to the 1980s, works on which Magnus
Lindberg’s compositions from the 1980s are based. The two concepts have commonalities and are affected by each other. Making reference to previous studies, in this section I will discuss the first of these, metaphorical gesture, in the
“semiotic” sense. The second element, conceptual gesture of the modern composer, will be dealt with in section 2.4.
In my study, “musical gesture” has the connotations of 1) the sound-related gesture; 2) the metaphorical sense; 3) the perspective of the listener who
perceives the gestures and the perspective of the composer who “produces” the
gestures. My purpose and the primary research question in my study is functionally linked to musical gesture as “musical dramaturgy” (see also section 2.4).

39 Additionally, Elaine King (2006: 146–147) describes a performer’s analysis of the score
a musical-structural gesture. Musical-structural gesture refers to elements informed by
a broad analytical reading of the score. King uses the term to distinguish between a performer’s breathing, physical movements, and the reading of the score.
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In the past decade, Anthony Gritten and Elaine King have edited a collection of essays entitled Music and Gesture (2006), which includes extensive articles on musical gesture in the metaphorical sense. In the introduction to their
book, they define musical gesture as follows:
[A] gesture is a movement or change in state that becomes marked as significant by an agent. This is to say that for movement or sound to be(come) gesture, it must be taken intentionally by an interpreter, who may or may not be
involved in the actual sound production or a performance, in such a manner as
to donate it with the trappings of human significance. (ibid.; xxi.)

However, Jensenius et al. question this definition: “does an action have to
be carried out consciously in order to be perceived as a gesture?” Quoting an
argument of Kendon (2004), they indicate that gestures have to be carried out
consciously, since they are intentional (Jensenius et al. 2010: 18). Given the
gesture as a movement in communication flow, the arguments of Gritten and
King indicate that an interpreter would not perceive the gesture in the meaning intended by the sender. Furthermore, it is possible that the perceiver does
not even take the movement as a gesture, because “movement becomes a gesture only if it is understood as such by the perceiver” (ibid.). In addition, Jensenius et al. assume that “there are also ambiguous cases where one person may
perceive an action as intentional and another person may see it as unintentional” (ibid.: 19).
Robert Hatten (2004: 136; 2006: 1) proposes that musical gesture should be
interpreted as “energetic shaping through the time that may be interpreted as
significant,” which emerges from disparate musical parameters, including texture, articulation, dynamics, pitch, and duration. In other words, Hatten limits
himself to the issue of notation. He refrains from referring to bodily movement,
but discusses “sonic gesture” in notation through the score or the sound within
music. Hatten also argues that any listener will understand gestural meanings
“intuitively,” because “any energetic shaping through time, whether actual or
implied, and whether intentional or unwitting, may be considered as a gesture
if it may be interpreted as meaningful in some way” (ibid.). Hatten’s statement
means that “musical gesture may be performed unconsciously but still be valid
as gestures if they are observed as significant by the perceiver” (Jensenius et al.
2010: 18). Hedy Law (2007), however, asks, if a listener understands intuitively,
then “how can a composer get their ‘gestural’ meanings across?” Additionally,
David Lidov (2006: 41) points out that notation cannot fully represent gesture,
and “we cannot analyze musical gestures as if they carry definite meaning.”
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However, Hatten refers to the emotional images that Western music can
provide as an analogue to the forces working on the human body in physical
space, such as emotional expressions. For example, grief would be expressed
“in terms of downwards and heavy gestures, and elation by means of upwards
and light gesture” (Hatten 2006: 3). Ferneyhough (1993: 23) states that “musical gestures are somehow naturally permeable to particular emotional images.”
These ideas, which Hatten (1994, 2004 and 2006) discusses, mainly concern
musical gestures in the classical period and pre-romantic styles. Hatten (2004:
136–137) divides the concept of the gesture, which relates to Charles Sanders
Peirce’s firstness–secondness–thirdness trichotomy, into two categories, stylistic gestures and strategic gestures.40 Stylistic gestures refer to “conventional”
elements that are realized in musical works, and strategic gestures are specified as “constrained” or “generalized” by the style, but in fact, in both cases, the
issue of notation occurs at the textural level. In the methodological taxonomy,
this Peircean definition by Hatten is valid for the analysis of tonal (Western
classical) music, but where we discuss the gesture as part of communication,
Hatten’s statements do not seem to cover the issue of conveying meaning. Monelle (2000: 83) points out that “musical syntax does not necessarily carry semantic weight.” However, this idea alone is not sufficient, because we can still
recognize some kind of abstract or emotional meaning and associated images,
even if we do not understand the clear meaning. Kofi Agawu (2009: 21) advances the argument that music can speak only “poetic language” because it is able
to exist in the poetic realm. Although music is used for purely communicative
purposes, music cannot speak “ordinary language.” It is therefore necessary to
explore the inner organization of music discussed in previous studies, especially from the perspective of gesture.
Exploring the relationship between physical and metaphorical gestures is
inevitable in musical study, but it also has problems relating to conceptualization. Steve Larson (2006, 2012) explores musical inertia in his theory of musical
forces, which is developed further in the stylistic gesture of Hatten’s categorization: “musical inertia (the tendency of a pattern to continue in the same fash40 Stylistic gestures include four categories: i) gravitational background fields (to be precise,
tonality and meter), ii) appearing in ritualized genres (for instance, dance, march), which
are, in a another meaning, gestural topics; iii) conventions for interpretation (articulation,
accentuation, dynamics, tempo, and timing); and iv) a wide variety of stylistic types (for
instance, a two-note slur). Strategic gestures refer, in terms of musical notation, more to the
textural-parametrical gestures such as i) Spontaneous, ii) Thematic Gesture, iii) Dialogical
Gesture, iv) Rhetorical Gesture, and v) Troping Gesture. They are “understood as tokens of
pre-existing stylistic types” (ibid.).
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ion) is central to musical rhythm. If we hear a pattern of duration, then inertia
leads us to expect that pattern to continue” (Larson 2012: 143). Larson (2006:
72) suggests that musical gestures which are formed by, for example, a repetition of some musical patterns and their meaning “depends on the fact that musical inertia (like physical inertia) may carry those gestures through the points of
stability established by other forces.” Then, as a clear example, he refers to the
entire first phrase of the song Happy Birthday to You as one gesture (2006: 61).
Larson’s argument, however, is problematic; I agree with Law (2007), who points
out the ambiguous distinction between a gesture and a phrase, and questions
whether “the concept of gesture mean(s) anything specific.” The issue of musical
inertia has generated lively debate, including Larson’s argument based on theoretical approaches, such as “the law of good continuation” (Meyer 1961[1956]:
92), the tonal expectancy model of Mari Riess Jones (1981), and the top-down
factor of Eugene Narmour (1990 & 1992). However, the use and definition of the
term “gesture” is underdeveloped, and the principal predicate remains unclear,
namely, whether all of the textual elements, for example, phrases, are also gestures. At any rate, the issue of musical inertia should be taken into account because of the importance of viewpoints from physical perspectives when we talk
about the “inner magnet functions” in tonal music.
Hatten’s and Larson’s analytical methods seem to employ exhaustive methodological taxonomies to good effect when we are only talking about analyses at
an immanent level (in tonal music, for instance, the theory of Heinrich Schenker or Pierre Boulez’s analysis of Stravinsky41), but there is a weakness in distinguishing between musical gesture and conventional terminologies, which
often causes ambiguity and problems. As Law (2007) comments, the problem
might be the result of a lack of historical and cultural discussion. Hatten (2006:
18) mentions that “the immediacy of musical gesture provides direct biological
as well as cultural access from the outset.” However, neither Hatten nor Larson discusses the origin of the concept of musical gesture or physical gesture
from the historical perspective. They do not discuss opera or European scholars
who initiated discussions on the possibility of applying the concept of gestures
to musical analysis. Musical gesture is discussed in an all too-narrow sphere.
I therefore propose to take a historical perspective in order to seek the origin of the concept of musical gesture. Arnie Cox (2006: 46) argues that abstract
41 “Stravinsky demeure,” an analysis of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, from Pierre Boulez,
Relevés d’apprenti (1966) is a volume that also includes the famous article “Schoenberg est
mort.”
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musical concepts are metaphors of embodied experience. “Mimetic participation”
is a part of musical embodied experience. It is natural that the relationship between music and gesture arises from embodiment and mimesis.
Gesture has been a concept of theater research, which “is as old as the theater, the arts, and drama arts in general” (Rohmer 1980: 93), because “gestural behavior is made of non-verbal communication. . . and is mimetic in that it
often imitates certain actions” (Schneider 2010: 76). Thus, we can understand
gesture as a term derived from Aristotle’s principle of mimesis, which in Latin texts has been translated as imitatio.42 Throughout his works, Aristotle, using the principles of Potentiality and Actuality,43 discussed the nature of affects
brought about by some force (δύναμις = dunamis). In this context, affects mean
a human emotion (πάθος = pathos) or emotional state and, above all, changing
it (Aristotle 1928: 1022b15–21).
Albrecht Schneider (2010: 77) regards Aristotle’s force and affects as a relationship of cause and effect. He also refers to a viewpoint that offers a rational basis for a causal understanding of the motion and affects as basic concepts
of Baroque music. The basic concepts of Baroque music “relate music to, on the
one hand, speech, texts, and the explication of their meaning, and, on the other, affects as well as perceptual and emotional issues” (ibid.). Schneider summarized three major factors influential for the development of gestural styles
of Sestern music: 1) Musikalische Figurenlehre, which connects music to rhetoric, was developed in Germany between 1600 and 1730. Figurenlehre and musica poetica “resulted in a repertoire of musical set phrases… Such figures can
aptly be considered musical gestures” (ibid.: 78). The music of J. S. Bach continued the tradition of Figurenlehre. 2) The development of monody in Italy,
which also closely connected music to language and speech. For instance, in the
monodic operas of Claudio Monteverdi, “the singer commands a whole range of
musico-dramatic gestures” (ibid.: 3) The theoretical development in German Baroque music in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in which the affective
42 Aristotle (Poetics 1447a–1449b) provided three systematic categories of mimesis: 1) the
means to realize mimesis, 2) the objects of mimesis, and 3) the different kinds of mimesis.
Gesture is included in the first category, since gesture is inherent in movement.
43 Potentiality (δύναμις) and Actuality (ένεργέω) are the principles of dichotomy. In his work
Physica, Aristotle (1930: 200b1) discussed nature as a principle of motion (κίησις=kinesis) and
change (μεταβολή), mentioning that “motion is thought to be a sort of actuality, but incomplete,
the reason for this view being that the potential whose actuality it is incomplete” (ibid.: 201b
31–33). In this context, potentiality (dunamis) refers to any “possibility,” which means that
it “might chance to happen or not happen.” In another, “stronger” sense, potentiality has the
meaning of living things or the intentions of human beings (ibid.1928:1019a15–1019b33).
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element “had theoretical foundations in physiological [rather: psychophysical]
considerations” (ibid). For instance, Descartes (1649) and Athanasius Kircher
(1650) discussed a theory of affects44 in which “the specific musical means (e.g.,
patterns of sounds which, for their motional and affective content, can be called
‘gestures’), lead to specific affects (passions)” (Schneider 2010: 78). As a good
example, these early elements of musical gestures evolved into the concept of
Leitmotiv in the music of Richard Wagner. The most basic idea of gesture in opera, which is based on the relationship between rhetoric and music, led to the
concepts of Tonsprache (language of tones).45 Thus, in order to regulate musical composition, rules of musical grammar and syntax were required. It is only natural that through the unification of various genres of opera and musical
syntax, inspired by rhetoric and poetic language, elements of gesture also came
to be incorporated into instrumental music.
Hatten (2006: 6) states that phrasing is typical of the classical period. He
also offers some “rhetorical marking of dramatic shifts or swerves in the ongoing discourse,” which he calls rhetorical gesture (see also Hatten 2004: 125).46
Among other things, Hatten’s rhetorical gesture is “characterized by sudden
changes in energy, force, direction, and character and hence implies the marked
presence of a higher, narrative agency” (Hatten 2004: 164–165). The concept
seems applicable to the analysis of other non-tonal (or atonal) music, because
it could be linked to the theoretical thinking of musical narrative, discussed in
the previous section (2.1). The rhetorical gesture, in the form of a piece, corresponds to the so-called “turning point,” also known as the “high point” (Agawu
2009: 61), if we can call it to in the manner of musical discourse.
However, it is remarkable that Adorno (2005 [1964]) explored gesture in
his study on Wagner and emphasized its sequential character: “the Wagnerian gesture becomes a ‘motive’ the moment it is made part of a sequence” (ibid.:
26). But Adorno asserted in his conclusion that “gestures can be repeated and
intensified but not actually ‘developed’” (ibid.). If gesture can only be repeat-

44 Known also as the doctorine of affects, or as the German term Affectenlehre. Descartes
(2001[1649]: Article 69) distinguishes six basic affects (passions): admiration, love, hatred,
desire, joy, and sorrow. The expression of these emotions became the main objective of baroque music.
45 .” . .because of its usage of Gestalten and gestures, conformed also to rule of perception”
(Schneider 2010: 81).
46 “Rhetorical gesture . . . may also be defined as those highly marked musical events that
direct our attention to some aspect of the ongoing musical discourse, perhaps dramatically
redirecting our path through the form or genre” (Hatten 2004: 164).
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ed, as Adorno argued, then the question arises: is not the musical gesture functionally significant enough among structural elements in a piece of music to be
defined as a principle? If so, do we have to categorize and classify all of the musical elements on the notational or textural levels into hierarchically organized
gestures, as Hatten has argued? 47 Does musical gesture not have any function
other than being repeated in the music?
We cannot ignore that the functional recognition and concept of the gesture
in post-tonal /contemporary music might be different in tonal music. Among other things, in contemporary music, without the framework of tonality (musical
inertia), gesture could become an important tool or a contextually significant
index in musical structure. A composer’s gesture indicates a strategic-technical concept by way of composing. It is interesting how Brian Ferneyhough describes an aspect of a gesture’s character:
The gesture is “frozen force” to the extent that it stands for expressive sentiment, for an absent exchange of expressive energies (1993: 13). One of the
things I’m trying to do is to distinguish between the gesture as such, which in
itself is an objective, material-bound presence – we can examine its delineations, we can appreciate it as a total “vocable”on whatever level (which is why
overall style is of no great importance to me – one can write in perfect 5ths or
whatever: that’s not the question), and the figural aspect of a gesture (“figurality” being itself a subcategory of gesture). The thing that distinguishes the figural way of constructing or observing a gesture from the “gestural” part of the
gesture, is that one is attempting to realize the totality of the gesture in terms
of its possible deconstruction into parametric tendencies. (1998: 285.)

According to Ferneyhough (1993: 283–289, 1998; see also Koivisto 2005),
the musical gesture is a functionally central, significant object in music, consisting of parametric qualities as well as encompassing (all) the smallest significant
units. A composition’s progress is based on possibilities of the unit’s activity.
Ferneyhough argues that this issue is based on structural opposition among
musical elements emerging from a textual level, but the deep structure level
of the piece is formed by texture in the manner of “serialism.” Ferneyhough’s
principle, all in all, refers to the concept of compositional technique for post-se-

47 Even though this study critically examines Hatten’s explorations in view of the need
for a critical overview of the concept of musical gestures, it is beyond doubt that his achievements are highly admirable. I also will borrow the basic model from part of Hatten’s arguments with respect to musical and stylistic organization.
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rialism, but, remarkably, seems to be the most appropriate and pertinent for
understanding its framework. It is also important to note that Magnus Lindberg, as Ferneyhough’s pupil, was affected by his ideas. It is also obvious that
Hatten’s concept follows Ferneyhough’s principle.
Pierre Boulez also defined gesture in his publication Jalons (1989), considering it from the viewpoint of “the different gestures of the composition”(les
différents gestes de la composition), that is, a wide range of concepts, including
the genesis of the idea, the technical strategy for composition, the composer’s
real actions, the process of composing, the potentiality for performance, a problem of expression, an external interference vector (l’interférence des vecteurs
extérieurs), and the reciprocal gestures of composer and performer. Boulez considered the whole process of composition, from generating an abstract idea for
a work to a performance situation as “the gesture of the composition.” Boulez
stated that composing is based on highly abstract speculation and manipulation of material: “different gestures of composition spring from this duality . . .
this contradiction between speculation and reality, where we cannot ignore both
sides” (Boulez 1989: 109).48 Though I will discuss gesture as defined by Boulez
in another section (2.4) in more detail, it is a fascinating idea that gesture as a
principle extends to the entire hierarchical level of the compositional process.49
A composer might conceptualize gesture in his/her compositions more flexibly
or “artificially,” and also grasp “the core of the subject,” but it is also true that
there might be some contradictions in his/her statements. At any rate, Boulez’s
ideas point out the need for viewpoints from a compositional way of thinking.
We should also note that composers or aestheticians have attempted to place
gesture in the methodological realm as a “general term” encompassing a wide
range of concepts, as if a total framework has the function of integrating all elements of the structural level of art. It is particularly interesting to approach
an analytical field of literature that is also explored from a semiologic perspective. In the 1940s, the Prague functionalists argued that there is a principle
which penetrates the whole level of a work of art or text (in literature), resulting in an overarching concept that has a “dominating” function in the work. Jan
Mukařovský called the principal the semantic gesture:

48 “De cette dualité, de cette contradiction entre spéculation et réalité sont nés les différents gestes de la composition qui ne peuvent pas ne pas tenir compte de l’un comme de
l’autre” (Boulez 1989: 109).
49 As Lindberg also thinks possible.
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“Compositional analysis” is not condemned to be static if the principles of dynamics of meaning are applied, which we have used in the analysis of the meaning of movements. There is thus the possibility of determining “formal,” yet
concrete “semantic gesture” in order to organize the work as a dynamic unity from the simplest elements to the general outlines. Despite its apparently
“formal” character, the semantic gesture is something quite different from the
form understood as the outer “guise” of the work. It is a semantic fact – intention of meaning – albeit qualitatively indeterminate. (Mukařovský 1974: 190.) 50

It seems to me that the property of “the dominance,” in other words, the
fact that “an internal meaning must be dominant in a work,” which the Prague
school advocated (e.g., see Mukařovský 1970), is still worth reconsidering, although it has been received critically.
Ivanka Stoianova explores musical gesture in her study entitled Geste-TexteMusique (1978), which was influenced by her sister, the post-structuralist Julia Kristeva. In this ambitious work, Stoianova uses the word “gesture” in two
senses; one is gestural music (la musique gestuelle), which refers, for instance, to
graphic music of the 1960s and 1970s (by Logothetis and Miereanu) and theater music (by Kagel). The other acts as part of the concept of the musical enunciate (énoncé musical).51 She calls the latter “the kinesis of pre-verbal gesture”
(la kinesis de la gestualité pré-verbale) (ibid.: 24). In the semiological manner,
Stoianova strives to find the definition of the process of signification through
the basic concept that gesture exists before expressing, that is, by presupposing
that “in the enunciate of contemporary music, the pre-verbal kinesis, namely
pre-signifying, which is such as that before, involves heterogeneous devices”
(ibid.: 11–12). Although I will discuss Stoianova’s study in detail in section 2.4,
50 I acknowledge the help of Pekka Karhula and Seija Salminen in the interpretation of
the original text. The original reads: “Die ‘Kompositionsanalyse’ ist nicht zur Statik verurteilt, wenn in ihr die Grundsätze der Bedeutungsdynamik appliziert werden, die wir bei der
Analyse des Bedeutungsaufbaues des Satzes ausfählten: sie erlangt so die Möglichkeit, in
die Ermittlung der ‘formalen’ aber dennoch konkreten ‘semantischen Geste’ einzumünden,
durch die das Werk von den einfachsten Elementen bis zu den allgemeinen Umrissen als
dynamische Einheit organisiert wird. Trotz ihres scheinber ‘formalen’ Charakters ist die semantische Geste etwas völlig anderes als die Form, die als äußeres ‘Gewand’ des Werkes
aufgefaßt wird; sie ist ein semantisches Faktum, Bedeutungsintention, wenn auch qualitativ unbestimmte” (Mukařovský 1974: 190).
51 In French, énoncé musical means musical utterance or uttering. Semioticians and structuralists, however, use the term “enunciation or enunciate.” “Enunciation is the act of producing a phrase or an entire text… The enunciate is the result of this act, a fixed object or
the text itself” (Tarasti 1994: 303). In this context, Stoianova uses the term in the sense of
the text itself, in other words, what is said.
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where I focus on the concept of gesture as part of the compositional technique
of composers in the 1950s to the 1980s, the definition of the kinesis of pre-verbal gesture shows characteristic traces of post-structuralism. The definition of
gesture by Wilson Coker, for example, seems to be even simpler.
Coker (1972: 15) sees gesture as a symbol and an informal sign and asserts
that “music . . . is most clearly an object with gestural meaning,” quoting George
Herbert Mead (1967), who “describes (gesture’s) meaning as emergent from the
threefold relation between phases of the social act.… The threefold relationship
involved is that of the gesture to the first organism, of the gesture to the second
organism, and the gesture to the resultant of the social act.”
Eero Tarasti (2002) expands Coker’s idea with a clearer method and examines it as a “gesture in the emancipation of the sign.” Tarasti distinguishes
three stages of signs based on the ideas in Mead’s approach (1967): 1) pre-signs,
2) act-signs, and 3) post- signs. As Mead argues, in conversation, gestures are
some sort of “significant symbols” emerging from a continuous interplay between
inner impulses and outer responses. Tarasti sees gestures as pre-signs, “stimuli,” which are used to produce secondary signs (act-signs). The act-signs are
“responses” to these initial gestures (it is irrelevant whether they really exist or
not). In this continuing process, the post-signs “may also exist virtually, in the
minds of receivers, or they may be concrete, material new signs” (Tarasti 2002:
124). Thus, in conversation, the symbol has a stimulus, which in turn has another meaning. “In pieces of music, gestures of affirmation and negation alternate in this type of ‘inner dialogue.’ In music, gestures have their ‘home’” (ibid.).
Demonstrating the analysis model with Ernest Chausson’s Piano Quartet in
A major, op. 30, Tarasti (ibid.) sees the opening gesture in the beginning of the
piece as a “pre-sign,” which emerges from rhythmic asymmetry, and the time
from the beginning up to bar 27 “felt as a real First in the Peircean sense, has
at least one pre-sign in French music.” This opening gesture also refers to cultural and historical contexts, including “intonational units” introduced by Boris Asafyev as “a musical discourse.”52 Here, Meyer’s statement comes to mind:
“an understanding of the cultural and stylistic presuppositions of a piece of music is absolutely essential to the analysis of its meaning” (Meyer 1961[1956]: ix).
At any rate, through the analysis of Chausson’s quartet, Tarasti classifies all
musical semiotic theories into two groups: “classical semiotics” and “new musicology.” Classical semiotics “starts with rules and grammars belonging to all mu-

52 It also refers to “The Theory of Intonation” by Reymond Monelle (1992: 274–303).
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sic, hence emphasizing the musical surface. This view supposes that before the
rules are formulated by a theoretician, nothing exists; and consequently, when
the rules stop functioning, nothing remains” (Tarasti 2002: 126–127). Quoting
Richard Taruskin’s philosophical dichotomy, Tarasti argues that “new musicology” is rooted in “the concept that all signs exist only on the basis of an order
that is in place before the scholar starts his/her work and which remains after
he /she has finished” (ibid.: 128), and therefore differs from classical semiotics.53
This view is a basic concept of his Existential Semiotics (Tarasti 2000, 2004).
I am inspired by Tarasti’s concept of pre-sign in the sense that “pre-sign
has an even earlier pre-sign” (ibid.: 126). Therefore, if we regard the beginning
of the work as a vital element in the entire structure and an “opening gesture”
(as defined by Tarasti and Rowell), including “the sedimentations” of all previous listening experiences, all knowledge of style and genre, all understanding of
the cultural presuppositions of a piece of music, and – in the Merleau-Pontyian
sense – of “human body and experiences” (Merleau-Ponty 2002), then the opening of a piece of music can justifiably be called the “opening gesture.”54 The idea
of the opening being the opening gesture can also show that there are possibilities for understanding “something” when receiving musical gesture through
the sedimentation of the human body and our experiences. This aspect also includes the listener’s prior expectations of a work’s opening, as Kalevi Aho has
emphasized in pointing to the importance of the beginning of a composition.55
Lewis Rowell’s study (2008) of Indian music could substantiate and enrich
the above-mentioned idea by approaching the issue from the perspective of one

53 Tarasti describes his own semiotic philosophy in three ways; “(1) as a process, i.e., on the
supposition that signs cannot be defined without taking into account time, place and subject
(actor). (2) It also views meaning is produced mainly within a given system or organism; it
does not come from outside, as a deus ex machina. (3) The view that meaning pre-exists to
theoretical formulation also emphasizes the content, the signified, which, however, can be
non-verbal, “ineffable,” expressible only in terms of a quasi-corporeal experience.
54 In other words, as gesture enters into the symbolic level of musical style, it can have
consequences for musical form.”(ibid.) However, the term musical-structural gesture “simply means the beginning of the piece, beginning and endings of a phrase and thus has little
to do with the concepts of ‘gesture’ or ‘musical gesture’ that invite rigorous theoretical exploration as shown elsewhere in the collection” (Law 2007).
55 “The vital step relative to dramaturgical development of the work and the creating of expectations is the opening of the piece of music.” [Original: Teoksen dramaturgisen kehityksen ja ennakko-odotusten luomisen kannalta olennaisen tärkeä vaihe on sävellyksen aloitus]
(Aho 1992: 265). It is remarkable that in other studies of musical gesture, the opening gesture is defined as “conventionalized music-stylistic gestures” (Hatten 2004: 125) and “musical-structural gesture” (King 2006). Hatten argues that “conventional music-style gestures
are also relevant at all levels of structure and form.”
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of the oldest musical traditions in “the non-Western world.” Taking into account
certain physical actions and reactions in a performance, Rowell points out the
important role of an external gesture in Indian music: “(t)he human body is regarded as the divine instrument and ultimate source of sound in the Indian
tradition” (ibid.: 2008: 91). As a traditional element, he mentions the “Indian
way of thinking about art in terms of [a] performance unit,” which is based on
the mudrās (hand motion and pantomime gestures).56 Rowell also considers the
question of internal musical gestures, which refer to “sound-related gesture.”
He classifies categories of musical gestures in five ways based on whether they
consist of a single note or are in a certain region of notes. He also points out an
ancient opening gesture (Ālāp) and closing gesture (tihāi or morā) in Indian
music, and emphasizes the importance of the opening gesture, calling it “born
of emotion,” a phrase borrowed from Curt Sachs. Rowell (ibid.: 102) describes
how “emotion, even when it remains unnamed and unspecified, smoulders close
to the surface of conventional forms of musical expression, ready to astonish us
with its power when tapped.” This refers to the existing conventional forms for
opening gestures found in traditional Indian music and Western art music. Music starts in a certain way which may be familiar to us in many cases. Hence,
according to Padilla,57 the opening of a musical work can be categorized (as a
cognitive process). There are only a few dozen ways to start a work that we recognize as a universal cognitive phenomenon.
All things considered, this issue is related to a deeply musical narrative
and dramaturgy. A good example is the following statement by Albrecht Schneider eloquently describing the composer’s sentiment:
The idea guiding our experience of music as imagined action is that the musical gestures we perceive represent, at least to some extent, the gestural
movements a composer actually made or had in mind when composing music
(Schneider 2010: 83).

Schneider’s arguments evoke Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological concept,
“the process of expression”: “Creative work becomes the embodiment of the expression. As a composer, the need to express is manifested in the sonorous form,
56 “In the performing arts of India we see a long tradition of elaborate classifications of gestures, most notably in the sets of mudrās (hand motion and pantomime gestures) that have
been taught and performed by dancers and actors for at least two thousand years” (Rowell
2008: 94).
57 The sentences are based on a conversation about opening gesture with my supervisor,
Alfonso Padilla (2015).
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for these sound-images are the tools or ‘instruments’ that have become an extension of the composer’s body” (Anderson 2008: 291). Coker (1972: 21), as well,
has suggested that “in the complex creative process, the composer repeatedly assumes the role of various sorts of listeners … and the composer anticipates the
impact that gestures will have on others, thereby isolating the gestural stimuli
and responsive sequences that he desires.” The question which I introduced in
the beginning of this section, namely, whether the perceiver (the listener) “consciously” recognizes the gesture that the composer actually intended, finds an
answer in the fact that musical gesture can convey neither definite meanings nor
emotional states, but it might be that a listener can “grasp” something from the
music. That “something” might also be an impression or an effect apprehended
through the development of the sound-image. Hence, the “something” we can
grasp we may well call “the gesture.” The issue may ultimately lead to ontological questions or post-modernism – the experiences of a subject.58
To conclude the discussion in this section, the musical gesture can be categorized into two dimensions:
(1) A musical gesture that emerges from the textural level, “the score.”
(2) A musical gesture by the composer, which is an attempt to put thoughts
and images into compositions through the composer’s perception by
means of the five senses, “the body.”
If we follow Tarasti (1994) and separate the musical discursive categories
into external and internal levels, the musical gesture can also be seen as having an internal and an external dimension. If external gesture refers to the composer’s intention, that is, the composer’s gestural issue in the text, as noted by
Schneider, then the internal gesture might refer to Hatten’s categories of musical gesture. However, I define the musical gesture as a functional unit that is
part of the dramaturgical structure. In my interpretation, musical gestures are
limited in the following ways:
1)

The gestures always exist at the beginning and end of a work, as Rowell and Tarasti define the opening gesture, indicating a pre-sign. I also call it the opening gesture. Furthermore, I define the ending gesture

58 “Art is read only in the sense of ‘dialects’ and ‘diversity’ and only in the perspective of
experiences of subject” [”Taidetta luetaan ’murteiden’ ja ’monimuotoisuuden’ hengessä vain
ja ainoastaan kokevan subjektin näkökulmasta”] (quoted in Mantere 2005: 198).
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because of the importance of the beginning and the end in music, if I
approach it in a dichotomous sense. However, the gestures can exist
everywhere, not just in the beginning and the end of work. Analyzing
the beginning and ending gestures has priority over others.
As Adorno stated, gestures cannot be developed, only repeated, but a
repeated character can become a key element in a work’s structure. I
call this type of gesture the sequence gesture. The sequence gesture can
be a Leitmotiv or an idée fixe.
An element (a phrase, a motive, a harmony, a sequence of harmonies,
a general pause, or a change of configuration, instrumentation, or timbre and so on) reveals significant signs at a turning point in the musical process or in the development. The element could cause a change in
the progressive direction of the musical flow. This is called a rhetorical
gesture, originally created by Hatten (2004). However, the rhetorical
gesture refers to all kinds of gestures in terms of having an indicative
character. The opening and ending gestures also can be rhetorical.
Therefore, I call these turning-point gestures.
As Ferneyhough argued, a musical gesture is a functionally central
object consisting of parametric qualities as well as encompassing the
smallest significant units that may come up only once or repeatedly in
a work. The composition’s progress is based on the possibilities of the
unit’s activity. I call this the unit gesture. The unit gesture can be a motive, melody, pause, long note, or figure of some kind. The unit gesture
has a function when it can be regarded as a significant musical event
in the dramaturgical structure.

2.4. Moving from “Form” to Dramaturgy and
Gesture in Contemporary Music
Before discussing musical dramaturgy and gesture further, I want to quote a
few sentences on “form” by Lévi-Strauss, which Boulez (1986: 90) also quoted
several times:
Form and content are of the same nature and amenable to the same analysis.
Content derives its reality from its structure, and what is called form is the

“structuring” of local structures, which are the content. (Lévi-Strauss 1960: 21–
22; see also Boulez 1964.)
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In the first sentence, where “form and content are of the same nature,” I am
reminded of Eduard Hanslick who intended to start a debate on the aesthetics
of emotion in his essay Vom Musikalisch-Schönen (1854). Hanslick (1854: 34)
wrote, “form is declared to be content, thus its own opposite”; he claimed that
“forms constructed from tones are … intellectual spirit taking its outward form
from within” (see also Dahlhaus 1995: 52). As a result, Hanslick reached the conclusion that form itself is spirit. Hanslick’s famous and often quoted sentence is
that “forms moved in sounding” is called “content” (ibid.: 56). That sentence ultimately means that “they [the forms] fulfil a function that was ascribed to the
‘content’ of music by the aesthetics of emotion, which defined the content as affect: the function served is that of theme” (ibid.). Therefore, the relationship between form and content is an unavoidable problem in the sense that Hanslick’s
perspective is confirmed by Lévi-Strauss (see quotation above). However, it is
also remarkable that this controversy is again quoted by Boulez as being an
essential problem in the aesthetic and technical fields of contemporary music.
This section first discusses the concept of form, the reason being that my
concept of dramaturgy and dramaturgical structure differs from the traditional
and conventional idea of form in this study. This issue of the form is more substantial in my theoretical idea than in a structural analysis. Boulez (1986: 90),
referring to Lévi-Strauss’s idea, argued that musical form varies in exact proportion to variations in “local structures.” The issue at stake here is what kind
of relationship exists between whole structures of a piece and its raw materials
(i.e., twelve-tone rows). The relationship can become a problem in composing
with the principle of (total) serialism; in other words, how do the materials limit the organization of the entire musical structure and how then do materials
determine the form? This question appears in Webern’s realization of Goethes
Urpflanze (Webern 1960: 56–57, 59).59 Adorno (1999b: 94) pointed out that “the
formal law presiding over his [Webern’s] composing, in all its stages is that of
shrinkage.” The controversial problem is centered from beginning to end on the
technical (and also the mathematical) concept instead of on a consideration of
content and its meaning, because serialists perennially encountered the problem of the relationship between the materials of the tone row and the entire
structure of a work. Adorno (ibid.: 101) mentioned that

59 See more about his work in Der Weg zu neuen Musik 1960. “Immer vershieden und doch
immer dasselbe!...Ein ‘Thema’ ist die Zwölftonreihe im allgemeinen nicht. — Aber ich kann
vermöge der jetzt auf andere Weise gewährleisteten Einheit auch ohne Thematik — also viel
freier — arbeiten: die Reihe sichert mir den Zusamenhang” (Webern 1960: 59–60).
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the (twelve-tone) rows are supposed virtually to do the work themselves. Logically, it was possible to determine the entire composition in advance once the
serial program had been selected, with its basic material and the initial guiding formal principle.)

At any rate, the relationship between structure and form is an unavoidable
concept confronting composers, and a necessary issue which a person must consider during the compositional process. Hence, a composer’s suggestions, proposals, and explanations about form are the principles of organization and too
numerous to mention here.
From the 1950s on, many serialists intended to use the concept of binary
opposition to define structure, textural musical events, contextualization and
so on. Boulez, who took on binary oppositions in the definition of local structure
– dynamic and static structure (ibid.: 91) – is a good example of this duality.60
The idea of a binary position is one of the solutions to the issue, but duality in
and of itself has been central point to Western aesthetics, as we know it, and
obviously basic in terms of forms (single, binary, ternery, rondo, and so on) in
Western art music. Brown (1992: 79) mentions that
the language of nineteenth-century music was based on a series of polar oppositions that had gradually crystallized from the musical practice of the preceding centuries: the contrast of consonance with dissonance, tonic with dominant
(or other non-tonic) harmonies, symmetrical with asymmetrical phrasing, melodic outline with rhythmic configuration, treble with bass, strong with weak
beats, solo with accompaniment, string with wind sonorities.

What followed in the twentieth century was a continuation of and indeed
an experiment with duality: Witold Lutosławski used a large binary form in his
Second (1967) and Third (1983) Symphonies. He used a structural binary principle in his major works, such as his String Quartet (1964), Livre pour orchestre (1968), and Jeux vénitiens (1961). Lindberg (1995) mentioned Lutosławski
as follows:
One composer from this century who has refreshed the relationship between
form and content is Witold Lutosławski. His concept of a two-part structure,
in which the material is first presented simply and unadorned and then devel-

60 See Boulez 1986. His article “Form” was drafted in a course given at Darmstadt in 1960
and intended as the basis for the additional Chapter 4 of Penser la musique aujourd ‘hui’;
ultimately, it was included in Points de repère 1981.
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oped into a rounded entity, offers a genuine and clear approach to the question of form.

It is not proven that Lutosławski is the sole person to refresh the problem of
form and content, but it is accurate to say that his structural conception shows
a decision about how musical material can be generated in the course of musical events (narrativity).61
However, Luciano Berio took a contrary view to that of Lutosławski and
Boulez. For Berio, the terms of binary oppositions were “complementary” and
“in themselves abstract entities and exist only as differential qualities within
a system of oppositions” (Berio 1985: 135). Berio’s keen indication of the complementarity of binary oppositions expressed a weak point of Western structuralism and a restriction on the principle of serialism. In short, if one of these
substances in binary opposition should lose the meaning of its existence, another substance would simultaneously lose the significance of that function. Boulez
also revealed the vulnerability of serialism in some of his later published texts
(e.g., 1989: 341). This problem suggests that dualism, which has no other way
to express substances than to distinguish them by contrasting two things in order to signify a matter, eventually demonstrates the fragility of “classical semiotics,” which Tarasti (e.g., 2002: 128 does) points out, namely, that the “surface”
of music, musical structure, and all topics about music can be acknowledged
only after theories, or rules, and principles have been formed and systematized
(see section 2.3).
In terms of the controversial topics of form and structure, György Ligeti
(1992: 781) argued that “[s]yntactic aspects are accorded a primary role in the
understanding of form.” Ligeti (1992: 783) believed that
“(m)usic” would thus be the purely temporal process, “musical form,” conversely, the abstraction of the same temporal process, in which the relations within
the process are no longer temporal but present themselves as spatial; musical
form arises only when one retrospectively view music’s course in time as “space.”

In fact, many (narrative) scholars (Almén, Dahlhaus, Grabócz, Hatten,
Kremar, Monelle, Padilla, Stoianova, Tarasti, and others) have pointed out
what Ligeti described. His description was probably based on his compositional technique (e.g., Micropolyphony), which connotes various meanings simulta61 This was Lindberg’s (2003f and 2003g) take on using the Lutosławski materials as a
model, particularly in his twelve-tone harmony.
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neously. However, his main point is that form depends on time and space and is
perceived as a sonorous figure, which can be understood only via the temporal
process. Musical temporality and spatiality are inseparable (e.g., Padilla 1996:
499). Ligeti’s idea is also linked to the basic concept of dramaturgy. Among other details, the act of observing spatial and temporal issues of form corresponds
to syntagmatic aspects, which have a close relationship with form and dramaturgy. It is a fact that modern composers show several remarkable aspects and
ideas that promise eventually to offer a hint or a model for new musical theories, although many scholars show similar concepts, as discussed in previous
sections (2.1–2.3).
Hence, seeking a principle solution, in addition to the problem of form, to
what modern composers regard as an even more unavoidable topic than form
and content are the concepts of time and space. As we know, in twelve-tone serialism, musical time (duration) is regarded as a parameter. Jonathan Kramer
(1988) argues that in contemporary music, musical time is concerned with tempo, meter, rhythm, implication and realization, phrasing and closure, the ordinary components of musical time, whereas the essential aspects of musical time
are linearity/nonlinearity, orientation/non-orientation, and continuity/discontinuity (see also Monelle 2000: 84 and Padilla 1996: 512).
Iannis Xenakis (e.g., 1987: 27 and 1997: 7–9) defined his concept of time
in terms of binary oppositions, namely, “the outside-time and in-time of music.”
His unique conception distinguished between dualistic times in the sense that
outside-time exists “on paper or in our memory,” while in-time (or inside-time)
means the flux time that “is locally equipped with a structure of total order in a
mathematical sense, [so] time can be placed in one-to-one correspondence with
the points of a line” (Xenakis 1989: 89). Thus, the in-time of Xenakis refers to
musical parameters (pitch, dynamic, duration) which are measurable and calculable, but the outside time can be regarded as a whole music work based on
these parameters. His idea is different from the duality of musical temporality (clock time and culture [or psychological] time). For example, his Polytope
de Montréal (1967) shows an attempt at mixing light and sound62 in which a
certain spatial element (light) is interposed between the temporal dimensions
(sound). of Xenakis’s main concept (1997: 8), namely, “music basically outside
62 “The light sculpture consisted of ‘a geometric array of steel cables stretching up through
the multi-tiered atrium of the building, with 1,200 flashbulbs attached to the cables’. Once
each hour, for eight minutes, the audience is able to see some of the volumes made of lights
in movement in the centre of the pavilion. The flashlights change every 25th of a second, but
the eye perceives them as continuous movements” (Fabrizi 2014).
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time and time only serves for it to manifest itself,” ultimately means that the
spatial dimension in a structure of music is the principle of external time, which
is transposed to a “measurable” temporal dimension. In his “stochastic music,”
the sequential musical figure, the glissando, notably occurs in a gestural manner, for example, in Metastaseis (1954) and Philip Pavilion (1956), where the
composer used the “modulor scale” – an anthropometric scale transformed into a musical scale. This glissando is simply the result of a transposed temporal dimension. As an anti-serialist,63 Xenakis criticized serialism using his own
method of statistics to show a new idea that could help in the handling of sound
mass. However, Griffiths (1981: 111) pointed out that Stockhausen also demonstrated a statistical approach at the same time: “Gruppen [1955–57] shows the
expression of this statistical distribution of frequencies (in their rhythmic embodiments), some present throughout, others making only an occasional contribution.”
Gruppen (one of Stockhausen’s most significant orchestral works), in which
a large orchestra of 109 players is divided into three orchestras, is an attempt
to deliver the treatment of “space,” which will “take advantage of the spectacular opportunities offered by the widespread distribution of three ensembles,
notably in the splendidly sonorous climax where a brass chord is hurled from
one orchestra to another” (Griffiths 1981: 107). Thus, composers have sought
new ideas from musical space, which then becomes essential, especially in the
attempt to create timbre (tone color).64
The concepts of using timbre and spatiality are indispensable to music of
the twentieth century. Timbre has contributed to the creation of numerous compositional styles and techniques, such as the music of Spatial sonoristics (Kazimierz Serocki), Tone clusters (Krzysztof Penderecki), Micropolyphony (Ligeti),
and Spectral music (Gérard Grisey, Tristan Murail, Hughes Dufort). Utilizing
timbre and emphasizing musical space often contribute to a “delay and suspension” of musical flow and tempo. Olivier Messiaen, Kaija Saariaho,65 and Toru
Takemitsu represent such usages.
63 Xenakis (1955: 2–4 and 1997: 6; see also Griffiths 1981: 110), who qualifies the method
of serial composition as “linear polyphony,” where there “is consequently a contradiction between the polyphonic linear system and the heard result, which is surface or mass.”
64 Stockhausen pursued the possibility of musical space in the concept of “space music,”
which was developed in the mid-1950s. He produced various experiments in works such as
Kontakte (1958–1960), Helikopter-Streichquartett (1995), and the opera-cycle Licht (The Seven
Days of the Week) (1977–2003).
65 Several Finnish studies (Hautsalo 2008, Kankaanpää 1996, Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 2005b)
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Consequently, numerous avant-garde composers in the twentieth century
dealt with musical time and space in their own works by making 1) attempts
to break the linear discourse (Boulez, Ives, Stockhausen, Stravinsky,66 Varèse,
Zimmermann67); 2) attempts to separate spatial and temporal elements and join
them together (Berio, Boulez, Stockhausen, Xenakis, and Lindberg); 3) attempts
to effect large scale (multi-layered) continuity (Berio, Glass, Ligeti, Reich, and
Lindberg); 4) attempts to expand a sonorous physical space (Stockhausen, quarter tone music and electronic music); and 5) attempts to utilize timbre as part
of spatial discourse (Grisey, Messiaen, Saariaho, Takemitsu, and the music of
spatial sonoristics). I add Lindberg to the second and third groups above because his stylistic character of the 1980s belongs to these categories. Along with
modern composers, other scholars have contemplated the concepts of “musical
time.” However, Padilla’s view (1995a, 1995b, and 1996) references the point
that composers intervene in musical temporality and spatiality simultaneously,
while researchers deal with created spatialized temporality such as a score or a
transcription. Hence, the debate over musical time frequently turns out to be a
blind alley. Padilla (1996: 509) also points out that many scholars observe musical time from the same perspective as the concepts of musical spatiality and
ideas of symmetry, proportion, balance, and several binary oppositions, such as
dynamic/static, linear/non-linear, evolutionary/non-evolutionary, and so forth.
I discuss clock time and psychological time in section 2.2. Dahlhaus (1988:
284) stated that psychological time, which many scholars also call “musical time,”
manifests itself in the music whenever we consider “the qualitative transformations of the thematic substance as ‘motion.’” This qualitative transformation indicates a musical phenomenon wherein a theme or subject transforms itself via a
process that we experience as “experimental time.” Dahlhaus regarded a theme
or a subject as “the substratum of motion” and “the ‘basis’ of the formal process

of Kaija Saariaho’s music have found that her concept of timbre is organized through binary
oppositions of tone color qualities (for example, pure/noisy, grainy/smooth) in her works of the
1980s–2000s. Contrasting those oppositions of timbre brings about a progress of transition.
Also, Saariaho’s idea of silence texture, using musical rest, general pause, mute al niente,
sound tape, etc., is an essential aspect of her music (see Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 2005a and Rohe
2011). Sivuoja-Gunaratnam (2005a) points out that this concept of silence texture corresponds
to that in Takemitsu’s music.
66 For example, Stravinsky’s idea of non-lineal time occurs in his Symphonies d’instruments
à vent. See a more precise analysis on this work by Kramer (1988) and Cone (1989).
67 His concept of Klangkomposition refers to the combination of various layers of musical materials from different historical periods (Baroque, Classical, Jazz, and Pop) (Griffiths
1981: 202–203).
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in sound.”(ibid.). He stated that “‘time’ [is] understood as the ‘measurement of a
motion’ which is defined in a twofold way: as an imaginary change of place and
the qualitative transformation of substratum” (ibid.). If Dahlhaus’s statement
is the basic perspective for understanding musical time after all, then Padilla’s
view (1996: 509) is accurate in that musical time refers to the relationship between different levels of musical discourse. Ultimately, musical time comes to
refer to constructive elements of musical narrativity and dramaturgy (see also
Childs 1977: 194–195).68
Stockhausen (1989: 75–76) expressed the same perspective on experimental time in the 1980s, but in a different way, with regard to form and Gestalt
(figure), as follows:
I believe the whole idea that form is always frozen and the work of art merely
a single, frozen Gestalt is just a special, deterministic concept… The question
merely is what objective one has, what time-objective; what “breadth” one can
experience temporally (what was before and afterwards, and the range of memory and prediction); and the degree to which time can be dissolved (temporal
processes in micro- and macro-materials) so as to change the size of the window, this breadth of perception and shaping of Gestalt. One person has a larger window and another [a] smaller one; and each individual can, from moment
to moment, call on various sizes of windows for a perception of what Gestalt is.

Stockhausen maintained that form is always frozen. I take his statement
into my argument that 1) the form is always frozen and static; however, 2) the
dramaturgy or dramaturgical structure is dynamic and moving.
Hanslick (1854: 34) wrote that form is itself spirit. However, we come across
a problem where it would not be enough to describe it only by applying the concept of form and dramaturgy. Lutosławski’s view is indeed interesting:
“Dramaturgy”…is very serviceable, although it has not come into use in the
West. …It is significant because it reflects things which the term ‘forms’ does
not fully cover. It would also introduce the concept of “akcja” (action), which,
with its dramatic and literary implications, is narrower than “dramaturgy.”
(Quoted in Nikolska 1994: 76; see also Klein 2005: 112)

This kind of dramaturgical or narrative thinking by Lutosławski influenced
the young Lindberg in his early output. Lindberg mentioned in an interview
68 “The issue at stake is narrative, dramaturgical, structural, functional, and symbolical
time” (Padilla 1989: 509).
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that “[t]he way in which Witold Lutosławski manages to personify thematic
work into true characters, almost like in a play, is extraordinary. I like a work
to have a direction, a development an evolution between the beginning and the
end” (Szendy 1993a: 12). However, Boulez (1989: 79–84) described the issue of
dramaturgy in a more functional way, expressing it as a problem regarding “a
form of a relation between concept, diagram and realization.” Boulez did not use
the term “dramaturgy.” Although his word, “diagram” probably corresponded
with dramaturgical structure probably in his own thinking, it refers instead to
a sort of physical diagram that is the result of organizing raw materials (e.g.,
twelve-tone). Hence, Boulez (ibid.: 84) declared that “the fact of its [the diagram’s] vanity remains as a principle character” because of a systematic (and
automatic) composition technique, by which he suggested a negative perspective. He stated that the diagram is of little importance for all. Boulez (ibid.) also attached importance to the issue of types of writing (écriture)69 rather than to
the concept of dramaturgy, which he actually did not use in his published texts.
At any rate, Lutosławski’s view offers an interesting idea: From the viewpoint of a composer, we can grasp some idea of how he/she intends to affect musical tension with their own strategy, briefly, what kinds of musical events (plots
as Lutosławski calls them) he/she puts into temporal and spatial dimensions.
This idea eventually shows that a composer’s intention somehow reflects the
“syntactic view” (in terms of the processual aspect) through the form. At that
moment, form can only be complementary. Padilla (1996: 509) points out that
“musical time” (psychological or experimental) also refers to musical narrative
and dramaturgical time. Padilla’s idea answers the question of what dramaturgy reflects more than form, which Lutosławski also regarded as significant.
As explored in sections 2.1 and 2.2, in musical narrativity, the dramaturgy of
a composition plays a remarkable role in creating the work’s temporal unit. By
focusing on the composer’s strategic design, called “dramaturgical cohesion,” in
the narrative, we become aware of how dramaturgy can serve as a proper structural coherence that enables exploration of a modern work.
I discuss the relationship between form and musical gesture next. Ferneyhough (1989) has stated that gesture is a frozen force. In the progressive stage
of contemporary music in the twentieth century, which converted from serialism and the electronic music of post-war decades to various other concepts, such
as the idea of “melody” in the 1970s (Griffith 1981: 271), musique concrète, and
69 In his Jalons (1989), Boulez brought up types of writing such as absolute writing, free
writing, bound writing, relative writing, and strict writing.
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minimal music, the concept of form, in addition to structure, shows the various
controversial issues under the influence of structuralism. With regard to that,
Ivanka Stoianova’s Geste-Texte-Musique (1978) is valuable for understanding
the theoretical problems of that time and on which Stockhausen’s concept had
a large influence as well. It is also remarkable that Stoianova attempted to define the concept of gesture in contemporary music research as influenced by
post-structuralism, to be precise, “the theory of the subject in process” offered
by her sister, Julia Kristeva (1973 and 1980), on which Stoianova based her
thinking about the process of significance (le procès de la significance)70 or, in
other words, “the kinetic energy of the ego” (1969), by which Kristeva attempted to escape the thinking Husserl’s “transcendental ego.”71
As mentioned in section 2.3, Stoianova’s representative definition refers to
pre-verbal kinesis, namely, pre-signifying, that gesture exists before expressing.
In other words, the concept is presupposed in the enunciation of contemporary
music (Stoianova 1978: 11–12). The background to the idea originated in Kristeva’s khora (chora), a preverbal space, which represents the archaic level of
consciousness (Kristeva 1980: 281).72
Stoianova (1978: 46) posited that the concept of the moment form73 is able
to serve as a new function in the post-structural approach. The moment form,
which Karlheinz Stockhausen used, appeared when he talked of Kontakte (1958–
60): “every moment is a central moment connected to all others, and it is a work
which can be independent” (Stockhausen 1963: 190).74 The moment form also refers to the open form (ibid.: 205),75 and the thought of the “present” interrupting
70 “Kristeva posts two types of signifying processes to be analysed within any production
of meaning: a ‘semiotic’ one and a ‘symbolic’ one” (Roudiez 1980: 6). Significance means that
“meaning” corresponds to sens and “signification” to signification (ibid.: 18). Hence, significance
has to be observed in two modalities. In talking about a signal semiotic process previous to
linguistic signs, she emphasizes its organized character and spatial ordering with the help
of the concept of khora (chora) (Svenius 1993: 12).
71 Kristeva tends to disengage from Husserl’s concept of transcendental ego in order to
create the subject (sujet en procès) under its own process (Svenius 1993: 12, and see Kristeva
1973). Kristeva (1980: 146) considers “(the) subjects of the theory must be themselves subjects
in infinite analysis.”
72 For more on semiotic chora, see Välimäki (2003 and 2005).
73 “The moment is not merely consequence of what precedes them and antecedents of what
follows; rather a concentration on the Now” (Stockhausen 1963: 46, see English translation,
Wörner 1973: 110). An extreme example of the idea of the moment form would be a mobile
form, a sort of indeterminate music.
74 “…jeder Moment ein mit allen anderen verbundenes Zentrum ist, das für sich bestehen kann.”
75 The composer Earle Brown came up with open form, using a concept by the Swiss art
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the future and the past, which Stockhausen called unendliche Formen (eternal
forms). Consequently, the moment form is the solution for a relationship between musical structure and time in the early serial period.
Boulez (1989: 429) agreed with the moment form in that this form has to be
perceived by sensation, which requires autonomic and different developments.
However, the perception of various forms should be “immediate” because “the
perception will able to understand the elements of the form.” Thereby, Boulez
stressed the momentary comprehension of the form. Discussing the issue with
respect to musical organicism, Tarasti (2003: 238) points out that in the background of the conventional formal structure, there is another dynamic, “processive” and “organic” figure, which resembles Stoianova’s view of architectonic and
dynamic forms (Stoianova 1996: 9). According to Tarasti (2002: 101), Stoianova
actually has two aspects – processual and architectonic, and “(t)he processual
aspect refers to musical enunciation, and the architectonic aspect is concerned
with the musical utterance as a ready-made text, as an artwork existing outside
of time.” Stoianova’s architectonic concept corresponds to that of Iannis Xenakis
(1989: 89 and 1992) who simply asserted that “music exists only outside of time.”
Consequently, Boulez (1989: 429) regarded this concept as a formal possibility after having exhausted all possibilities in a limited area, and he used it
in his Le marteau sans maître (1953–55). There is a point in common between
Stoianova and Boulez at which gesture exists functionally as a unifying conceptual and structural element and as a symbol that represents a pre-verbal space.
Stoianova and Boulez also regard form as a kind of aesthetic and structural base.
Boulez (1995) attempted to define form not only as a gesture, but also as a concept that expresses a particular formula. Gesture can find its own place among
the collective concepts. His concept of gesture (e.g., Boulez 1966: 243) changed
from the 1960s to the 1980s, moving through several phases of transition from
total serialism to post-serialism. Given these changes, it is remarkable that his
idea of gesture as representing a musical work and a composer’s act itself crys-

critic Heinrich Wölfflin (Griffiths 1981: 118). Open form means the form and structure of the
piece is open to interpretation, in the sense that the performer or conductor can select
the order of pre-made materials by the composer during a performance. Open form also
refers to such matters as the key or clef not being written in the score. The player can
perform, for example, beginning with the last note of the materials, or from the point at
which the player would like to begin, and so on. Stockhausen composed Klavierstück XI
(1956), for example, in open form. His “piece was the first European composition to give the
performer the freedom to alter the form within a movement” (ibid.). He also proposed the
polyvalent form, which is either an open or a closed form (Stockhausen 1963: 241–251). The
term open form differs from that founded in play dramaturgy (see section 2.2).
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tallized as a systemized concept. In Boulez’s view, it is impossible to disengage
gesture from the concept of form. In other words, only after the structural concept of form does gesture become a functional coherence representing the musical structure.
It is a fact that gesture has become an unavoidable concept in musical structure since post-World War II serialism. The gesture is regarded as a functional
unit that has energy in any highly structured musical discourse (Ferneyhough
1998), and also as a new substitutional unit for subject, theme and melody, and
so on (Berio, Boulez, Lindberg). Boulez showed the relationship between gesture
and the structure of a work as a whole. However, Adorno’s example of gesture
is interesting. Adorno stated in his study of Wagner that “the whole Rienzi of
Wagner could be played on the stage as a single fanfare” (Adorno 2005 [1964]:
23), quoting Alfred Lorenz’s view that all details of a major work can be remembered “spatially” and “simultaneously in mind”).76 According to Adorno, Rienzi’s fanfare occurs as “the gesture of the beat” of Wagner. Hence, Adorno’s view
showed that an iconic gesture is possible and can condense a whole work into
that single gesture.
Luciano Berio had another view of the relationship between gesture and
an entire work. In his compositions Nones (1954) and Epifanie (1959–61), Berio made a particular contribution to the evolution of gesture, noting that “the
experiences counterpointing complex layers of sound, and the gestural style
of writing . . . provided rhetorical continuity in the absence of more traditional harmonic frames of reference” (Osmond-Smith 1991: 15–16). Berio considered gesture an indispensable concept for stylistic formulation. In particular,
he pursued the differentiation between complex sound-layers within a unified
large orchestra and the homogeneity of tone. As an example, Berio used a cycle
of vocal settings to create his Epifanie (1959–61).77 Hence, in Berio’s works of
the 1950s he specifically explored the global effects of interactions between instrumentation (a large section versus a small quartet section), musical articulation (for example, staccato punctuations in Quaderni I–III [1960–1962]), and
76 Adorno (2005 [1964]: 23) quoted the following sentences: “If you have completely mastered a major work in all its details, you sometimes experience moments in which our consciousness of time suddenly disappears, and the entire work seems to be what one might call
‘spatial’, that is, with everything present simultaneously in the mind with precision” (see
original in German in Lorenz 1924: 292).
77 Lindberg was affected by Berio’s idea, and directly used the technical approach in Epifanie. Heiniö (1994, 248–249) mentioned Lindberg’s concept of gesture, which probably refers to the layering of gestures of Berio, although Heiniö does not define it as such. See also Chapter 3.2.
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nuances of harmonic density, rhythm, and timbre. Berio’s gestures were shaped
by the technical approach to the layering.78
This layering is based on a background idea of the relationship between
texture and gesture. Texture is a kind of environment for musical text or is the
sonic environment itself, while the layering of gestures is formed in a variable
environment. In the discipline of soundscape, R. Murray Schafer (1977) also
showed a similar perspective on the relationship between texture and gesture.
According to him, texture and crowds are correlative, and “[o]nly after a new
visual technique had been mastered did the crowd cease to be confusing and
the city-dweller learn to scan them leisurely for a chance display or an interesting figure (1977: 158).” Thus, in urban life (=crowd), we modern persons have
knowledge of the technique of sound collecting. Schafer (ibid.) in his argument
referred to Baudelaire’s poems and regarded Baudelaire’s words “Amid the deafening traffic of the town” as texture: Schafer considered the lines “[we] are not
listening to anything but suddenly, out of the commotion, a sound jumps forward to become a figure” as a specific kind of gesture. Schafer (ibid.: 159) stated:
Gesture is the name we can give to the unique event, the solo, the specific, the
noticeable; texture is the generalized aggregate, the mottled effect, the imprecise anarchy of conflicting actions. A texture may be said to consist of countless
inscrutable gestures. They are like the one-celled bacteria which are perceptible only in masses or cluster formations.

An aggregate and a line that comes to the fore from such an aggregate was
regarded by Berio as a layer. Berio’s and Schafer’s ideas of gesture en masse,
which correspond to each other, eventually became a basic concept in contemporary music.
However, from perspective of compositional technique, Lindberg’s teacher,
Ferneyhough’s idea of gesture is crucial, because Lindberg naturally received
the basic conception of gesture and figure from him. Ferneyhough (1998: 26) described gestures and figures functionally as a structure of the surface and the
middle level of a piece:
A gesture whose component-defining features – timbre, pitch, contour, dynamic level etc. – display a tendency towards escaping from that specific context in
order to become independently signifying radicals, free to recombine, to “solid-

78 See more in Osmond-Smith, 1991.
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ify” into further gestural forms by, for want of other nomenclature, be termed
a figure.

However, Ferneyhough (1998: 282–283) indicated the possibility of Affektenlehre (the theory of affects) in contemporary music (post-tonal music) in the
sense that a gesture has a semantic significance, “relating to the sort of emotion we are meant to recognize it as representing.” In other words, gesture in
itself is an iconic representation of the emotion. Ferneyhough indicated that we
do not know whether or not a gesture is iconic. However, as discussed in section 2.3, gesture does not convey the meaning. He rather regards gesture as a
personified object, which serves the main role of the functional units in a composition. He (ibid.) emphasizes the figural aspect of the sonic characteristic connecting to musical energy. He regards gesturally- as well as figurally-oriented
thinking as a vital method, because thinking about the isolation of figural significance discloses the concept of musical energy and its lines of force. Without
gestural or figural independency, “we will scarcely be able to speak of their particular directional energy” (ibid.: 15).
This chapter has discussed gesture and dramaturgy in modern music. As
a conclusion to this methodological chapter, I give below the definitions for musical dramaturgy and gesture as used in this study as follows:
1)
2)

3)

4)
5)
6)

The concept of the form belongs to conventional and traditional ideas.
Form is always frozen and static.
The composer’s intention somehow reflects the “syntactic view” (in terms
of the processual aspect) through a work’s form. Dramaturgy refers to
all reflections of the composer’s intentions and how they are shaped.
Dramaturgy reflects things that the term “forms” does not fully cover.
Dramaturgy or dramaturgical structure is dynamic and moving in contrast to the form. We must remember that the musical dramaturgy is
different from musical form.
The concept of dramaturgy also is relevant to the composer’s strategic
design.
Gesture is regarded as a functional unit that has an energy in any highly structured musical discourse.
Musical gesture is engaged in the concept of form; in other words, only
after the structural conception of form does gesture have a functional
coherence that represents the musical structure.

2. Theoretical Formation of Musical Semiotics

7)
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Musical gesture has directional energy. This energy is relevant to the
dynamic events in the dramaturgical structure. Gesture is subordinate
to the dramaturgical structure.

Figure 2.5.1 shows a model of these methodological issues in an analytical procedure.

Figure 2.5.1: Aristotelian dramaturgy as applied to gesturally-oriented contemporary
music and Magnus Lindberg’s music.

Figure 2.5.1 is the model for my analysis, through which we can identify these factors and the whole musical process of Lindberg’s works. This figure stresses the importance of telos in the analytical procedure and also shows
a strategic idea based on the concept of musical dramaturgy and gesture (sections 2.2. and 2.3) which becomes a central to the theoretical approach used
in this study. However, I emphasize that Figure 2.5.1 shows only one possible
model for anaysis. It goes without saying that there are potentially many types
of dramaturgical structures and musical processes that do not follow this model. Also, musical events do not necessarily include “gestural functions” (see the
conclusion in section 2.3). In the above discussion (also found in section 2.1) the
issue of musical events was brought out, in which I took into account the viewpoint of the micro level in the musical analysis. I make distinctions and categorize the dimension of narrativity, so that the issue can be understood in a more
explicit way, not only from the perspective of the macro level. Therefore, it be-
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comes crucial to define the hierarchical organization of narrative analysis. The
idea of dramaturgy may address this problem. Figure 2.5.1 shows that musical
gestures (defined in section 2.3) are subordinate to dramaturgical cohesion or
a hierarchical structure. In order to focus on telos and its function in the entire
dramaturgical structure, one of the most important tasks may be to examine
the relationship between telos and gestures. When the musical process occurs
via significant musical events (e.g., turning points), we can explore whether
that process is teleological or not and whether it shows other elements of narrativity. For example, do elements refer to progressive directions in linear time
or in discontinued time? Also, does the process show elements of a formal level? These elements can include circularity, repetition, organic process, conventional form, elements of binary oppositions, and more. Although Figure 2.5.1
describes “statically,” the purpose of this figure is to reflect the problem of how
to analyze a contemporary work as a dynamic continuum.
For this analytical procedure, I use the orchestral scores of four Lindberg
works, sound materials (CDs), and the composer’s drafts of compositions in
finding and identifying the gestures, telos, and these elements of narrativity.
In addition to these materials, the interviews that I conducted with Lindberg,
and the selections of his writing play important roles in reflecting the composer’s aesthetic-technical and dramaturgical thinking. The practical procedure is
such that I analyse the orchestral scores by means of the sound materials as
well as the drafts of the structural and formal ideas of the works in great detail. I attempt to find the elements shown in Figure 2.5.1. I organize these hierarchically according to the dramaturgical method for my analysis, which is
based on my model showed at the end of section 2.2. These elements and organized dramaturgical structures will be shown with examples. Through all these
explorations, we can begin to grasp the whole dramaturgical design of a given
work. This idea, indeed the purpose of this study, is essential for precise music analysis. It is the aim of my study, therefore, to focus on Lindberg’s strategic design called “dramaturgical structure” in narrative. I argue that in musical
narrativity, this dramaturgy of composition plays a key role in creating the temporal unity of the works.
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3. Aesthetic Background and Style
of Magnus Lindberg

3.1 Biography and works of Magnus Lindberg
Magnus Lindberg was born in Helsinki on June 27, 1958. His father, Göran
Lindberg, was a computer engineer, and his mother Anita worked in a kindergarten. Lindberg composed a few short pieces of music when he was seven or
eight years old (Szendy 1993a: 8). As a child, he first played the accordion, but
he moved on to the trumpet at the age of 11 as a student in Svenska Normallyceet, where he joined the school brass band. At that time, he also started taking private piano lessons under his first piano teacher, Alexandra Emmerich
(Stenius 2006: 97–101). In 1973, Lindberg entered the Junior Academy of the
Sibelius Academy, where he took piano as his main subject under Maija He
lasvuo. There he met Esa-Pekka Salonen in a class on music theory taught by
Timo von Creutlein (ibid.: 18). In 1974, Lindberg wrote his first composition,
Donor (1975), while continuing his classes in music theory and history taught
by an important teacher and pianist, Risto Väisänen,79 to whom Lindberg dedicated his composition Play 1 (1979).80 Following his piano studies, Lindberg
continued to study composition under Einojuhani Rautavaara at the Sibelius
Academy. However, Lindberg soon stopped taking classes from Rautavaara
and began study with from Paavo Heininen instead,81 which “felt more famil79 Every Friday night, Lindberg and Salonen sight-read historical masterpieces with Väisänen, which was a crucial practice for young students in broadening their knowledge and basic skills. Piano sight-reading and analysis became a habit during the lessons. Väisänen’s
personality also had a huge influence on Lindberg. Lindberg brought his compositions to the
lessons and tested them with Väisänen, resulting in a “first composition laboratory of Lindberg” (Stenius: 21–25).
80 Lindberg (1981: 88–89) mentioned that he got the idea for the “processive fomal thinking” of Play 1 from the narrative technique of Mikhail Bulgakov, in which several stories
progress simultaneously. This shows the initial phase of his dramaturgical approach to formal thinking as a narrative discourse.
81 The Finnish composer and professor of composition at the Sibelius Academy, Paavo
Heininen (b. 1938) is a rigorous dodecaphonist and post-serialist. His Third Symphony
(1969/77), which is regarded as “one of the most impressive Finnish symphonies from the
postwar periods” (Korhonen 2002: 166), has been said to be impossible to perform owing
to its complex details. He became known as “the most Darmstadtian composer of Finland”
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iar to him” (ibid.: 107). Heininen encouraged him to look beyond the prevailing Finnish conservative and nationalist aesthetics and explore the works of
the European avant-garde (Boosey & Hawkes 2015). Lindberg was very interested in music computing, thanks to his father’s occupation, computer engineering. In 1974–75, Lindberg participated in an electronic music class given
by Osmo Lindeman.
In 1977, Heininen’s pupils founded, or rather registered, Korvat Auki!
(“Ears Open!”),82 a society that had been slowly developing during the previous
few years. Korvat Auki! was vital for Lindberg and his colleagues, as it played
an important role as their seedbed and musical laboratory, allowing them to
express new ideas through the society’s activities. Their ideologies include “a
criticism directed at national self-satisfaction (karvalakkioopperat [fur cap operas])”83 and a demand for the achievement of international developments. In
the summer of 1977, at EMS (Electronmusikstudion) in Stockholm, Lindberg
composed Etwas zarter (1977). He also composed Ohne Ausdruck in 1978 and
worked at EMS in 1978 and 1980 (Nieminen 1993: 75). During this period, his
friendship with the music producer Risto Nieminen began. Lindberg founded
the experimental ensemble Toimii with his friends in 1980.84 He composed several works for the ensemble, including his breakthrough pieces Action-Situation-Signification (1982) and Kraft (1985).

(ibid.: 165). Heininen’s ideology of post-serialism and reflections as a modernist influenced
his pupils, members of Korvat Auki!, including Lindberg. One of Heininen’s major works is
Adagio…concerto per orchestra in forma di variazioni (1963/66).
82 Original members included Eero Hämeenniemi, Magnus Lindberg, Hermann Rechber
ger, Otto Romanowski, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Kaija Saariaho, and Jouni Kaipainen. Olli Kor
tekangas and Tapani Länsiö also soon joined the society. Composer Hämeenniemi had the
initial idea for the society and proposed its name (Stenius 2006: 112). The society’s original
slogan was “New music for people!” Its concerts were held in the countryside, the aim being
to take new music outside the concert hall.
83 The term “fur cap operas” refers to operas by Joonas Kokkonen and Aulis Sallinen. This
concept became prominent when Jouni Kaipainen was interviewed in 1981 for the journal
Suomen Kuvalehti (28/1981) by the journalist Jorma Lindfors. Kaipainen exclaimed in the
heading: “There are enough fur cap operas” (Korhonen 2002: 225). Kaipainen and Lindfors
lambasted the conservative character (tonality, choice of subject, etc.) of these operas. Hei
niö (1984 and 1995) has also discussed the term.
84 In addition to members of the preceding ensemble Trio Pils, namely, Otto Romanowski
(composer), Esa-Pekka Salonen (horn), and Magnus Lindberg (piano), original members included Anssi Karttunen (cello) and Lassi Erkkilä (percussion). Thereafter, Kari Kriikku (clarinet) and Juhani Liimatainen (electronic) joined the ensemble.
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Lindberg attended the summer courses given by Franco Donatoni in Siena
in 1979 and 1981. In Siena, he composed Quintetto dell’estate (1980)85 during
the summer of 1979. Lindberg attended Brian Ferneyhough’s summer courses
at Darmstadt in 1980 and 1982 (Music Sales Classics 2016 and Sitenius 2006:
123–124). During this time, Lindberg also met the German composer Helmut
Lachenmann, who had a strong impact on Lindberg’s thinking, especially with
regard to compositions of musique concrète for instruments, with which Lindberg experimented in Action-ituation-Signification (Szendy 1993a: 17).
Lindberg was awarded his diploma from the Sibelius Academy in 1981. He
spent the summer of that year in Rome composing Linea d’ombra (Shadow Line),
which is one of his most significant early works owing to its individual and dramaturgical structure. The work has a highly complex structure. However, the
organization of its musical events and its gesturally-oriented rhythmic impulses constitute a type of dramatic structure that reveals the basic elements foreshadowing Lindberg’s development in the 1990s. I argue that his dramaturgical
ideas derive from this work. Composed without professorial supervision, Linea
d’ombra was Lindberg’s first independent work.
In the autumn of 1981, Lindberg went to Paris to study with Gérard Grisey
and Vinko Globokar. In 1982, Lindberg received the prize for the young composers’ section of the Unesco Rostrum of Composers for his composition …de Tartuffe, je crois (1981). This was his first major success. As a result, he obtained a
contract with his first publisher, Edition Pan (currently Warner/Chappell Music Finland). Naturally, many factors, including various circumstances, friendships, and cultural and musical experiences influenced the young Lindberg’s
musical language and later success. One particularly significant event should
be mentioned: the music festival called Helsinki Biennale,86 which was very
important for the status of the contemporary music scene in Finland. The first

85 Among his early works, Quintetto dell’estate is still performed in concert. Risto Nieminen (1993: 80) mentions that “if [Lindberg] gave opus numbers to his works, this would be
his opus 1.”
86 The Helsinki Biennale was held from 1981 to 1997 every other year. The predecessor
organization was the festival of the International Society of Contemporary Music (ISCM),
which was held in 1978 (Korhonen 2002: 226). The Helsinki Biennale featured several significant contemporary composers who also visited Helsinki; in chronological order, these include: Ferneyhough and Globokar (1981), Holliger and Kagel (1983), Donatoni and Reich
(1985), Dutilleux (1987), Stockhausen (1989), Berio and Ligeti (1991), Lutosławski (1993),
Kurtág, Sciarrino and Sandström (1995), and Corigliano (1997). Since 1997, the Helsinki
Biennale has been an annual event held under the name Musica Nova Helsinki (Korhonen
2002: 226 and Hottinen 2003: 36–46).
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artistic leader of this festival was Jukka Tiensuu.87 In the years 1985 to 1987,
Lindberg was a member of the commission responsible for the artistic planning
of the festival (Hottinen 2003: 36).
In 1983, the Avanti! Chamber Orchestra was founded by Esa-Pekka Salonen
and Jukka-Pekka Saraste. Lindberg closely cooperated with this orchestra. He
also signed a contract with the publisher Ricordi; however, their collaboration
was cut off after only a few works were published (Stenius 2006: 173). Lindberg’s next publisher was the Danish firm Hansen, with which he cooperated
for seven years. During the years 1984–85, the composer received a grant from
the Goethe Institute in Berlin and composed Metal Works (1984) and Kraft.
Lindberg’s massive breakthrough for a group of soloists and large orchestra,
Kraft premiered on September 4, 1985 in Helsinki. Lindberg began using the
computer as a tool in his compositional work before the creation of Kraft. The
work was awarded a prize by the Unesco Rostrum of Composers and also received the Nordic Council Music Prize in 1986. Its recorded version received the
Koussevitzky Prize in 1988. In 1986, the Prix Italia awarded their first prize to
the radiophonic work Faust (1986). Faust was composed by a team consisting
of Lindberg, Juha Siltanen, and Juhani Liimatainen. During the time he spent
at IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique), Lindberg composed UR (1986), his first IRCAM project (Nieminen 1993: 93–95). UR
was proof of his further exploration of the processing of conventional sound with
electronic devices (Music Sales Classics 2016). In 1987, Lindberg was unable to
produce any compositions due to health problems.
In 1988, Lindberg married Gunilla Hemming, a playwright, and their first
daughter, Veronika, was born. At the same time, his experimental compositional style crystallized in a new technical principle, called the extended chaconne principle, which is carried out as a stylistic evolution in the orchestral
trilogy Kinetics (1988), Marea (1989–90), and Joy (1989–90).88 In the trilogy,
Lindberg’s main focus shifted to harmony and movement. Joy, for a ensemble
of twenty-three musicians and electronics, was called “one of Lindberg’s most
mature pieces to date” (Nieminen 1993: 102). The ensemble also includes the
sampler Akai S1000 and the synthesizer Yamaha SY77. His use of electronics
reached its climax in Joy; thereafter, his later works have been less concerned
87 Jukka Tiensuu (b. 1948), who is from an older generation than the Ears Open! group,
was regarded as a model by new generation. Tiensuu also founded “a summer academy of
new music,” which took place in Viitasaari, Finland, in 1982. His major works are Tokko
(1987), Puro (1989), Alma (1995–1998), and Umori (2004).
88 For Lindberg’s own descriptions of the trilogy, see Lindberg 2010a, 2010b, and 2010c.
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with electronic devices, although Lindberg has continued to use computers as
a compositional aid (Boosey and Hawkes 2015). His output gradually began to
narrow to mainly orchestral compositions.
In 1991, Lindberg composed Piano Concerto.89 The beginning of the 1990s
was a crucial time for Lindberg because of a stylistic change. Nieminen (1993:
105) aptly stated that “if Piano Concerto is a first step towards a new stylistic phase, Corrente is clearly its fulfilment. Lindberg abandons the articulation of music via instrumental gestures, and turns towards continuums.” It is
no exaggeration to say that the composer’s signature “Lindbergian sound” was
constructed in this new phase, highlighted by Corrente (1992) for sixteen instruments. The fundamental reasons for this change could be twofold. Firstly,
Corrente established “a new framework and introduce[d] minimalist-like ostinato” (Long 1999: 2) to produce a musical continuum. Corrente “marks a turning point for Lindberg in his temporary abandonment of the chaconne principle”
(ibid.).90 Second, the composer had to remake and revise the orchestration as
per the acoustic challenges of concert halls and the number of players; another version of the piece, Decorrente (1992), was performed at the Toimii ensemble’s concert in Stockholm. Corrente II (1992) for large orchestra was premiered
by the BBC Symphony Orchestra. These reorchestrations (also including Corrente China Version [1992/2000], later Arena [1994–1995] and Arena II [1996])
were a kind of new laboratory for Lindberg’s sonic development, allowing him
to cultivate his orchestration skills. Lindberg now habitually re-orchestrates
new works in rehearsals before a premiere.
After Corrente II, the next large work for orchestra materialized in 1994
when the composer completed Aura: In memoriam Witold Lutosławski (1993–
94). Around the same time, Lindberg produced Coyote Blues (1993),91 his first
“melodical approach,” in which the composer attempted to compose for both solo voice and ensemble. However, the result is an instrumental work. The works
89 Lindberg completed the score of Piano Concerto using the Finale notation software,
his first use of the program. Since this concerto, the composer has produced all of his works
directly on computers (Nieminen 1993: 104). Piano Concerto was not actually his first concerto;
rather, the idea originated in Kraft, in which an ensemble of soloists and orchestra produces
an interactional process.
90 However, Oramo (2004: 5) argues that Lindberg did not abandon the chaconne principle
in Corrente; rather, the composer has used the principle, albeit in a more simplified way, in all
his subsequent works. Thus, the chaconne is a continuous variation form in Lindberg’s music.
91 The opening of the work is associated with the opening of Rondeau of Les Biches FP36,
a suite for orchestra (1924) by Francis Poulenc. However, Coyote Blues probably has no
connection with Poulenc’s piece.
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composed during 1992–93 (Corrente, Clarinet Quintet, and Coyote Blues) “contain swinging music” and “the bright harmonies and teeming surface are… accompanied by downright dance-like elements” (Nuorvala 1995). Lindberg signed
a five-year contract with Chester Music in 1992. The following year, he was
awarded a prize by the Royal Philharmonic Society of London.
Aura, one of Lindberg’s most important and monumental works to date,
summarizes his earlier compositional techniques and resources. Aura maintains
links with the composer’s previous approach in its treatment of harmony (the
orchestral trilogy of Kinetics, Marea, Joy), in which a new “hybrid approach to
forms fuses characteristics of a symphony and a concerto for orchestra” (Long
1999: 3). Lindberg’s second daughter, Rebecka, was born in the same year Aura
was completed. The composer’s next orchestral work, Arena (1994–1995), commissioned by the First International Sibelius Conductors’ Competition, reveals
an approach that joins clearly- defined melodic and rhythmic cells. These cells
and melodic subjects used in a traditional way also indicate Lindberg’s interest
in the linear range of texture in which a work’s materials are presented. This
approach became clearer in his orchestral works of the late 1990s, including Feria (1997), Fresco (1997–98), and Cantigas (1997–99).92 In 1995, Lindberg again
worked with computer programs—Patchwork and PWConstraints—with which
he produced Engine (1994–95).The composer also worked at IRCAM to develop
tools to process sounds called “diphone” (diptong) (Häyrynen 1997), from which
Related Rocks (1997) was derived. Lindberg was the featured composer at the
Aldeburgh Festival in 1995, the Ars Musica Festival in Brussels, and the Strasbourg Musica Festival in 1997, where his two largest works, Kraft and Aura,
had their French premieres. In 1996, he was the Artistic Director of the South
Bank Centre’s Meltdown Festival (Music Sales Classic 2016). In 1997, Lindberg
moved from Chester Music to the publishing house of Boosey & Hawkes. The
first work of Lindberg’s published by the house was Feria. Also, his first Cello
Concerto (1999), written for Anssi Karttunen, was published by the same firm.
Lindberg’s international reputation has been recognized by several prizes
and by music festivals featuring his works. In 2000, Lindberg received the Music Sommer Berlin European Composer Prize. The same year, he composed Gran
Duo (2000), which shows influences of Mozart’s Gran partita or Stravinsky’s
Symphonies of Wind Instruments. During 2001–02, he was featured at the Re92 Through these works, Lindberg’s orchestration skills became more polished. Esa-Pekka
Salonen (see Stenius 2006: 155) mentions that “he [Lindberg]is extremely skillful, very close
to Richard Strauss…. Sibelius was not on the same level with Lindberg.”
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lated Rocks series in London, where his Parada (2001) was premiered, and his
major concerto, Clarinet Concerto93 dedicated to Kari Kriikku, was composed
during the same period. Lindberg was featured in Paris, Brussels (2001/2002),
and at the Stockholm Composer Festival (2002). In 2002, the Koussevitzky Foundation and the Los Angeles Philharmonic co-commissioned Lindberg to create
a work for the Philharmonic. The result was Sculpture (2005). Concerto for Orchestra (2002–03) showed the composer’s later approach to form and content.
In 2003, Lindberg was awarded the Wihuri Sibelius Prize (the Jenny and Antti Wihuri Foundation 2003). He was featured at the Porvoo Summer Sounds
festival in 2003. In 2004, he worked as the single judge for the Toru Takemitsu Composition Award in Tokyo.
Since the end of the 1990s, Lindberg has received commissions from several major orchestras, including Cantigas by the Cleveland Orchestra, Parada by
the Philharmonia Orchestra, Ottoni (2004) by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Sculpture (2005) by the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Seht die Sonne (2007)
by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Al largo (2009–2010) by the New York
Philharmonic, and his latest large work, Era (2012), composed for the 125th anniversary of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in Amsterdam. Lindberg’s first
choral-orchestral work GRAFFITI, one of his masterpieces, premiered in Helsinki in May of 2009. The period 2000–10 represents one of his richest and most
productive eras in terms of orchestral output. Since the major Clarinet Concerto,
he has produced three additional concertos: the Mozart-like tonal V
 iolin Concerto (2006); Piano Concerto No. 2 (2011–12), reminiscent of Ravel and Bartók; and
the Cello Concerto No. 2 (2013). Lindberg was Composer-in-Residence with the
New York Philharmonic between 2009 and 2012, during which period he composed Souvenir (2010) in addition to Al largo and Piano Concerto No. 2.
In 2013, the composer created two works for large ensemble: Red House and
Aventures, whose premieres he conducted with the Avanti! Chamber Orchestra.
Lindberg was appointed Composer-in-Residence with the London Philharmonic
Orchestra for three years beginning in the 2014–15 season, with commissions
including Violin Concerto No. 2 (Boosey & Hawkes 2015). Lindberg received a
commission for a new orchestral work for his homelend from YLE (Yleisradio,
the Finnish Broadcasting Company) and the Finnish Radio Symphony. Tempus fugit was performed for the first time in Finland under the baton of Han-

93 Nieminen (2006: 327) points out Lindberg’s melodic approach, quoting a critic in the
Financial Times: The “impossible has become possible. Lindberg has composed a melody.”
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nu Lintu on Finland’s Independence Day (December 6, 2017) when the country
celebrated its 100 years as a nation.

3.2 Aesthetic and Stylistic Changes in Composition:
From Rigorous Compositional Technique to the
New Tonality
Magnus Lindberg’s music is unique in its rapid-gestural and energetic style and
its richly detailed orchestration. These characteristics and the feeling of drama
and narrativity are typical of Lindberg’s works. The composer has also emphasized these factors in his publications and verbal expressions.
This section discusses Lindberg’s aesthetic and stylistic changes between
the 1980s and the 2000s. These topics were briefly mentioned in the preceding
section (3.1), but the following analysis will discuss four features of Lindberg’s
compositional technique in further detail. The first topic is the starting point
for Lindberg’s aesthetic approach and the influences of total and post-serialism
on the composer. The second topic is his attempt to move toward “theoretically-oriented compositional technique” and discourse, one of the core challenges
in his works of the 1980s. The third topic is the “extended chaconne principle,”
which refers to his aesthetic approach to composing from a technical perspective at the end of the 1980s. The last topic deals with “continuity” and the concept of post-tonality and “new tonality” or “neotonality,” which appeared during
the 1990s and 2000s.
In 1977, when Paavo Heininen’s pupils established Korvat Auki! (the Ears
Open! society), of which Lindberg was one of the co-founders, the creators were
acknowledging “the new Modernism,”94 a stylistic division of Finnish art and
music in the 1970s. The society has been described as a reform effort or reform
intellectuality, a theorization of compositional technique, experimentation, and
interestingness.95 These words also carried nuances of the avant-garde, whose
essential figures included French poets and surrealists of the 1920s. Their ide-

94 See Heiniö (1984: 8). Actually, Heiniö call the group “the real Modernism” (in Finnish,
varsinainen modernismi). However, Korhonen (2002: 225) calls it “the new Modernism”,
which I regard as more appropriate for this study. Heiniö’s stylistic division includes three
groups: “the bearers of tradition” (Einar Englund, Joonas Kokkonen, Tauno Marttinen, Aulis Sallinen, Erkki Salmenhaara, etc.); “the Modernism that is inseparable from tradition
(Einojuhani Rautavaara, Pehr Henrik Nordgren, Kalevi Aho, etc.), and this new Modernism.
95 Heiniö (1984) frequently uses these words in describing the Ears Open! group.
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as became common in the musical language of the Darmstadt school96 after
World War II. However, Pierre Boulez “wanted to forbid uttering this word
[avant-garde] in the context of his own modern compositions in the current and
combative sense” (Hautamäki 2003: 116). Members of Korvat Auki! borrowed
an aesthetic standpoint from the Darmstadt School. The aesthetic ideas of the
Darmstadtians, who included Luigi Nono, Bruno Maderna, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Luciano Berio, John Cage, Franco Donatoni, and Mauricio Kagel, comprised verbalizing a compositional technique and analyzing one’s own works
or those of another composer. An example is some Boulez’s writings from the
1960s (see 1964 and 1966), which is mainly related to theoretical, aesthetic,
and analytical factors (Padilla 1989: 148). However, these ideas deviated from
the aesthetic ideas of Adorno (2004 [1970]).97 In particular, the Darmstadt dialectical approach to composition placed the emphasis on technical considerations and a description of method or technique. Hence, the desire to write and
the ability to express a view or a new idea about the new Finnish generation
in the late 1970s were much more important than these had been in the older
generation (Heiniö 1984: 24). The stylistic tendencies of Korvat Auki! show a
variety of radical ideas, including globality, dualism, and futurism, because “a
reformative spirit (youthful passion) is typical for a young composer as long as
it is followed by a ‘coming down’ process” (ibid.: 158). Modern composers feel a
natural sense of duty to discuss the compositional style and aesthetics of their
music, since musical styles became more individual after the collapse of the
tonal system, creating a tendency for composers to speak about their own technical language. Dahlhaus (1995: 2) pointed out that “the tendency toward the
technological, however, not only displays the colors of the present, but simultaneously renews the tradition of Aristotle’s theory of art…. Aristotle spoke of
poetic and musical works in the sober language of craftsmanship rather than

96 The Darmstadt school refers to a group of composers who attended the Darmstadt International Summer Courses for New Music (Taruskin 2009). However, Padilla (1995a and
1995b) pointed out that, during the years 1945–54, the topics and themes of lectures in this
early phase mainly involved neoclassical music, including that of Hindemith and Stravinsky,
whose music also was performed. In addition, the music of Henze, Bartók and the Second Viennese School was discussed, and music of American composers performed, because the lectures frequently were given by Americans musicians. Hence, this fact, in which Darmstadt
school did not necessarily deal with New Music in its early phase, ironically shows a “considerable actual distance from Webern” (Taruskin 2009: 22).
97 For example, “a point of departure and a goal of Adorno is theoretical and speculative. However, in Boulez, a starting point is practical. For him, speculation is a tool” (Padilla 1989: 154).
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in theological metaphors.” Messiaen and Stravinsky used the term métiers to
explain their compositions.
Lindberg spoke actively about his own music and the principles of his compositional techniques in the 1970s and 1980s. A major portion of his writings
and interviews to date has been the discussion of solutions to technical problems and descriptions of his methods, as well as the contemplation of an aesthetic principle in the same way as his Finnish colleagues. For Lindberg, the 1980s
was an experimental period during which he tried to establish his own compositional principles. These thoughts and ideas, influenced by Darmstadt, were
clearly emphasized in his attempts. The composer’s aims were to find a method of developing materials as compositional resources (extra-musical elements,
new sound materials created by computer, musique concrète, etc.), to find a way
of unifying the parameters (a renewal of post-serialism) and find solutions to
the musical continuum that occurs in a harmonic and rhythmic organization.
In the book entitled Ammatti: säveltäjä [Occupation: composer], published in
1981, Lindberg presented his works (Arabesque [1978], Play 1 [1979], and Quintetto dell’estate [1979]) and contemplated his aesthetic problems and his ideas
for solving those problems. Using a heuristic method, the composer explored “a
control of musical phenomenon and problems by means of a concept” (Heiniö
1984: 21). Lindberg has emphasized theorizing about his own music: “the ideal
was to create a general and all-embracing approach which would have worked
as a realizer of my musical ideas and a fountainhead of inspiration at the same
time” (Lindberg 1981: 25). In the late 1970s, Lindberg attempted to create a
method showing the influence of total- and post-serialism by analyzing the compositional techniques of Berio, Boulez, and Stockhausen of the 1950s and 1960s.
In his description of Arabesque, he emphasized that “the relationship between
text, dramaturgy, and content steers the process” (Lindberg 1981: 86). This idea
crystallized in an analysis of Berio’s works of the 1960s and 1970s.These analyses also enabled his perspective to take in many branches of science, including linguistics, mathematics, statistics, and data processing (Heiniö 1984: 94).
One significant extra-musical source from the various disciplines that the composer tried to apply was statistics. The music of Xenakis cannot be ignored in
this context.
Lindberg’s music has been described as “fast [tempo and motion] in nature”
(Heiniö 1994: 476, compare also Long 1999 and Mäkelä 1992). His early output,
composed at the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, shows complex
polyrhythms and sharp color schemes in sound masses. In the background are
complex harmonic structures produced by a computer calculator program, such
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as MacSet, PatchWork, and later PWConstraints.98 Heiniö (1995: 462) has pointed out, there are three important elements of the early phase of Lindberg’s musical style: 1) open form, 2) global form and an interpolation, and 3) division of
individual sound colors into characteristic timbres. Open form refers to improvisatory and chance elements in a work’s content and manner of performance.
For example, players might be presented with a section whose pitch content is
notated, but the duration and order of presentation of the materials are based
on the players’ decisions (see also chapter 2.4). Interpolation is an idea found in
works of Kaija Saariaho. Heiniö (ibid.) describes interpolation as “a transition
from one to another (the interpolation expressly means calculation of the value
of a function remaining between two values).” The binary oppositions became
a significant principle in the division of sound colors and global considerations
in Lindberg’s music. According to Heiniö (ibid.: 472), Lindberg attempted to define the “surfaces” of music. The density of these surfaces is defined by rhythm.
The surfaces create binary oppositions as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–

A contrast from an unchanging situation to a changing one,
A comparison between a dense mass and a line,
A relationship between an incoherent texture and a coherent texture,
A contrast between a smooth and a rough surface,
A relation between a soft articulation and sound color on the one
hand and percussion and loud sounds on the other, and
A relationship between a bright and a dark sound color, as well as
between a metallic color and dry color sound (ibid.).

The first three are connected to texture, and the last three to sound color
(timbre). The idea of binary opposition has been a vital element in all of Lindberg’s compositional “dimensions,” including the level of constructing materials, the structural level (i.e., spatial and temporal levels), and instrumentation
(i.e., the later orchestration).
Influences of his French teacher Vinko Globokar and the German composer
Helmut Lachenmann are found in Lindberg’s credo in the early 1980s, especial98 PatchWork (1985–86) was developed by Mikael Laurson in collaboration with IRCAM.
MacSet is a pitch-class set theoretical application produced by Marcus Castrén (1994) and
Mikael Laurson in the Sibelius Academy. Lindberg employed PWConstraints while composing Engine (1996) (see Laurson: http://webusers.siba.fi/~laurson/). For further information regarding MacSet, see: http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/p/pod/dod-idx/macset-a-free-visualcross-platform-pitch-class-set.pdf?c=icmc;idno=bbp2372.2007.011 (accessed July 25, 2016.)
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ly in his Action-Situation-Signification (1982), in which he used an extra-musical source (Nieminen 1993: 86). For Lindberg (1987: 17),
Only the extreme is interesting – striving for a balanced totality is nowadays
an impossibility. An original mode of expression can only be achieved through
the marginal (a romantic perception?) – the hyper-complex combined with the
primitive.

Another of his teachers, Brian Ferneyhough, has also composed extremely
complex music. However, Lindberg had already composed with great complexity
before attending Ferneyhough’s summer school in Darmstadt (1980 and 1982).
It would be more appropriate to say that Ferneyhough’s thinking about musical gesture influenced Lindberg personally more than influencing the complexity of his work. In addition, Franco Donatoni’s “radically deferent approach was
a stimulating shock” (Nieminen 1993: 10) to Lindberg. The influence of Gérard
Grisey and Tristan Murail came later, but was remarkable for the idea of spectral harmony, which became one of Lindberg’s most essential musical materials;
for example, as a vertical organization of foreground and background harmony in Kinetics (1988–89) and Marea (1988–89).99 However, the use of spectral
harmony, eventually developed into the extended chaconne principle, began to
take shape in his mind in Kraft, prior to the trilogy:
This vertical harmony system with its division of pitches in the range without
twelve-tone series – a kind of expanded chaconne technique – has made it possible to guide masses with a broad range division and a large number of pitches. In Kraft, certain chords encompassed 72 pitches – something in between
timbre and harmony (Lindberg 1983: 19).

Kraft, which also has an extreme and primitive nature, is based on “the
principle employed for the generation and transformation of materials” (Cholleton 1993: 28). The vertical harmony system governed by this principle produces
“a continuity between clearly differentiated musical elements, via techniques
involving representation and the gradual transition of interpolations” (ibid.).
Kraft has been regarded as a starting point for his career with its main focus
on orchestral works (Kallio 2006).
99 Boulez (1989: 126–127) already presaged vertical writing (de l’écriture verticale) in his
discussion of formal and technical continuity in 1980, when he used the theme of musical
gesture in his lectures at the Collège de France. However, Boulez’s idea was probably based
on the spectral approach, which originated in France in the early 1970s. Hugues Dufourt
(1981) used the term “spectral music” for the first time in his article in 1979.
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Influences of the principle of compositional technique and Berio’s aesthetics
have been found throughout Lindberg’s entire opus (in addition to Kraft) at the
“ideal” and “practical” levels of his compositional technique. For example, Berio’s structural idea, a way of grouping and developing sound textures, formed
an ideal research subject for Lindberg. In the early phase of Lindberg’s compositions, his approach to musical thinking was radically changed by Berio’s characteristics, specifically his “grain-variations, musical texturing which can be
formed according to a grain size of materials, and a singular richness of musical
expressions and dramatics” (Lindberg 1981: 87). Lindberg (2006: 83) obtained
the idea of “models” from Berio’s Epifanie (1959–1962). In Epifanie, “the fixed
pitch fields” (Osmond-Smith 1991: 24) reflect an approach that maintains harmonic control within a complex texture. Berio explored the global effects of interaction between a meticulous control of nuances of harmonic density, rhythm,
and timbre in the work (Osmond-Smith 1991: 23–24). Lindberg advanced a way
of developing materials from these same characteristics. In defining material,
Lindberg emphasized that he regards the material as an unformed statistical
mass from the point of view of twelve-tone thinking. Lindberg (Szendy 1993a:
16–17) argued, for example, as follows:
I view my work as a continuous journey – an idea that can be found in the work
of Luciano Berio, for example. What we compose always forms part of a work in
progress…. My work has always been directed by the wish to achieve a deeper
understanding of certain specific dimensions of music language: the rhythmic
parameter, the harmonic parameter… I have only recently turned away from
these voluntary polarisations in order to attempt, on the contrary, a synthesis of the different parameters within the most continuous possible discourse.

Thus, Lindberg has become liberated from the norms of rigorous serialism.
Furthermore, on the ideal level, Lindberg employed a method of musical gesture by Berio. Berio’s Chemins II (1967), with its continuous development of a
figure featuring a viola, influenced Lindberg in creating a solution with a musical continuum, which gave new weight and meaning to his works of the 1990s
(Sosa 2005: 115).
The use of striking gestures and the extended chaconne principle dominated Lindberg’s musical style at the end of the 1980s. This principle is a variation
technique in which a unit of variation consists of a repeated harmonic progression and/or a bass-line (or ground bass).100 A chaconne is a set of variations on
100 In the Baroque era, the chaconne was a popular (dance) suite (J.S. Bach). The cha-
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a (melodic) bass pattern, for which the term passacaglia is also used. Marea
(1988–89), in which Lindberg employed this principle, has a bass line consisting of eight notes (as seen in Example 3.2.1). The bass line makes a kind of rotation while remaining the most significant perceptual landmark in the work.
By being subjected to permutation, the fixed order of eight notes establishes a
nine-chord harmonic cycle (Sosa 2001).

Example 3.2.1: The basic material of the eight bass notes of Marea.

Thus, the harmonic progression of Marea is obtained by constructing “a chain
of eight chords” on these bass notes. The chords are based on overtones of each
respective bass note. For example, the eight chords are spread out to the thirteen-fourth or thirteen-fifth harmonic in Joy (1989–1990) (Szendy 1993b: 55).
Compared to Lindberg’s output in the 1990s, the principle of the vertical
system at the end of the 1980s, as employed in his trilogy, shows a use of larger
intervals, which produce wide and striking gestures (e.g., musical phrases are
predominantly described as skips or leaps). However, this gestural characteristic made for musical discontinuity (Lindberg 2003f), creating a central problem for the composer in using the extended chaconne principle.
Lindberg’s attempt to find a solution to this problem was carried out in Corrente (1992), in which the composer applied “block organization.” This technique
developed into the “musical continuum” in Lindberg’s later works, which the
composer referred to as “gesturality” (ibid., and Sosa 2005: 114). The term “musical continuum” refers to tremolo- and scale-like figures constructed from sixteenth and thirty-second notes. These figures frequently emerge in his pieces,
as if they brought about an uninterrupted and endless continuity. Their main
function is to create a temporal syntagm in terms of narrativity (Sosa 2006:
33). Lindberg (2003f) explained the continuum as follows: “A continual figure
strongly rises to the surface. It has no beginning nor end.” With this new princiconne also refers to a grand dance in Baroque operas (e.g., Lully, Rameau, Gluck). Its origins have been said to derive from a rapid Spanish dance-song brought from a South American colony to Europe at the end of the sixteenth century (e.g., McClary 2012). The chaconne
principle has been closely linked to Lindberg’s music, to the extent that a popular book dealing with Lindberg took this term as its title: Chaconne: en bok om Magnus Lindberg och den
nya musiken (Stenius 2006).
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ple, which is distinctly present in all his works composed in the 1990s, Lindberg
connected a horizontal range to a vertical range of texture. Thus, the development in accordance with the extended chaconne principle advanced to a new
phase, in which the musical continuum principle makes quick forward motions
and gestures in the musical texture of Lindberg’s music.101
According to Oramo (2004: 15), Corrente is a key work for understanding
the form and the structure of Lindberg’s later works for two reasons: 1) Lind
berg employed the chaconne principle in this piece in a more simplified manner
than before, and 2) Lindberg continues to apply the same principle to all his later works. As employed in Corrente, this “new” chaconne principle, to which the
musical continuum principle is linked, shows a new way of establishing musical subjects based on the series of twelve-tone harmonies. This principle is also applied in Aura and the Symphonic Triptych. Oramo (ibid.: 7) explores the
principle as a continual variation form based on a twelve-tone harmony:
The chords defer from each other only as far as how tones are placed into pitch
space because every chord (a quantity of the chords changing from six to thirteen in different works) includes all equal tempered twelve-tones. Each tone
of the chords can be used only in the fixed register, even in every other octave,
to be precise.

Thus, the chaconne principle came to be settled after Corrente. I will discuss this topic in more detail in sections 4.2 and 5.3. Its discussion in this section is intended only to emphasize that Lindberg’s extended chaconne principles
before and after the 1990s differ from each other. In the chaconne of the 1980s,
the series of spectral-like harmonies in equal temperament were the main materials employed as a vertical system. However, the use of twelve-tone harmonies and certain synthetic scales took the place of spectral harmony after the
1990s in constructing pitch spaces, although the spectral techniques were still
employed by the composer later. This role of twelve-tone harmony, which we can
see as a functionally fixed scale or a kind of natural mode rather than a church
mode, has been significant in retrospect, in the sense that his purpose of the-

101 It is interesting that Lindberg’s musical gesture – that is, his musical continuum –
has a certain “will” or vector going forward in his musical texture. His teacher Ferneyhough
(1998) mentions that musical gesture embodies an energy. In the narrative sense, from the
standpoint of Tarasti-Greimas narrativity (see more Chapter 2.1), this kind of gesturality
can be seen as “will” (vouloir), which is one of the modalities (for example, Tarasti 1994: 304).
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orizing his compositional technique, or establishing a fixed method, seems to
have been completed through this principle.102
After his international reputation along with that of Kaija Saariaho soared
in the 1990s, the presentation of Lindberg’s musical outlook and ideas spread:
he has given lectures as a teacher, and as composer-in-residence of orchestras.
In the 1990s, Lindberg’s musical language became simpler and his musical texture clearer. Since the 1990s, Lindberg began to take musical texture and its organization under close scrutiny. Mäkelä (1992: 45) aptly points out that:
Texture is an important structural factor in the building of form, both at the
immediate syntactical level and also that of large-scale formal building blocks.
Saariaho and Lindberg share the view that connections do exist between texture and traditional functional concepts familiar from the realm of tonal music.

As a result, a thematic structure in which a certain subject is identified began to interest Lindberg. His manner of opening a piece with a simple theme or
subject became fixed after Arena (1994–1995). However, this idea did not necessarily indicate his application of a melodic or a motivic approach, but rather had to do with the essential musical concept that he had had since he was a
young composer: the idea of narrativity in music. The composer described narrative continuity as follows:
Music is an art of dramatic expression. I have nothing against narrative music,
which is today seen as a sort of taboo. The way in which Witold Lutosławski
manages to personify thematic work into true characters, almost like in a play,
is extraordinary. I like a work to have a direction, a development, an evolution
between the beginning and the end. (Szendy 1993a: 12.)

The elements of narrative structure that Lindberg considered emerge in
his works of the 1980s, such as Linea d’ombra and Kraft. For instance, Linea
d’ombra (1981), one of Lindberg’s most significant early works, has a dramaturgical structure very similar to that of Parada, although the highly complex
and multi-layered texture and harmonic structure of Linea d’ombra set it apart
from Lindberg’s works written in the 1990s and 2000s. The similarities are in
102 As a young composer, Lindberg (1981: 91) admired the productivity of Vielschreiber
composers. His aim seems to have been to produce plentiful works through his own fixed
principle. Lindberg’s twelve-tone harmony is produced by two symmetrical hexachords, from
which the composer advanced to create six moods. Lindberg put this technique into operation
in Corrente. This way of operating modes is suggestive of Olivier Messiaen’s technique of
Modes of limited transposition (modes à transpositions limitées).
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the dramaturgical properties, how the musical events are paced, and how tensions are released.
In the 1990s, Lindberg (2008) became more interested in the solution to
conflicts in musical discourse, an interest that seemed to lead to a more simplified texture and a use of tonality. This characteristic appears as a concept
of dramaturgy, for example, in the Symphonic Triptych as well as in his works
from the end of the 1990s.
Magnus Lindberg (2008) describes musical dramaturgy as meaning that
music has an abstractive narrative quality that tells a story. Presenting something like conflict or suspense creates a drama, which then either is resolved
or remains unresolved; but a story has to have elements that follow their own
logic. Conflicts created by stark contrasts are an important tool.

This recalls the ideals of the classical period – the conflict of dissonance resolved in consonance in major-minor tonality – and the binary oppositions that
dominate Western classical music in general. Lindberg’s ideas about narrativity have remained unchanged since the beginning of his compositional career.
In the 2000s, Lindberg began to employ tonal harmonies as effective material or as part of a chain of the organization of sound (Lindberg 2008: 89).
When tonal context is heard in Lindberg’s works, typically the texture is very
clear and the tonal harmony is transparent. Where tonal material occurs, the
texture may even show a single melody. Lindberg (2003f) emphasized that he
did not intend to compose a melody, but a melodic figure occasionally occurred
in constructing chord progressions.103 However, Parada clearly shows his attempt to place a melodic line in the texture (also see Chapter 7). Chorale (2002)
and Finale Grande (2002), which contain materials from tonal works, as well
as Lindberg’s partial composition of Variation on Theme by Purcell (completed with other composers), gave him an opportunity to employ tonal materials
while combining them with his own harmonic principles. However, the use of
tonal materials as musical quotations or allusions had already been identified
in his earlier works, including …de Tartuffe, je crois (Rameau), Corrente (Purcell), and Feria (Monteverdi). Concerto for Orchestra (2002–03) ends on a major
triad, indicating that the tonal texture which Lindberg employed in his works
after the dawn of the new millennium has an important function in creating a

103 Lindberg states that, occasionally, the upper tones of chord progressions indicate a
melodic line.
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dramatic effect. With this idea, the composer seemed to intend a psychological
“peak-end rule.”
Lindberg’s stylistic phase of the 2000s to date thus reveals his unifying
harmonic principle (the extended chaconne principle)104 and tonal materials in
a textural range. This new idea has enriched the rapid-changing textures and
dramaturgical progressions in his latest output. Viewed across a larger time
span – the four decades (1975–2015) of Lindberg’s career – his stylistic changes show a dynamic, “side to side” development. Lindberg’s rigorous approach of
post-serialism and his use of extra-musical sources advanced through the new
stylistic approaches, including a vertical system (the extended chaconne principle) and extended linear system (musical continuum), toward the new tonal
approach. Graffiti (2009) shows the arrival of a phase of neo- or new tonality.
Based on all of the above, it can be concluded that, from the viewpoint of
all the changes in of Lindberg’s style, a crucial phase for developing his musical
language was the end of the 1980s, from Kraft to the trilogy, when his extended chaconne principle was completed. By employing this exhaustively detailed
principle, Lindberg succeeded in creating the complex, but richly layered and
colorful texture and musical continuity that form his individual narrative and
dramaturgical cohesion, of which Joy was one of the clearest examples. Lindberg’s extended chaconne principle has been significant as a new musical language on the modern music scene. After Corrente, his style became mellower.
From the viewpoint of artistic development, his works of the 1990s, in which
he employed rich and various materials, including spectral harmony and tonality, show another important phase in developing musical structure by clearly
conceptualizing his dramaturgical or narrative cohesion. Aura was a synthesis
of all of his materials and compositional techniques from the 1980s. In his orchestral works of the later 1990s, Lindberg experimented with certain thematic
methods, which I will explore in the following chapters. It is remarkable for effective tonal material to appear in thematic surroundings. This approach most
clearly and dramatically succeeded in Feria. In my opinion, this era was one of
Lindberg’s most significant and consummate periods, as, aside from other materials, the function of tonality was enlarged into a deep space of harmonic dimensions by adding various colors and qualities to his post-tonal harmony. In
total, this richness of harmonic approach to an interaction between tonal, spectral, and twelve-tone harmonies lends profundity to the quick-moving texture
104 Lindberg (2008) mentioned that he had his own harmonic “category” by which certain
harmonies can be classified into “tonic,” “dominant,” and “subdominant”-like chords.
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of his works. It is for these reasons that I have chosen four works from this era
as my research subject.
Lindberg’s new tonal approach crystallized in Graffiti, in which the post-tonal elements he had developed and tonal elements (vocal sounds, which were unfamiliar to him) are combined in an extraordinary way. Hence, I regard Graffiti
as a masterpiece. However, his works after Graffiti became mellower and his
musical language distinct from his works of the 1980s and even the 1990s.
Lindberg’s verbal articulation of his position on the use of tonal material in his works changed radically from 2005 to 2008. In 2006, Lindberg (2006:
88) declared that “tonality is an anachronism. I cannot work in this condition.
It is a closed chapter of music history.” However, in 2008 (2008: 25) he stated:
Why is tonal harmony not allowed to be used? Now, the wealth of expressions
fascinates me more than limited expressions. Using acoustic instruments which
were made for the norms of tonal music, why we don’t take advantage of these
characteristics? I have tried to incorporate this world into my works organically. The question is not of allusion but it forms an integral part of my musical language.

Lindberg’s approach to employing tonal materials changed after the Violin
Concerto (2005), in which tonality came strongly to the fore. However, I support
Lindberg’s statement of 2006 that “tonality is an anachronism” (Lindberg 2006:
88). The cognition of musical sound has changed throughout the history of music, with several important considerations. In the Middle Ages, minor and major
third intervals were regarded as an imperfect consonance, and the major sixth
was considered an imperfect dissonance. However, today we hear third intervals as a consonance. Second, we have become too familiar with the differences
between intonation and equal temperament. Finally, the third consideration is
the collapse of tonality and post-tonal music. At this point, it is meaningful to
discuss the notion that a new perception of (musical) sound will arise in the future. In addition to acoustic sound, we have also become accustomed to electronic sounds through our many electronic devices. Therefore, Lindberg’s position
on tonality before 2005 was still reasonable, in that he defined tonal harmony
as a “closed chapter of music history” (ibid.) and attempted to create a new orchestral sound. Considering the above, I stress the importance of observing the
direction in the development of musical sound, and pursuing new styles and
new sounds in contemporary music and continuing to discuss the issue. However, it is clear that Lindberg’s sonic development, especially in his orchestral
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technique and harmonic principles, will continue to give us interesting subjects
for research in the future.
Finally, I will summarize here the characteristic features of Lindberg’s music. These are richly colored and quickly changing orchestral sounds, which arise
from his rapid-gestural and energetic style, creating “the Lindberg sound.” Vibrant sounds on the “musical surface” very quickly change in the continual flow
of music. In addition to the rapidly changing character, the multi-layering and
distinctive harsh sounds were present in works at of the end of the 1980s and
during the 1990s. After 2000, Lindberg’s new functional and harmonic progression added more colorful details to these factors. As a general impression, tone
colors of the works from the middle of the first decade in the 2000s become softer compared to the works of the 1980s and 1990s.
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4. Aura

4.1 Symphony or New Attempt for Large Orchestra?
Aura: In memoriam Witold Lutosławski for large orchestra is regarded as one of
Lindberg’s masterpieces. Commissioned by the Suntory Hall International Program for Music Composition, Aura was premiered in Tokyo on June 11, 1994, by
the Tokyo Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Kazufumi Yamashita. Aura
has four movements, which are performed without break. Its performance duration is approximately 40 minutes.
Magnus Lindberg’s own description of Aura has not changed over the years:
Aura is in some ways a synthesis of all these different approaches to orchestral
writing. It is self-evident that with a larger-scale work the composer is more
concerned with matters of form and the need to establish a balance between
the needs of form and content (Lindberg 1995).
Aura (1994) was a synthesis of all of my previous large-scale outputs, but also it was a return to the world of traditional form (Lindberg 2005: 85–86).105
And in a sense, I think of my own works over the years. They are all tied together to the same process, so that what I kept from the style of Kraft is a dramaturgical world. . .. There was this, in a way, large expansion of style, which is
Aura, where I had to make its form more dramaturgical. And then, the world
of Feria, Cantigas, and Parada, where the factor that connects form is not the
thematic material, but uniformity of textures (Lindberg 2008).

What we find in the above descriptions is that Aura is a synthesis in which
Lindberg attempted to incorporate dramatic elements in order to recognize various textures more easily (by making them more individualized). Moreover, the
elements of “dramatic” or “dramaturgical” which he mentions indicate a thematic thinking about musical structure. Lindberg has stated that the dramatic element is not the thematic material, but rather texture and the uniformity

105 Finnish original text: “Aura (1994), joka oli kaikkien siihenastisten pyrkimysteni synteesi suuressa mittakaavassa – mutta myös paluu traditionaaliseen muotomaailmaan” (Lindberg 2005: 85–86).
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of texture – an intriguing observation in connection with this study. It invites
us to examine Lindberg’s meaning of texture as an analytical topic. First, it is
crucial to see how the idea of uniformity of texture is related to the thematic
construction of a musical composition. Second, how does texture as a function
have similarities to a theme or motive? If in this context texture has similar
functions, those which are repeated or make some sequential occurrence, such
as the so-called subject/object or engagement/disengagement relationship, then
we can regard texture as a “thematic-functional” substance. If Lindberg attempted to create coherence in the work with this concept, then my question
might be, what kind of structure does Aura have, and what kind of relationship is there between a minimum unit at a micro level and large-scale form at
a macro level? In addition to these questions, it will ultimately be important
to examine the relationship between the musical process and dramaturgy, in
other words, what kind of telos Aura has. Through what process does the music develop to its climax?
It is natural that the idea of “symphony” and attitudes to it have changed
among Finnish composers over the last thirty years. Nevertheless, it is curious
that a “trend” of thirty years ago is coming back, albeit with some differences. According to Heiniö (1984: 247), Paavo Heininen, who was one of Lindberg’s teachers and had a profound influence on the young Ears Open! group (see Chapter
3), thought of the symphony along the same lines as Gustav Mahler: “Die Symphonie muss wie die Welt sein. Sie muss alles umfassen!” (The symphony must
be like the world. It must embrace everything!) (quoted in Ekman 1956: 254).106
Heininen’s viewpoint is clear in his remark: “Even a fabulous symphonic construction collapses in my ears unless that offers individual and effective stimuli
in every few seconds”107 (Heininen 1976: 51 and 57; see also Heiniö 1981: 247).
Heininen’s Mahlerian idea has without doubt been adopted by his young apprentices. Heiniö (1984: 247) points out that the influence of Heininen’s thought evidently appeared as a criticism of Shostakovich by younger composers such as
Esa-Pekka Salonen (Hako & Nieminen 1981: 125), who mentioned in 1981 that

106 Mahler’s words, spoken in a private conversation with Sibelius, are famous among Sibelius scholars. See the English translation in Ekman 1938.
107 Translated by Sosa. See Finnish original text: “Komeinkin sinfoninen konstruktio
kaatuu korvissani, ellei se sekuntien mittakaavassa tarjota yksilöllisiä ja tehoavia ärsykeitä.”
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A richness of detail and expression are prerequisites for workable musical units;
therefore the music of Shostakovich disgusts me, but Stravinsky, on the contrary, interests me – even at his worst.108

However, Salonen took up this question again at a later time (Hako & Nieminen 2006: 138). Hence, he could re-shape these questions, which were originally criticisms of Shostakovich,109 Britten, Reich, and the Finnish composer Aulis
Sallinen (i.e., Karvalakkiooppera [one of the so-called “fur-hat operas”]). His typical questions concern what is right and wrong; serialism is right, but tonality
and conservatism are wrong. At any rate, in the generation that includes Lindberg and Salonen, the question of a large-scale symphony referred specifically to Mahler and Shostakovich. Lindberg talked about the tendency of Finnish
large-scale forms as follows:
In the Finnish musical life (scene), there is a tendency to talk about unity and
a control of the large-scale form when in fact it is a question of tedious repetition. On the other hand, there is a tendency to talk about chaos and inability
to construct music when in fact there is richer variation and innovation (Lindberg 1981: 89 and Heiniö 1984: 248).110

In quoting the above statement by Lindberg, Heiniö points out that the
Finnish symphonic tradition seems to be nationally defined. The composition
of symphonies was taboo, especially among the new generation, at the time Aura was composed. However, in the later edition of the volume Ammatti: säveltäjä [Occupation: composer] (Hako & Nieminen 2006: 85–86), Lindberg indicated
that Aura is a return to a traditional formal structure. There is a certain symptom of rehashing traditional form (specifically a symphony).
Caterina Stenius, in her biography of Magnus Lindberg, Chaconne: En bok
om Magnus Lindberg och den nya musiken (2006), raises the question of the
108 Translated by Sosa. See original text: “Detailijen rikkaus ja ilmekkyys on toimivan
musiikillisen kokonaisuuden edellytys; siksi Shostakovichin musiikki tympäisee minua ja
Stravinsky taas – huonoimmillaankin – kiinnostaa.”
109 Salonen’s remark also mentions the recordings of his repertoire. As an orchestral conductor, Salonen has recorded and performed Mahler’s symphonies, but, he recorded no works
of Shostakovich until 1999 when he recorded the piano concertos; in 2006 he recorded a few
orchestral works. However, the fact that he recorded Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 4 for the
first time in 2012 probably suggests that Salonen’s attitude to Shostakovich might be changing.
110 The orginal text in Finnish: “Suomalaisessa musiikkielämässä on taipumus puhua
yhtenäisyydestä ja suurten muotojen hallinnasta silloin, kun on kyse pitkäveteisyydestä ja
toistosta, ja päinvastoin puhua kaaoksesta ja kykenemättömyydestä hahmottaa musiikkia,
kun on kyse rikkaammasta muuntelusta ja innovaatiosta. ”
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symphonic character of Aura. Stenius also goes along with those who refer to
Aura as Lindberg’s “first symphony,” whereas Lindberg responded specifically to this issue:
I don’t like the word because a symphony is something else, and although nowadays it does not need to mean that, it still does. Of course, people also write
symphonies today, that is not the question. But I think it’s entirely different
from what I do (Stenius 2006: 231).111

This statement by Lindberg indicates that he does not like for Aura to be
regarded as a symphony, and detests it if his works are put into some traditional category.
The structure of Aura might lead one to refer to it as a symphony. However,
it is not a symphony. Perhaps “concerto for orchestra” would be more appropriate as a description. But it is not that either. Individual instruments and
groups of instruments are treated in a virtuosic way, yet that attitude is more
a result of the treatment of the material than of an approach to instrumental
writing.112 (Stenius 2006: 231).

He takes care not to commit himself on the subject, and tries to avoid categorizing his works in a conventional or prejudicial way: a large orchestral piece
that has four movements could perhaps be a symphony. His mention of the concerto for orchestra refers to masterpieces by Bartók (1946 [1943]) and Lutosławski
(1954). Lindberg’s description of Aura (ibid.) also follows Bartók’s definition: “to
treat the single instrument or instrument groups in a ‘concertant’ or soloistic
manner” and “virtuoso treatment” (Bartók 1976: 431). Hence, it is hard to ignore the influences of Bartók and Lutosławski on Aura, including the fact that
Aura is dedicated to Lutosławski.113 The Bartók concerto consists of five movements, Lutosławski’s of three, and Aura of four. The Bartók and Lutosławski
concertos are folk-like, but Aura is not. In terms of musical technique, the three
concertos require highly virtuosic levels of all orchestral players. There are oth111 Finnish translation: “En pidä sanasta, koska sinfonia on jotain muuta, ja vaikka sen ei
tätä nykyä tarvitsekaan tarkoittaa muuta, se tarkoittaa silti. Tietysti nykyään kirjoitetaan
sinfonioita, ei siitä ole kysymys, mutta mielestäni se on kuitenkin muuta kuin se, mitä minä
teen”(Stenius 2006: 231).
112 See Magnus Lindberg 1995.
113 “While I was working on Aura, I heard the news of the death of Witold Lutosławski. I
wanted to honour him and dedicating Aura to his memory was the most appropriate way of
doing so” (Lindberg 1995).
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er, more specific similarities between the Bartók and Lutosławski concertos;
in the first movement, Lutosławski used the arch form that Bartók favored, as
well as a chorale theme in the third movement, which is virtually a quotation
of the chorale theme from the second movement of the Bartók concerto. However, Lindberg certainly did not use arch form in Aura; instead, he borrowed fragments from the Third Symphony of Lutosławski (see sections 4.5 and 4.6).114 At
any rate, two gigantic composers were ideal teachers for Lindberg as he was
attempting to develop his ideas after Aura. His ideas eventually crystallized in
the Concerto for Orchestra (2002–03), which indicates that the concerto genre
was one of the streams for a modern “orchestral” composer.
Moreover, one thing that we shall take into account is the fact that Lindberg analyzed the continuity of the Sibelius’s Seventh Symphony in his early years in the Ears Open! society (Lindberg 1981). Beyond a doubt, this work
influenced Lindberg’s structural and formal thinking in his orchestral works
at the conceptual level. However, Lindberg did not take symphonic unity (e.g.,
Murtomäki 1993) as a direct model, but used elements of Sibelius’s rotational
principle (see Hepokoski 1993), thus creating the “brick-like method” and “certain figures” in Corrente (Lindberg 2010d).
Tim Howell (2006: 243) has discussed similar topics to those mentioned
above. He points out that Aura’s symphonic qualities suggest the notion of a
“structural hybrid” associated with a concerto for orchestra. On the basis of his
knowledge of significant works by Finnish composers, Howell compares the dramatic characters of Aura to Erik Bergman’s Colori ed Improvvisazioni (1973)
in achieving a balance of the drama between order and chaos in both works.115
Howell’s view also mentions the factor that I point out: Aura is something of
an homage to Sibelius’s contribution: “with a repeated-note figure reminiscent
of Tapiola, a brass-chorale that recalls the Seventh Symphony and an epilogue
that does the same for the Sixth, clear references to all of his last three ‘Symphonic’ works cannot be accidental” (ibid.).
Based on these underlying factors, the main purpose of Chapter 4 is to explore 1) the forms of the four movements of Aura, 2) significant gestures (the
114 Long (1999: 3–4) points out that “material is presented without a strongly directional
context in the first movement, and then evolves more dynamically into a coherent narrative
argument in the second movement.”
115 Howell (2006: 63–67) also compares Bergman’s Colori ed Improvvisazioni to Sibelius’s
Tapiola, regarding the symphonism of Bergman’s technique. Colori is said to have characteristics
similar to those associated with symphony. However, Torvinen (2007: 242–245) emphasizes
that Colori is not such “organic” work as Sibelius’s symphony, owing to lack of the goal to
which a musical process is directed. Torvinen denies the symfonism of Colori.
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unit, turning point, sequence gestures) in each movement, 3) the culminations
and climaxes in each movement, and 4) the dramaturgical structure of Aura as
a whole. The theoretical idea is based on the dramaturgical and gestural method, which I discussed in Chapter 2 (see especially section 2.4). However, traditional methods of analysis have the main role in my examination of the form
and structures of the work. For this examination, the score of Aura, the recording (CD 463 184–2), interviews, and the composer’s drafts and sketches for Aura serve as the primary materials. The next section deals with the composer’s
harmonic drafts and Lindberg’s compositional technique. After that, sections
4.3 to 4.6 explore movements of Aura in detail.

4.2 Harmonic Region: Basic Materials of the
Harmonic Structure
This section explores materials that became the basic elements of Aura, but
it does not deal with all the details in Aura’s four movements. The first movement serves as a model. The materials in questions consist of a manuscript of
the harmonic chart, in which nine harmonies were written out by the composer. Through an exploration of the characteristics of the nine harmonies – what
Lindberg (2003f and 2003g) calls harmony region – this section will also show
how Lindberg worked with these materials in the course of composition. In other words, it will show his compositional technique, i.e., the new extended chaconne principle.116
Lindberg (1994) left an abundance of harmonic materials for Aura: there
are two pages of harmonic and rhythmic charts for the first movement, three
pages of harmonic charts for the second movement, and two and a half pages for the third movement. For the final movement, there are several series of
twelve-tone harmonies, three pages worth, written for a very long harmonic
progression. In addition to these, there are five pages of draft charts, in which
there are series of twelve-tone harmonies marked “spiral I and II,” and so on.
All charts and drafts are written on A2 size score paper. Lindberg’s harmonic system is based on principles that consist of twelve-tone chords and overtone

116 I distinguish between the extended chaconne principle at the end of the 1980s, and the
“new” extended chaconne principle of the 1990s, which differ from each other in the organization of pitch space. The topic is discussed in section 3.2.
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chords (Martin 2005: 7).117 Martin (ibid.) discusses the functional issue of Lindberg’s harmonic system in more detail.
I only point out the features of Lindberg’s composing style and primary materials for Aura. Before dealing with the issue, we have to clarify the terms: although Martin (ibid.) uses terms such as twelve-tone chords and overtone chords,
I prefer to use “twelve-tone harmony” or “twelve-tone row” instead of twelvetone chords, and “spectral-line harmony” instead of overtone chords, owing to
the functional nature of these materials.

Facsimile 4.2.A: The original and first “harmonic region” from the harmonic chart of
Aura (Lindberg 1994). © With kind permission of Magnus Lindberg.

117 Martin (2005) discusses Lindberg’s system of harmony and harmonic progression in his
dissertation. His study is short and pithy. However, I long for more of his own ideas regarding Lindberg’s harmonic design, because these matters, which Martin shows in his study,
are almost the factors that Lindberg openly tells researchers. Nevertheless, Martin’s terminology for Lindberg’s harmonic vocabulary, which he uses in his study, is appropriate for
our academic research.
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In Aura, there are nine twelve-tone harmonies numbered on the harmonic chart by the composer, from the original to no. 8 (Lindberg 1994). These nine
harmonies include all equal-tempered twelve-tones in the same manner as in
Lindberg’s other works. As Oramo (2004: 7) points out, each tone in these harmonies can be used only in a fixed register, even in every other octave. Facsimile 4.2.A is part of a harmonic chart; on the top left side, the mark ϕ enclosed
by a box refers to the “original.” However, this harmony does not function as an
original tone row in dodecaphony or serialism, but rather as a “starting harmony or specified scale.” More specifically, under the mark ϕ, there are four staffs
linked by bar lines in which there are four hexachords placed in registers from
the Great Octave (the bass clef) to the two-line octave (the treble clef). These
hexachords are divided from one to another by barlines. On the right side of
the mark ϕ, beside the numbers 6-18 are twelve scale-like tones, placed in the
three-line octave. All these tones are used only in the fixed register. This is why
Lindberg calls the twelve-tone the harmonic region. Looking more precisely at
twelve-tone harmonies or scales in Facsimile 4.2.A, we see that each scale consists of two symmetrically-joined hexachords. Oramo (ibid.: 8) cites Castrén
(2004), who calls this kind of scale formation a “wide scale.” I call the technique
hexachordal combinatoriality. Lindberg has explained this as follows:
I have worked with six-element sets like this. There are root notes, which are a
harmonic series and belong to certain harmonies. The charts are built so that
they share a synthetic scale, a cycle (Lindberg 2003f; see also Sosa 2005: 109).118
There are harmonic regions that are defined very exactly. A certain mode, identified through set theory,119 contains tritones. Given moods contain whole-tone
scales, or many minor seconds, or minor thirds, and so forth. These harmonic
flavors are precise (Lindberg 2003f; see also Sosa 2005: 110).120

118 Original in Finnish: “Tällaisilla kuuden sävelien joukoilla olen tehnyt työtä. Sitten on
pohja- tai perussäveliä, jotka ovat yläsävelsarjoja ja jotka kuuluvat tiettyihin harmonioihin. Kartat on rakennettu siten, että niitä yhdistää nimenomaan synteettinen asteikko, joka on sykli.”
119 Lindberg worked with Marcus Castrén in developing the pitch-class set theoretical application. See Castrén 1989 and 1994.
120 Original in Finnish: “”Siellä on harmonisia alueita, jotka ovat hyvin tarkalleen määritelty. Näiden joukkoteoreettisten asioiden kautta identifioitu tietty moodi on sellainen, joka
sisältää tritonuksia. Tietyt moodit sisältävät kokosävelasteikon, tietyt hyvin paljon pieniä
sekunteja, tietyt suuria terssejä ja niin poispäin. Niiden harmoniset flavourit ovat tarkat.”
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The “harmonic regions,” as the composer calls them, are constructs with precisely defined pitches, harmonies (spectral harmony), and rhythms for each region. Although the synthetic scales used may be regarded as twelve-tone rows,
Lindberg uses the scales to build materials in ways that are not conventional for
the twelve-tone technique. Specifically, he exploits the modal and functional potential of the scales, using them as modes to build subjects in terms of harmony
(vertical, i.e., spatial) and gesture (horizontally, i.e., temporally). Although other sections of this study (see sections 5.1, 5.2 and 6.2) deal with the compositional process by employing the twelve-tone harmonies, the twelve-tone harmonies,
which are created and fixed on the level of the draft of the harmonic chart, always appear in chronological and fixed order. In other sections I also call these
twelve-tone harmonies (from the original to no. 8) the musical subjects: 5.1, 6.2,
and 7.2. These twelve-tone harmonies make cyclic sections, repeating a series
of harmonic progressions that correspond to the style of the chaconne or passacaglia. Therefore, I call this the new extended chaconne principle.
Incidentally, the numbers 6-18, which can be seen at the top of the original
twelve-tone harmony in Figure 4.2.A, refer to a set-name based on the pitchclass sets named by Forte (Forte 1973). According to Forte (ibid.), the first number (6-) specifies the number of pitches. In this case, the number six refers to
the hexachord. The second number (18) is a unique number given to the prime
form, which is assigned by the table of pitch-class sets. This second number also represents the character of the hexachord. The set name 6-18, which consists of minor second and minor third intervals, gives an aural impression of a
minor chord because of the minor third at either end of the chord. At the top in
the center of Facsimile 4.2.A, the enclosed mark 1 is the first twelve-tone chord
or the first harmonic region, which we can describe using Lindberg’s terminology. This set name is 6–5B, whose character is that of a tritone, as well as major
and minor second intervals. This twelve-tone chord 6-5B sounds “dissonantly.”
Thus, the characteristics of nine twelve-tone chords of the first movement can
be described in the following way:
–
–
–
–

Original (6-18): a consonant but dark sound color featured by minor-third intervals and a chromatic scale.
No. 1 (6-5B): disharmonic sound emphasized by seconds.
No. 2 (6-34B): harmonic but mystic chord featuring a major-third interval and a whole-tone scale, which contains a Prometheus chord.
No. 3 (6-30): disharmonic and dissonant sounds distinguished by a
diminished chord.
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–
–
–
–

–

No. 4 (6-22): harmonic color featuring a major triad chord and a pentatonic scale.
No. 5 (6-16): harmonic chord with major- and minor-third intervals.
No. 6 (6-31): dissonant and disharmonic sound characterized by a diminished chord.
No.7 (6-27): disharmonic and dissonant sound also characterized by a
diminished chord. However, in the harmonic chart, Lindberg (1994)
mentions that the notes e-flat, g-flat, and b-flat, which form the e-flat
minor triad, are an extension of the original hexachord (6-18).
No. 8 (6-33): a Dorian hexachord and a pentatonic chord, which has a
c function of a cadence moving to the original twelve-tone chord.

From these chordal characteristics, we can obtain an image of Lindberg’s
strategic design on the level of the raw materials. With regard to the harmonic progress, Lindberg places orders the nine twelve-tone harmonies in accordance with the harmonic characteristics of each: the original twelve-tone row,
which sounds like a minor chord, opens the first movement or the beginning of
a new section with a consonant interval, as if the beginning of the work were
opening with a minor tonic chord, as found in tonal music. A moment of musical tension, which sounds dissonant, is continued by the next harmony, due to
the character of this chord, which moves from very dissonant to a mystic chord.
The Prometheus chord of this second harmony creates an unsteady and mysterious atmosphere as its harmonic character. In the third twelve-tone harmony or, to be precise, in the occurrence of this third harmony, a culmination
of the section (see section 4.3) takes place in fast-moving disharmonic chords,
which are emphasized by the highest pitches in the woodwinds. This culminating tension discharges itself in the fourth harmony, in which a major triad
or a pentatonic color dissolves the conflicting harmonies. However, in the several occurrences of this culmination (at bars 80, 104, 119, and 241), a D-major triad is actually emphasized, after which the diminished chord of the third
harmony is resolved.
The musical event begins to take place in the lower pitches after the fourth
twelve-tone harmony. With the occurrence of the fifth twelve-tone harmony, intervals of a third are emphasized, which also sound like a kind of resolution of
the musical conflicts. However, the sixth and seventh harmonies sound dissonant. At the end of the seventh harmony, there is an e-flat minor triad, which
serves as a bridge to the original twelve-tone harmony of the next section. After
the seventh harmony, the eighth harmony occasionally emerges in a cyclic sec-
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tion. This eighth harmony has the function of a harmonic cadence in this section, moving to the original twelve-tone chord.
Thus, it is clear that the harmonic progression or ordering of twelve-tone
harmonies can correspond to the idea of the harmonic interaction between consonance and dissonance in tonal music. However, the actual sound clearly does
not follow the tonal harmonic progression. It is likely that this ordering of the
set names instead refers to Lindberg’s unique harmonic functions, and the idea
of a cyclic series of these eight or nine twelve-tone harmonies make a basic chaconne for Lindberg’s harmonic principle. Consequently, it is important to point
out the tendency of the harmonic character of material rows because the space
pitches of whole harmonic progressions in the work are carefully defined. We
remember Webern’s statement that the row beforehand determines the entire
character of the work (Adorno 1999b: 157–181). This fact is partially applicable to Lindberg’s twelve-tone materials.

4.3 First Movement: “The Lindberg Form”
The first movement can almost stand alone. It is rich in material and alternates
tutti sections with soloistic passages for groups of instruments (Lindberg 1995).

The first movement of Aura is a sort of blossoming from the viewpoint of form,
given that Lindberg’s subsequent output continued the principle put into effect
with this work. Oramo (2004) points out that Lindberg had not left behind his
extended chaconne principle in the 1990s, despite the composer having said so.
This principle remained a recognizable trait in the sequel to Corrente (1991–
92). My analysis will also examine how the chaconne principle appears in both
Aura and the Symphonic Triptych, but my exploratory position of the opening
movement in Aura and an elaboration of Lindberg’s entire output will be more
extensive. As I mentioned in the previous section (4.1), Aura’s first movement
has several features that are connected with the Symphonic Triptych. A very
interesting point concerns the “first-centered” ordering — if Aura is regarded
as a symphony — which would be crucial in formal and harmonic dimensions
because of the traditional thinking about a “first (movement)-centered” symphony, such as a classical symphony. In other words, this is a question of how
a composer intends to order the movements. Are there actually intentions that
follow some principle or traditional style? Although Lindberg (1995) has said
that Aura is a concerto for orchestra rather than a symphony, this point of view
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would be worth discussing, if for no other reason than to take into consideration the composer’s perspective.
In addition to his formal thinking, there are three features of Lindberg’s
compositional style that will be explored in this section: the manner in which
texture is organized, the organizing of gestural substances, and the method of
structuring dramaturgy. This section focuses on these three topics, given that
the first movement of Aura contains a “sublimation” of Lindberg’s compositional technique to this point in his career, as well as new characteristics that anticipate the elements of a changing style in subsequent works. My hypothesis
is that, from the viewpoint of symphonic structure, the formal and dramaturgical elements of the first movement are key points that become Lindberg’s basic
and formal principles, which he has continued to use to this day. If there is an
apparent telos resulting from the musical process in the first movement, then
it should be possible to explore that process through the telos. The question is
how the direction of the process is organized and whether or not the direction
is teleological. Through these examinations, we can ultimately grasp the dramaturgical structure of the first movement.
The first movement of Aura is not based on the so-called “the block form,”
with which Lindberg experimented in Corrente. This composer has a tendency to identify (or divide) a block with a double bar in an orchestral score. The
block shows an occurrence or an exposition of twelve-tone harmony. However,
this exposition does not function as the exposition of a sonata form, but rather
as a unit based on Lindberg’s own formal norm, dealt with in the previous section (4.2). Lindberg describes the occurrence of the twelve-tone harmony as the
“harmony region.” As the previous section showed, there are nine twelve-tone
harmonies that serve as the basis of the harmonic materials in the first movement. These nine twelve-tone harmonies repeat in rotation and in chronological
order (from the original to no. 8). I regard the occurrence of the whole twelvetone cycle of harmonies as a minimum section of the form.
Following Figure 4.3.A is the form of the first movement, which is completely my interpretation. I point out that this is not the dramaturgical structure,
but rather the form of the first movement. In the beginning of this movement,
there is an introduction, marked INTRO. The introduction includes the first
and second occurrence of the series of the twelve-tone harmonies from the original to no.8, which takes place in a very low register. After the introduction
we hear exposition I (EXPO I in Figure 4.3.A), II (EXPO II), and exposition III
(CODA&EXPO III) in the final section of this movement. I call those sections
expositions because Lindberg frequently uses this term in formal sketches of
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his orchestral works. Although I do not have access to the sketch of Aura’s form,
I still call these sections by the same terminology that Lindberg probably uses. Those expositions are significant in the sense that the twelve-tone harmonies are presented by certain, clear gestural figures, which I call “motive-like
gestures.” After EXPO II, “the bridge,” which is only five bars long and is separate from the other sections, is heard twice: first at bars 129–134 and second
at bars 204–208 after the set of CHAMBER I, SLOW, and CHAMBER II. I regard these sections as the bridge because some new texture or new section begins after this section. Hence, I suppose that this section works as a bridge to
a new part of the movement. In these two bridges, the dissimilar texture from
other sections and a different manner of displaying the twelve-tone harmonies
take place. All twelve-tone harmonies are employed there in the full orchestra
as a figure condensed to only five bars. These bridges are also placed at significant points in this dramaturgical structure. Hence, I mark AXLE on the left
side of Figure 4.3.A.
The middle part of this movement is slow with two sections in which a
chamber ensemble plays the main role. After the second bridge, the chamber
ensemble continues from bar 209 (CHAMBER IV). However, there are only solo instruments. I mark this section SOLI, following which the Coda takes place.
The Coda shows a result of musical process in the sense that the elements occurring in the beginning of the movement return in this section. However, the
musical texture does not show a very dramatic climax, probably because the
music continues on to the second movement without a break.
The introduction of the first movement opens with low-pitched instruments,
featuring double bass, contrabassoon, bass drum, and then cello and horns (at
bar 5), and bassoons and bass clarinet (in bars between 7 and 8). The musical
event of the introduction in the orchestra’s low register is based on so-called
intro low scales, which can be seen in Facsimile 4.2.A. This introduction gradually begins to move to the upper register, adding the instruments of the middle and upper registers.
From the introduction (INTRO) to the second exposition (EXPO II), there
are only two metronome markings, 72 and 84 quarter notes per minute, which
are fixed. These tempos probably show certain signs of contrast that can be associated with the contrast between the first and second themes of a sonata form.
There is neither a clear theme nor a motive in this introduction. However, this
kind of temporal formation, in which two central tempos alternate, is also utilized in Parada (see Chapter 7). Therefore, it is natural to see that the tempo
marked 72 quarter notes per minute is a kind of “first subject,” and tempo 84
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Figure 4.3.A: The form of the first movement of Aura.
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is a second. Lindberg, most likely, attempts to juxtapose the motivic themes or
adversarial contrasts within a temporal dimension.
Figure 4.3.B shows how significant gestures are distributed in this movement. Using this figure as a reference, we can identify a significant gesture in
the first movement. When a kind of musical culmination appears for the first
time, the repeated rhythmic figure that emerges at bar 22 can be regarded as a
basic motive of the movement. I call this figure “the motive-like gesture.” This
gesture is similar to the opening of Lutosławski’s Third Symphony (1983). This
motive or figure often occurs in the first part of Lutosławski’s symphony as a signal to change to the next aleatory section (for example, at vivo; see Lutosławski
1984: 1, 4, and 5; and again with the closing motive of the work). Hence, we also
can call this gesture the motto gesture. The quotation from Lutosławski’s symphony seems natural, given that Aura is dedicated to the late Polish composer. Aura’s motive-like gesture (marked M) appears at the beginning and again
at the end of the movement. On closer examination, we see that the first motive-like gesture heard at bar 22 signals a change from a twelve-tone harmony
(cardinality 6-34B) to the next harmony (6-30), thus having functions similar
to Lutosławski’s Third Symphony.
The gesture’s next occurrence takes place at bar 29 with the open fifths e-flat
and b-flat, and occurs twice more (at bars 59 and 66) in the first exposition (EXPO I). The gesture is significant because it turns up in the Coda, the ending of
this movement, in which it is heard three times in an emphatic way. This gesture refers to certain cycles in the first movement. Hence, the gesture has an
important function, and is one of the most distinctive in the first movement.
Howell (2006: 246–249) points out that this motive-like gesture becomes
architecturally significant. He explores the distribution of this gesture as the
subject of Aura, and emphasizes that the gesture occurs “in all four formal sections” and includes “important dramatic moments of tension, climax and resolution” (ibid.). I would agree with him.
The next gesture of importance is the ascending sextolet, marked AS in Figure 4.3.B. It is also possible to see the notes of this gesture on the left side of
Figure 4.3. This motion is developed from an ascending scale that emerges at
bar 55. These ascending figures can often be heard quite distinctly because they
occur at a very high pitch in the woodwinds (in the range from the three-line
octave to the four-line one). Hence, these sounds emanate clearly and translucently with glistening colors. There are also examples of this same gesture emphasized by a major third interval at bar 88, and by a d-major triad at bar 241,
which is the climax of the first movement. This gesture is based on the third
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Figure 4.3.B: Significant musical gestures in the first movement of Aura.
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Figure 4.3.C: Musical events and the line chart of changing pitch range in the first
movement of Aura.
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twelve-tone harmony. Here, I want to point out that, in Lindberg’s basic materials, the chart showing nine twelve-tone harmonies for Aura (see Facsimile
4.2.A) includes another twelve-tone scale marked “Low.” Each twelve-tone harmony has the distinction of having this scale fixed in the very low pitches; the
scale is utilized only in the first part of the first movement, from the introduction to the second exposition, instead of the nine twelve-tone harmonies. Those
low scales make a chain in a cyclic pattern.
In the table below Figure 4.3.C, we find a line chart of the changing pitch
range (or the sounding range) in the first movement. The first movement opens
with very low pitches in the sub-contra and contra octave. This pitch range in
which the music is heard gradually moves to a higher register. We encounter
the highest pitch as the culmination of the range in the third twelve-tone harmony, in which the ascending sextolet gesture occurs (see the initials A, AS, and
the bar numbers in Figure 4.3.C). After this culmination, the sounding range
moves to the lower register in order to return to the starting point of the cyclic
pattern. These cyclic patterns can be seen as a wave in this chart. While elongating vertically and repeating ups and downs, this wave moves in an upward
direction until the enclosed “FULL,” in which the “bridge section” is heard in
the full orchestral range. After the bridge, the sounding range again reverts
to the starting point in low register, while the line wave once more repeats its
ups and downs.
From the viewpoint of spatiality in Tarasti’s theory, the process of changing pitch range from the low pitches to the upper register is associated with
the form and the musical process of Lindberg’s Marea (1989–90), in which the
beginning opens with very low pitches, while the pitch range becomes greater
toward the climax of the work, step by step. The temporal dimension of Marea also involves an acceleration of the work’s entire temporal process (the metronome mark is 60 quarter notes per minute at the beginning and 144 quarter
notes per minute at the climax [bars 200–228]; see Lindberg 1990). The dynamic form at the beginning of Aura’s first movement shows a similarity to the
whole temporal and spatial organization of Marea. Furthermore, the second
movement of Aura shows the same similarity in its temporal organization (see
section 4.4). Thus, Lindberg’s strategic designs for the form and dramaturgical
feature in Marea, including ordering sounds, dynamics, and range, were transmitted to his subsequent works.
A third gesture here is one of Lindberg’s most important and typical, and
has been called the Lindberg rhythm (original source unknown). This is a rhythmic figure often utilized in his works from the 1980s, rather like a “rhythmic
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cadence.” Its function refers to a resolution of musical tension or an ending gesture. The basic figure of the Lindberg rhythm consists of three “sixth” notes (=
one triplet) and eight eighth notes. However, this rhythmic gesture, which occurs in the first movement of Aura at bar 94 (see Example 4.3.D), consists of sixteenth notes emphasized by marcato, with the sextolet on tom-toms. I assume
that this gesture has been named after to the “Bruckner rhythm,” which comes
from the rhythmic series of the main theme in Bruckner’s symphonies: for example, the first theme of the first movement of Bruckner’s Fourth Symphony
consists of two quarter notes and three sixth notes (a triplet).

Example 4.3.D: The Lindberg rhythm in the first movement of Aura, bars 93–95 (Lindberg 2001a: 31). © Copyright 1994 Chester Music. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured. Used by Permission of Chester Music Limited.

From the viewpoint of dramaturgy, the above-mentioned three gestures
are key for understanding the dramaturgical structure. In addition, I emphasize several more gestures, which are probably worth noticing as distinct and
common features in Aura and Lindberg’s other works as well. The fourth gesture which I show here is the bridge section. As mentioned above, in the first
movement, there is a two-time occurrence of similar sections from bars 129–
134 and 204–208 (see Figure 4.3.A, B, and C), in which all twelve-tone harmonies are exceptionally utilized in very short durations: the first bridge has only
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six bars, and the second only five. Those explosive and chaotic sounds, coupled
with a complex polyrhythm featured by full orchestra, is reminiscent of post-serialism or Lindberg’s works from the 1980s (for instance, Linea d’ombra, Ritrato, UR, and Zona). A distinctive characteristic in other sections is that, after
the bridge, the texture changes: after the first bridge, a new section opens with
a chamber orchestra.
Before the second bridge, there is a general pause, which suggests an important meaning in the dramaturgical structure, as it occurs in a distinctive place
(see also section 7.3). This is the fifth gesture that I point out. After the second
bridge, a solo instrument plays the main role. Specifically, a solo cello beginning
in bar 215 foretells elements of the future cello concerto. Figure 4.3.A shows
that the first bridge is placed at the center of the first movement. Therefore, I
regard the bridge as an axle from the viewpoint of symmetry. However, I have
to note that, for Lindberg, the usual method of changing texture dictates that
the texture does not change suddenly but gradually, maintaining musical continuity. Hence, listeners do not notice the details pointed out in this section. In
particular, the actual sound of the first bridge does not seem so distinctive visà-vis the other sections. On the other hand, the second bridge is distinguished
by the general pause. This chapter brings out more of the inner logic of Aura
than its musical surface, at least in the sense of its dramaturgy.
Figure 4.3.E shows the symmetrical form of the first movement from the
viewpoint of traditional musical form. This figure is solely my interpretation.
There are two types of musical forms. The first is based on the distinctive musical events, which divide the first movement into the four parts, including the
Coda. The first part, marked by 1/3, is separated by the culmination of the sounding range, which takes place at bar 81. There is the ascending sextolet gesture
featured in the high woodwinds at this point. At bar 162 (double the number of
bars marking the first division), the slow section begins. After approximately
80 bars, the final section, the Coda, begins.
The second type of form shown in Figure 4.3.E is based on the division of
the sections, whereby the two bridges serve important dramaturgical functions.
These two bridges have markings that divide them into three parts in the first
movement, and yield an ABA’ form. The idea of an ABA’ form is based on the
reasoning that the elements presented in the introduction and the first and second expositions seem to return in the Coda. In particular, the return of the motive-like gesture in the Coda confirms this idea. This idea of dividing the ABA’
form is probably inappropriate and a hasty decision. However, from the position of this first bridge as the central point, we still detect a certain symmet-
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rical shape in which there are chamber orchestra sections on both sides of the
spectrum (at around bar 130), and the two significant musical events, EXPO
(at bar 55) and the general pause (G.P. at bar 203) are placed as inverted images or reflected mirror images.

Figure 4.3.E: The two types of musical forms in the first movement of Aura.

Based on these musical forms, let us examine the climax of the first movement. As part of my theoretical idea of dramaturgy, a consideration of the relationship between musical gestures and telos is crucial for understanding the
dramaturgical form of the work. If the telos is the result of the musical process,
it is worth seeking the musical features (musical events and gestures) comprising this process and how these shape a narrative trajectory.
Such questions are difficult to clear up in this section, given the very complex textures in the movement. Furthermore, the musical figures and elements
that emerge through an analysis of the musical process seem to have no contact with each other. However, it is still crucial to compare the musical events
to the gestures in the movement’s final event, which can reveal the total musical process. After a transition from the Soli section at bars 235-236, the texture
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changes from solo instruments to energetic full orchestra. The first movement
Coda begins at bar 241. It is important to note that a D-major triad is colored
by the triangle at this point. This D-major triad is placed at the end point of
the ascending sextolet gesture. I call this chord, marked T in Figure 4.3.C, the
tonal gesture. It is heard only once in this movement, but it is inconspicuous
because of the rapidly changing texture. Nevertheless, I emphasize that distinguishing tonal material in the Coda or in the climax cannot be ignored because
dramaturgically, tonal material produces a strong musical effect in the climax,
as happens in Lindberg’s other works. This feature contributes to the typical
dramaturgical structure of Lindberg’s music.
This consonant element also occurs as a perfect fifth, which is connected
with the ascending sextolet gesture, seen, for example, at bar 143 in the culmination of the chamber section (CHAMBER II) in Figures 4.3.A and 4.3.B. I
identify these chords as the open fifth gesture, and they are marked by O5 in
Figures 4.3.B and 4.3.C. This culmination is very distinctive to the listener and
makes a strong impression, thanks to its high pitch and bright color. There is
a consonant chord progression in this culmination: after a major third interval from D6 to F-sharp6 (in the three-line octave), the open fifth from E-flat6 to
A-flat6 (in the three-line octave) occurs at bar 143, and it changes to the open
fifth E5 to B6 at bar 144. In the first movement, these consonant chords occur several times, played at very high pitches. Lindberg attempts to produce a
pure and transparent sound in the high register. I presume that this high pitch
gesture has a connection with the ending gesture of the final movement in the
work (see below, section 4.6). From the frequently occurring D major third and
D open fifth, we can assume that D is a keynote or the main tone in this movement. Although the first movement has highly complex texture, these high chord
progressions from the D-major third to the E-flat open fifth are distinctive elements, which occur repeatedly and provide a cyclic skeleton. This is Lindberg’s
extended chaconne principle. This idea confirms a dramaturgical process in the
way that the open fifth gesture finally brings about the tonal gesture, namely,
the D-major triad at beginning of the Coda. In this sense, I wonder why Lindberg did not use the D-major triad as the closing chord of this movement. At
the end of the first movement, there is a D open fifth at bar 259 as the closing
chord. It seems that Lindberg attempted to avoid closing the first movement
with the tonal D-major triad chord. After the above consideration, I came to
the conclusion that this major triad could be natural and necessary if I regard
the chordal transformation from the D open fifth to the D-major triad as a crystallizing dramaturgical process. This transformation probably reflects the fact
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that employing tonal materials was taboo at the time Aura was composed. Incidentally, I have to point out that the final movement of Aura actually ends
in a D-major triad in a roundabout way at bar 780. This closing chord does not
directly sound the major third, but its overtones on the high strings include a
D-major chord, and sound a very pure and consonant harmony. If we can regard this final chord of the fourth movement, which I call “the ending gesture”
of the work, as the telos (the result of the transformation of the D open fifth),
then the idea of dramaturgy is consistent with the chordal and gestural progressions from beginning to end.
From bars 253 to 258, a chorale-like ending gesture takes place. It consists of spectral-like harmony (or overtones). The fundamental note of this spectral-like harmony (here E-flat) gradually ascends chromatically until bar 258
(to the ground note B). This kind of harmonic progression, in which the ground
note progresses a half step, is typical of Lindberg, and is expressly a feature of
his chaconne principle.
Based on the above examination, I regard the Coda as the telos, the result
of the musical process of the first movement. There are three occurrences of the
motive-like gesture, at bars 245, 248, and 250. These signal the return of elements presented in the exposition. There is also the gestural or harmonic transformation in which the open fifth changes into a major triad.
I conclude this section with following thoughts: This first movement is crucial in that Lindberg’s subsequent output has continued along the same principle trajectory is realized in this movement from Aura. In Figure 4.3.A , what
we found was that after an introduction, the EXPO, that is, the Exposition, was
heard two times, creating a symmetry. The central point of this symmetry takes
place at the first bridge section – the distinctive and chaotic section. From this
vantage point, we have a basic form consisting of three or four parts. A clear
characteristic of Lindberg’s composing style is juxtaposition, as Heiniö (1994)
has mentioned. This concept is the central aesthetic of post-serialism. The first
movement of Aura is based on this concept.
Based on the results of examining the form, the dramaturgical structure of
the first movement becomes clear through the following factors: 1) the significant motive-like gesture returns in the climax of the movement, which shows a
thematic engagement/disengagement relationship. We can regard the texture
as a “thematic-functional” substance in Aura. 2) The process of the changing
pitch range from the low pitches to the upper register is associated with a dramatic progression of Aristotelian dramaturgy. 3) The chordal transformation
from the D open fifth to the D-major triad takes place at the beginning of the
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Coda, which shows the crystallizing dramaturgical process. Hence, we can regard the Coda as the result of the musical process, that is, the telos of the first
movement. 4) The chorale-like ending gesture emphasizes the dramatic ending
of the movement. 5) Finally, the entire view of these musical processes is associated with Aristotelian dramaturgy.

4.4 Second Movement
The second movement opens with an archaic-sounding chorale for the brass;
this slowly develops into harsh chords, alternating with a more ornamented
texture which reflects a different view of the same harmonic material. This textural tension is gradually resolved as the basic characteristics of the material
disappear — reminiscent of Beethoven’s development sections, where he tends
to destroy the essence of his original themes. (Lindberg 1995.)

The second movement starts in a slow tempo, which suggests a slow movement
from the perspective of symphonic or multi-movement form. “The slow tempo”
is actually a peculiarity in Lindberg’s music and also a key word for Lindberg
scholars because of the infrequency of slow tempo movements in his output (see
also section 7.2); it constitutes one of Lindberg’s most unique stylistic characteristics. However, this does not at all mean that slow music in his works does
not succeed, but rather that slow movements appear to be more interesting in a
structural analysis of his movements, particularly given the way Lindberg creates musical events that flow via temporal changes. The temporal dimension as
part of the dramaturgical structure creates the narrative discourse.
The second movement has a unique form (see Figure 4.4.A). A significant
characteristic arises from the temporal dimension; in the second third of the
movement (bar 405), a long accelerando begins and continues to the end (up to
bar 440), until a sudden temporal deceleration, rallentando, in bars 441–445.
The tempo seems to return to that of the beginning of the movement, which
shows an actual recapitulation, or in a Tarastian manner, as engagement of the
temporal. Therefore, segments (sections) of the second movement clearly show
elements based on tempos. In addition, in this and the third movement, textural changes are carried out with great skill, which must be taken into account.
Figure 4.4.A shows my interpretation of the dramaturgy and form of Aura’s
second movement. The lowermost blocks in the figure have characteristics of
musical texture and instrumentation (tutti, strings, tremolo, etc.), which show
off the entire color of each section. However, before that, we find slow tempos
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Figure 4.4.A: The dramaturgy and form of the second movement of Aura.
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(I–III) that are notable characteristics of this movement (see the upper part of
Figure 4.4.A). Actually, the slow tempos appear a total of four times (including
at the end of the movement, where the metronome marking indicates 54 quarter
notes per minute). This creation of a slow tempo in which metronome markings
of 54 and 63 or 72 quarter notes per minute take place alternately and sequentially become a fundamental idea of “slow music” for Lindberg, A similar temporal formation and order is also used in Parada (see section 7.2). Consequently,
in addition to the first movement of Aura, the work’s second movement provides
an essential template at the formal level for Lindberg’s later works.
The distinctive feature of the second movement occurs in the culmination of the temporal accelerando at bar 441, which I regard as the telos of this
movement. This refers to the central conception of the movement’s dramaturgy,
although Figure 4.4.A shows a mix of elements of form and dramaturgy. Considering the dramaturgy, there is a teleological direction at the temporal level.
Moreover, this temporal acceleration indicates a similarity to the first movement
of Sibelius’s Fifth Symphony, although the contents of the textures (I–VI), the
orchestration (see the lowest part of the figure), and the thematic substance of
this movement and its procedures obviously differ from those in the Fifth Symphony.121 Also, there is not any thematic substance (motive or melody) in the
second movement of Aura. The following chart shows the changing tempos in
the second movement:

♩=54 (bars 260–290)
♩=63 (bars 291–330)
♩=54 (bars 331–344)
♩=72 (bars 345–394)
♩=54 (bars 395–410) accelerando starts in bar 405
♩=63 (411–418)
♩=72 (419–426)
♩=84 (427–433)
♩=96 (434–440)
♩=112 (441–444) rallentando
♩=56 (445–446)

121 As we know, in the first movement of Sibelius’s Fifth Symphony, the Scherzo section
follows the Allegro moderato section. After the Scherzo, Presto and Più Presto continue in
the coda.
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The above list of temporal organization in Aura’s second movement shows
that the tempo ♩=54, which is given at the beginning of the movement, has a
primary function, because it appears to be repeated at intervals in other sections (tempos). We can at least understand that the tempo markings 54, 63, and
72 (quarter notes per minute) are essential, as they occur alternately until bar
395, and occur again after the accelerando which starts in bar 405.
Howell (2006: 249–250) describes the second movement as “a process of temporal conflict and resolution between slow and fast music.” Paying attention to
the temporal character of this movement, he divides the musical episodes into
four phases as follows: Separation (Initial chorale-like slow material from bars
260 to 330), Alternation (the chorale material returns in bar 331), Combination
(from bar 386 sustained string sonorities and a further episode), and Reconciliation (in bar 405 the accelerando and the final rallentando). Howell’s view differs from my viewpoint outlined above. However, he emphasizes similar factors
discussed in this section. As a distinctive feature of the changing textures in the
second movement, I stress that Texture IV, in which grotesque long notes begin
in a low range and gradually ascend into a high range, has the same textural
change occurring: in the slow-moving chorale, a repetitive rhythm in the percussion begins to be heard and the texture changes to V – the percussion ensemble.
It is important to point out that one subject of this movement is that of
changing textures and tempos. The sections of the second movement are also
distinguishable in their use of various textures and their changing formulas.
The temporal progression shows the idea of engagement and disengagement advanced by Tarasti (1994).

4.5 Third Movement
The third movement assembles a number of quirky, mechanical ostinatos, which
are bound together by an unremitting perpetuum mobile (Lindberg 1995).

Lindberg’s term, perpetuum mobile, refers to a series of rhythmic figures, which
he also calls “Machina” (e.g. Oramo 2004), that is, a “machine-like rhythm unit.”
Machina also occurs in the middle of Corrente as well as in other works (e.g.,
Arena, Engine,122 Cantigas, the Concerto for Orchestra, etc.). If it is accurate
that Lindberg attempts to expand the machina unit into a movement, it is al122 However, Engine is composed using PatchWork, a computer programming compositional tool.
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so plausible to regard this movement as a fusion of the formal approach he had
previously employed and symphonic form. However, if one takes the opposite
point of view, his formal conception might be seen as a traditional approach in
that the first and final movements are positioned in a symmetrical manner and
the two middle movements are characterized in a different way, which is the
basic structural concept of a symphony. Hence, this third movement can be regarded as a scherzo.
Compared to the second movement, the third movement has highly distinctive rhythmic and “gestural” characteristics. One of these is what I describe as
a dive loop gesture, which occurs in two similar textures. The first (starting at
bar 457) goes as follows: the E-flat clarinet in the high register, after a long tone,
plays a repetition of the same descending scale, and suddenly plunges downward in a quick motion. This figure presents an image of a bee or a leaf spiraling downward or of a roller coaster beginning a dive. Thus, I call them dive loop
gestures (see Example 4.5.A). The first of the dive loop gestures has the function of opening into the scherzo.
The second dive loop gesture (bar 542), featuring flute, piccolo, and violins,
moves toward a strong motive in the full orchestra at bar 545 (see Example
4.5.B). Actually, this motive-like strong chord repetition, a dynamically powerful (ff) “hard-blow gesture” (see Example 4.5.C), very similar to the motive-like
gesture of the first movement, is associated with the tragic and powerful gestures in bars 93–98 (1946: 64) in the third movement of Bartók’s Concerto for
Orchestra. This hard-blow gesture also corresponds to the motive-like gesture
in Aura’s first movement. Howell (2006: 251–252) regards the hard-blow gesture as a rhythmic unison, which has “a resonance that stretches back to the
opening of the piece.” Howell’s view refers to the juxtaposition of engagement
and disengagement: the important substance at the opening dramatically returns in the culmination. This cyclic idea corresponds to the motive-like gesture of the first movement, which returns in the climax of the movement. The
motive-like gesture, which Howell regards as the subject of Aura, is the crucial
factor that architecturally unifies all the movements.
These two dive loop gestures and the hard-blow gesture are extremely
strong, and represent the decisive elements in Aura. I consider these three gestures to support the climax of Aura, because two powerful textures and the last
hard blow are associated with a sort of shock to someone’s life. I wonder whether these are relevant to the telos of Aura, which occurs at the end of the fourth
movement. Therefore, I regard these three gestures as the significant ones and
leave the other textures unnamed.
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Example 4.5.A [pp. 131–132]: The dive loop gesture at bar 457 in the third movementof Aura. © Copyright 1994 Chester Music. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured. Used by Permission of Chester Music Limited.
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The second dive loop gesture and the hard-blow gesture were used as materials in Away (1994),123 which also originated in “fragments from Lutosławski’s
Third Symphony in the score” (Nieminen 1994). Hence, the gestures are related to Lutosławski’s Symphony. One question is which fragments from the symphony were used in Away: the clarinet’s dive loop gesture is taken from another
clarinet figure in the Lento of the Third Symphony (see Lutosławski 1984: 32,
before the rehearsal no. 30), and the descending scales of the dive loop gesture
come from the middle of the first Tempo I, the rehearsal no. 63 (ibid.: 62).
After the hard blow, the texture changes to an arpeggio in the strings and
a fast tempo (144 quarter notes per minute) from bar 583. The changed texture
is kaleidoscopic, which is then transformed into a total unison string arpeggio in a sequence of rhythmic repetitions (see Figure 4.5.D). Figure 4.5.D also
shows the dramaturgical form of the third movement. The unison featured in
the strings works functionally as a bridge to the final, fourth movement. This
string arpeggio figure can also be found at the end of the first Tempo I and Meno
mosso in the Lutosławski’s Third Symphony (see Lutosławski 1984: 71–74; rehearsal nos. 72 to 73).
The third movement shows off a scherzo-like character; regarding the
whole movement as a temporal and characteristic unit, the details of each
movement (the first movement “large scale, highly extended structure,” the
second movement “slow and accelerando,” and this rhythmically and gesturally-oriented scherzo movement”) show “traditional” and “classical” symphonic structures at the formal level. The musical process of the third movement
is more dramatic than that of the previous movement, because an implementation of these materials is activated dynamically and spatially through fast
tempos. Textures change rapidly by contrasting binary opposites (e.g., instrumentation, dynamics, etc.).
The third movement finally establishes the unison unit of the string arpeggio, which is the telos of the movement (that is to say, “the unison dramaturgy”;
see section 5.4). Dramaturgical cohesion in this movement is reflected in these
remarkable gestures whereby two dive loop gestures function as a leading substance to the next phase, which finally occurs with the motive-like “hard-blow”
gesture – a kind of explosion that creates a propulsive power, changing to unison toward the next stage, which is the final movement.
123 Away for solo clarinet, percussion (1 player), piano, and string orchestra was composed for the Avanti! Chamber Orchestra, which organized a memorial concert for the late
Lutosławski (Nieminen 1993).
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Example 4.5.B: The second dive loop gesture at bars 542–543 in the third movement
of Aura. © Copyright 1994 Chester Music. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright
Secured. Used by Permission of Chester Music Limited.
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Example 4.5.C [p. 131]: The hard-blow gesture at bar 545 in the third movement of
Aura. © Copyright 1994 Chester Music. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright
Secured. Used by Permission of Chester Music Limited.
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Figure 4.5.D: Dramaturgical form of the third movement of Aura.

4.6 Fourth Movement
In the final movement, this meandering motion is given a direction and the
music evolves from rather minimalist background patterns into a toccata-like
texture, not unlike the form of resolution to be found in Prokofiev’s late piano
sonatas. This culminates in a dense, hectic passage, similar to climaxes engineered by Stravinsky or Skryabin. This polyrhythmic march becomes a kind of
magnet, attracting to it material explored earlier in the work. (Lindberg 1995.)
The epilogue is an intense chorale for the high strings, based on one of the important motives in the work. Major thirds doubled over many octaves simultaneously (ibid.).
…and then, a strong realization of another approach, which formerly I had, was
some works by Berio: for instance Chemins II for viola and orchestra (1967),
in which the viola “saws” the continuous tremolo among the orchestra. [The
continuous tremolo] starts off little by little. That all figures, in which a certain continuity was there, was very important. Also, some works by Ligeti…
his very significant work entitled Melodien (1971), where there is also a captivating continuity. These two works have influenced me to employ this kind
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of figure. Plus, that kind of motoric patterning fascinated me. So [the idea of
musical continuity] came from these motoric and virtuosic ways. There probably are many reasons. However, when I was young, I played the piano—some
pieces by Prokofiev—who was the important composer for me, although an influence of Prokofiev cannot be found in my works. A certain motoric element,
which Prokofiev had, is very excellent and highly developed. That fascinates
me very much… I think a good example if this is Toccata for piano or some late
sonata for piano such as No. 7. (Lindberg 2003f)

In the last description, Lindberg mentions the concept of “continuity.” The
unison arpeggio featuring the strings at the end of the third movement transforms into “the meandering motion” and “toccata-like texture,” which is how he
describes the opening of the fourth movement. This opening gesture reveals his
idea of continuity, carried out in accordance with Meyer’s conception.124 The final movement is crucial in the sense that the narrative space emerges in the
climax as a goal of the musical process. The musical signs which appeared in
previous movements contribute to the overall goal as a synthesis.
The fourth movement (see Figure 4.6.A) shows the significant musical events
in the final movement. There are remarkable places where, after the musical
process initiated by the opening gesture, musical tension starts to rise through
the massive full orchestra, which repeatedly plays rapidly ascending scales in
the middle of the movement from bar 700. Thereafter, something like sonic chaos occurs in a fast tempo and full range, emphasizing rhythmic figures from bar
712. Then the chaos gradually turns into a slow chorale, which sounds tragic
from bar 736. The chorale texture with its long notes ends in an accented F and
A-major third in the horns (at bar 749), which I call the “Halt Gesture” because
it sounds like a stoppage of all motion. However, other harmonies are added to
this major third and the harmony gradually spreads and descends. This musical figure can be associated with something falling down or breaking down,
after which we hear an orchestral explosion at bar 756, which is the climax of
Aura. However, after the explosion, through ascending scales, a pure and intense chorale is played by the high strings, as if in the process of cleansing or
purifying. It is at this moment that suddenly the meaning of Aura crystallizes.

124 “What happens is that the perception of line or motion initiates a mental process, and
it is this mental process which, following the mental line of least resistance, tends to be perpetuated and continued” (Meyer 1973: 92).
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Figure 4.6.A: The dramaturgical structure of the fourth movement of Aura: “Death
and ascension to heaven.”

This chorale featured in the high strings belongs to the title of this work.
The whole process of the four movements from start to finish creates an aura,
a sort of field of energy, as the telos. The tone colors and static texture are essential in the several gestures at the composition’s end.
Howell (2006: 253) shows the idea of the combined duration of the last two
movements of Aura, and concludes, “Two complementary (third and fourth)
movements, of respective motion and space, draw together associated materials of large-scale resonance: a finale to the work as a whole.” I would agree with
him. However, this view of combining the last two movements is not so important because the crucial point of the materials of large-scale resonance would
be elsewhere: all musical processes from the first to the fourth movement ultimately end with the chorale in the high strings in crystal clear tone colors at
the end of the fourth movement. This is the “from chaos to clarity” narrative
discourse. The continuity and contrast in the textual dimension is directly oriented to the telos, the aura featured by this intense string elegy.
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After the explosion at bar 756 (see Example 4.6.B), the harmony ends on
an F-sharp and A third, which sounds like a D-major triad, which in turn refers
to the telos of Aura – the goal of the musical process (see Example 4.6.C). As I
mentioned in section 4.3, the tonal gesture (D major triad) and the D open fifth
gesture of the first movement have certain dramaturgical connections to this
ending harmony because the pitch extension from which these gestures emerge
indicates a functional similarity: in a high register, there are consonant harmonies based on the tone D, which itself refers to the keynote or main note in
Aura. This changing process from a D open fifth to a D-major triad is the gestural transformation and distinctive mark that shows the precise relationship
between musical gestures and the telos.
The structure of Magnus Lindberg’s dramaturgical concept is shown in
Figure 4.6.D. The music opens with an exposition in which the basic musical
material is presented. The musical process then develops toward chaos, which
must be resolved somehow. Music is now in a saturation phase, and the musical motion slows down and the tension heightens. As a result of saturation, an
explosion finally occurs. And finally, a unison, a tonality, or some kind of ending gesture with a long note or a fadeout follows. I claim that the musical narrative of Aura is based on this formula. I assume that this formula is in force
in the first and fourth movements of Aura, as well as in other Lindberg works
(see Chapters 5, 6, and 7).
Although I do not know whether it is appropriate to argue the following
idea in an academic study, I cannot help but feel that the ending of the final
movement can be associated with an image of “death and ascension to heaven.”
According to Juha Ojala,125 this event has the association of “surrender after a
struggle.” The ending character of Aura, where the intense chorale on the high
strings suggests the character of an ascension, probably has a connection with
the subtitle of Aura: In memoriam, Witold Lutosławski. Ultimately, the explosion of the fourth movement represents the death of Lutosławski, and the string
chorale symbolizes his rise to heaven.

4.7 Conclusion of the Dramaturgical Structure in Aura
This section briefly shows the conclusion of my examination of Aura. I consider
that my basic theoretical strategy follows the approach presented in my intro125 Ojala provided me with a comment about this association when I presented this topic
at the conference of the 13th International Congress on Musical Signification.
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Example 4.6.B: The explosion and ascending scale in Aura (Lindberg 2001a: 192). ©
Copyright 1994 Chester Music. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
Used by Permission of Chester Music Limited.
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Example 4.6.C: The closing harmony of Aura. © Copyright 1994 Chester Music. All Rights
Reserved. International Copyright Secured. Used by Permission of Chester Music Limited.
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Figure 4.6.D: Magnus Lindberg’s concept of Aristotelian dramaturgy.

duction and first chapter. As a main point, there are three issues on which this
study focuses: to analyze the essential musical events, including the beginning
and ending of the work as a musical gesture; to seek a culmination of a musical
process as the telos of the work; and to consider the relationship between musical gestures and telos. Following these analytical points, this section shows the
results and features of Aura’s dramaturgical structure: its climax occurs at the
musical explosion and the intense chorale for high strings in the fourth movement. This climax is created by the contrast of various textures, and finally, a
massive explosion leads to the last chorale, which is a characteristic narrative
structure or dramaturgy for Lindberg. “From chaos to clarity” can be seen as
the most characteristic quality in Lindberg’s repertoire. The climax of the first
movement shows a tendency to emphasize the tonal gesture and the open fifth
intervals in order to bring about a clear musical texture, as if certain musical
cadences might take place. These tonal and open fifth gestures have a relation
to the final chorale on the high strings in the fourth movement, and show the
gestural and harmonic transformations. This phenomenon has led listeners to
discover the musical process as set out by these elements. I call that the telos.
The narrative trajectory of the fourth movement shows a development
from the “chaos to clarity” discourse, since the telos of Aura occurs at the musical climax and the closing gesture of the intense chorale for high strings. This
texture is highly dramatic, and concludes all musical processes in Aura. Aura
has several characteristics in that it has four movements, is played without a
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break, and that the final movement is a synthesis of the whole. The character
of each movement and the ordering of the movements suggest that of a symphony. Aura has the characteristics of a clear narrative space. These elements
show clear connections with Jean Sibelius’s symphonies, especially his Fifth
and Seventh. Aura starts with materials in a low range, but ends in a chorale
on the high strings. From the viewpoint of spatiality, the musical character of
Aura ultimately shows a low-to-high ascension as the narrative coherence in
the spatial discourse.
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5.1. About the Symphonic Triptych
Feria for large orchestra was composed in 1997 and performed for the first time
on August 11 of that year by the Finnish Radio Orchestra under the baton of
Jukka-Pekka Saraste, to whom the work is dedicated. The performance duration is 17 minutes. Lindberg (2003) has said that the three works Feria, Cantigas, and Parada are identical at the material level, and he himself described
them as forming a triptych. Cantigas, which became the third part of the triptych, was completed in 1999; Parada, the second part, was written in 2001. In
an interview, Lindberg said the following:
That Symphonic Triptych… I had not planned it in that way… When I was
writing Feria I did not think of Cantigas and Parada. However, when I was
composing Cantigas, certainly [I knew] there was an identity [between Feria
and Cantigas]. I did the last Parada, and somehow I was taken with an idea
that they would have some similarity as Kinetic, Marea, and Joy have. These
three pieces [Feria, Cantigas, and Parada] form a kind of whole. They have
been performed only once, in Belgium. That was the concert where all these
three were played. It is a considerable package. The performance takes over
one hour. Really, someone may carry, may call an ambulance, hehehe! [laughter]. Very heavy, that was a little bit too heavy as the completeness! And probably, Feria and Cantigas a little eat each other, [although] like there already
are so many events in Feria itself. They, the three works are not a symphonic
triptych as such. They do not go in that category indeed in the sense that these
would be three sections. However, it is, as it were, a model. A distant model
for that is Images by Debussy. Those [movements in Images] are independent,
but also can form the whole. I cannot believe that it becomes such wholeness,
which is performed as the whole. They are self-sufficient, these pieces indeed.
Cantigas does not need anything around it. (Lindberg 2003)

The Symphonic Triptych in its entirety was premiered by the Orchestre
Philharmonique de Liège under Louis Langrée at the Ars Musica festival in
Liège, Belgium, on March 21 and 23, 2002 (see. Boosey & Hawkes 2017). The
entire performance takes around 50 minutes. There is no information about a
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second performance. As Lindberg confirmed in his interview, the unified three
works show difficulty because every work is complete in content and scale. The
three works require a virtuoso orchestral player and a great deal of concentration from the conductor. Indeed, physical performance of the triptych makes
heavy demands on the players.
However, this is also the case with the trilogy Kinetic, Marea, and Joy, which
have yet to be performed as a set of three. In this trilogy, the unifying factor is
the harmonic progression by means of the extended chaconne principle, whereas, in the Symphonic Triptych, texture plays a crucial role. If texture has functions that are repeated or create a sequential occurrence, we can then regard
the texture as a “thematic-functional” substance. Lindberg confirmed the importance of “the thematization” of texture:
In the triptych, the factor that unites the form is texture. The thematization
of material with a jingle-like fanfare [in Feria]. Somehow, I experience it still
along the same line. In a new work, I am partly and clearly going to the thematic side eventually. (Lindberg 2008.)

The concept of thematic-functional texture was put into play in Arena (1994–
95). In the Triptych, this technical approach is even more strongly confirmed.
What is significant here are the two important phases in the composer’s changing style of the 1990s: Aura represents the epitome of the past compositional
approach, whereas Triptych represents the new thematic concept. In a historical overview of Lindberg’s output, the three orchestral works Feria, Cantigas,
and Parada represent the moment when his use of thematic-functional texture began; it has continued until the present. The published score by Boosey
& Hawkes has this title. For this reason, the designation “symphonic triptych”
is used in this study.

5.2. Structural Charts for Feria
Feria (1997) is one of the most often performed orchestral works in Lindberg’s
oeuvre (Stenius 2006: 159). One reason for its popularity is probably the opening fanfare. After the fanfare, rapid and energetic texture carries out the entire process by means of Richard Strauss-like rich and impressive orchestration.
The grand climax overwhelms the listener at the end, another reason for the
work’s favorable reputation.
Feria is typical of Lindberg’s 1990s style in that it has a clear structure based
on the principle of a “musical continuum,” which was established in Corrente
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(1992) and became a key feature of his compositional technique in the 2000s.
Feria is based on the “Lindberg form” and corresponds to the first movement
of Aura. Feria’s technical features and interesting musical dramaturgy clearly
demonstrate Lindberg’s aesthetic approach. My aim in this chapter is to examine
and study these particular aspects. The extended chaconne principle employed
by Lindberg in Aura was discussed previously in chapter 4.1; Feria is based
on the same principle, in which a total of six harmony regions,126 i.e., twelvetone harmonies, are used as the basic material. An exceptional characteristic
of Feria is its allusion to Claudio Monteverdi’s Lamento d’Arianna (1608; Lasciatemi morire from the opera Arianna) in its slow middle section. This allusion
has a function similar to that of the Purcellian chord progression in Corrente.127
Here I will examine these features in detail. However, as the starting point
for this analysis, let us ask some simple questions: Lindberg’s works are very
complex and difficult to play; why, then, has Feria been frequently performed
and well received by audiences? Is it because its musical effects are managed
very well, or does its dramatic element appeal to listeners? Is there some special technique that makes an impression on the listener? Aho (1992: 264) writes
that “as an essential part of composition, dramaturgy is how the composer is
able to manipulate the listener’s consciousness of time experience by the work,”
I am especially interested in how Lindberg manipulates our consciousness of
the time experience and how uninterrupted, continuous musical movement,
which is typical of his music, and the series of harmonies build the dramaturgy of the composition.
We are able to examine Lindberg’s solutions for the shape of Feria and the
temporal dimension of its dramaturgy thanks to the “structural charts” in one of
the composer’s drafts. Lindberg outlined four charts as basic materials for this
orchestral work: two structural charts, a rhythm chart, and a harmony chart.128
Figure 5.2.A is a structural chart that I prepared by combining two materials
(Lindberg 2003b and 2003c). The chart shows sections as labeled by Lindberg
(marked as boxes) and the musical subjects that occur in those sections: for example, ‘EXPO I’ means the first exposition section, and ‘PROC I’ means the first

126 Lindberg himself (2003f and 2003g) calls these materials “harmony regions.”
127 The reference is to Funeral Music for Queen Mary by Henry Purcell, and it occurs in
the middle of the piece (Nieminen 1993).
128 Lindberg graciously showed me all these charts and materials for Feria and gave them
to me for use in my research in 2003 (see Sosa 2005 and 2006). This chapter is based on that
research.
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process section. There are six musical subjects in all in Feria (labeled A–F), the
significant minimum number of units in the work. I label the sections and subjects as Lindberg did in his original chart. The letter-number symbols (A1, A1b,
B1, etc.) indicate occurrences of the subjects. Lindberg has clearly labeled “exposition” the sections in which the six subjects occur: subject A is marked A1 in
the first exposition, A2 in the second, and so on. There are four exposition sections (EXPO I, II, III, and IV) alternating with the process sections (PROC), the
latter having the function of a bridge or transition. However, the process sections are not transitions in the tonal sense, of course; rather, they lead to a section introducing new material. The italicized words in the boxes are also derived
from Lindberg’s structural charts; I included them because they express significant musical matters and dramaturgical events. They also point to orchestration, texture, harmony, and other structurally important factors.
The letters A, B, and C on the right side of the section boxes and grouped
by round brackets refer to the “movements” of Feria (there are also tempo indications for each part in brackets). These are larger than the sections. Sections
EXPO I, EXPO II, PROC I, EXPO III, and PROC II belong to the first movement of the work, which has a generally fast tempo. The A–B–C division is my
own interpretation and does not appear in Lindberg’s original draft; we may
note from his structural charts and the orchestral score that the work is laid
out on the principle of three connected movements, fast–slow–fast.129 We may
deduce that the slow movement starts with the SLOW section (B) because of its
tempo and texture and because of the section’s name, Hallucination Monteverdi
Lasciatemi morire. As mentioned above, the Monteverdi allusion occurs at the
beginning of the slow section. This kind of broad slow movement is unusual in
Lindberg’s music, but he does have slow music in other works; for example, an
allusion to Funeral Music for Queen Mary by Henry Purcell occurs in the slow
movement of Corrente. Lindberg has mentioned (2003f) that he had not previously written a slow movement before Feria.130 After the allusion, virtuoso solo
instruments appear in a chamber ensemble in the SOLI section, the last section of movement B. The third process (PROC III) begins movement C, where
the music becomes more active and the tempo faster. All subjects are clearly
129 I will use the same letters (A, B, C) to label both the subjects and the movements of
Feria. I believe there is no risk of confusion, as it is clear from the context whether the reference is to subjects or movements.
130 It would be interesting to discuss the importance of the slow movement and the Monteverdi allusion in the context of Lindberg’s output and compositional technique, but that is
beyond the scope of the present study (however, see Sosa 2005).
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Figure 5.2.A: The form of Feria, a diagram based on two drafts by Magnus Lindberg
(2003b and 2003c).
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stated in bars 275–296. The final, escalating section (FINALE) builds a climax
that progresses to the end.
The first movement (A) serves as the exposition for the subjects. The essential materials of Feria are based on six subjects (harmonies A–F) produced
by twelve-tone harmony as in Corrente and the orchestral work Arena (1996).
These subjects always appear in chronological order. The number of bars given to each exposition decreases through musical process: EXPO I 54, EXPO II
36, EXPO III 40. EXPO IV, which includes the Finale section and recapitulazione, i.e., the recapitulation, which has 25 bars. The subjects are the fundamental elements in the dramaturgy of the work, and their temporal – syntagmatic
– implementation and organization are interestingly formulated relative to the
narrative process of the work. The structural principle of the subjects and the
syntagmatic organization overall have to do with temporal, spatial, and actorial dimensions of narrativity. I explore these in the next chapter.

5.3 Material Formation: Themes and
Inner Actor of Feria
Feria starts off with the strongly characterized subject A on the trumpets. Its
outstanding and fanfare-like gesture expresses explosive and dramatic tension
(see Example 5.3.A). I call subject A “the fanfare.” In addition to the fanfare,
Example 5.3.A illustrates the twelve-tone row from which the pitch structure
of this opening gesture is generated. This row consists of two hexachords which
are symmetrical in relation to each other: the intervals between the first two
pitches (C# and D#) and the last two pitches (C and D) are both major seconds.
All other intervals are minor seconds (the symmetry axis is marked by the dotted line). The fanfare (A) is based on the left-hand hexachord (C# to G) of the
basic twelve-tone row.
One of Lindberg’s drafts illustrates the constructional technique he used
with his basic materials. Example 5.3.B shows the draft he calls the “harmony
chart.” We see a germ of the fanfare in this chart. At the top left the letter A in
a box refers to subject A. There is also a metronome mark, 144 eighth notes per
minute, and a rhythmic figure without pitches showing the basic rhythm pattern of the fanfare. Below these is a scale that presents the pitches of the fanfare. Interestingly, in the staffs in the middle of the chart we find a spectral
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Example 5.3.A: “The fanfare” from the opening of Feria (Harmony A) and the underlying twelve-tone row (Lindberg 2003a). © With kind permission of Magnus Lindberg.

harmony built on the pitch D.131 Lindberg used this spectral harmony to plan
the appearance of the subject.
There are numerous scales on the harmony chart. It turns out that each
scale consists of two, symmetrically joined hexachords just as in Example 5.3.A.
Hexachords play an important role in the structure of the subject: the six notes
of a hexachord are used as a collection of “pitch classes” as in set theory, since
all subjects are based on these pitch classes. I call this technique hexachordal
combinatoriality (see more in section 4.2).
Facsimile 5.3.B also shows that at this stage the composer had already outlined the subjects quite extensively in terms of their various parameters: textural, temporal, spatial, and actorial. In addition to the tentative rhythmic template
and the organization of pitches based on synthetic scales (i.e., the row), there
is also a spectral harmony element to the subjects. The harmony chart shows
that each of the subjects is defined by one and only one spectral harmony. One
spectral harmony emerges as the subjects occur in EXPO I, strictly following
the principle predetermined by the composer. Defining the various parameters
separately (pitch, rhythm, harmony, etc.) recalls the techniques of post-serialism; at the heart of Lindberg’s compositional technique is a strict constructivist principle.
Space does not allow a detailed discussion of all six subjects in Feria to
compare their structures, characters, and musical processes. I will, however,
illustrate the occurrences of subjects B to F in EXPO I: subject B, with an emphatic rhythmic character, appears in bars 22–32 (Example 5.3.C). The lyrical
131 Lindberg applied the spectral idea in the context of twelve-tone equal temperament.
This topic is discussed in chapter 3.
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Facsimile 5.3.B: Lindberg’s harmony chart for Feria (Lindberg 2003a). © With kind
permission of Magnus Lindberg.
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subject C on the solo oboe appears in bars 33–37 (Example 5.3.D). The quick,
gestural subject D, based on a series of a perfect fifths, appears in bars 38–44
(Example 5.3.E). Subject E is characterized by descending scales and appears
in bars 45–49 (Example 5.3.F). Finally, subject F, built up of a mass of small
intervals, appears in bars 50–54 (Example 5.3.G). EXPO II follows the exposition of these subjects.
Here, I am not calling all subject “gestures.” As I explained in sections
2.3 and 2.4, gesture in this study is a significant unit or musical figure for the
whole dramaturgical structure of the work. A gesture has a remarkable profile, one that sticks in the listener’s mind. Therefore, I regard subject A as
the fanfare gesture, which has an impactful character and is relevant to the
dramaturgy of Feria. However, I call other materials in Lindberg’s harmony
chart “subjects.”

Example 5.3.C: Subject B in Feria (Lindberg 2003d). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey &
Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

Example 5.3.D: Subject C in Feria (Lindberg 2003d). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey &
Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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Example 5.3.E: Subject D in Feria (Lindberg 2003d). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey &
Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

Example 5.3.F: Subject E in Feria (Lindberg 2003d). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey &
Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

Thus, the differences in character among the subjects are specified by pitch
dimensions, along with the structure of intervals and rhythmic organizations.
EXPO I is quite short in duration, and there are no other pitches except those
defined for each subject in the harmony chart. In other words, the exposition
is executed precisely according to plan. Moreover, the characters of the subjects are emphasized through sparing use of text and clear and simple orchestration. On the other hand, the characteristics of the subjects are difficult to
understand simply by listening because of the fast tempo, especially since the
figures and patterns resemble one another closely. However, EXPO I is only a
small part of Feria. Lindberg’s central idea of continuity emerges effectively in
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Example 5.3.G: Subject F in Feria (Lindberg 2003d). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey &
Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

these short sections precisely because the subjects are so similar. The rhythmic
figure shared by the six subjects arises from the continuing figures in 32nd or
16th notes, i.e., the gestural continuum; the gestures of the subjects are aimed
in the same direction, producing a “musical vector.” At the micro level, EXPO I
expresses Lindberg’s first effort at creating the energetic and fast progress on
which the broader musical process is based. Hence, we can interpret the overall character of EXPO I as actoriality and temporality that create a narrative
for the musical progress in Feria.
Actoriality that creates narrativity can be divided into internal and external actoriality, just as spatiality or temporality can be divided into internal
and external (see Chapter 2.1 and Tarasti 1994: 48).132 Internal actoriality refers to the internal thematic materials (motives, subjects, melodies, etc.). This
is the function of a “theme actor,” while external actoriality refers to a “composer” who exists outside the music. However, we can see the musical style or
figures and so on that occur in a work. This is a question of “spreading actoriality in the thematic form to the whole text” (ibid.). Anne Sivuoja-Gunaratnam
(1997, 147) observes that we may find internal and external actoriality in musical “subjects” or “gestures” in dodecaphonic or serial music. We may discuss
132 In addition to this internal and external discursivity, another pair of antonymous concepts that define the discursive categories of narrativity is engagement – disengagement (embrayage et débrayage). This refers to the process of change in music. For example, in tonal
music – its internal spatiality – moving away from the tonic – is disengagement, and going
towards the tonic is engagement (Tarasti 1994: 48 and Monelle 1992: 258).
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a musical actor (or “actant”) as a musical subject (Tarasti 1994: 115–137): for
example, in the music of the classical and romantic periods, the main theme is
the subject of the work (Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 147).133 Hence, I define the
musical actor as Sivuoja-Gunaratnam defines a musical subject: it is the concrete element – theme, figure, motive, gesture, etc. – that is emphasized more
strongly than other elements when it appears. It is the independent element in
the work and as such plays a significant role, bringing uniformity to the whole
(Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 152–153). This idea is close to Monelle’s (2000: 169),
which shows the subjectivity of the text as a structural item. However, I cannot
ignore the idea of subjectivity advanced by Välimäki (2005: 128), that is, the
subjectivity located in the “played subjectivity” of the listener. This idea corresponds to the perspective of the experiences of a subject by Mantere (2005: 198).
Thus, in Feria, I regard subject A, the fanfare, as the work’s actant (or the
strong musical actor), based on the above points and also based on its auditory
perception. The work opens with “a life of,” a tale, a narration and a drama of
the actant (cf. Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 152–153; see also Välimäki 2005: 124).
The other subjects are secondary actants in this case. Lindberg (2003f) emphasized the importance of the character at the beginning of Feria: “the most important inspiration for Feria is the very clear character.... It is the big contrast
of the opening that starts off.” Lindberg mentions that he gave the work the title Feria (which means “fair” or “festival” in Spanish) because of this impressive fanfare. According to Lindberg (ibid.; see also Sosa 2005: 117), this fanfare
on three trumpets is such a strong and characteristic gesture that Feria seemed
like the obvious title for the whole work.134
Considering the relationship between actoriality and the dramaturgical
structure of the piece, an interesting feature is the return of the subject at the
climax. The way in which the fanfare re-emerges in the effectually and dramatically emphasized climax (at bar 333) – more strongly and clearly than the other
subjects – supports the perception of the fanfare as the inner actant. The function of the subject as an inner actor also creates a feel of circularity in the nar-

133 For more on this, see Tarasti 1994: 108; Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 152–161; Välimäki
2005: 159– 162. Tarasti does not distinguish between actor and actant. However, it is crucial
that a listener identify a musical subject – usually the main theme – as if it were the protagonist of a drama (Tarasti 1994, Monelle 1992, 259).
134 In his programme note in the score (1999), Lindberg writes that the Spanish word feria
refers to “an outdoor feast or market with an ‘opulent mood’ to which the work alludes. The
exploding rhythmic figures in the fast opening section, particularly the trumpet fanfares that
are a recurring motive, reflect the feel of a vivacious public celebration.”
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ration and form; as with Richard Wagner and Hector Berlioz, Lindberg brings
back previous themes to give an impression of program music. If a given thematic material occurs in several movements of a symphony as a unifying device or
at the beginning and end of a work, the work is said to have cyclic form.135 Musical dramaturgy is principally based on constructing musical continuity. Lindberg (2003f) has emphasized that “a strong expression of a character of musical
figure” and its gesturing became a new focus in his output in the 1990s.136
I have here discussed the fanfare from the perspective of actoriality in the
narrative sense. However, the fanfare also has a very strong function as an
opening gesture. In my hypothesis, significant musical gestures in Lindberg’s
works must be observed as important phases leading to the climax, i.e., telos.
According to my theory, the gestures supporting the telos eventually disclose
the dramaturgical cohesion or structure of the piece. Hence, I regard the fanfare in Feria as one of the work’s significant gestures. In the following chapter,
I will discuss how musical process creates continuity and significant musical
events for dramaturgical cohesion in Feria.

5.4 Process Creates as a Dramaturgical Turning Point
(Rhetorical Gestures)
The three “process” sections in Feria play a remarkable role in its dramaturgy. The first two PROC sections occur in the fast first movement, A: PROC I
between EXPO II and EXPO III, and PROC II following EXPO III as the last
section of movement A. The slow movement, B, contains no process sections.
PROC III is the first section in movement C. Being transitional, the PROC sections embrace and develop further the characters of the subjects heard in the
EXPO sections. As the name indicates, the process sections process dramaturgical events while also signifying dramaturgical turning points. Lindberg has
described this musical process thus: “Everything always changes. Process. Driv135 Examples of symphonies with cyclic form are Beethoven’s nos. 5 and 9, Brahms’s no.
3, Bruckner’s nos. 3, 5 and 8, Elgar’s no. 1, César Franck’s D minor, Nielsen’s no. 4, Mahler’s
no. 5, Mendelssohn’s “Scottish,” Schumann’s no. 2, Sibelius’s no. 1, Tchaikovsky’s nos. 4 and
5, Vaughan Williams’s no. 5, and so on. It is very interesting that Kramer (1988) argues that
Beethoven’s symphonies are teleological but Dahlhaus (1989) sees Beethoven’s sonata form
as circularity (a circular motion).
136 According to the composer (Lindberg 2003f; see also Sosa 2005: 115), the problem in
executing a composition is the “strain” of beginning and ending a musical section, because
of which a musical gesture should be “in constant motion” and “rise boldly to the surface of
the texture.”
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ing the process sections forth, departing from the clear maps in such a way that
a character begins to acquire emphasis within the process” (Lindberg 2003f).137
PROC I starts at bar 90 after EXPO II and feature chamber instrumentation. According to the composer’s structural chart, the process section follows
the “harmonic characteristic order (from A to F)” fixed at the beginning of the
work (see Example 5.1.A). However, a structural chart (Lindberg 2003c) shows
the words “no characters apparent” written at the point where the process section begins. One does not hear the subjects in this section as complete figures as
in the EXPO sections: they are obscured, since they are undergoing a process.
However, what is noticeable are small rhythmic gestures suggesting fragments
of the subjects, reminiscent of motive development technique. These fragments
do not echo the rhythmic characters of the subjects, but their pitches allude to
the hexachords of the subjects. The fragments are rhythmically free, yet they
are precise in following the hexachords. This texture is developed further in
the SOLI section in movement B where the materials of the solo instruments
are rhythmically free, while still observing the pitch hierarchy of the subjects.
PROC I is a transition, progressing as a continuum from EXPO II in chamber
instrumentation but acquiring increased instrumentation in preparation for the
following, dynamically more prominent EXPO III.
PROC II (bars 169–182) generally seems very complex structurally and textually. However, the texture is governed by motivic cells originating in the fanfare and harmonies mainly on long notes. We note that the section maintains
the continuous and energetic dynamics of EXPO III. However, it also prepares a
“temporal’” transition to the following slow section (movement B, first section –
SLOW). In Example 5.1.A, we see the words “diagonal” and “rallentando” written in the box of PROC II. These words refer to a technique that is typical of
Lindberg. “Diagonal” means a slash-like motion of an energetic musical vector,
with tempo and texture moving in opposite directions. For example, when the
tempo slows down, the texture (a musical motion or gesture) speeds up. A diagonal texture occurs at bars 175–177 (see Example 5.4.A), where the tempo indication is a rallentando from metronome marking 72 to 48, while the downward
gestures of the fanfare on the violins begin to change from triplets to sextuplets.
The gestures become denser and increase the pace. These diagonal textures appear at several locations in Feria. The idea for this kind of texture can be seen
137 Original in Finnish: ”Kaikki aina muuttuu. Prosessit. Prosessitaitteet ajetaan ulos,
mennään ulos selkeistä kartoista sillä lailla, että jokin ominaisuus alkaa korostua prosessin sisältä. ”
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in the composer’s draft (see Example 5.4.B). Lindberg uses the diagonal texture when changing a tempo, such as when a fast section gradually changes into a slow section. At this time, the texture will show a tendency that an active
movement cannot stop suddenly. This feature may also emerge at the end of a
musical continuum so that – if I can borrow Ferneyhough’s (1998) idea of directional energy of gesture – the energetic vector of a gesture continues to move
forward. Hence, to make the musical flow natural, an active motion must decrease gradually instead of halting suddenly (cf. bars 177–179). I see this kind
of diagonal texture used by Lindberg as the “rhetorical gesture” referred to by
Hatten (2004: 125 and 164–165).
PROC III, which opens the final movement (C) (bars 275–322), is the dramaturgically most significant in the process section. Over pompous scales on the
strings, the horns play a dramatic melody (from bar 292) described by the composer as the “Big Melody,” reminiscent of a horn unison à la Mahler or Richard
Strauss. In fact, the four horns do not play in exact unison at the beginning of
this passage, but have small differences; however, eventually they end up at
bar 312 in a pure unison (see Example 5.4.C). The violas and cellos join the Big
Melody at bar 315. The melody is derived from the subjects, but it is difficult to
show exactly how. Lindberg himself says (2003g) that this corno cantilena is a
very powerful gesture and that the harmony underpinning it is built on a “really open” twelve-tone harmony. This probably means that the hexachord initially consisting of small intervals (cf., e.g., Examples 5.3.A and 5.3.B) is here
converted into octave-based harmonies. The listener’s perception is that the minor-key nature of the music heralds the opening of a dramatic section. With the
appearance of this melody, the harmony seems to become clearer and increasingly tonal in nature, which is probably what Lindberg was referring to by “really open.” At the end of PROC III, the music ends up in a D-flat major triad
(bar 321, see Example 5.4.D), the culmination of the movement.
Lindberg (2003f) explained the Big Melody:
The idea is that it sizzles and sizzles as if forced increasingly into a tunnel.
When it finally finishes, everything is in this unison tunnel. A perspective, a
narrowing. Going towards – it’s like a metaphor of going towards a unison. Poco a poco, poco a poco unisono …

The “narrowing” described by Lindberg implies that the elements at various levels of the musical material merge (or are “forced into a tunnel”) and that
the complex textures gradually become simpler in the process. The result is a
perfect unison on the horns, the Big Melody (from bar 312, see, e.g., Example
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Example 5.4.A: A diagonal texture in Feria (bars 175–177). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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Example 5.4.B: Lindberg’s sketch of diagonal texture in the drafts for Feria (Lindberg 2003b).

Example 5.4.C: The “Big Melody” on the horns in Feria, bars 312–321 (Lindberg 2003d).
© Copyright 1997 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

5.4.C). The Big Melody is a grand gesture that clearly signals to the listener
that the dramatic music is reaching its climax. In my theoretical framework, I
refer to this as a rhetorical gesture as per Hatten, that is a turning-point gesture. The listener perceives a great change in this section. While this definitely
seems like the dramatic culmination of the work, it begs the question of which
elements and previously heard processes contribute to this sense of culmination
apart from the horn melody and the unison tunnel. Why is this section so significant for the narrative of the work? PROC III comes across as the turning point
of the entire work, but its events seem to be temporal rather than actorial in
terms of the discursive categories of narrativity if we focus on the fact that the
Big Melody cannot be structurally linked to the fanfare subject.138 The expan138 On the other hand, because of the repeated wide leaps in the melody, it could be seen
as the engagement of a new kind of spatiality.
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sive, open horn melody is very different in tempo, pitch organization, rhythm,
and gesture from the small intervals and edgy gestures of the fanfare. Yet this
might be considered a “disengagement” of the fanfare actor (cf. Tarasti 1994;
see also Chapter 2.1) and its replacement by an actorial “surrogate.” This view
is supported by the fact that this moment is the culmination of the work and
that the Big Melody has a very distinct profile, being emphatically articulated and conspicuously independent, i.e., distinct in its context and easy for the
listener to identify (cf. Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1996: 496). (Another possibility is
that the subject-actor has here attained the desired object, a pattern found in
many narratological templates.)
Regarding temporal macro-time and micro-time139 as well as spatiality, the
processual nature of the elements in PROC III is interesting in that in this section the post-tonal environment morphs into tonality, as the culmination ends
up in a D-flat major chord in the full orchestra (cf. above). Also, if we examine
the tempo change in detail, we find that the tempo slows down considerably with
the appearance of the Big Melody. Although the listener cannot anticipate this
event by comparing musical elements on the basis of the “paradigms of musical memory” as in tonal music (Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997: 150), such a great
contrast in structure and harmony does equate at the temporal narrative level to the culmination and conclusion of the narrative in an almost archetypal
way. Although Lindberg’s comment about “narrowing” only refers to the horn
unison, his reference to narrowing into a tunnel and ending up in unison may
be extended to other features in the musical dramaturgy, such as the slowing
of the tempo and the cadence-like conclusion. As the post-tonal environment
139 Tarasti (1989: 4; cf. 1994) writes that the temporal dimension in music may be considered
to consist of macro-time and micro-time. Macro-time is about the basic rhythm of the work,
detailed rhythmic units and their variations. In tonal music, the basic pulse is easier to
anticipate by the listener than in post-tonal music. In dodecaphonic music, the rhythms
employed are complex, and in serialist music “it is impossible to make sense of the rhythms in
Boulez’s Structures Ia or Stockhausen’s Kontrapunkte without looking at the score,” as Tarasti
says (1989: 159). Micro-time, on the other hand, refers to the musical memory accumulated
through comparison of musical elements (Tarasti 1994: 63–64). For example, in tonal music
there is exposition and development of thematic elements that accumulate in the listener’s
mind as “paradigms of musical memory” (Sivuoja-Gunaratnam 1997, 150). By using the
musical paradigm and drawing on the cultural background, the listener can anticipate what
might happen next in the work. With post-tonal music, the listening process is different from
that of tonal music, since the listener is unable to anticipate or comprehend musical events
as easily, due to the different musical organization of post-tonal music. Post-tonal music does
not employ musical shapes and structures that are as readily comprehensible on the basis
of similarity, difference and repetition as in tonal music (sonata, rondo, waltz, etc.), where
cadences and other tonally determined beginnings and endings guide the listener along with
thematic features.
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Example 5.4.D: The unison harmony of the D-flat major chord in the full orchestra at
bar 321 in Feria (Lindberg 2003d). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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drifts towards a tonal environment, this may be seen as a “complex-to-simple”
narrative, and the D-flat major chord may be described as a “harmonic unison.”
Therefore we may conclude that the unison dramaturgy applies at both the temporal and the spatial levels in the work. Also, the appearance of a soaring tune,
the Big Melody, in addition to the six subjects might be seen as a unison in the
thematic or actorial dimension. This unison might be described as the telos of
Feria. The schematics in Lindberg’s drafts indicate that the unison idea is reflected not only in the horn melody, but also in other elements in the texture. I
will discuss this next.

5.5 Unison Dramaturgy at the Climax as Telos
According to the structural schematics for Lindberg’s Feria (Example 5.1.A),
the composer intended to create contrasts in the texture through shifts in tempo. The composer outlined the structure of Feria by first presenting his materials in a fast tempo and then bringing their elements together (synthesis) as
the tempo slows down. The music rises to a “focal point,” after which the musical elements are interlinked in the concluding slow section (cf. PROC III, bars
314–321 and CASCADE II, bars 359–366), which is a kind of musical saturation point (see Example 5.5.a). This saturation point (see, e.g., bar 362 in the
FINALE) is full of diverse musical elements, and in the absence of space for mobility, the music must slow down. For example, the diagonal passage in PROC
II is followed by the SLOW section, where the musical elements become simpler and the dynamics grow stronger. In PROC III, the saturation of elements
becomes even more intense, as the music grows more dramatic throughout the
section. With the Big Melody on the horns from bar 275, the various musical
elements (pitch collections of the subjects, basic rhythms, and spectral harmonies) begin to come together (note the composer’s indication of “Synthesis” at
PROC III; cf. Example 5.1.A), while the tempo slows down. Towards the end
of the process section in the slow movement, a harmonic unison is attained as
noted above (D-flat major). The CODA (the final section of the FINALE, bars
362–366) contains a third slow passage that consists of a chorale-like texture
of sustained chords at a strong dynamic level. This may be seen as the end result of combining pitches and basic rhythms.
The unison dramaturgy in Feria thus manifests itself both in tempo changes
and in the temporal conception of the structure. The three slow sections in the
work (SLOW, Slow II and III; see Example 5.1.A) are key to this, since the escalation of dramatic tension as a fast tempo changing to a slow one also demon-
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Example 5.5.A. Graphic representation of musical saturation and Aristotelian dramaturgy in Lindberg’s Feria.

strates that musical intensity is at its highest in the slow sections. Almost all
the slow sections in Feria except the SOLI section are not tranquil in nature,
but instead are dense with musical movement and contain dynamic culminations (cf. Slow, bar 183; Slow II, bar 318; and Slow III, bar 362). I believe this
is the processing that the composer refers to in his statement “a static texture
cannot create content.” This notion thus dates back to Lindberg’s works of the
1990s, such as Feria.
The main point for the work’s dramaturgy is to consider in detail how the
culminations are built and where they are located. The most important section
in this respect is the aforementioned culmination at the beginning of the FINALE (Climax), following PROC III. The structure of this climax is outlined
in some detail in the composer’s sketches, sometimes right down to individual bars. The sketches include words written in to describe what happens in the
musical process (see Example 5.1.A). Here, I draw on these expressions to discuss in detail the elements used to build up the climax and how the composer
used the materials he introduced and developed in the work before the climax
in the “dramatic unison” process towards the end (see Example 5.5.B). What is
relevant here is that the fanfare gesture which opens the work (A), i.e., the actant of the work, recurs at the climax, balancing out the logic of the structure.
The composer himself said, “That’s a very strong [return] back to the beginning
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. . . poco a poco recapitulazione. Not a blatant in-your-face return to the beginning” (Lindberg 2003f; see also Sosa 2005, 117).
Climax ➔

RECAPITULAZIONE

EXPO IV

Db major triad

UNISON

Gb
major

DIAGONALITY

A spectral
harmony

D subject

D spectral
harmony

FANFARE
(A subject)
D spectral
harmony

Transition
scale

accelerando

Bars

323

325

326

330

333

Example 5.5.B. Schematic of musical events at the climax of Lindberg’s Feria (bars 321–
333): As the FINALE begins after the unison, previously introduced subjects and elements recur, building up to the recapitulazione where the fanfare subject (A) re-appears.

According to the composer’s structural charts (see Example 5.1.A), the Climax begins in bar 323, and from there the music continues in a thick texture
for full orchestra until the end. Example 5.5.B is a schematic of these musical
events. The Climax section is preceded by the D-flat major chord in the full orchestra, which concludes PROC III and which I referred to above as a harmonic and dramaturgical unison (bar 321). In the first bar of the Climax section
(bar 323), we notice an open fifth in a high register, A5–E6, followed by a G-flat
major (or F-sharp major) chord. The harmonic progression may be interpreted
as a functional tonic–subdominant passage: from tonic (D-flat major) through
chromatic interpolation (A–E fifth) to subdominant (G-flat major). However,
this tonal feel is dispelled in bar 325 with the entry of the open fifth motive on
the trumpet (subject D). This leads harmonically to the A-spectral harmony in
bar 326, related to the D fifth motive. There is a strong timpani accent as the
accelerando begins in bar 327, but the spectral harmony seems to continue in
the rest of the texture. Bar 330 begins a diagonality passage (bars 330–332),
where the overall tempo stays the same, but the musical movement slows down
(decelerating in a descending scale; cf. the downward arrow in Example 5.5.B).
The diagonality passage features a D-spectral harmony and a scale identified as
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“scale II” on the composer’s harmony chart (Lindberg 2003a). The scales which
the composer called “scale I” and “scale II” in this context often appear at the
boundaries of sections, bridging the transition to the next section, and can thus
be described as transitional scales. Moreover, the diagonality passage as a whole
may be considered a transition leading to the next section.
Bars
FINALE Climax

323–330

(EXPO IV) Recapitulazione [A A A]

333

Stretta [c]

355

Modulation [A]

358 [BOLERO]

Cascade II[D]

359

Slow III

362–370

[CODA]

Example 5.5.C. Breakdown of musical events at the climax of Lindberg’s Feria (bars
333–370).

The composer’s structural chart indicates that bar 333 begins the recapitulazione (bars 333–354), where the fanfare (subject A), the actant of the work,
is heard four times in dramatic succession. Recurring in its original guise, the
fanfare gesture ties together the opening and the climax of the work. On its second occurrence, other instruments (strings and timpani) reinforce its rhythmic
shape, the harmony of this accompaniment being derived from the D-spectral
harmony of the fanfare motive (bars 334–335). This heightens the drama and
the tutti transition from a fragmented texture to a condensed one. On its third
occurrence (bars 339–342), the fanfare appears in an arpeggio motive as at the
opening (see bars 7 and 13). We should also note the restoration of the characteristics of other motives, such as the gestural fifth-motive (subject D) before
the fourth occurrence of the fanfare motive (bar 350). The fourth occurrence of
the fanfare is emphasized with more brass instruments (horns and trombone).
The FINALE makes reference to each of the six subjects in some way before
the work concludes (if not in their original form, then as a reference to some of
their features). In bar 355, the Stretto section begins; initially, the texture here
seems to be a recapitulation of subject F, but the pitches are derived from the
hexachords of the lyrical subject (subject C). This is an example of how the material elements come together toward the end of the work and how their var-
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ious parameters change (pitches, rhythm, harmony). The arching descending
and ascending scale in the full orchestra represents a simplification of gestures
and a move toward greater coherence, i.e., unison. Although the dramaturgical
unison is actually attained before the climax (bar 321), the unison of rhythm
and musical material does not emerge until the Climax section.
In bar 358, we find a modulation in which the fanfare subject (A) appears
a whole tone higher than in its original guise (A5); according to the structural chart, this is followed by a section titled Cascade II (bars 359–361). Here,
the dramatic harmony echoes the late romantic style of Wagner in scale passages on the strings, and the texture continues to simplify. The scale employed
in the Cascade II section is based on the first transition scale (“scale I”; cf. the
scale between EXPO I and EXPO II, bar 54). The harmonies are derived from a
G-spectral harmony as shown under Cadenza in the harmony chart (Lindberg
2003a). This passage may be taken as a transition toward a musical saturation
point or temporal unison.
The CODA (or Slow III) section begins in bar 362, where chords containing major thirds are gradually piled up on a strong E pitch in the low register
(A flat and C; F and A). In bar 364, the bass note drops by a tritone, from E to B
flat, on top of which chords containing thirds are similarly piled up. This chord
with a B-flat root is based on the hexachords of subject F. In the sketches (Lind
berg 2003c and 2003d), we find the heading “Cadenza II” linked to the subject
F. This vertical combination of thirds may also be found in the allusion passage in the SLOW I section in the slow movement, the “veil chord” (Lindberg’s
term; see Sosa 2005, 67). In the CODA, earlier sections resembling one another (such as SLOW and Slow III, or Cascades I and II) merge into one another,
leading to a synthesis of elements or temporal unison, which may be considered a musical saturation point as illustrated in Example 5.5.A. The music materials (gestures, harmonies, rhythms) also come together in a material unison
in the chords built on E and B-flat. The actant has the final word, as the work
concludes with the latter half of the fanfare subject (A). This may also be taken as an indication of the significance of motivic technique in Lindberg’s compositional style.
Based on all of the above, we may conclude that in the shaping of the dramaturgical form of Feria the “unison dramaturgy” is of particular importance; it
links the musical elements at various parameter levels over the course of the
narrative, creating powerful processes of tension and release, which in fact is
the telos of Feria. Parallel to this, we found how important the use of tonal references is in the dramaturgy of this post-serial work. In addition to the Big Melo-
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dy on the horns in PROC III and its conclusion in D-flat major, tonal references
occur in the allusion passage in the slow movement, albeit with a different narrative functions. Whereas the tonal elements in PROC III seem to emerge from
within the work, from its own materials, and to build the tension in the music
toward its climax, in the allusion passage they seem to arrest the narrative and
appear to be extraneous. Moreover, the tonal references in the allusion passage
do not contribute to the unison dramaturgy of the work. Temporal organization also plays an important role in the musical process running through Feria.
The tempo shift from fast to slow incorporated into the last movement reflects
the synthesis-like treatment of musical time in the work as a whole. A marked
slowing down of tempo, which occurs three times in Feria (SLOW, Slow II, and
Slow III), marks a significant point in the dramaturgy and narrative. In particular, the D-flat major concluding PROC III and the Slow III (CODA) section
that concludes the work help shape an arch-like musical process and unity of
form that may be described as “temporal unison.”

5.6 Exceptional middle section in Feria:
Monteverdi quotation and “curtain harmony”
I discussed the overall form of Feria above in sections 5.2 and 5.5, noting that
a slow movement is a rare occurrence in Lindberg’s works. The slow section of
Feria includes external material, specifically an extract from Lamento d’Arianna by Monteverdi (Lasciatemi morire).140 This middle section of Feria is exceptional in Lindberg’s output, both musically and aesthetically. However, this is
not the first instance of a quotation in his work. His earliest success, ...de Tartuffe, je crois (1981), contains a number of quotations, and Corrente includes a
quotation from Purcell. In a brief comment in the score of Feria, the composer remarked:
The mainly slower-paced central section reaches a point of focus which may
be recognized as a chord progression from Monteverdi’s Lasciatemi morire
(Lament of Arianna). The allusion grew naturally out of the work’s material during the process of composition, rather as if when viewing an essentially

140 Lamento d’Arianna was part of Monteverdi’s second opera, L’Arianna (or Ariadne). The
opera is now lost, but fortunately the composer had published the lament independently, first
turning it into a five-voice madrigal and then making of it a monody. It is the madrigal that
is used for comparison here.
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abstract painting a recognizable human face can suddenly appear. (Lindberg
1999: title page of the score).

Lindberg uses the word allusion to refer to the emergence of the external
material in the composition. Lauri Otonkoski (1991: 183) writes that “an allusion is a reference to an earlier but identifiable stylistic environment.” Technically, the difference between a quotation and an allusion is that a quotation is
an extract from another work lifted “word for word,” while “an allusion is a reference by compositional means to a style or an individual work known to the
listener without actually quoting from an existing work” (ibid.).
Feria features a direct quotation from Monteverdi’s Lamento d’Arianna in
bars 183–192 (Example 5.6.A), followed by harmonic elements derived from Section B in the Lamento (bars 9–22; see Example 5.6.H) in bars 193–209 (Example 5.6.F). The Slow section is a chorale-like slow movement that reflects the
basic mood of the Lamento. While the opening quotation is a direct one, the following passage (bars 193–209) is more of an allusion. On the whole, it is difficult to decide whether to call the entire section an allusion or a quotation, but
in terms of texture it may certainly be described as a quotation-oriented section.
Listening to Feria, it is somewhat difficult to discern where exactly the
Monteverdi quotation begins (see Example 5.6.A), even though the melody is
quoted exactly. This is because of the texture in which the melody is embedded.
The strings play in a heavy chordal texture, and the instruments which are not
playing the actual quotation do not support its harmony or otherwise contribute to it, which means that the tonality of the quotation is obscured. The quotation begins in bar 183 and ends in bar 193 and comprises the opening phrase of
Lamento d’Arianna up to the first cadence (see Example 5.6.B). After bar 193,
the harmony of the quotation is subjected to development.
Example 5.6.B shows the opening of Lamento d’Arianna, which I here call
Section A. As noted above, this appears note-for-note as in Monteverdi’s madrigal in bars 183–192 in Feria’s central movement. However, there is a complicated development process going on between the quotation and its context, with
features both supporting and disrupting the quotation material. We may illustrate this visually as follows.
Example 5.6.C shows that the quotation appears in D minor, and, consistent with its original five-voice guise, it is presented in the middle voices (in the
C3 and C4 octaves). Lindberg gives the quotation mainly to the brass – trumpets, horns, and first trombone except for the first two bars, which are given to
woodwinds and viola (bars 183–185). Beneath, the second and third trombones
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Example 5.6.A p. 1/2 (see Appendix p. 274 for page 2/2 ): The Monteverdi quotation in Feria, bars 184–196 (Lindberg 1999: 38–39). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey &
Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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Example 5.6.B. Lasciatemi morire from Lamento d’Arianna for five voices by Claudio
Monteverdi, bars 1–8, Section A (Monteverdi: 1926 [1999]). © With kind permission
of Universal Edition A.G., Wien. Gian Francesco Malipiero “Il sesto libro de Madrigali,
Lamento d’Arianna|für 5 Stimmen“.
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Example 5.6.C: Occurrence of the Monteverdi quotation in Feria. The descending upper arrow refers to the upper register of the harmony featuring the violins. The central
arrow is the quotation. The lower narrow moving upwards refers to the lower register, featuring cello and double bass.

and tuba play a long diminished chord on B. The harmony in the strings, on
the other hand, seems independent and separate, with no tonal relation to the
quotation: the minor sixths in the first and second violins descend by degrees,
while those of the cellos and basses ascend. The violas and woodwinds play a
cluster in the C3 and C4 octaves, the same register in which the quotation is
played, and end up on a chord that combines D major and D minor (bars 190–
191). Lindberg says that this is not a tonal chord, but “sort of the intersection
of two lines” (Lindberg 2003f). Lindberg also insists that the Monteverdi quotation is like a “hallucination” in this texture, veiled by the harmonic field in
the strings:
It’s a “hallucination.” Suddenly this hallucination appears. It’s an abstract
painting, and suddenly you see the portrait of a person in there. You think, “is
this real?” and the orchestration there is like a curtain in front of it. A heavy
curtain, a string field. It’s like looking through a curtain and seeing this Monteverdi chorale, orchestrated in a very strange register. (Ibid.)

Lindberg remarks that the Monteverdi quotation came to be included in the
piece because the harmonies of the Lamento began to emerge as he worked on
the harmony chart. His intention was not to include the quotation “exposed,”
i.e., readily identifiable, but to embed a tonal element in the sound field that
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could be identified as Monteverdi’s theme, the “portrait of a person.” This description by the composer evokes a programmatic element.
The “curtain” that Lindberg mentions refers to the sequence of harmonies played by the strings. The sequence is based on a four-pitch chord containing a major third and a perfect fourth (see Example 5.6.D). Initially based
on the pitch B, the entire harmony shifts in a way that creates an intriguing
dynamic effect. From bar 186, the string instrument groups begin to change
pitches at different rates, forming a complex pattern (see Example 5.6.A).
These shifts may be classified into three groups: 1) the upper divisi of the
first and second violins plus the double basses; 2) the lower divisi of the first
and second violins plus the cellos; 3) the violas. In schematic form, the progression looks like this:

Example 5.6.D: Harmonic progression of the “curtain” harmony over the Monteverdi quotation at bars 183–193 in Feria. © Copyright 1997 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd

Example 5.6.D clearly illustrates that the harmonic progression in the
strings is deliberately designed, not randomly conceived. Lindberg (2003f) observes that “where it ends up was known to begin with.” In bars 186 and 187,
the upper divisi of the first and second violins descend by a minor second, while
the lower divisi of the first and second violins descend by a major second in the
next bar, and this imitative motion continues on a regular basis (Example 5.6.A,
bars 186–188). The cellos and double basses mirror the progression. The string
texture thus shows that at the surface level the passage was designed using
harmonic counterpoint between groups of instruments.
The properties of the material used in this passage – chromaticism, counterpoint, narrowing of harmonic space – recall György Ligeti’s micropolypho-
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ny.141 In his Chamber Concerto for 13 Instruments (Ligeti 1974: 34–81), there
is a field in the second movement that expands chromatically in the C4 octave
(bars 13–24) and then contracts (bars 24–31). From bar 40 in the same movement, the entire field moves downwards, but there are no shifting sustained
chords as in Feria; instead, the field consists of repeated rapid figures or phrases that form a network and resemble the gestural notions in Feria.
“Temporal unison” refers to material piling up and tension increasing as
the tempo slows down; these are clearly identifiable in the structural scheme of
Feria (see section 5.4). Temporal unison also applies to the musical arc in Feria,
implying that the slow section following the expositions must contain musical
saturation and a high degree of tension, which in fact the texture of the section
bears out, but the problem is the appearance of an external element – the quotation, which creates a second dimension in the texture, as it were. This external element seems to complicate the organizing of the section and the logical
progression of the music; in other words, the quotation interrupts the musical
process in Feria.
The composer’s structural schematics show that the Monteverdi quotation
in the slow section was an essential feature in writing Feria.
That by chance in an abstract, non-tonal harmony like this you may suddenly find by association that something reveals a silhouette of a human face or a
concrete landscape or something [a tonal element]. When something like that
appears, I bring it out. But at the same time I create the context from which it
is brought out. Because it doesn’t... it’s not referred to anywhere else. It’s just
once. It’s like this. (Lindberg 2003f: 116.)

The “silhouette,” i.e., the Monteverdi quotation, appears together with the
curtain harmony on the strings, but if we take a closer look at the Slow section,
we find that Lindberg’s use of the quotation cannot be explained simply by the
passage in which it is embedded; Lindberg also leverages the properties of the
Lamento, embedding them into other elements in the texture. After the Monteverdi cadence leads to the D-major cadence in bar 192, the Slow section continues from bar 193 to bar 208. Although the composer himself has not commented
on this, it is obvious that in bars 193–208 he did not quote the melody of the

141 Micropolyphony means a “static or slowly changing texture type where the overall
shape, colour, sonority and space are of principal importance but which nevertheless is often precisely planned and rich in detail” (Griffiths 1981: 283). Finnish researchers call this
term a field technique.
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Example 5.6.E: Harmonic rhythm in Feria, bars 193–197.

Lamento, but instead used harmonic elements from Section B of that piece (see
Example 5.6.F) in condensed or modified form.
The texture of the harmonic development is very similar to that of the previous occurrence. The brass continue to play a tonal-sounding chorale. We may
perceive that the tonal center in the brass shifts from D to A between bars 193
and 200, while the strings again trace a mirrored movement – violins down, basses up – until bar 197, from which point the dense harmony gradually dissipates.
Although the texture here seems to be simply a continuation of the quotation passage (bars 183–193), there are certain quite different elements at a
deeper level that may be seen as development of the material. The brass harmony in bars 192–202 is not a direct quotation from the Monteverdi piece; it
is a combination of the principal chords from Section B of the Lamento forming a harmonic sequence. The principal tension-creating elements and pitches are as follows:
bar 193: A/Bb repetition on 3rd trumpet and triplets on trombones
bar 194: F/C fourth on horns, both stopped and open
bars 194–196: brass chords (E minor, D minor and first-inversion A minor)
bar 197: minor third repetition on clarinet and cor anglais
bars 197–200: brass harmony shifts to A major
bars 200–202: low harmonic progression on horns from tonic to dominant
in A major
The above are clear references to the harmonic properties of the Monteverdi quotation, reflected in the structure and in how the harmony in Lindberg’s
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Example 5.6.F: Chords from Monteverdi’s Lamento d’Arianna, bars 9–26, used in Lindberg’s Feria. Gian Francesco Malipiero “Il sesto libro de Madrigali, Lamento d’Arianna|für 5 Stimmen“. © With kind permission of Universal Edition A.G., Wien.

passage is derived from the context of the quotation. The following schematic
of Section B of Monteverdi’s Lamento d’Arianna illustrates which harmonies
from it are used:
In Example 5.6.F, we see that the melody in the Lamento ascends continuously, creating tension. Bars 9–26 contain a harmonic sequence, in bar 19 transposed from D major (or minor) to A major (or minor). The pitches in the framed
bars marked with ordinary noteheads are incorporated into the quotation passage in Feria. First, we may note that the pitches taken from the rising melodic line (on the top staff) ascend stepwise and are important in their respective
chords. For instance, in bars 20–26, the melodic line rises stepwise from E to
B, and the pitches E, F, G, A and B are incorporated into the horn harmonies
in bars 200–203 in Feria (see Example 5.6.G).
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Example 5.6.G: Harmonic development of the Monteverdi quotation in Feria, bars 197–
208. © Copyright 1997 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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To look at this harmonic development another way, these chords are important because they epitomize the chromaticism of the Monteverdi piece and
highlight the alternation of major and minor. In functional harmony terms, the
harmonic progression in bars 9–16 of the Lamento may be analyzed thus: first, a
melody in G minor modulates in bar 11 to D minor, although the chord there is
D major. In bar 11, the melody modulates through the subdominant (G minor)
to the third-degree subdominant parallel (F major). The character of the harmony shifts between D major and D minor, and from bar 13 the harmony progresses through the second degree of D minor (E-minor seventh) to the dominant, A
major (for more detail, see Example 5.6.H). From bar 19 in the Lamento there
is a transition from D minor to A minor, a harmonic sequence.
Bars 203–208 in Feria (see Example 5.6.G) feature an echo of the quotation, played by the brass (bars 203–204) followed by the violins and violas (bars
206–208). The brass harmony is located in the C1, C2, and C3 octaves and progresses from A major through D minor and G minor back to A major, the dominant of D minor (the progression being dominant-tonic-subdominant-dominant).
At the end of this passage, the violins play the third bar from the beginning of
the Lamento in a high register; here, the texture is thinner and the harmony
is translucent.
Although Lindberg stated that the Monteverdi harmonies emerged of their
own accord when he was planning the materials for the work, the way in which
he refers to these harmonies and weaves them into the texture shows that he
had decided in the course of the compositional process to embed the Monteverdi quotation and allusion in the texture so as to make them not immediately apparent.
The way I built it up was to look at the chorale or the Lamento and to open up
the harmony from there. The idea was that [the Lamento] would flow in the
background, as is. I can describe the solution I actually ended up with, but at
one point I envisioned the end of the piece so that when it [=Feria] ends, you
could hear the Lamento “in the corridor [metaphorically]” pure and unadulterated, external. But that would’ve been too obvious. An obvious solution. But it’s
sort of fascinating to have it running along in there. (Lindberg 2003f: 118–119.)

The quotation technique used in Feria, “like a familiar face emerging,” is
related to the collage technique of the 1960s and 1970s in the sense that the
“familiar face” is a historically known one and the audience is capable of perceiving a familiar tonal element in the dense, post-tonal harmonic texture. The
way the quotation is used in Feria shows the contrast between past and pres-
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Gian Francesco Malipiero “Il sesto libro de Madrigali, Lamento d’Arianna|für 5 Stimmen“. © With kind permission of Universal Edition A.G., Wien.
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Example 5.6.H: Lasciatemi morire from Lament D’Arianna for five voices by Claudio
Monteverdi, bars 9–34, section B (Monteverdi: 1926 [1999]). Gian Francesco Mali
piero “Il sesto libro de Madrigali, Lamento d’Arianna|für 5 Stimmen“© With kind permission of Universal Edition A.G., Wien.
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ent, and Lindberg’s harmonic development refers to the past. Lindberg stressed
that “if the orchestration, register and voice leading are not original, then it’s
not post-modernist” (Lindberg 2003f: 117). While we may regard the Monteverdi quotation as a bridge linking the present to the past, we may also regard
it as a structural bridge within the work linking the expositions to the finale;
however, this disrupts the narrative process. The quotation is an essential part
of the composition, merged with the other material in both dramaturgical and
harmonic terms. This was obviously planned and intentional on Lindberg’s part.
The key feature of how the quotation is used in Feria is that the chromatic nature of the quoted material is organically linked to the context and
to Lindberg’s own harmonic thinking. Griffiths (1981: 206–207) observes that
a collage composer emphasizes the unconventional contrast between the quotation and its context by deliberately placing the quotation in a non-identical context.
Therefore, from the dramaturgical perspective we may identify the following points in the Slow section that are interesting for the overall shape of the
work: 1) the static character of the music and the external elements disrupt
the musical process (narrativity); 2) a new dimension different from the other sections has been added (tonality); and 3) regarding the topos of the music,
the Lamento interrupts the narration and questions the programmatic nature
of the work’s title. However, we can interpret the Lamento even further. What
does Monteverdi’s Lamento mean in Feria? It certainly suits Lindberg’s Aristotelian dramaturgy. The Lamento interrupts the narration in the same way
as an aria interrupts a Baroque opera. The Lamento (= death) can be the opposite of Feria (=life). The Lamento is a black canvas on which a bright festival or fair appears.

5.7 Conclusion of Dramaturgical Structure in Feria
The above analysis shows that, in assessing the creation of the dramaturgical
form of Feria, it is important to focus on “unison dramaturgy,” which interlinks
various musical elements at the level of parameter building and generates a
tension–relaxation process in the flow of the narrative. The term “unison dramaturgy” refers here to Lindberg’s musical stylistic features, which are apparent
in the tension of musical elements at the climax of Feria and resolve themselves
into a unison structure or unison texture, a convergence of tonal or rhythmic elements. Also, the temporal organization in Feria’s musical process is remarkable. The tempo change from fast to slow in the final section represents the
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synthetic threads of musical time in the entire work through the overall structural framework.
Another important formal feature in Feria is Lindberg’s use of quotation
and allusion. As noted in the above analysis, what is significant for the dramaturgy in the use of the Monteverdi quotation in Feria’s middle section is that
it interrupts the narrative and musical process of the work, because a tonal element is introduced into an otherwise atonal texture. The texture here, in the
style of a chorale-like allusion in which the functional harmony of the cadence
from the Lamento is embedded, also reflects Lindberg’s new concept of harmonic layering. Although multiple levels of rhythmic and harmonic organization occur in the deep structure in Lindberg’s other works, manifesting themselves as
polyrhythms and complex harmonic sequences, the allusion passage in Feria
reveals a new harmonic approach whereby the external motive and the tonal
context imported by the allusion highlights another dimension in the deep structure. Lindberg observed (2006: 86) that, after Aura, counterpoint acquired increasing importance in his work: “Whereas my music used to be heterophonic
and homophonic – or rather a combination of the two – I am now increasingly
thinking melodically.”
One of the methodological components of this study is the concept of narrativity, which we may use to analyze the musical process in Feria from the listener’s point of view. The three musical dimensions defined by Tarasti may be
used to interpret the organization and syntagmatic continuum of the music (see
section 2.1). Of these three, we may particularly note the actorial, regarding
which the thematization of the subject in Feria is clear. The inner musical actor in Feria may be identified in the elements. The function of the fanfare element recalls a basic type of compositional principle known as “cyclic form”: like
Wagner and Berlioz, among other composers, Lindberg recalls earlier subjects
to create greater coherence between movements, an approach that eventually
leads to a programmatic impact. Feria as a whole and the fanfare for its part are
inextricably linked in referential content. I therefore conclude that the structure of Feria is an ABA’ process form. The ABA form is, narratively speaking,
one that starts off from situation A, goes on a journey to B and then returns to
the initial situation, where something has changed (A’). The recurrence of the
opening gesture, the fanfare, in Feria shows precisely this kind of narrative trajectory. At the culmination, the fanfare returns in a situation that is similar to
yet, different from, the opening situation.
The telos of Feria begins to emerge in bar 321, where we find a D-flat major triad. In narrative terms, this is the outcome of the process (dynamism) of
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the music. I regard this triad as the resolution of the conflict, the climax of the
drama in Aristotelian terms. The use of tonal harmony at the dramaturgical
culmination points to a new approach in Lindberg’s musical development beginning in 2000, namely, neo-tonality. Although in the present analysis I refer to
this triad as a “harmonic unison,” I would also like to stress yet again that the
telos is a synthesis of the entire work, coalescing a complexity of materials into a simple, grand mass. Lindberg’s formal conception, narrative continuity,142
is particularly apparent in this dramaturgical cohesion.

142 Lindberg had an interest in narrative in music at the time, noting that “I like a work
to have a direction, a development, an evolution between the beginning and the end” (Szendy 1993a: 12). For more on this, see section 3.2.
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6. The Symphonic Triptych:
Cantigas

6.1 The Form of Cantigas
Cantigas for large orchestra was composed in 1999.143 It is the third part of the
Symphonic Triptych, the other two parts being Feria and Parada (2001). The titles
suggest a Mediterranean origin with Spanish and Italian flavors.144 It is tempting to believe that the title Cantigas originated in the character of the opening
theme: a simple, lyrical melody and a mystical atmosphere featuring the oboe
or an impression of an energetic and dramatic sound scheme of the entire work.
As discussed in previous sections, by the end of the 1980s Lindberg was seeking a new harmonic language in his trilogy: Kinetics (1988–89), Marea (1989–
90), and Joy (1989–90). A chronological observation revealed that the composer
was aware of the problems that arose in this trilogy, and subsequently, he created the extended chaconne principle as the foundation of these works (see an
elaboration in section 3.2). Ten years after the trilogy, the composer attempted to employ a new formal structure based on single or multiple subjects or
themes. The question was not about motivic technique, but rather about “textuality” (in the dramaturgical and programmatic sense). Lindberg has said the
following about the work:
The main problem does not concern thematic material, but rather a likeness
or identity of textures. [For example,] Feria, the first part of the triptych, was
a clear attempt to thematize materials by way of a fanfare. A composer is able
to make identifications from ideas consisting of clear themes (Lindberg 2008).

This explanation shows that specific factors, as well as fragments based on
a motive used in the work, are not essential from the viewpoint of formal struc143 Cantigas was commissioned by the Cleveland Orchestra and was premiered by this
orchestra on April 1, 1999, under the baton of Christoph von Dohnányi, to whom the work
is dedicated (Nieminen 2006: 319). The duration of the piece is approximately 19 minutes.
144 “Cantigas draws its inspiration in part from the melodic artistry of the medieval troubadour tradition, particularly that of the Minnesingers and the Iberian song repertory as
hinted at by the Cantigas of the title. The medieval melody with the interval of the open fifth
appears in the beginning of the work” (Boosey & Hawkes 1999).
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ture, as opposed to texture, which is identified in some way and takes priority
over other details. In other words, the detailed parts or units serve the texture
into which the general driving force of the work is embedded and which can lead
to an impression of “processuality” (dynamics) typical of Lindberg’s music (see
sections 4.1 and 5.1). The texture that Lindberg identified, which can also be
regarded as a token from a semiotic viewpoint (Hatten 2004: 24), is not necessarily always exposed, but emerges at some point in a clearly emphasized way,
creating musical process. From the viewpoint of narrativity, this aspect brings
up the question of which dramaturgical method the composer is attempting to
impart to listeners; put another way, how does the composer manipulate the
listener’s personal reception of the work? Furthermore, it is interesting to observe which materials — texture in this case — the composer uses to construct
a composition in order to precipitate those phenomena.
From those points of view, the main purpose of analyzing Cantigas is to
chart the identified textures and explore significant musical events or gestures,
which help us to grasp the dramaturgical cohesion of the piece. It would also be
important, as a secondary issue, to explore what likeness or identities of texture
can be found among the three orchestral works in the Symphonic Triptych. Besides determining these identities, it would be meaningful to compare the differences in the dramaturgical connections among them. However, this entire
chapter 6 explores Cantigas, focusing solely on the structure and the musical
events of the opening and close of the work, for two reasons: 1) From a narrative viewpoint, namely telos, the opening and closing gestures are crucial for
understanding dramaturgical cohesion in Cantigas, although the music also offers a richness of detail and intriguing points for research. 2) The parameters of
this study do not permit me to discuss the entire work in detail. However, other chapters (including 4, 5, and 6) can address the issue with other topics and
subjects. Hence, this chapter will show the outcome of the experiment from the
viewpoint of the opening and the closing gestures (telos).
According to Lindberg (2002: 5), the structure of Cantigas is based on five
cycles of increasing and decreasing tempo, each of which consists of the eight
different (clear) identities. On the basis of the orchestral score, I construe the
composer’s decisions about the form of the work as follows: Figure 6.1.A. However, this is my interpretation completely. This is not dramaturgical structure,
but the form.
This figure shows the sections in boxes and the musical subjects by characters of the alphabet (A, B, C…). I have also named the sections (CYCLE I, CYCLE II, etc.), musical subjects (A1, B1, etc.), and musical events (placed beside
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Figure 6.1.A: The form of Cantigas.
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the names of the sections). The form of Cantigas is similar to “the Lindberg form”
of the first movement of Aura and also of Feria. Consequently, this figure and
description of Cantigas should also follow the figures of Aura (Figure 4.3.A in
section 4.3) and Feria (Figure 5.2.A in section 5.2) in the same way. However, I
have marked, for example, Cycle I and Cycle II as the first and second sections
of Cantigas instead of Expo I and Expo II, because of Lindberg’s idea of cyclicity (ibid.). Hence, the exposition sections (EXPO) are replaced by the name cycles (CYCLE I, II, III…).
Therefore, CYCLE I means the first cyclic section in Cantigas. Concurrently, PROC refers to the section of process such as a transition or bridge-like
section in the same way as in Aura and Feria. SLOW is a slow section in accordance with the name, and SOLO means that certain instruments (an oboe in
this work) play a solo. MACCHINA means a “machine-like” section in which a
rhythmic ostinato, which sounds like a machine, develops into a complex polyrhythm. There is a similar section in Aura. Oramo (2004: 14) points out that
we frequently hear the machine (Macchina) in Lindberg’s music in his early
works. This Macchina also occurs in works of the 1990s, such as Corrente and
Arena, and this section exemplifies Lindberg’s typical development, emphasizing
rhythmic range. For this reason, I ascribed the name MACCHINA to this section. There are seven musical subjects in Cantigas in all (A–C, transition, and
D–F), although Lindberg (2002) mentioned that there are eight subjects. The
subjects are marked in Figure 6.1.A in the same way as the composer marked
them in his drafts. There is a small harmonic section, namely, a transition between subjects C and D. Hence, Lindberg labels all subjects and transitions
with letters such as A–F. However, in Figure 6.1.A, I identified and named other matters related to characteristics of the work, for example, the names of sections, including Cycle, Solo, Proc, and Macchina, and instrumentation such as
Tutti and Chamber. I identified the names of the sections and musical events of
each section according to how the composer frequently marked analogous symbols in his drafts. For example, I entered the name Recapitulazione in Cycle V.
In this way, I have taken into account how the composer marked the symbols
referring to formal matters in his materials. The letter-number symbols, such
as A1-B1-C1, etc., refer to occurrences of the musical subjects, whereas the letter-number symbols of the process sections, such as PrA-PrB, refer to process
A and process B. In the score of Cantigas, it is clearly evident that there are always double bar lines and tempo markings between sections, which show the
occurrence of the subject in question. The order of subject occurrence does not
change at all at the end of the work. I stress that I made the decision to name
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these matters using the composer’s marking system, but I did not follow Lindberg’s comments completely.
According to Figure 6.1.A, attention is drawn to the tempo of Cycle I. The
notated tempo is ♩. = 63 (63 dotted quarter notes per minute) for subject A, and
♪ = 168 (168 eighth notes per minute) for subject B, and so on. Throughout the
work these subjects appear only in the tempo that is fixed for each. Hence, the
set tempos are repeated in the same way in every section from Cycle I through
Cycle V, excluding the climax and slow section that follow subject D in Cycle V.
The process section (PROC) is placed between Cycles III and IV. The process
section also seems like an ordinary cyclic section. However, the texture, which
is based on chamber orchestra instrumentation, gradually changes tempo from
the occurrence of subject D, which seems divergent from other Cycle sections.
For this reason, I regard this section as bridge-like, in other words, a process
section in Lindberg’s familiar manner. In the final stage of Cycle IV (bars 253–
255), there is a “closing gesture” after which a series of textures that differ from
the previous sections occurs in the tempo ♩ = 54 (54 quarter notes per minute).
Hence, I decided that the middle part of Cantigas, namely, the Slow-Macchina-Solo sections (from bar 262 to 439), occurs between Cycle IV and Cycle V.
Consequently, we can understand Cantigas as based on the temporally-repeated five-fold cyclic form with its remarkable totality and an ABA three-part form.

6.2 Opening Gesture as an Inner Actor
Cantigas opens lyrically with an oboe solo (see Example 6.2.A). The tone color
is an essential part of the opening gesture. The nasal, mythical, archaic flavor
of this sound represents the title of this work. This probably is an actant in the
narrative sense. The word cantiga means a medieval monophonic song written
in the medieval Galician language.145 Medieval cantigas were composed and
sung in a cultural space in which the art of Galician-Portuguese troubadours
flourished (see the URL of Galician-Portuguese Medieval Songs online database in Bibliography).
The opening gesture consists of the leap of an open fifth, which Lindberg
has used to create a theme for the work based on twelve-tone harmony, there-

145 For example, the Cantigas de Santa Maria is one of the largest collections of religious
solo songs (420 of them), written during the reign of Alfonso X El Sabio in the thirteenth
century (ibid.; see also Fontes 2000).
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by imparting a basic musical character. The order of the opening notes is as follows: F, C, B-flat, A-flat, D-flat, E-flat.

Example 6.2.A: The opening gesture of Cantigas, Harmony A “Lyric,” bars 1–7. © Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg 2001b: 1)

If we look at the theme closely, we see only six tones. I propose that these
six notes are based on a certain hexachord. We can see that the three notes of
the first half form one unit, and that the latter three form another unit. As for
the duration of each unit, it is clear that the duration of the latter unit is shorter than the first. Hence, the unit itself becomes diminished, or, put another
way, the speed gradually increases. The relation of the first unit to the second
is four to three, which the composer employs as a fundamental principle of his
cyclic form in the temporal range in Cantigas. We will examine this temporal
principle later in more detail.
From Example 6.2.A, we can deduce that the theme is based on a series of
open fifths. The second note, c2 is the upper fifth of the first note, f1. The third
note, b-flat, is taken from the lower fifth interval of the first note. The following figure, 6.2.B, clearly shows that the series of open fifth intervals continues
in a way that a-flat1 makes a loop to the lower fifth interval d-flat,1 then jumps
to the perfect ninth, e-flat,2 which is the perfect fifth of a-flat.1

Figure 6.2.B: The series of perfect fifths in of the lyric theme of Cantigas, bars 1–8.

We also recognize that in comparison with the first unit of the theme, the
second unit is the inversion of the first. The tonal movement of the first unit
refers to up (c2) - down (b-flat) motion. However, the second unit shows a counter movement: down (d-flat2) - up (e-flat2). The theme would seem to be based
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on a twelve-tone row, and the manner of its occurrence — specifically, inversion — reminds us of certain serial techniques. Taking into account that Lindberg’s compositional technique was based on serialism in his early phase, it is
noteworthy that the composer dared to use a series of perfect fifths — forbidden
in a serial work — in the very opening gesture of Cantigas. However, the use
of the perfect fifth as a musical ploy in Lindberg’s output was not new at all: it
had appeared in his Quintet dell’estate (1984) as a tonal quotation. The interval is also heard in several works of the 1990s because by that decade Lindberg
had become free of the dogma of post-serialism. However, observing the pitch
space of the theme in detail from the following harmony chart (see Facsimile
6.2.C) drafted by Lindberg, we find a basic twelve-tone row (circled in Facsimile 6.2.C) as the lyric theme. However, these tones occur in a different order in
the lyric melody. The notes of the first unit (f, c2, and b-flat) are taken from the
first, third, and fifth notes of the basic twelve-tone row, presenting an exception to Lindberg’s principle.

Facsimile 6.2.C: Subject A from the harmony chart of Cantigas (Lindberg 2005a). ©
With kind permission of Magnus Lindberg.
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Considering the main function of the lyric theme, I believe that this theme
is the main factor that defines all structural and dramaturgical cohesion in the
work. This function reminds me of the opening of the Ninth Symphony by Gustav Mahler, an introduction that shows essential elements in the first movement’s structure (see, for example, Lewis 1984). In Cantigas, attention is drawn
to this lyric opening gesture because Lindberg mentioned that the three works
of the Symphonic Triptych are identical at the level of the materials, for example, in the same manner as the fanfare of Feria. According to Lindberg, the title of Feria seems natural by reason of this fanfare (Sosa 2006: 43–44).
Is it plausible that the lyric character and intervallic structure of the perfect fifth in the opening gesture, which hints at a medieval minnesinger or troubadour, provided inspiration for the title? Does the title refer to some content in
the piece besides this opening gesture? Some composers allocate titles to works
only when a piece has been completed, while others start composing once the
title has been decided. For example, the Japanese composer Toru Takemitsu
(2008: 202) draws inspiration from a word, after which he begins to compose.
It is clear that Lindberg used the title Cantigas when the first subject, the lyric theme, had been completed. The same thing happened with the fanfare of
Feria (Lindberg 2003f).146 It is clear that the characteristics of the opening gesture of the Symphonic Triptych instill a strong individuality that unifies the
work. The opening gesture is thus an essential element for understanding the
work’s dramaturgical cohesion.
Lindberg has preserved his drafts and materials for his works in his personal archive and has also placed these materials in the archives of Music Finland.147 There is a total of ten sheets on A2-size paper used as drafts for Cantigas,
including the harmony and rhythm charts and memos about the form of the
work. Facsimile 6.2.D shows one of Lindberg’s drafts in which he created the
basic rhythmic figures of the subjects. Letters A and B are circled, on the right
of which certain rhythmic figures for subjects A and B are delineated. There
is also text, such as Das Lied and Jeux on the lower right of letter A. Das Lied
probably refers to Gustav Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde because to the right
of Das Lied, there are rhythmic figures without pitch that seem to correspond
146 Lindberg mentioned that the title of Feria flashed across his mind just as he completed the opening fanfare.
147 “Music Finland promotes awareness and the success of Finnish music at home and
abroad” (see Music Finland 2018 in website). Music Finland has a large collection of archives,
including manuscripts of Finnish composers, drafts of their works, and various publications
about Finnish music generally.
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Facsimile 6.2.D: The draft of subjects A and B from Lindberg’s rhythm chart (Lindberg
2005c). © With kind permission of Magnus Lindberg.

to Mahler’s opening motive featured on the horn in bars 1 to 5 in the first movement (Mahler 1962: 3; see Example 6.2.E), although this figure’s note value differs from the original motive. The name Das Lied is also marked in the draft of
subject D (see Example 6.3.K: Harmony D).)

Example 6.2.E: The horn motive at bars 1–5 in the first movement of Das Lied von
der Erde by Gustav Mahler (1962: 3). © Copyright 1962, 1990 by Universal Edition A.G.,
Wien and Universal Edition (London) Ltd., London.

This rhythmic figure in Das Lied von der Erde appears in Cantigas as a varied extension of the opening gesture, bars 9 to 19 (see Example 6.3.G). Jeux undoubtedly refers to Claude Debussy’s orchestral work. There is also the name
Iberia at the top of the right side of Facsimile 6.2.D. Iberia probably refers to
the second section of Images pour orchestre by Debussy, since a rhythmic figure
under the name resembles the opening rhythm of Debussy’s work. However, it
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is not clear why and at what stage Lindberg decided to use the rhythmic materials from these masterworks. In addition to Mahler’s Das Lied, the rhythmic
figures of Debussy’s Jeux and Images also appear in subject A; in other words,
Lindberg recalls Harmony A from bars 9–29 (see Example 6.3.G). The following
rhythmic chart (Facsimile 6.2.F) shows how the opening gesture rhythmically
develops and transforms. There are many rhythmic configurations that correspond to the original figures of Mahler and Debussy. However, all allusions and
quotations are not necessarily intentional or considered. There may well be a
situation in which a composer gives a name to some theme or figure because it
is associated with a certain melody or characteristic.

Facsimile 6.2.F: Lindberg’s draft of the rhythmic configuration of the opening gesture
of Cantigas (Lindberg 2005d). © With kind permission of Magnus Lindberg.

Hence, we are not able to recognize these materials as anything more than
an extension and development of the opening gesture of the lyric theme, which
has no relation to the musical contents of the works by Mahler and Debussy.
Moreover, these drafts (6.2.D and 6.2.F) interestingly indicate Lindberg’s method of creating the rhythmic range of the opening gesture.)
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From the viewpoint of dramaturgical and narrative cohesion, the lyric theme
of Cantigas’ opening gesture consists of a series of perfect fifths, a gesture that
plays a significant role by returning in the recapitulation at the beginning of
Cycle V at bar 440 (see Figure 6.1.A). Example 6.2.G shows the recapitulation,
marked recapitulazione in Figure 6.1.A.
At bar 440, the opening theme is the fanfare played by the brass section.
It gives an impression of the music of late romantic composers, like Richard
Strauss and Mahler. This gesture signals a new stage in the dramatic turning-point, reminiscent of a “restart or reset” of the musical flow. At that moment, the opening gesture shows the function of the inner actor by returning to
a place where the musical tension is high and the climax just beginning. This
behavior of the inner actor shows the engagement of the main theme in a Tarastian sense. After the return of the opening gesture, a scale-like accented figure
featured by the strings and brasses begins in bar 445 (see Example 6.2.G). This
accented scale, which I call “the Lindberg scale,” typically occurs at a transition or at a turning point in the next stage. After accelerated ascending scales
in the low registers of the cellos, double basses, and bassoons in bars 448–450,
a quick-changing dynamic texture in the brass and woodwind sections produces a sequence of rhythmically accented events. As a result of this process, massive rhythmic repetitions, which the composer calls a Bolero-like section, occurs
in the chaotic texture, beginning at bar 465. A culmination of this sequential
rhythmic configuration eventually leads to the work’s climax, the telos of Cantigas. We will return to this topic again later.

6.3 The Structure and Temporal Dimension
of the First Cycle
As discussed in previous sections, Lindberg’s construction of the material of
Cantigas is based on three stylistic features: the twelve-tone system, a spectral-like harmony, and gestural continuity, which is an energetic and rapidly-moving gesture. These elements, which show his new extended chaconne
principle, does not differ from his other works, as we explored in previous chapters and sections. The first feature, his twelve-tone row, was observed in the
analysis of Aura and Feria. The spectral-like harmony suggests that Lindberg
does not exactly use spectral or quarter tones in his work, but rather his harmonic structure is based on harmonic overtones with the aim being sonic color
or timbre. His chords, however, consist of overtones, and are used in equal temperament, thereby resulting in a harmony that is not exactly spectral. However,
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Example 6.2.G: The return of the opening gesture at the beginning of Cycle V at bar
440 in Cantigas. (Lindberg 2001b: 86–87.) © Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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in the 1980s, Lindberg was using this principle of overtones in equal temperament as an extended chaconne principle in which harmonic progress is made up
of the first tones in the overtone series. Although harmonic progression is important for Lindberg’s aesthetic thinking, timbre, that is tone color, is also an
essential stylistic feature.
The first cycle in Cantigas is crucial in the sense that it is the first exposition in which the original materials are presented. It is interesting to explore
how these materials are carried out and how gestural continuity, a highly characteristic texture for Lindberg, is initiated. The opening gesture and opening
section are important from the viewpoint of dramaturgy, given that a listener’s
expectation is at its highest point at the beginning of the work (Aho 1992: 265).
The previous analyses of Aura and Feria showed that the beginning of each of
these works has a significant role for dramaturgical cohesion. The occurrence of
the lyric main theme of Cantigas is clear from the opening bar to bar 29, which
comprise the work’s opening gesture. The seven-bar single tone theme featured
on the oboe is repeated three times, with changes in the original rhythm (cf. the
fanfare of Feria, which also is heard three times at the beginning of that work).
This lyric theme shows Lindberg’s skillful orchestration and a compositional technique that indicates the composer’s thinking within a twelve-tone harmonic structure, which has been employed in all of his works since the 1990s.
What we need to take notice of in the lyric theme is the display of the twelvetone technique. Example 6.3.G shows that, at the beginning of the lyric theme,
tones occur in the following order: F, C, B-flat, A-flat, D-flat, E-flat, E, B, F-sharp,
A, G, and D. The first six notes, f1, c2, b-flat, a-flat1, d-flat1, and e-flat2, appear as
two series of open fifths, as pointed out in previous sections (see Example 6.2.A).
After this lyric theme, the note e is featured in the basses at bar 10. Presumably, a similar series of perfect fifths from the previous two series continue as
follows: notes e, b, and a. However, the open fifth intervals of b¹ and f-sharp²,
featured in the flute, second clarinet, and first violin, occur at bar 12. The note
a² occurs at the end of the second occurrence of the theme at bar 15, featured in
clarinet and violin. However, this a2 makes a tritone with the note e-flat2. The
remaining twelve tones, g and d, do not appear in the third occurrence of the
theme apart from bar 24, in which the oboe and strings play a scale. The first
notes of this scale are g¹ and d¹, whereby the occurrence of all twelve tones has
been presented. Roughly speaking, this texture in the opening of the work implies that the pitch space consists of only perfect fifth and tritone intervals up
to measure 23, which is sounded very softly. However, when a scale occurs at
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Example 6.3.G [p. 198–200]: The opening of Cantigas, bars 1–24. © Copyright 1999
by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg 2001b: 1–3.)
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measure 24, the texture shows off a new element, which I call the “departure
gesture.” This scale’s rhythmic origin is Debussy’s Jeux (see Facsimile 6.2.D).
It is natural to think that the lyric theme, which is based on open fifth intervals, has a structural gap, which generally “creates a tendency toward filling in” (Meyer 1961: 134).148 Other intervals begin to fill in the series of perfect
fifths. In the opening of Cantigas, this departure gesture has the function of just
such a filling in. However, the structural gap in the lyric theme is not a filled-in
occurrence in the structure of the tonal system, but happens during the threefold repetitions of the theme. This phenomenon in the lyric melody, when it is
repeated and derived from the original theme (at bars 1–7), somewhat reminds
us of the principle of “speech melody and sčasování [rhythm]” of Leoš Janáček
(see Vainiomäki 2012: 241–276). However, Janáček’s compositional theory had
no influence on Lindberg. Rather we can regard this repeated design as a characteristic of Finno-Ugric folksong. It is curious that the theme has a Mediterranean flavor, but the structure of it implies a Finno-Ugric construct. However, I
stress that I avoid drawing a conclusion about these factors given the very short
section of the lyric theme, which is repeated only three times. This theme shows
several tonal and melodic features, which Lindberg denied several times in interviews (Lindberg 2003 and 2008); it also was the composer’s attempt to adapt
a series of open fifths based on a twelve-tone configuration of a melodic figure.
The scale-like departure gesture is a typical way of starting a fast section in
Lindberg’s works of the 1990s. This signals that “some action is beginning.” The
departure gesture often occurs after a slow section. After the departure gesture
at bar 24, we have the impression that a new fast section is beginning, while the
dynamic level with interactions between scales and harmonies increases. A fast
tempo, characteristic of Lindberg, also begins. The fast and rhythmically emphasized subject B (or material B, as Lindberg calls it) appears in bars 30–40
(see Example 6.3.H), making a contrast with the lyric gesture (the A subject).
The B subject here is symbolic of other B subjects in Lindberg’s works (cf. the B
subject of Feria). From the viewpoint of dynamics, the texture shows that the
dynamics increase from the single tones of the lyric melody to the full orchestra
of the B subject, in which a long crescendo takes place. In comparison with the
open fifths of the lyric theme, the structure of the B subject is based on “multiple minor thirds on top of one another” (Lindberg 2002: 5).

148 Meyer’s idea of “gap-fill melodies” (see also 1973: 145) – a structural (interval, rhythm,
melody) gap fill in – is a general tendency in tonal music.
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Example 6.3.H: B Subject of Cantigas, the “rhythmical gesture” at bars 30–43. © Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg 2001b: 4–5.)

After the B subject, a series of ascending scales featured on the strings begins at bar 44 (see Example 6.3.I). Lindberg (2002: 5) describes how “the harmony [of the C subject] here uses rather dense chords, and that the phrases are
very rapid, but ultimately stop on a long note, resulting in material that is itself based on contrast.” An impression given by the fast and long notes is that
of a mass of tones that gradually increase and develop to the next stage. However, in Lindberg’s rhythmic chart (Lindberg 2005c), the phrase “the Owl and
Pussycat” is marked beside a rhythmic figure with the C subject. This phrase
probably refers to a song of the same title by Stravinsky, although this remains
purely speculative.

Example 6.3.I: C Subject from Cantigas, “the ascending rapid gesture,” bars 44–50.
© Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg 2001b: 6–7.)
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From the ascending scales, the C subject (C harmony) gradually develops
into a repeating figure with descending scales (following Example 6.3.J). This
rapidly descending scale gradually changes into a whole-tone scale, which Lind
berg (2002: 5) calls “a transition.” However, the transition is very short – only
three bars long – during which the dynamic level continues to increase. However, the texture of the fast scales is suddenly interrupted by the D subject, which
comes next. Until now, we have observed that a characteristic difference between subjects (or harmonies, as Lindberg calls them) occurs in the structures
of pitch space, which start with open fifths (A subject), and moves through minor thirds (B), and tritones (C) to whole tones (Transition). This kind of changing pitch space refers to the narrative feature that shifts from a clear space to
a complex and conflicting space, emphasized by intersecting layers.

Example 6.3.J: The transition in Cantigas, the “whole-tone bridge,” bars 51–53. ©
Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg 2001b: 8.)

The D subject, featuring the strings, occurs at bar 54 (see Example 6.3.K).
Here, the texture has changed by shifting from a loud fp to mp, which indicates
that a new section is starting. With regard to the musical form, an important
detail is that a figure on the D subject, which consists of 16th notes occurring
in the manner of a four-part canon, resembles the opening motive of the first
movement of Das Lied von der Erde (see Example 6.2.E). In Mahler’s work, this
figure returns more clearly in the English horn in bars 206–211 (Mahler 1962:
23–24). Lindberg uses the rhythmic figure of this Mahlerian motive to emphasize the lyric theme (A subject). However, in addition to this rhythm, he also employs the pitches of the motive in the D subject. It is clear that Mahler’s
work has affected Lindberg and the compositional process of Cantigas in many
ways. Hence, I call the D subject “the open fifth and Das Lied” subject because
of this musical figure, which emphasizes open fifths. However, I call its abbreviation simply the “Das Lied fragment.” Consisting of 16th notes, this fragment
is a distinctive feature of the D subject in the latter part of Cantigas. Lindberg
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(2002: 5) has said that “there are many voices at work in this material [D subject], which very often incorporates four layers of counterpoint.”

Example 6.3.K: D subject of Cantigas, “the open fifth and Das Lied fragment,” bars
54–60. © Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg

2001b: 8–9.)
The D subject is notable in the first exposition of Cantigas (Circle I in Figure 6.1.A) as the fastest temporal feature of all the subjects. The texture changes come to a culminating point during the E and F subjects. These two subjects
are short in comparison with other subjects, which is typical of other Lindberg
works. Two subjects are linked in order to maintain musical continuity. According to Lindberg (2002: 5), the E subject (see Example 6.3.L) is “full of pattern-like
repetition.” The last F subject is “a kind of polyrhythmic bouncing of a triplet
against a quadruplet: It has a very strong cadenza-like feel” (ibid.). However, I
call the E subject “the ostinato of a scale,” and the F subject “the polyrhythm”
(see Example 6.3.M) in which this ‘cadenza-like feel’ occurs.” After that, we are
back again at the A subject; the beginning of the circle, in other words, the next
exposition, which is called Circle II (see Figure 6.1.A).

Example 6.3.L: The E subject from Cantigas, “the ostinato of a scale,” bars 61–63. ©
Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg 2001b: 10.)

The functional characteristics of all the subjects in Circle I, the first exposition of the work, shows that the A subject, the lyric theme, is the main theme
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Example 6.3.M: The F subject from Cantigas, “polyrhythm,” bars 64–65. © Copyright
1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd. (Lindberg 2001b: 10–11.)

of Cantigas, and occurs repeatedly in dramaturgically-emphasized sections with
its distinctive open fifths. The B and C subjects are a continuation of the lyric theme, which makes a long dynamic expansion, and maintains the musical
continuity. After these events, the texture is suddenly changed by the striking
rhythmically and dynamically accentuated features of the D subject. This textural function of the D subject can be recognized in other cyclic sections (Cycle
II, III, and IV), although these features include thematic and rhythmic figures
and phrasings that are not the same as in the original D subject of the first cycle,
marked by D1 in Figure 6.1.A. Subjects E and F have the function of a cadenza and a bridge to the next section. Consequently, the subjects do not maintain
themselves in figural, thematic, or rhythmic structures during the cycling process, but are textures of subjects characterized by distinctive signs occurring in
each cycle section. This does not imply thematic handling, but rather the idea
of the uniformity of texture.
After listening to this cycle section (Cycle I), one may well have the impression that the A and D subjects are distinctive and important in all materials, as they seem to have the function of the first and second themes of sonata
form. However, from the viewpoint of Tarastian narrativity, the A and D subjects do not work as the main themes of sonata form, but rather as certain small
engagement and disengagement structures, which are defined in the narrative
discourse. However, the idea of engagement and disengagement belongs to the
juxtaposition of the first and second themes, of tonic and dominant harmonies,
and of tension and release functions in tonal music (Tarasti 1994: 75). In this
sense, the lyric theme (A subject) and the Das Lied fragment (D subject) only
make a characteristic juxtaposition between the slow, lyric character and the
fast, energetic character, which refers to the changing process. This change exemplifies a new spatial arrival in the sense of narrativity. On the other hand,
these two subjects belong to one group because they make a coherent continuity. To be precise, structurally they have open fifths in common. Hence, we can
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regard the D subject as an extension of the A subject. The thematic and harmonic juxtaposition based on the norm of tonality does not take place in this
cyclic section.
On closer examination of these musical events, we can understand more
about Lindberg’s very strict compositional style in which he accurately defines, in addition to pitch space, the temporal characteristics of all subjects.
The consideration of the temporal structure – with the question of how the
temporal organizations are defined in this work, and why the cycle section repeats five times, keeping the same temporal properties – provides an opportunity for understanding Lindberg’s central approach. These questions bring us
back to his compositional method, based on mathematics, whose theoretical
basis was laid in the 1980s and experimented with. Lindberg’s strict compositional style reminds especially of the handling of rhythmic organization in his
breakthrough work Kraft (1985),149 which has remained an example of a strict
structural concept in form that has been heard in every subsequent work of
his since the 1990s. Thus, the central parameter of Cantigas is based on the
temporal organization that was first employed in Kraft. We suspect that Lindberg’s aesthetic and dramaturgical thinking also emerged through the temporal dimension of the work.
Concerning this issue, Esa-Pekka Salonen commented on Cantigas, pointing out the work’s temporal feature. He recorded the composition with the Philharmonia Orchestra for the first time.
Perhaps the most difficult of his compositions is Cantigas – it’s so damn difficult: it is difficult to play, and also difficult to conduct because there are several tempo-modulations, but even so, the more I read the score, the more I can
grasp his intention. (Esa-Pekka Salonen in Stenius 2006: 156)

The tempo modulations that Salonen spoke of are the results of Lindberg’s
long-term contemplations, evident in the drafts and memos used in composing
Cantigas. More material references were used for that composition than for any
other in the 1990s. There are three, A2-size pages of rhythmic charts that bear
witness to the composer’s deliberate plans and designs for the relationship between the work’s different tempos and modulations. However, although space

149 In Kraft, there are carefully planned rhythmic and harmonic features that are created in a symmetrically structured pitch space. A process of making dense structures (Kallio
2006: 20, 55–56, and 64) takes place with these features. Lindberg calls this work a kind of
“rhythm process” (Sosa 2005: 115).
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does not permit me to deal in detail with all of the parts of the work that highlight
these aspects of tempo modulations, we can examine this issue in the first cycle.

Facsimile 6.3.N: Temporal relations between all subjects in Cantigas, from one of Lindberg’s draft of the work. © With kind permission of Magnus Lindberg (Lindberg 2005b).

Facsimile 6.3.N shows marked temporal relationships between all subjects represented by circled letters; for example, a relationship between the A
and B subjects is 4:3, and between B and C, 5:4. Lindberg attempted to order
each subject tempo in a way that the “main” temporal relationship between the
subjects can be 4:3, which we find on the upper side of Facsimile 6.3.N. This
attempt shows that tempo does not increase “suddenly,” but rather increases
logically and gradually at a steady rate, which is mathematically calculated.
Tempo does not coincidentally change according to “the music’s mercy,”150 but
by the strictly-governed temporal parameter. Consequently, the tempo gradually becomes fast in one-quarter of the previous subject, and reaches its culmination with the D subject (♩ =168), where it gradually begins to slow down to
the starting tempo (♩=84 and ♩. =63).)
This cyclic idea of temporal structure effectively addresses a well-known
dramatic construct in Western art music, the Golden Section (see Figure 6.3.O).
This structure in Cantigas, in its capacity as a small constituent part, is a min150 In my interviews (2003 and 2008), Lindberg used this word (in Finnish “musiikin armolla”), by which he meant that there is sometimes a need or obligation to break one’s own
rule when musical expression or certain musical powers demand it. This expression refers to
the fact that an exception is sometimes determined by a strictly controlled structural plan.
However, through his description we also become aware of his thorough dedication to careful materializing.
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Figure 6.3.O: The Golden Section of the temporal structure in Cantigas.

iaturization, since this temporal slow–fast–slow cycle has materialized on the
level of the whole structural dimension of the work in the following movement,
Parada (see section 7.2). Lindberg did not tell me about this Golden Section.
However, the feature is clearly related to Aristotelian dramaturgical structure,
which is revealed by the analyses in this chapter. On the other hand, there is a
certain cause that his structural idea has to follow, one on which the structure
of the work’s hierarchy is based. And that is Lindberg’s basic aesthetic model:
symmetry and structuralism.151

Figure 6.3.P: Temporal symmetry of the first cycle section in Cantigas. Part t (126
bpm) stands for transition.

151 Lindberg’s basic characteristics are described by words such as “strict structurality and
rigorous control of resources” (Heiniö 1995: 468).
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Figure 6.3.P shows how the D subject functions as an axle of temporal
symmetry for all cycle sections, not just the first one. This axle defines temporal relationships between the A–t group and the E–A’ group. A’ refers to the
A subject of the next cycle section. The temporal relationship between A and
B is 4:3, and between B and t (transition) is 3:2. However, this figure does not
quantify the relation between B and C nor between C and t, as if we would skip
over the C subject. This skip is caused by the phenomenon of the Golden Section (see Figure 6.3.O) in the sense that a gradual temporal increase demands
more than one step (the C subject) between B and t. Otherwise, a temporal exchange suddenly takes place from 84 to 126 quarter notes per minute. After
the temporal culmination at the D subject, the tempo decreases in a reversal
of the previous relation, such as 3 to 4. The temporal change between E and
F takes place in the relation 2 to 3. Figure 6.3.P shows that the A and D subjects are placed far away from each other, indicating the juxtaposition of engagement and disengagement.
This cyclic and symmetrical tempo modulation (see Figure 6.3.P) involves
all the temporal ranges in the work. Thus, this feature reflects part of Lindberg’s compositional design. It is clear that Lindberg’s style of temporal organization is based on the aesthetic concept of total serialism. The idea of the cycle
form reflects the repeating materials, which are comparable to the process of
storytelling in which a narrative is developed. The first cyclic section, with respect to the entire undertaking of the composition, is ultimately a very short
and small unit. Hence, a listener is hardly able to grasp the symmetry of temporal structure or the temporal modulations as sonic figures in the course of a
performance. However, it is still important to point out Lindberg’s method of
constructing the temporal process, because this idea of cyclic form leads to the
large-scale formation of cyclic form in the work as a whole, namely, the ABA
form. The ABA form is also represented in Feria (see section 5.1). Each section
of the work is part of a cycle by which the composer is able to develop endlessly. Lindberg’s idea also shows an aspect of his dramaturgical cohesion, which
emerges at the micro level, as in this temporal dimension in the first section.
Furthermore, the process in these cyclic sections leads to the question of how
the music develops toward the end, with a clearly-defined teleological goal. In
the next section we explore the climax of Cantigas.
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6.4 Dramaturgical Cohesion and the
Climax of Cantigas
This section explores the significant musical events in Cantigas, although space
is limited. Nevertheless, it is important essential to establish which events together with the opening gesture are essential to the dramaturgical structure.
I have discussed the opening gesture (bars 1–29) in detail in previous sections. In addition to this first section, one of the outstanding points drawing the
listener’s attention is “the cantilena melodic gesture” (see Example 6.4.A). This
Richard Strauss-like or Mahler-like gesture featured on the horns (at bars 153–
160) appears in each movement of the Symphonic Triptych. Lindberg (2003 and
2008) calls this gesture “Big melody” (cf. section 5.3 and Example 5.3.C). This
is the melody that unifys the set of three, and is connected throughout the inner structure, a kind of idée fixe.152 The melody can be considered a sequence
gesture in the Symphonic Triptych and serves as its idée fixe, while simultaneously being a unit gesture in Cantigas.

Example 6.4.A: The cantilena melodic gesture, the idée fixe of the Symphonic Triptych.
© Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

The next gesture of importance is the oboe solo, bars 378-404. It is the slow
part of the work, and, to be precise, the SOLO section (see Figure 6.1.A). Relative to the narrativity, this oboe solo is important because it plays the main role
in Cantigas, creating an opening quality of a medieval troubadour. However,
this solo is not based on the opening gesture characterized by open fifths, but
rather on complex, virtuoso-like textures. Hence, these melodic features heard
152 I also call this gesture “the Mahlerian melody” in my analysis of Parada in Chapter 7.
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on the oboe differ from other musical discourses as an extension or repetition
of the opening medieval atmosphere.
Let us return to the form of Cantigas (see Figure 6.1.A). The cycles are repeated three times; after the third cycle, a chamber orchestra provides contrast.
After the fourth cycle, the tempo decreases, and the Slow block appears. Macchina is a machine or engine-like block in which rhythmic configurations are strongly emphasized. Macchina rhythms are also characteristic of Lindberg’s other
works. Thereafter, the last cycle is heard. I emphasize that toward its end, the
fifth cycle constitutes the climax of this piece, which, as the telos of Cantigas, is
essential from the viewpoint of narrativity. Lindberg (2005: 5–6; CD: SK 89810)
commented on this climax as follows: “The musical inspiration for this was the
method that Ravel incorporated in Bolero. After staying in that cycle for the
whole piece, to get out, he just modulated up a third – it’s a tremendous effect.”

Figure 6.4.B: The climax of Cantigas: “From Chaos to Clarity.”

Figure 6.4.B shows the climax of Cantigas in a visual outline. The climax consists of an emphasized and Bolero-like repeated rhythmic configuration, after which the harmony gradually begins to have a tonal flavor, which
Lindberg called modulation. This process resembles an epiphany: a narrative from chaos to clarity. At the end of this modulation at bar 491, the tempo
slows down and the texture moves into a slow chorale with a C-major triad.
This chorale continue with a distinct D-flat major triad at bar 505, and produces a kind of cadenza or epilogue (see Example 6.4.C), an effect created
by the powerful orchestration. After changing the tonal harmony to D ma-
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jor, the massive sound gradually fades out. An ending gesture featuring long
notes expresses an emotional state that can be described as “peaceable,” “unafraid,” or “calm gratification” rather than cathartic. The following example
shows the place where the conflicts are resolved by tonal elements, which
mirror a Richard Strauss-like cadence and makes a strong impression. This
is the dramaturgy of Cantigas.
It is clear that several elements – for instance, the use of open fifths, tonality, and the traditional forms in which the recapitulations appear – apparently
refer to a kind of return to traditional musical structures, which is to say cyclic
form. Based on these factors, we may conclude that the composer’s dramaturgy
appears in the form of a lyric theme with a variation-like cycle returning at the
end of the work in the manner of a recapitulation. In Cantigas, contrasts are
emphasized: the changing texture (full orchestra vs. chamber instrumentation)
and a massive climax in which tonality appears. Also, the result of this analysis emphasizes that, although musical structure and its sound are very complex in Cantigas, we can find several familiar means of depicting contrasts, for
example, the contrasts of tonal and non-tonal harmonies, melodic outlines and
rhythmic configurations, treble and bass clefs, strong and weak beats, solo and
accompaniment sections, and string and wind sonorities. These are traditional
binary dichotomies and are associated with the language of nineteenth-century
music. However, the main focus of Cantigas is the image of moving from chaos to
clarity. At the opening, we hear the simple lyrical theme, after which the music
progresses by means of the texture growing into chaos. Finally, at the climax,
we hear a clear chorale – a D-flat major triad, whose function sounds like a cadenza, a familiar gesture to many listeners. We finally find stability and feel at
ease, which is exactly what Lindberg intended in his dramaturgy of Cantigas.
As discussed in previous sections, Lindberg’s construction of the material of
Cantigas is also based on four structures: twelve-tone harmonies, spectral-like
harmony, the gestural continuity of energetic and rapid figuration, and contrasting timbre. In addition to the four elements, the telos of Cantigas shows that
the function of tonal harmony, which appears in the climax as a dissolution of
harmonic progress, is crucial for the dramaturgical cohesion of the work. This
tonal context strongly indicates a kind of solution for the narrative conflict situation (peripeteia) in the work and shows that textures return to the engagement or starting point in a Tarastian sense. Cantigas begins with open fifth
intervals on F and ends with an open fifth on D, featured on the strings. However, other overtones are gradually and softly piled onto this open fifth harmony in bars 520–526. I regard the use of tonal harmony as a significant means of
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Example 6.4.C: The appearance of the D-flat major triad at bar 505 at the climax of Cantigas (Lindberg 2001b: 102). © Copyright 1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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making the work into a narrative structure. The use of tonal harmony also expresses Lindberg’s aesthetic solution.
As the conclusion to the present chapter, I summarize of the results of my
examination of Cantigas. Its dramaturgical structure reflects Aristotelian dramaturgy for the following reasons: 1) the temporal structure of the exposition (and
other cycle sections) is based on the Golden Section. The section with this temporal formation is repeated sequentially from start to finish. 2) As for the narrative discourse, one of the clearest features of Cantigas is that the inner actor
(= actant) dramatically returns at the recapitulation, which is similar to Feria.
This thematic function also refers to the engagement/disengagement relationship. 3) The climax shows a narrative that moves from chaos to clarity, which
is associated with resolution in tonal music: the unstable situation (a sort of
chaos in Cantigas) has finally resolved to stable situation (the climax with the
major triads in Cantigas). These factors refer to the outline of Lindberg’s dramaturgy, shown in Figure 4.6.D (Aura) and Example 5.4 (Feria). These are very
similar to each other.
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7. The Symphonic Triptych: Parada

7.1 The Third Work in the Symphonic Triptych
and a New Phase
Written in 2001, the orchestral work Parada completed a symphonic triptych
whose other parts are Feria (1997) and Cantigas (1999).153 Parada is a rare work
in Lindberg’s output in the sense that it consists of slow sections, apart from
the rapid scherzo in the middle. The composer observes that this combination
of fast and slow sections alludes to the first movement of Sibelius’s Fifth Symphony (Lindberg 2002: 6). Parada is not particularly extensive in terms of duration or instrumentation compared to Lindberg’s other works; the score (Lindberg
2001b) gives the duration as 12 minutes, and the instrumentation is that of a
classical or early romantic orchestra with doubled winds.
Parada shows a strengthening toward clarity and simplicity. Lindberg has
remarked (2002: 6) that what is characteristic about Parada is that it has been
“cleaned of” what he calls “musical surface” and “strong gestures,” which were
typical of his music him during the time of Kraft in the 1980s. Here instead he
carries textures forward with heterogeneous materials, but in a simple fashion. It is interesting that Lindberg makes a comparison between his works from
the 1980s and those of the 1990s. This might be taken to mean that his composing style changed by the 1990s, but that during the 1990s similarly significant changes in his composing strategy, practices, or style did not occur. Today
Lindberg no longer points out what is new or novel in a new work; he prefers
to discuss the work’s properties and his aims on a more general level. The composer’s description of Parada does beg some questions, such as what exactly is
the heterogeneous material employed and which elements in Parada reflect the
simpler style that points toward his works of the 2000s. I seek to explore these
questions by taking a step back from the composer’s own comments.

153 “Parada was premiered in the Related Rocks concert series dedicated to Lindberg’s music, held between November 2001 and February 2002” (Nieminen 2006: 323). The premiere
was at a Related Rocks concert of the Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Esa-Pekka Salonen on February 6, 2002. Before the premiere, the same performers recorded the work in
London on November 16–18, 2001 (Lindberg 2011).
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To simplify matters, what the composer means by “cleaning the musical
surface” is probably that Lindberg began to treat his textures in a new way,
different from the massive structures reminiscent of Berio or Xenakis that he
had created in the 1980s. What remained after this purge? The hypothesis is
that, in a multi-layered texture, individual tones and details have less meaning, whereas in Parada, the new texture “cleaned” of such accumulations is
very transparent or bare, and the value and meaning of each tone is thereby
heightened. What is interesting from the perspective of the present research is
whether the “cleaning of the surface” leads the music toward a late romantic
style or traditional structures, given the increased transparency of the vertical
lines (harmonies) and horizontal lines (themes or theme sections). And if not,
where does it lead? In addition to this stylistic question, I explore the dramaturgical structure of Parada, i.e., the progression of musical sequences. If the
texture is more transparent and bare than before, will the listening experience
reveal points of clarity that are significant structurally and shape a dramatic
arc? And if so, where are those points?
Another important aspect that I explore is that, at the level of thematic and textural structure, Parada comes across as a synthesis of its two predecessors, a simplified crystallization of ideas and textures. I will discuss the
structure of Parada in particular, noting how elements deriving from the earlier works which are significant for the dramaturgical structure appear in condensed form in Parada.
While the aforementioned two aspects are the main points of my analysis, I
also discuss the temporal structure that illustrates the properties of the deep-level structure of Parada: the composer’s practice and intention as revealed in his
sketches and the completed work. In the following section, I also discuss an example of tempo definition. I then explore the structure of the work from the perspective of musical events and point out features important for the dramaturgy
and dynamism of the composition as a whole.

7.2 Form and Temporal Structure of Parada
Lindberg (Nieminen 2006: 323) has described Parada as follows:
The Spanish word parada principally refers to a procession, but Lindberg notes
that it also means a bus stop or taxi stand. The overall impression of Parada is
that it is a slow work, though it contains energetic sections. Lindberg describes
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it using a river metaphor: “The surface ripples actively when there are more
notes in the music, but the current under the surface runs slowly.”154

Lindberg’s metaphor might serve as an explanation of why he included a
scherzo in the middle of the work, but it is more likely that Nieminen (ibid.) is
correct in surmising that Lindberg “simply could not manage to stick to long
notes.” Indeed, works with a slow tempo are rare in Lindberg’s oeuvre. It is because of the untypical long notes that Parada represents a new departure in
Lindberg’s output.
In the graphic representation of the structure of Parada in Figure 7.2.A,
the entries in bold are musical events that are significant for the structure as a
whole. The analysis is my own, and all the labels are my own inventions with
the exception of the bar numbers and metronome numbers. Also, the title “Recapitulazione” for part of the A’ section comes from Lindberg’s sketches for Feria.
The composer has a habit of sketching out the shape of a work and labeling its
sections in foreign languages (mostly English) during the compositional process.
It is for this reason that I use such labels in this analysis. The work may be divided into three large sections on the basis of tempo: slow opening, concluding
sections, and a fast scherzo in between. However, in typical Lindberg fashion,
the sections dovetail into each other, and it is not possible to specify definite
boundaries.155 On the basis of the significant musical events identified in Figure 7.2.A, we may interpret the structure of this tripartite work as a kind of cyclical ABA’ form. The closing slow movement contains elements introduced in
the first slow movement; I will return to these in more detail below. In terms
of form, Parada is very tradition-conscious, and its structure follows that of its
two predecessors. For clarity, I will refer to the three sections as A, B, and A’;
I describe the overall structure as an ABA’ process form. ABA form is known
as ternary form or song form in music history, but in the traditional sense, this
applies here only because in narrative terms the initial situation in Parada (A)
evolves into a process (B) and then returns to the initial situation (A’), albeit
in modified form (for instance, the opening gesture is orchestrated differently).
However, A’ could also be labeled C because the situation in A’ is not similar
154 What is interesting is that Lindberg used a similar metaphor in discussing the orchestral
work Al largo written in 2010 (Lindberg 2012: interview). Contrary to its title, the work
contains fast and energetic sections in true Lindberg style.
155 Typically, this is done by having elements that emerge in one section continue into the
next. For instance, the scale and arpeggio figures that appear on the harp and celesta after
the climax, in bar 193, continue through the transition and end at the beginning of the next
slow section (bar 211).
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Figure 7.2.A: The form of Parada.
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to the initial situation A, although the opening gesture appears again. As a hypothesis, I proposed in section 2.4 that the dramaturgical shape of Parada is
what I show in Figure 2.5.1, the opening gesture developing through processes
to a climax, exactly following Aristotle’s principle of closed form (Sosa 2015: 70).
Although the B section, the scherzo, looks like the longest in the above
schematic, it is actually shorter because of its rapid tempo. On the recording
(SK89810), the opening is 5’29,” the scherzo is 5’14” and the conclusion is 2’51.”
The opening section is thus the longest in terms of performance time.
The structure shown in Figure 7.2.A shows that, in the first A section, the
music begins slowly with a series of harmonies on strings, their glittering color
creating a mystical, misty atmosphere (see section 7.3.2 on opening gesture
and curtain harmony). The opening mood is established clearly and simply, as
the composer explained concerning the identity lent to the work by the opening theme (Lindberg 2003). This could also be described as the psychological
appearance of the work, as Aho observed (1992: 266) or the actor as per Tarasti (1994). There are some quicker passages after the beginning of the A section,
followed by two identifiable tonal passages: the first beginning in bar 39, the
second in bar 54 (see Figure 7.2.A). I label these MELODY I and MELODY II.
After the quiet MELODY II, the full orchestra begins to inject more drama into
the music, and the tempo accelerates in a transition to the scherzo, the B section. Concerning orchestration, I might note that, compared to its two siblings,
Parada contains more static chords with long notes, and the conclusion is that
the composer intended this work to be slow and static in character. The central role of the strings is conspicuous, but the woodwind and brass sections are
used in a balanced fashion to change the timbre, a feature reminiscent of late
romantic orchestration. In the opening and conclusion, there are many passages in which the orchestration is reduced and the strings play a leading role, as
in the last symphonies of Sibelius.
The scherzo section in Parada features the rapid movements typical of
Lindberg. The composer’s intention here was to pile up small, quick musical
events on various levels into a wave of sound. This phenomenon, which I describe as the “musical surface,” occurred in Lindberg’s first trilogy (Kinetics,
Marea, and Joy). The timbre produced by this texture is sometimes akin to the
thick sound of the dense canonic structures of the 1980s,156 but as the composer
noted, the musical surface in Parada differs from micropolyphonic or aleatoric
156 The dense canonic structure refers to a kind of impenetrable texture such as Ligeti’s
micropolyphony or Lutosławski’s aleatoric counterpoint.
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technique in that the layered texture is complex. Through clever instrumentation, the cleaned-up surface has been replaced by a clear melodic line and harmonies based on the composer’s own brand of functional harmony reminiscent of
major-minor tonality.157 There are also distinctive gestures in the texture such
as the Mahlerian melody (see section 7.3.3) and the ending gesture. The overall effect of Parada is somber, the dominance of the bass register pointing forward to Sculpture (2005). Parada comes across as clearer than its predecessors
and can be seen as romantically influenced. The aforementioned elements also
presaged the translucent virtuoso orchestration and neo-romantic harmony of
Lindberg’s works of the twenty-first century (up to the present). Based on Figure 7.2.A, I posit that because of the simplicity of its structure, Parada may be
shown to be a conflation of Feria and Cantigas.
For a closer look at the tempo organization in the work, Figure 7.2.B reduces the schematic in Figure 7.2.A to a tempo timeline in three sections, A, B and
A’. The timeline immediately reveals that in the slow A section the tempo varies quite simply between ♩= 54 and ♩= 72, and before the B section, i.e., at the
transition, the tempo increases to ♩= 84. It is not until the B section (scherzo)
begins that the tempo increased to ♩= 126, only to return to the tempo heard in
the A section, ♩= 72. From here, the tempo gradually increases once again and
reaches a maximum of ♩= 162 at the climax. After the climax, the tempo decreases gradually, until the A’ section’s recapitulazione begins, reverting to the
original tempo of ♩= 54. Examining the tempo relationships in Figure 7.2.B reveals an interesting tempo structure.
I highlighted the structurally significant tempo blocks in Figure 7.2.B and
also entered the tempo relationships. In the A section, the tempo shifts from ♩=
54 to ♩= 72. Their ratio is 4:3, meaning that the latter passage is one-quarter
faster than in the previous.158 In the B section, the tempo often accelerates at
a ratio of 3:2, i.e., the tempo increases by one-third when a new passage begins
until we reach the climax at ♩= 162, the fastest tempo in the piece. The ratio of
the tempo changes is clearly greater in the B section (3:2) than in the A section
(4:3), meaning that the music develops more actively and more quickly in the
157 Lindberg (2008: interview) stated that he has classified post-tonal harmonies into tonic, dominant, and subdominant functions like tonal harmonies. This classification is notable
and significant from the perspective of post-tonal harmony. The topic is beyond the scope of
the present study, but would merit scholarly research of its own.

158 Naturally, the ratio between ♩= 54 and ♩= 72 have to be shown 3:4. However, I put the
opposite because I emphasize the tempo so that the latter passage is one quarter faster than
the previous, decreasing the number from 4 to 3.
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fast section than in the slow one. After the climax, the music does not come to
an abrupt halt; instead, as the tempo slows down gradually to the recapitulazione or A’ section, the tempo relationships of the A section are repeated, but in
reverse order, at a ratio of 3:4.
The even further simplified schematic in Figure 7.2.C clearly shows that
the tempo system in Parada is based on three tempo indications and that ultimately Parada has two temporal dimensions to it, which overlap. Figure 7.2.C
illustrating this overlap is my own interpretation, yet it may help to explain the
multi-dimensional and dynamic nature of the work. Above Figure 7.2.C there
is a triangle illustrating the symmetry of the music: the music progresses from
the initial tempo to the fastest tempo (top corner) and then back to the initial
tempo (right-hand corner). The ratio between the initial tempo and the fastest
tempo is 3:1. If we consider the fastest tempo (♩= 162) as the symmetry axis,
we find that the triangle splits into two parts. On the right-hand side, the relationship between the tempo at the top and the tempo at the right-hand corner
turns out to be 1:3. Along the way there are other tempo changes at a ratio of
3:2 or, inversely, 2:3. The halves of the triangle may thus be regarded as mirror images of one another, yet they do differ somewhat in content. The triangle
at the top of Figure 7.2.C shows that the two sides are not symmetrical tempo-wise: for instance, before the climax, ♩= 162, we find the tempo ♩= 108, but
after the climax the music does not return to ♩= 108, but instead goes to ♩= 144.
Considering that the music evolves over time and builds on preceding events,
apparent discrepancies in tempo changes may actually be the result of natural
and organic development. When we further consider the idea of the telos that
appears at the climax as the end result of the process, it is only feasible to assume that the musical events in the second half of the work should be different
from those in the first half. I would further like to stress that the differences
in tempo changes are a connotation of the deep structure of the work: the two
triangles at the bottom of Figure 7.2.C illustrate a new dimension. The one on
the left, Y, consists of the initial tempo ♩= 54 and the tempo leading to the climax, ♩= 108; the one on the right, Z, consists of the tempo ♩= 72 and the tempo
following the climax, ♩= 144. In both triangles, the ratio between the tempos is
2:1, while the ratio between triangles Y and Z is 4:3. Figure 7.2.C also shows
that triangle Z may be subordinate to Y, because Z always occurs after Y in
time; i.e., the order of Y and Z is strictly determined. In any case, the tempos in
the two triangles prove to be significant for the structure of the piece, because
the tempo periods at their corners contain significant musical events. Also, the
A and A’ sections are built on the tempos ♩= 54 and ♩= 72, which may thus be
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regarded as the principal and second tempos of the work. The tempos flanking
the climax (on the basis of the schematics in Figure 7.2 C), i.e. ♩= 108 and ♩=
144, are based on this specific dimension. It is thus clear that Lindberg did not
assign tempos at random or intuitively; he would have planned the “tempo dimension” beforehand.

Figure 7.2.B: Tempo sections and ratios between them in Parada.

Figure 7.2.C: Temporal structure in Parada.
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Lindberg himself has not commented on the tempo structure described
above or on the symmetry of form, but precisely defined tempo structures are a
crucial element for understanding the structure and dramaturgy of his works.
As I observed above, the habit of determining the tempos of sections symmetrically and based on ratios is a remnant of the post-serialism of the 1980s.
We should also note from the semiotic perspective that, according to Tarasti’s
definition of the “internal” temporal dimension, the order of tempos in Parada quite definitely reveals the composer’s intention to switch the tempo on and
off (the engagement and disengagement), as it were.159 The initial tempo series
in Parada, ♩= 54 and ♩= 72, may be considered an “internal actor,” the principal tempo of the work, which returns in the A’ section toward the end. In other
words, this is the “switch-on” (the engagement). The fastest tempos shown in
the triangles in Figure 7.2.C (162, 108, and 144) are the “switch-offs” (the disengagements). Thus, Lindberg’s temporal thinking is an essential component
of the deep structure of the work, which according to Tarasti’s Greimas-influenced concept also refers to “isotopy.”160 Lindberg’s way of defining his tempos
also indicates that a tripartite structure must incorporate the sort of structure
presented as triangles Y and Z in Figure 7.2.C. They are components of the deep
structure that link not only to the overall form of the work, but also to individual events significant for the dramaturgy. Of course, the audience in a concert
situation has no way of hearing this intention, but analysis points strongly to
the temporal structure of Parada being a “grand gesture” of expression on the
part of the composer, as Boulez put it (1989: 111). The notion here is that the
composer’s presence is palpable in the completed work and that his intention is
one gesture among others, albeit a gesture that ranks highest in the hierarchy
of gestures. Boulez’s notion may also be linked to the term “semantic gesture”
used by the Prague structuralists (Mukařovský 1977: 190).161 In the following
sections, I will focus in detail on a few musically significant events and gestures.

159 This feature also appears in the sibling work Cantigas.
160 Greimas coined the term isotopy to refer to a repetition of a basic meaning trait or seme.
Tarasti (1994: 6) defines it as follows: “in music, isotopies mean the principle that articulates
musical discourse into coherent sections… Isotopy may refer to an abstract deep structure
such as Schenker’s Ursatz or to a thematic feature, genre, texture or textual strategy.”
161 “Semantic gesture” is a concept describing the consistency and uniformity of an entire
work or text, from its smallest units to the whole entity.
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7.3 Dramaturgical Structure and Significant Musical
Events in Parada
7.3.1 Dramaturgical Structure of Parada
The dramaturgical structure of Parada becomes even more apparent when we
examine its significant musical events, which I have outlined in Figure 7.3.D.
The diagram shows that the work divides neatly into two parts: at the crucial
point, in bar 115, there is a rest for the entire orchestra. Marked with a comma
in the diagram, this hiatus is an axis of symmetry: at its either end is a slow
section, one labeled “slow” and the other labeled “intro.” In Lindberg’s post-serialist works of the 1980s, symmetry was a key structural factor. The function
of the rest as an axis of symmetry may thus be seen as a reference to Lindberg’s
earlier works. However, it is not certain whether this was an intuitive solution
or a conscious one.
Figure 7.3.D shows that one of the significant musical events in Parada is
the introduction. Then there are two melodies (Melody I and Melody II), which
I discuss in more detail in the next section. After the symmetry axis, we encounter development of rhythmic material and end up at the climax, following
which the introduction returns via a melody. The climax of Parada is scored for
full orchestra at a loud dynamic level around bar 179, as shown in Examples
7.2.A and 7.3.D. Part of the melody is included in the climax, and the melody
may thus be understood as the main motive of the work. Analysis shows that
the climax in Parada may also be regarded as the telos, the outcome of both dynamic processes and material development. The narrativity in Parada, considered as a single processual arc from opening gesture to concluding gesture, is
made manifest through the form and musical events of the work, leading to an
ABA design typical of the late romantic scherzo.162 The tripartite temporality
discussed in the previous chapter supports this notion. The placement of the climax is interesting from the perspective of narrativity: the climax or telos does
not appear until the end of the B section. The location and function of the telos
in Parada highlights elements of musical dramaturgy that are important and
characteristic of Lindberg’s music. Lindberg’s typical dramaturgical structure is
very close to classical Aristotelian dramaturgy, where initial elements emerge
from conflict and are resolved at the turning point, the peripeteia, followed by
“cleansing” or catharsis. The recapitulazione is not as dramatic as in the earlier

162 Of course, ABA form is not only scherzo but many other forms as well.
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Feria and Cantigas; in Parada, the return of the main motive forms part of the
catharsis. As shown in Example 7.3.C, the climax (bar 179) is followed by a slow
section labeled “melody b. 212.” This is the “cleansing” element of the catharsis,
and following it, the music gradually calms down until the end. (Sosa 2015: 79.)

Figure 7.3.D: Dramaturgical structure of Parada.

7.3.2 Opening Gesture and “Curtain Harmony”
The opening of Parada is rather striking due to its thick yet translucent and
shimmering timbre (see Example 7.3.E). This impressive timbre, lasting for three
bars, is actually a quotation from the middle section of the first part of the triptych, Feria, where it is the underpinning for the quotation from Monteverdi’s
Lamento d’Arianna. Lindberg himself calls this “curtain harmony” (Lindberg
2003). While the curtain harmony is static, its unique timbre makes a strong
impression on the listener. Its mystic, static feel and impressionistic strings (cf.
the nature-myth topos of Tarasti [1979]) is also found in the music of Sibelius,
Esa-Pekka Salonen, and Kaija Saariaho.163 The opening of every part of the Triptych features an opening gesture that establishes a specific character or mood

163 Examples of this mystic atmosphere may be found in Salonen’s Nyx (2011) and Insomnia
(2002) and in Saariaho’s Toutatis (2005).
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in strong terms. Aho (1992: 263) remarked that the listener’s expectations are
highest at the beginning of a work, and in this respect Lindberg’s Triptych may
be regarded as particularly satisfying.

Example 7.3.E: The opening of Parada and “curtain harmony”, bars 1–5. (Lindberg
2001b: 1.) © 2001 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

The curtain harmony is abruptly interrupted by arpeggios on the violas and
cellos in bar 4, but then the initial tempo and the curtain harmony are reinstated. According to the sketch, the interrupting arpeggio is based on different material than the curtain harmony (the C harmony as opposed to the A harmony,
respectively).164 Because of these features, I consider the arpeggio an extra-textural element; these features later morph into the rapid figurations of the scherzo section, and their appearance at the beginning of the work may be regarded
as an anticipatory feature. I refer to this element as the “scherzo motive.”
In the first bar in Example 7.3.F (bar 6 of the score), there is a slowly ascending scale on the violas with a growing dynamic level. Scale gestures like
this appear in many of Lindberg’s works (such as Gran Duo). This one functions
as a “transition signal,” heralding the harmony to follow: at the end of the ascending scale, the static harmony changes, that is, between the second and third
164 At the composition stage, Lindberg (2009) created seven basic harmonies from the
“twelve-tone chord series.” labeled A, B, C, Tr, D, E and F. The label for the fourth twelvetone chord, ‘Tr’, probably refers to ‘transition’, functioning as a bridge in the section. The curtain harmony is based on the first chord, A.
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bars in Example 7.3.F (bars 7 and 8 of the score). The scale gesture appears often in Parada over static long rhythmic values and harmonies.

Example 7.3.F: The scale gesture in Parada, bars 6–7 (Lindberg 2001b: 2). © 2001 by
Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

After the third bar in Example 7.3.F (bar 8 in the score), the curtain harmony continues in the cellos as at the beginning. The curtain harmony is a slow
and quiet texture that recurs throughout the work, including at the very end,
in a chorale for full orchestra, bar 222. Regarding the function of the actant as
per Tarasti (see 1994: 106–111 and 243–247), the curtain harmony is a functional actor, and its return at the end makes reference to the engagement and
disengagement of the actor.165
The scale motive reappears in translucent form on the woodwinds toward the
end, in bar 207, which is where the recapitulazione begins (see Figure 7.2.A). Its
slowly ascending gesture heralds the final chorale, although it is followed by a
brief Mahlerian moment in bar 212; together these form the recapitulazione that
leads to the return of the opening curtain harmony in bar 222. The texture and
165 Also in semiotic analysis the curtain harmony motive points to the basic modality of
être, i.e. being.
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mood following the curtain harmony, with string tremolo and trombone scales
(bars 227–230), recall the trombone theme in Jean Sibelius’s Seventh Symphony (Sibelius 1980: 68–69, adagio) and the end of that work (ibid.: 75, rehearsal
figure Ö). Using a scale motive as a function, here specifically a harmonic transition, also recalls the opening of the Seventh Symphony. This interpretation
is admittedly a bit of a stretch on my part, and Lindberg’s scale motive is functionally different from Sibelius’s. In any case, the overall impact of Parada is
somewhat Sibelian due to the aforementioned textural aspects; and knowing
that Lindberg made a study of Sibelius’s Seventh Symphony as a student, it is
not too far-fetched to conclude that the transitions, simplified texture, and cyclical conception of form in Parada were inspired by that symphony.
7.3.3 Mahlerian Melody
Parada has three clearly tonal melodic or harmonic moments (A section, Melodies I and II; Mahlerian Melody in A’ section, recapitulazione). The first appears
in bar 39, a melody in D minor on the horns (see Example 7.3.G). The environment here is tonal. The second such moment appears in bar 54, the tonal texture now a half-step higher, in E-flat minor. The melody migrates to the violas
over the E-flat and B-flat fifth on the cellos (the third is missing). These melodies are emphatically dark and Sibelian. The third tonal moment appears in
bar 212, in the final A’ section and, after the scale motive, again on the horns.
This is clearly identifiable as a recurrence of the first instance.

Example 7.3.G: Melody I; Mahler Melody I (Lindberg 2001b: 8). © 2001 by Boosey &
Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

As the melody is only two bars long, it may be regarded as a motive rather
than a theme, but after its two appearances, it no longer appears in any clear
form, nor is it developed in the way a motive usually is. I consider it an ele-
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ment, and as such it actually appears in the previous two works of the Triptych
(see Examples 7.3.K and 7.3.L). Following delicate string chords, the music dies
down, and in bar 54 we find a two-bar monophonic and translucent melody on
the violas (Example 7.3.H), the durations of which form a retrograde of the first
melodic element: two quarter-notes followed by a triplet.

Example 7.3.H: Melody II; Mahlerian Melody II (Parada, bars 54–57) (Lindberg 2001b:
11–12). © 2001 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

The impact of the viola element in bars 54–55 on the listener is that of
a powerful gesture, because the texture here becomes tonal even more clearly than in the previous moment on the horns. The music is translucent, owing
to the thin texture, and there is a clear sense of minor-key tonality. Although
spelled enharmonically differently, the viola element sounds unmistakably as
if it were in E-flat minor or B-flat minor (Example 7.3.I).

Example 7.3.I: Parada, element II (bars 54–58) and harmony (Lindberg 2001b: 11–
12). © 2001 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

The tonal feel is reinforced by the surrounding harmony, the cello, and the
second violins playing a notated E-flat minor chord in bars 54–55, notwithstanding the alien pitches in the second violins (with A4 the top note of the chord)
and double basses (B1). In bars 56–58, the cellos repeat the element stretched
out into three bars, but it escapes from the E-flat minor feel, and the tonal con-
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text gradually disappears as the dynamic level increases. A dramatic escalation and chaotic texture follow.
It is noteworthy that Lindberg gives very precise technical and interpretive directions for this element, not only in dynamics, but also with terms such
as espressivo and con vibrato. The instruments playing the underlying chord
are instructed to play senza vibrato and con vibrato, depending on the instance,
and the dynamics vary, indicating that the composer is building a melodic context here. If we compare this texture to Lindberg’s works from the 1980s or to
post-tonal orchestral music in general, we find that its expressive nature brings
it considerably closer to music of the romantic era than to post-serialism, for
instance. Indeed, its shape resembles the dramatic second subject of Gustav
Mahler’s Third Symphony, played by the horns (Example 7.3.J). It might seem
obvious that this minor-key melody emerged from the D-minor chord (or extensive scale) found in the sketch material (see Lindberg 2009), but it is equally possible that the composer borrowed this idea directly from Mahler.166 We should
note that in Cantigas, Lindberg borrowed rhythmic phrasing from Mahler’s Das
Lied von der Erde (see section 6.3), and that the influence of Mahler is thus evident at some level throughout the Symphonic Triptych.
The appearance of the second element in Parada is of such great significance for the musical dramaturgy of the entire work that it leaves the listener with the impression that the entire work is dark and dramatic. This harks
back strongly to late romanticism or to a sort of neo-tonality, and the effect remains with the listener. From the narrative perspective, this element is a major occurrence in the work, and in the interests of a clear analysis of musical
events, I call it the Mahler Melody. It is also one of the most powerful gestures
in the composition.
Late romantic orchestration, with a heavy emphasis on horns (cf. Example
7.3.J), is clearly evident in the orchestration of Lindberg’s Triptych. As examples, we may point to the first motive in Parada, played as a solo by the horns
(Example 7.3.G). Feria, the first part of the Triptych, also includes a Mahlerian melody that the composer himself calls the ‘Big Melody’ (Example 7.3.K and
section 5.3): in the passionate climax, the horns play a dramatic melody that
sounds as if it is in F minor, although its pitches jump across several octaves.
The composer observed:
166 Both the first and the last movements of Mahler’s Third Symphony are cyclical in form
(Kühn & Quander 1982: 225). However, I am not certain if Lindberg’s model for the cyclical
form in this triptych came from Mahler’s symphonies.
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I still maintain that this [melody] is an extension of the harmony. The harmony that prevails and sizzles there [Example 7] is a mode. That’s a really open
statement of the mode… But of course that point in particular can be seen as
a melodic line. (Lindberg 2003: 116)

Example 7.3.J: Second subject from the first movement of the Third Symphony of Gustav Mahler (1974), played by the horns, bars 99–109. © Copyright 1974 by Universal
Edition A.G., Wien and Universal Edition (London) Ltd.London.

Example 7.3.K: The “Big Melody” in Feria, bars 312–321 (Lindberg 1999: 58–60). ©
1997 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
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This Mahlerian melody also appears in the last part of the Symphonic Triptych, Cantigas (see Example 7.3.L and section 6.4). The melody first appears in
C minor at bar 153, and when the horns play it in unison, it is in G minor. Its
environment, however, is not tonally cast, giving the impression that the other instruments are “obscuring” the melody. In any case, the Mahlerian melody appears in all three works of the Triptych: at a loud dynamic level and in
the full orchestra in Feria and Cantigas, in the manner of Mahler or Richard
Strauss, but in Parada the melody is for a small ensemble and with softer dynamics, while still making a strong gesture. This is the idée fixe that ties the
three works together.

Example 7.3.L: The Mahlerian melody in Cantigas, bars 153–167 (Lindberg 2001a: 26–
29). ©1999 by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.

As recently as the first decade of the 2000s, Lindberg denied the existence of melody in his output (e.g., Lindberg 2003) and claimed that any melodic fragments were the random product of a harmonic structure or the top
line of a harmonic progression, which, ultimately, is how a melodic fragment
may be created. However, when we consider the appearances of the Mahlerian melody throughout the Triptych, we find that each appearance is effectively orchestrated, and in Parada in particular this melody is monophonic and
translucent. My analysis leads me to conclude that the composer had the clear
intention of building a melodic line in writing the work, and even more specifically, to construct a melody with late romantic influences. The “cleaning of
the musical surface” that Lindberg referred to led to the introduction of melody and subsequently melodic music, in anticipation of his works in the 2000s.
By the time he wrote his 1990s Triptych, his aesthetic sensibilities and conceptions of texture had changed a great deal from what they had been in the
1980s (cf. Lindberg 1981).
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7.4 Conclusion of the Dramaturgical Structure in
Parada
Features of the dramaturgical structure of Parada are first, that the introduction
or opening, with its effective and powerful main subject, returns in the coda or
climax of the work – as indeed happened with the opening gestures of the other
works in the Symphonic Triptych. The form of Parada may thus be described
as an ABA’ process form. The return of the subject refers to what Tarasti calls
“engagement and disengagement” (Tarasti 1994: 120 and 286). The main subject is a quotation from the harmonic sequence in the middle of Feria, where it
is combined with the Monteverdi allusion: the main subject is similar in harmony and texture to the curtain harmony. In Parada, the main subject recurs in
bar 222, after which the somber Sibelian concluding gesture continues as a harmonic continuum from bar 227. This recapitulation, indicating a cyclical form,
shows an initial theme or subject returning by twists and turns to the beginning; but its nature and environment have changed in the course of the narrative. This is the resolution of the drama as referred to by Lindberg, which in turn
refers back to Aristotelian dramaturgy, i.e., a closed form. The dramaturgical
structure typically employed by Lindberg is very similar to Aristotelian dramaturgy, where initial elements develop through conflict and are resolved at the
turning point or peripeteia, followed by a “cleansing” or catharsis. In contemporary theatre, dramaturgy is not necessarily plot-driven or language-driven (i.e.,
governed by the text); post-dramatic theatre may also make use of block dramaturgy or open form.167 Hotinen (2002: 208–227) refers to block dramaturgy. Lindberg’s works, on the other hand, represent traditional plot-driven dramaturgy.
The other important dramaturgical gesture that strikes the listener is the
Mahlerian melody that begins in bar 54. The texture here has a strong tonal
feel, and the simple theme is in a slow tempo. This is an issue of textural density
and contrasts, and also of Lindberg’s ideas regarding binary opposition or juxtaposition in this work. To simplify, the dramaturgy of the work involves continuous and constantly evolving musical processes in a dense texture of polyphonic
and layered events. The end result raises musical chaos to its height, played
by the full orchestra, often in a very dense texture. On the other hand, simpler
textures characterized by small gestures played by a small ensemble (reduced
instrumentation) may also magnify and underline the musical drama. As an ex167 See the example in section 2.2 from Georg Büchner’s Woyzeck (1913); for further information, see Luckhurst 2006.
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ample, we may mention the Mahlerian melody in Parada. This is a noteworthy
feature in Lindberg’s dramaturgical conception: musical drama is heightened
not just by strong dynamics and a full orchestra, as small means can be used
to create significant contrasts. Indeed, this is not so much a question of dynamics as of choosing materials, because the tonal nature of the Mahlerian melody
works best at the nexus of contexts and the creation of contrasts. In this sense,
the work realizes Lindberg’s new idea of the effectiveness of the orchestra (including its dynamic range) and recalls the musical aesthetics of Mahler and the
fundamental concepts of “Durchbruch and Erfüllung” (breakthrough and fulfillment), as noted by Adorno (1960: 56).168 However, we must note that Lindberg’s aesthetic approach is completely different from Mahler’s. Mahler (who
was a professional conductor) observed that his works should be performed at
different tempos in different venues, and spatial narrativity is thus obviously a
consideration. However, building a dynamic narrative in space or in a narrative
space may be considered to link Mahler and Lindberg. It is also interesting to
compare Mahler’s fundamental aesthetic ideas with those of Lindberg, as this
prompts a reference to another Tarastian term, the Ich-Ton (Me-tone), i.e., the
issue of how the Ich-Ton of a symphony governs its internal organism. Tarasti noted (2003: 243) that, compared with Jean Sibelius “Mahler captures rather heterogeneous materials, and the Ich-Ton of his music is considerably more
fragmented and contradictory… There is no close communication between musical actors as with Sibelius; his works are dominated by what Salmenhaara
calls the ‘unit form’ and by topoi, i.e. musical cells articulated by social conventions.” Tarasti shows here that Mahler’s music conforms to structures of communication rather than of signification.
The Ich-Ton of this work of Lindberg’s manifests itself as texture rather
than as cells, although according to the present study Lindberg’s music cannot
be regarded as organic. If we combine the Ich-Ton of Parada with the telos as
heard in Jean Sibelius, i.e., showing that theme and texture emerge as the outcomes of a process or that the processes in the work have a specific objective,
168 According to Adorno (1999a: 237), the structures of Mahler’s symphonies are based on
ideas such as Durchbruch (breakthrough), Suspension and Erfüllung (fulfillment). Durchbruch
is the moment of waking (or liberating) the consciousness by destroying freely-flowing (or
passing) time in a way that is logical and understandable in the language of art. Freelyflowing time is described as Weltlauf (course of the world). In Mahler’s music, the Durchbruch
is juxtaposed with the Weltlauf in such a way that when the Durchbruch occurs, inner logic
is suspended for a moment and replaced with other episodes (Erfüllung), which according to
Adorno are a crucial element in Mahler’s music. By Erfüllung, Adorno was referring to the
latter part of medieval bar form (Abgesang); Mahler often used this form in his symphonies.
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the climax of Parada appears as a narrative space. In other words, the actor
(the initial theme) recurs at the climax as the result of a goal-oriented temporal structure. I call this the temporal ABA process form.
With regard to tempo, we find that the tempos in the various passages
are proportionally defined: in the first slow section (A section), the tempo of
each passage is one-fourth quicker than that of the previous one. In the central scherzo section, the tempo of each passage is one-third quicker than that
of the previous one until the climax, and in the final slow section (A’ section),
the tempo of each passage is one-fourth slower than that of the previous one.
As the schematic in Figure 7.2.C shows, the tempos are hierarchical, and
their ratios eventually reveal the two basic temporal dimensions of Y and Z.
A similar tempo scheme is evident in the third work in the Triptych, Cantigas. The tempo, dynamics, and texture are constructed to give maximum
effect to the musical drama at the climax. This indicates that the third significant feature in Parada is a compositional approach appearing at the level
of its deep structure and harking back to post-serialism, the defining of basic materials by parameters. Ultimately, this compositional approach rests
on the ideal of symmetry.
Thus, what links the three works forming the Symphonic Triptych is a structure in which the main subject returns at the end. At the macro level, each individual work is cast in a tripartite cyclical form. This may have something to
do with the textuality referred to by Lindberg, i.e., a composer’s intention to
emphasize the nature of a work through the use of a strong character or motive
linking its structural features. Although the aural experience indicates that the
work is a mass of overlapping complex and detailed orchestral gestures, forming a rough sonic landscape, there is a clear and simple musical structure behind this mass of sound or beneath its surface. In Parada, this clear structure
becomes apparent at the moments when the texture is simple. To date this development in Lindberg’s output may perhaps be regarded as a plateau phase,
where his aesthetic approach and compositional style are becoming simpler in
a transition toward something else, perhaps even neo-tonality.
Viewed on a timeline, we find that, with Corrente in the 1990s, Lindberg
discovered a compositional technique that allowed an endless flow of musical
texture, a sort of “stream gesture.” After that, in Aura (1993–94) he attempted
to synthesize all the materials and compositional techniques that he had been
using since the 1980s. In the Symphonic Triptych and in his works from the
late 1990s, he experimented with a sort of thematic function. It is also significant that his thematic development often appears in a tonal context. Lindberg
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sought to highlight his texture with the aesthetic device of having a clearly defined pattern emerge out of chaos.
The tonality that appears in Lindberg’s works is characterized by thin texture and translucent harmony. This texture points toward to the “monophonic
melodies” and sometimes obvious tonal features of later works. In Parada, Lindberg began to use obviously tonal harmonies as an element for enriching textural changes and musical dramaturgy; later, this evolved into a practice whereby
he uses tonality as a palette or framework for an entire work.
My analysis shows that the deep structure and dramaturgy of Parada were
influenced by the traditional formal thinking of late romanticism, described by
Lindberg as “cleaning the surface.” My analysis further shows that Parada betrays influences of Jean Sibelius. Through this triptych, Lindberg sought to return to traditional materials and recreate the internal dramaturgical tensions of
tonal music. Parada appears as a bridge leading to Lindberg’s works of the 2000s.
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8. Conclusion
This study, Magnus Lindberg: Musical Dramaturgy and Gesture in Aura and
the Symphonic Triptych, explores Finnish composer Magnus Lindberg’s technical and aesthetic thinking in terms of musical dramaturgy and gesture through
analyses of his significant orchestral works of the 1990s. My starting point for
this study originated in a simple question: How can we grasp and understand
the works of Lindberg as a dramatic and narrative whole from beginning to end,
despite the fact that his musical language, including its musical surface, rhythmic impulse, and harmonic structure, is highly complex? From this question, I
identified three original purposes with which to approach Lindberg’s works. My
first purpose was to identify the composer’s manner of constructing gesture and
dramaturgy and his tendency to emphasize these from the viewpoint of structural dynamics: this is my own theoretical idea and refers to a gesturally-oriented, specific hierarchical construction which I call dramaturgical structure. The
foregoing chapters are my attempt to analyze this structure in selected Lindberg works. My second purpose has been to provide new information regarding Magnus Lindberg’s ideas about compositional technique and dramaturgical
thinking. In the introduction (Chapter 1), I point out the small amount of research available on Lindberg. It is my hope that this study will provide inspiration for new research on this composer and thereby contribute to the study of
contemporary music generally. Third, I intend to experiment with Lindberg’s
theoretical idea of dramaturgy and develop it in further studies based on the
outcome of this study.
The examination is based on a musical semiotic framework by which musical narrativity, the study’s main theoretical idea, elucidates Western classical
and contemporary music as a dynamic continuum and a process of signification. The theoretical idea of musical dramaturgy and gesture are based on this
syntagmatic aspect of narrativity with which the analyses have been carried
out. My approach here is based on traditional methodology, which examines
harmonic and thematic organization, and analyzes timbre. Magnus Lindberg’s
scores, recordings, interviews with me, and drafts related to the compositional
process of the works have been employed as essential materials in the analyses. The composer’s drafts include harmonic and rhythmic charts, verbal memoranda about the characteristics of the material, and so on (see the Bibliography
for more detail).
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The dramaturgy clarifies the dramatic structure of the work apart from
the way in which materials and structural basic units are ordered and grouped.
The dramaturgy is the concept by which we explore processual meanings of imitation, in other words, mimesis in an Aristotelian sense, and by which we can
also examine music and the discourse of the compositional technique. It is obvious that the main emphasis is on the dramaturgical perspective of the musical works, with the focus being on the composer rather than on listeners, and
with concentration on the composer’s strategic design, called dramaturgical
structure in the narrative. Hence, the theoretical question of taking into account the composer’s strategic approach is meaningful because the dramaturgy of composition plays an important part in creating the temporal unit in the
works. The main question is how the composer’s own compositional-technical
intentions are conveyed through his music’s structural organization. From this
point of view, close examination reveals a work’s climax, in other words, telos
and its function in the compositions, and enables us to clarify the dramaturgical units identified by examination of musical events. This narrative-dramaturgical concept eventually needs to address the characteristics of the musical
events and their order. Musical gesture is regarded as a significant and representative event among all the musical events in a given composition. In my
concept, musical gestures are subordinate to dramaturgical cohesion or hierarchical structure. In order to zoom in on the telos, in other words, the result of
musical process and purpose and the telos’s function in the entire dramaturgical structure, one of the most important questions might be to examine the relationship between telos and gestures.
The analysis demonstrates that Aura refers to symphonic formal thinking.
Its musical structure shows the essential elements of a symphony, although the
composer denied the symphonic characters of Aura. The structural factors also
clarified that the movements of Aura were the seeds of his subsequent works.
In other words, the forms of Lindberg’s works from the 1990s and 2000s follow
the formal principle that had been set forth in Aura. Most of all, these traceable
elements derive from the form of a work’s first movement. I call this “the Lindberg form.” The Lindberg form shows that, after the opening introduction, the
exposition occurs twice, and the so-called process section is sometimes placed
in between. The middle part (the temporally slow sections) follows the exposition part. The latter part of the movement often consists of bridge sections that
move toward the climax of the movement and its materials, which emerged in
the exposition, and returns as a recapitulation in the coda. The Lindberg form
refers to a cyclic or ternary form (ABA) because of the cyclic return of the open-
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ing gesture in the recapitulation. The Lindberg form was utilized in the composer’s later works, including those from the 1990s (the Symphonic Triptych, Arena,
Fresco), and the 2000s (Concerto for Orchestra, Sculpture, Seht die Sonne). However, I must point out that the Lindberg form differs from “the Lindberg dramaturgy.” I discuss the Lindberg form as a traditional and conventional musical
form; it includes an exposition, a slow section, and a recapitulation, which together create a sort of ABA form. With regard to this conventional form, I consider the climax important for understanding the dramaturgical structure as
a whole. In Lindberg’s dramaturgical structure, the opening gesture is driven
forward by various processes, showing a conflict-oriented narrative, whereby
we can grasp something of a tension and relaxation process. Moreover, a conflictual situation is resolved by another element, namely, a tonal gesture and
motive-like gestures in the climax of the first movements. This significant gesture unifies the entire dramaturgical structure of all the movements in a work,
a characteristic process based on Aristotelian dramaturgy.
The second movement of Aura, which opens with a slow chorale, is unusual
for Lindberg. The movement shows a unique form, and a series of long accelerandos, which I regard as the discourse of temporal engagement-disengagement
in the Tarastian view of musical semiotics. However, this temporal characteristic is actually employed in later works, clearly heard in Parada and Al largo.
Aura’s third movement shows a rapidly changing texture, characterized by contrasting instrumentation and a structuring of significant musical events. These
events function like a strong and massive gesture, a substance leading to the
next phase and a change in the progressive direction of the musical flow. Hence,
I argue that the gesturally-oriented musical discourse of the third movement
refers to the turning-point gesture in my theoretical idea.
The final movement is a summation of the telos of the whole process and
structure of Aura. The narrative trajectory of the fourth movement shows a “chaos to clarity” discourse, since the telos occurs as a musical explosion followed by
the closing gesture, an intense chorale for high strings. The telos of Aura shows
a “surrender after a struggle” and an image of “Death and ascension to heaven.”
Consequently, Aura has the nature of a clear narrative space. These elements
show clear connections with Jean Sibelius’s symphonies, especially the Seventh.
In order to conclude the analyses of the Symphonic Triptych, it is meaningful to summarize its three works, meanwhile comparing them with one another.
With regard to musical dramaturgy, the essential element for understanding
dramaturgical cohesion is the opening gesture. In Feria, the opening fanfare
serves as a distinctive main theme with which Lindberg attempted to identify
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the work’s characteristics and its form. The lyric theme of Cantigas serves the
same function as Feria’s fanfare. Parada’s opening gesture is a series of harmonies, the so-called “curtain harmony,” which succeeds in making a mystical
impression on its listeners. The opening materials of these three works have an
identical common factor, namely, the opening material returns in the respective
recapitulations, thus confirming the ABA design of each work. This depicts the
consistencies of dramaturgical and structural ranges, which are based on the
Lindberg form, and which originated in the first movement of Aura.
The analysis of Feria shows that the work has crystallized in a unison dramaturgy, which links different musical elements at the level of parameter-building
and generates a tension-relaxation process in the narrative flow. Unison dramaturgy refers to Lindberg’s stylistic musical features. These are apparent in the
tension of musical elements at the climax of Feria, which resolves into a unison
structure or unison texture, marked by the convergence of tonal or rhythmic elements regarded as the telos. The telos as the temporal organization of Feria’s
musical process is also remarkable. The tempo shifts from fast to slow, incorporated into the final stage of the work, reflecting the synthesis-like treatment of
musical time in the composition as a whole. In addition, the Monteverdi quotation in the middle part of Feria is a significant element, and illustrates another stylistic feature of Lindberg. The quotation’s tonal element draws attention
and enlarges a depth of space within the harmonic dimensions.
Cantigas, the last number the Triptych to be composed, is constructed in
five cyclic sections, a structure that does not differ appreciably from that of
Feria. Hence, the dramaturgical cohesion shows the same factor as Feria’s: the
lyric opening gesture and variation-like cycle return at the end as the recapitulation. In Cantigas, the formal principle, the Lindberg form, is also employed.
What is furthermore remarkable in Cantigas is the contrasts: changing texture
(full orchestral vs. chamber), complex polyrhythms, richness of sound colors,
and a massive climax in which tonality appears. The process to the telos is indicated by the vision of narrativity from chaos to clarity, as the dramaturgy
of Aura is also based on the same concept. The climax of Cantigas shows that
Lindberg employed tonal harmonies as effective material and used them as a
main functional part of dramaturgical cohesion. When a tonal context emerges
in Lindberg’s works, typically the texture is very clear and the tonal harmony
transparent, characteristics ultimately transmitted to Parada. That tonal context strongly indicates a kind of dissolution of the whole harmonic process and
the narrative-conflict situation (peripetia) of the work. In a Tarastian sense, this
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harmonic dissolution is a kind of space narrativity, and can be proved to be the
telos of Cantigas, a result of all the processes in the work.
Lindberg’s compositional style was clearly directed toward simplicity of texture through Feria and Cantigas. The complex textures, a hallmark of post-serialism — for example, the way materials were based on separate parameters
(pitch, rhythm, dynamics) — gradually faded away. However, one of the most
significant details in Cantigas is the strictly designed temporal structure of the
cyclic section, which comes about during the seven main harmonic subjects in
the temporal order of a slow–fast–slow configuration. The tempo gradually becomes one-quarter faster than the previous subject, and reaches its culmination
in the D subject, gradually becoming slow again with a return to the starting
tempo. This cyclic temporal construction represents a well-known dramatic structure in Western art music, namely, the Golden Section. The temporal structure
of Cantigas on the level of small materials is a miniaturization, since this temporal slow–fast–slow cycle materialized on the level of the whole structural dimension of the work, just as happens in Parada.
Parada was compiled from materials used in the first two works of the Symphonic Triptych. However, Parada simultaneously points to the first work in
Lindberg’s next stylistic phase of the 2000s. The clear and simple stylistic tendency became increasingly strong in his production thereafter. In Parada, the
ABA form clearly appears in the conceptualization of the temporal structure,
marked with X and Y triangles in the analysis. Parada also has a cyclic form.
The opening gesture, the curtain harmony, is a significant unit gesture in the
functional sense. In addition to these characteristics, another significant factor for dramaturgical cohesion in Parada is the tonal texture, which I call the
Mahlerian melody, and is heard three times. This melody is given a tonal setting
plus a characteristics texture. The Mahlerian melody in its guise as a striking
and repeated characteristic is a significant event from the viewpoint of narrativity. It is a sequence gesture, and additionally acts as a significant unit in
the work as a whole. Hence, I call this melody the unit gesture. This particular
unit gesture gives listeners a strong impression of dramatic darkness, associated with late romantic styles or Sibelius in works such as his Fourth Symphony. This tonal element shows Lindberg’s new stylistic direction, which stays in
the listener’s mind as a new tonality. Consequently, the point of contact of the
three works is the Lindberg form in which the opening gesture returns before
the climax. The formal character of these works also appears as the ABA form,
and consists of cyclic sections. The temporal organization, in which the tempo
shifts from fast to slow, indicates synthetic treatment, which can be regarded
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as a temporal unison and which I call unison dramaturgy. This is Magnus Lindberg’s formal principle.
From these four Lindberg works, we find more and less covert references
to old and traditional fashions, styles, features, and gestures that originated
in tonal music: Feria’s fanfare and the Monteverdi quotation, Cantigas’s troubadour-like character, Parada’s Mahlerian melody and Sibelian atmosphere.
In Lindberg’s music, a kind of a continuum of meanings occurs between a tonal and a post-tonal context, demonstrating that these four works no longer belong to post-serialism.

Figure 8.1: Lindberg’s dramaturgical structure in Aura, Feria, Cantigas, and Parada.

Figure 8.1 shows the dramaturgical structure of Lindberg’s works as revealed by this study. The significant result is that a certain dramaturgical structure, which I call “the Lindberg dramaturgy,” is found in all four works analyzed
here. The structure is associated with Aristotelian dramaturgy in which an element first heard at the opening of a piece develops through several conflicts,
breaks down at the turning point (the peripeteia). Catharsis (=cleansing) fol-
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lows. This cohesion is based on strong, continued gestures. This is a new finding in the research on Lindberg.
Lindberg’s music opens with an exposition (the opening gesture), in which
the basic material is presented (see also Figure 4.6.D and Example 5.4.A). The
musical process develops toward chaos, which must somehow be resolved. Music is now in a state of saturation; the musical motion slows down and musical tension heightens. As a result of saturation, an explosion occurs. Finally, a
unison, a tonality, or some kind of ending gesture with a long note or fadeout
follows the explosion – Lindberg’s catharsis (=cleansing). I claim that the musical narrative of Aura and the Symphonic Triptych are based on this formula,
although the ending gesture of Feria expresses an emotional state such as “triumph” and “excitement,” while the ending gestures of Cantigas and Parada are
more in the nature of “peaceful,” “unafraid,” or “calm gratification” rather than
catharsis. The Lindberg dramaturgy also shows a narration “from chaos to clarity and finally awakening from illusion.” The climax plays a crucial role in carrying the linear process through to the end, fulfilled by the telos.
This view expounded above succeeds in elucidating a kind of dramative narrative that corresponds to Lindberg’s music. Although the musical narrative does
not necessarily provide a proper semiotic sign system for modern music, I emphasize that the musical narrative is able to define an overall process of narration or put the story of modern music in perspective, as this study demonstrates.
In Lindberg’s hands, the form ABA’ clearly has a shorter A’ section than
the original section A. This factor is quite suitable to Aristotelian dramaturgy: in order to create a dramatic climax for these works, the composer gradually reduces the durations of each event along with the progress of the “drama,”
which provides the quick changes that make an entire series of tempos accelerate toward the end of a work.
One of the important byproducts of this study is an understanding of the
conceptualization of Lindberg’s compositional process. He begins a composition by creating “structural charts,” including harmonic, rhythmic, and form
charts, in which each parameter is fixed in a strict manner. Although Lindberg employs these basic materials and sections in accordance with the Lindberg form, the concept of the dramaturgy eventually plays an important role
in producing the dramatic effects and changes through which the entire dramaturgy is shaped.
The second important byproduct is clarifying the basic factors of Lindberg’s orchestral music and his aesthetics: 1) the suggestive titles of works, 2)
the Lindberg form and dramaturgy, 3) constructive textures, musical gestures,
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and gestural continuity, 4) figures, quotations, and allusions, 5) large instrumental masses vs. chamber music, 6) many kinds of instrumentation, 7) sharp
and metallic tone colors, 8) heterogeneous harmonies (twelve-tone harmony,
spectral-like harmony, tonal flavor, and the chaconne principle), and 8) angular rhythms.
At the beginning of section 3.2, I mentioned that significant factors in Lindberg’s aesthetic are 1) post-serialism, 2) a compositional technique based on a
theoretical and constructive approach, 3) the extended chaconne principle, and
4) musical continuity and post-tonality or post-modern harmony. However, the
results of my analyses show a difference from the first of these: post-serialism.
“The Lindberg sound” has the features of post-modern orchestral music rather than post-serialism. This is another byproduct of my study. As for the dramaturgy, Lindberg’s aesthetic characteristics can be regarded as 1) the simple
beginning of the work and 2) musical continuity, in which the harmonic dimension based on the chaconne principle is extended to the linear dimensions. That
means that the linear dimention indicates the direction of producing a melodic line at the work’s end. In addition, 3) sequences of rhythmic ostinatos play
an important role in producing musical continuity in the works. 4) Musical textures are not characterized by multi-layered and complex sounds, but rather are
simplified. Finally, 5) the unique harmonic progression in which a cadence-like
function is produced differs from tonal cadences. However, Lindberg attempts
to employ tonal harmonies, such as harmonic cadences at dramaturgically important turning points and climaxes. These characteristics are significant to
Lindberg’s aesthetics.
I close by answering my essential question with a summary of why we can
grasp Lindberg’s music as a dramatic and narrative whole, even though his
music is highly complex. Lindberg’s music is unique in its rapid-gestural and
energetic style and its richly detailed orchestration, thus providing an interesting starting point for a semiotic approach. After his breakthrough work, Kraft
(1985), his orchestral works have continued to express clear, fast, and energetic characteristics, which we can identify as signature “Lindbergian” sounds.
At this point, many may wonder exactly what qualifies as a certain composer’s
signature in a work. In particular, richly colored and quickly changing orchestral sounds, which are mostly heard in Lindberg’s recent works, are fascinating to explore as a research subject. Lindberg’s brilliant skill in orchestration,
which developed across almost four decades of his career, is one of the most
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outstanding features throughout his productions.169 Lindberg (2008) has said
that he has to correct a work’s instrumentation before each performance because of the different acoustic circumstances of concert halls. This phenomenon reminds us of Gustav Mahler changing his orchestration according to the
situation in conducting his own symphonies.170 However, in addition to Lindberg’s orchestration and the Lindbergian sound, another important factor in
this composer’s music is the sturctural scheme and dramaturgy, which this
study has explored.
The complex structures, musical surfaces, rapidly-changing, and multi-layered sounds of his works all seem to be reasons for the difficulty in understanding Lindberg’s music. Nevertheless, his music is performed frequently, and new
compositions are constantly in demand. As a response to these questions, the
result of this study shows that underneath these complexities, there is simple
and traditional dramaturgy, which we can identify and which invokes the listeners’ sympathy. The consistent musical structure, his principles — a musical
continuum and the extended chaconne principle— make a kind of a dynamic
flow of expression in his music, which is based on the conventional and simple
Aristotelian dramaturgy. For this reason, a listener probably perceives this dynamic motion and dramaturgy as potentially familiar. Lindberg’s profound artistic quality lies in this distinction.

169 Lindberg stated in an interview (Lampila 1992) that “La Mer is one of my Bibles. Another
is The Rite of Spring by Stravinsky. Both scores are on my night table.”
170 Mahler also changed the orchetration in others’ works as well.
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Appendix

Example 5.6.A p. 2/2 (see p. 170 for page 1/2 ): The Monteverdi quotation in Feria,
bars 184–196 (Lindberg 1999: 38–39). © Copyright 1997 by Boosey & Hawkes Music
Publishers Ltd.

